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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 
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by  

 

Matthew John Baltz 

Doctor of Philosophy in Sociology 
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Professor William Rogers Brubaker, Chair 

 

 

Since the 1970s, developmentalism in the United States has been overshadowed by the 

rise of neoliberalism. However recent scholarship finds a “hidden developmental” or 

“entrepreneurial” American state also emerging over this period as a surprisingly effective actor 

promoting new innovations. Inspired by these findings, the first part of the dissertation 

investigates the puzzle of why “developmental” institutional arrangements and activities have 

emerged in the US since the 1970s only in the domain of science and technology policy. To 

approach this question, the dissertation examines two cases of developmental politics—political 

struggles to institutionalize or preserve within the state the capacity to promote domestic 

productive capabilities. The second part of the dissertation turns to the question of how 

developmentalism in the US has actually worked in a globalizing world. It does so through a 

comparative-historical analysis of the global rare earth materials supply chain that has linked the 
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US, Japan, and China since World War II. Rare earth materials, used in environmental, 

commercial, and military technologies, became the focus of a high-profile political “crisis” in 

2010. 

Analysis of archival materials, committee hearing transcripts, government reports, and 

trade publications spanning decades, revealed that the key drivers of developmental politics were 

reformers emerging from enclaves within the state where developmental ideas or practices had 

begun to flourish. Yet their attempts to expand the state’s capacity to govern inward foreign 

direct investment and strategic materials failed in both cases. In the first case, failure was due to 

the opposition of state elites and organized class segments defending core class privileges; in the 

second, ideological resistance and institutional inertia were most decisive. Historical analysis of 

the rare earth supply chain revealed the consequences of these state-building failures, as the 

American state’s weak developmental capacities in other policy domains, especially trade and 

investment, were found to have accelerated the supply chain’s decisive shift to Japan and China. 

These findings do not dispute recent scholarship documenting expansions in the American state’s 

capacity to nurture innovation, but they do suggest that the state’s limited capacities in other 

policy domains have crippled its ability to support domestic productive capabilities.   
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INTRODUCTION 

 

A New Frontier:  

Developmentalism and the American State 

 

 

 

“One of the finest problems in legislation,” Edmund Burke once wrote, is “what the State 

ought to take upon itself to direct by the public wisdom, and what it ought to leave, with as little 

interference as possible, to individual discretion. Nothing, certainly, can be laid down on the 

subject that will not admit of exceptions, many permanent, some occasional” (Burke 1999). The 

modern nation state continues to grapple with this problem; indeed, its history has been defined 

by a proclivity to “take upon itself” new tasks and responsibilities. The United States is of course 

no exception, and social scientists are still documenting the emergence and evolution of what 

have been called its welfare, carceral, and national security states in the twentieth century and 

beyond. This dynamic aspect of the American state (and indeed all nation states) is one reason 

why Max Weber’s observation (1949, 104–5) about the “eternal youth” of the “historical 

disciplines” is so apt. The political conflicts and processes of social change that are the heart of 

this state-building dynamic perpetually bring forth new problems for historical sociologists to 

discover.  

This dissertation’s premise is that a half-century of American state building has brought 

forth a new problem that has only just begun to be investigated in recent academic scholarship: 

the influence of developmentalism. At its core, developmentalism is based on the idea that 

continuous industrial and technological upgrading of productive capabilities is a fundamental 
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source of prosperity, and that to achieve these objectives it is necessary for public authorities 

(usually central states, but this does not preclude developmental practices by other levels of 

governance) to play an active role.1 This activist vision for the state, which rests upon a 

fundamental skepticism about the ability of “free” or “self-regulated” markets to achieve these 

objectives, has historically been one of developmentalism’s most distinctive features. One of the 

implications of this is that developmentalism’s bureaucratic and political face—i.e., the 

institutional arrangements tasked with turning its ideas into practice and the political struggles 

associated with them—has claimed the lion’s share of academic interest. Indeed, the scholarship 

on developmentalism has for decades now been defined by its instrument:  the “developmental 

state” and the organizations found therein. 

 For those familiar with this subfield, which is focused almost exclusively on 

“developing” countries and especially the “developmental states” of East Asia, an entire 

dissertation devoted to developmentalism in the United States may seem a surprising enterprise. 

Indeed, the US has often been cast as the natural foil to developmental states.  When Johnson 

(1982, 19) first coined the term “developmental state” to refer to Japan's postwar model of 

political economy, he chose to contrast it with the US’s “regulatory state.” He defined the latter 

as a “market-rational” state that “concerns itself with the forms and procedures of economic 

competition, but…does not concern itself with substantive matters.” Wade (1990, 337) continued 

in a similar vein, arguing that South Korea and Taiwan should be understood as “hard states” 

because they “are able not only to resist private demands but actively shape the economy and 

society.” He contrasted these states with the US’s “soft state,” as the latter does “little more than 

register the demands of social groups or at most resists private demands.” More broadly, the 

                                                 
1 This succinct formulation of developmentalism’s core ideas is based on Thurbon (2012). 
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well-documented rise of “neoliberalism” in the United States since the 1970s would also seem to 

belie the growing strength of developmentalism—an economic philosophy and approach to 

governance that is in many ways neoliberalism’s most direct ideological rival. 

And yet, for over a decade now, several scholars have shown that at least some lines that 

once divided the American state from East Asian developmental states have blurred. Indeed, the 

claims have been growing more assertive over time: the American state, it has been written, is 

“breaking new ground” (Fong 2000), nurturing a “hidden developmental state” (Block 2008), 

becoming “an increasingly enthusiastic practitioner of industrial policy” (Schrank and Whitford 

2009), is “extremely proactive and entrepreneurial in the development and commercialization of 

new technologies” (Mazzucato 2014), and “is the originating source of America’s commercial 

prowess in high-technology” (Weiss 2014). Though the conclusions and logic of the arguments 

found in this sample vary, what is clear from this scholarship is that a developmental turn has 

indeed been underway within certain enclaves of the American state. A new frontier in the study 

of American politics and political organization has been opened. 

As with all new frontiers of study, research on these trends remains uneven and the 

terrain unfamiliar. Questions abound. Are we truly witnessing something novel in the 

relationship between state and market in the United States? Is the US indeed becoming more like 

a developmental state by expanding its capacity to transform or nurture targeted sectors of the 

economy? If so, what theories might explain these trends? If not, what is limiting the US state’s 

developmental capacities? How has its distinct mix of “developmental” capacities worked in 

actual practice? How do its activities compare and interact with those of other states trying to 

promote and protect their own domestic productive capabilities in a globalizing world? What is 
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the relationship between the achievement of such capacities and processes of development and 

decline?  

These are the broad questions that underlie this project. Its overall aim is to contribute to 

this new area of scholarship as well as map out some specific avenues for future inquiry. Just as 

political sociologists, APD scholars, and other social scientists have been steadily revealing the 

origins of the US’s welfare, carceral, and national security states, so this dissertation argues that 

the time is ripe to uncover and reconstruct in more detail the series of state-building conflicts that 

have produced the US’s “actually existing” developmental state.   

 The dissertation seeks to accomplish these objectives in two parts. Part I focuses on the 

politics of developmental state building and is motivated by a puzzle raised by recent 

scholarship: Why have “developmental” or “entrepreneurial” institutional arrangements and 

activities emerged or expanded only in the domain of science and technology policy since the 

1970s? Why not in other policy domains? To approach this question, I argue that it is necessary 

to revisit the so-called “industrial policy debates” and “competitiveness movements” of the last 

quarter of the 20th century and investigate previously ignored or misunderstood episodes of 

developmental politics. These I define as specific political struggles to institutionalize, enhance, 

or preserve within the state the capacity to engage in projects or govern markets with the 

strategic goal of sustaining or transforming domestic productive capabilities.  

Part II turns from the politics of developmental state building to an analysis of American 

developmentalism in practice. It explores how the American developmental state has actually 

“worked” to promote domestic productive capabilities and how its activities compare and 

interact with those of other states also trying to accomplish the same goal. To approach this 

question, I analyze in comparative and historical perspective the rare earth (RE) materials supply 
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chain linking the United States, Japan, and China since World War II. The state’s institutional 

arrangements thus appear as “dependent” and “independent” variables in the first and second 

parts of the dissertation, respectively: Part I focuses on the politics that determine the state’s 

developmental capacities; Part II, on the relationship between these state capacities and 

processes of development and decline. 

The remainder of this Introduction surveys some of the recent literature on 

developmentalism in the United States and identifies specific areas that require further research. 

It then develops in more detail the two central research questions that will be the focus of this 

dissertation, and describes the data and methods that are used in Parts I and II. It concludes with 

a brief overview of the dissertation’s chapters.  

 

A new and unsettled frontier 

There are many reasons to be skeptical about claims suggesting an embrace of “industrial 

policy” or the emergence of an “entrepreneurial” or “hidden developmental state” in the 

contemporary US. Virtually all political indicators would suggest the very opposite. It was not 

that long ago that the “industrial policy debates” of the 1970s and 1980s were declared 

finished—and decidedly not in favor of industrial policy (O. L. Graham 1994). In national party 

politics, the sustained Republican assaults on the budgets and capacities of the government since 

the 1980s, the capture of the Democratic Party by its neoliberal wing led by the Democratic 

Leadership Council, and the disappearance of Ross Perot’s heterodox third party movement 

during the 1990s are all trends that have created an inhospitable political environment for 

developmentalism. The presidency of Barack Obama, which many observers cautiously expected 

to usher in a period of change, resulted in the appointment of former Clinton-era officials who 
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predictably saw through a brief period of stimulus and bailouts before pursuing a liberalizing 

agenda in foreign economic policy and overseeing an overall freeze or reduction in the budgets 

and personnel of the federal workforce. All would seem to confirm the influential Varieties of 

Capitalism (VoC) research paradigm’s broader categorization of the US as a “liberal market 

economy” par excellence (Hall and Soskice 2001b).  

But looking beyond party politics or select policy domains, the evidence presented by 

another group of scholars coming from various disciplines paints a starkly different picture. 

Their objects of analysis vary, with some analyzing specific agencies like the Department of 

Defense's Advanced Research Projects Agency (Fong 2001), the CIA's In-Q-Tel program and 

other public venture capitalist initiatives (Keller 2011), the Department of Commerce's ill-fated 

Advanced Technology Program (Negoita 2011), and the Manufacturing Extension Partnership 

(Hallacher 2005; Whitford 2005, chap. 6).  Others have focused on federal support of specific 

industries and technologies such as the internet (Abbate 1999) nanotechnology (Motoyama, 

Appelbaum, and Parker 2011), biotechnology (Hurt 2011), semiconductors (Fong 2000) and flat 

panel displays (J. A. Hart, Lenway, and Murtha 2000; J. A. Hart 2008). Another strand of 

scholarship has long focused on developmental activities at the state and local level (Eisinger 

1988; Eisinger 1990; Schrank 2011). Their findings are diverse, but all suggest significant policy 

experimentation as well as change in the roles, capacities and linkages within and beyond the 

American central state. From these vantage points, the American state looks quite different. As 

developmental eddies resisting a rising neoliberal tide, these organizations suggest notable 

departures from the VoC “liberal market economy” ideal type. 

Block and Weiss have in many ways set the research agenda, offering two general (and 

sometimes conflicting) frameworks to grasp this “developmental” trend. Block’s starting point is 
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a challenge to Graham’s history (1994) of the so-called “Industrial Policy Debate.” Block argues 

that Graham’s conclusion that the debate ended in 1984 “with clear victory for those advocating 

reliance on markets” obscures a state-building process that was “significantly more complex” 

(2008, 178).2 What actually happened is that a series of legislative reforms enacted during the 

otherwise hostile Reagan and Bush administrations significantly elevated the role and 

capabilities of the federal government to promote innovation and the commercialization of new 

technologies. In a story consistent with Balogh’s survey of American state-building since 

America’s founding (Balogh 2009), centralizing or highly visible “industrial policy” schemes 

were indeed shot down, but new institutions and policy innovations that embraced a 

decentralizing approach to governance and stayed largely “out of sight” were allowed to soar. 

The result was a new organizational form that Block contrasts with the more familiar 

“bureaucratic” developmental states of East Asia: an American “Developmental Network State” 

(DNS).  “A DNS,” Block explains, “is not housed in a single place; rather its activities might be 

carried out in literally hundreds of different offices located in different government agencies or 

facilities.” Budgets are scattered, spending disbursed, state functions diverse and decentralized. 

Yet all serve to foster a collaborative network of “hundreds or thousands of distinct groups of 

technologists” who provide support “across a wide range of different economic sectors” (Block 

2008). The key “governing principles” of this new innovation system are decentralized 

coordination, public-private partnerships, cooperative sharing of expertise, and gains sharing 

(Block and Keller 2011, 20).  

                                                 
2 It is debatable whether Block’s is an accurate characterization of Graham’s important contribution. Though 

Graham considered the 1984 election an important defeat for the “industrial policy” idea in the first half of the book, 

the second half (entitled "The Persistence of Industrial Policy, 1985-1990") investigates much of the “complexity” 

to which Block refers. 
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Weiss (2014) also investigates the American state’s evolving role in promoting 

innovation and enterprise, and similarly situates the late 1970s as a key turning point for the 

development of new institutional arrangements or the reform of existing ones within the state. 

Where she differs from Block is in emphasizing that “national security is the main motivator of 

transformative innovation in the U.S. economy,” and that the “National Security State (NSS)” is 

the “vital actor in that enterprise.” She therefore casts many of the very same organizations and 

programs investigated by Block as emerging less from the industrial policy debates of the 1980s 

and more from the postwar NSS, broadly defined to include primarily the Departments of 

Defense, Energy, and Homeland Security, the Central Intelligence Agency, the National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration, the National Science Foundation, and the National 

Institutes of Health.  

One of Weiss’s core claims is that these organizations have pioneered the creation of 

“innovation hybrids,” which have taken the form of venture capital funds, federally-funded 

research and development centers, commercialization consortia, and “public interest” 

corporations. Weiss describes them as “Long-standing, growing, diverse, often sui generis and 

hard to classify” and as “more complex than mere public-private partnerships, outsourcing, or 

privatization.” Most hybrids were created at the end of World War II, but Weiss identifies the 

1980s as another key turning point when the NSS began remodeling existing hybrids and 

forming new ones. The spur, according to Weiss, was growing competition in the global 

economy (particularly the “technonationalist” challenge posed by Japan), changes in military 

doctrine, and the need to attract the participation of high-tech firms that were now more reliant 

on commercial rather than military markets. Accepting Friedberg’s theory (Friedberg 2000) that 

“antistatism” does place real checks on state-building in the United States, she nevertheless 
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concludes that “American antistatism has not restricted the state’s economic activism but simply 

changed its form of engagement, and thus helped shape its innovation enterprise.”  

Though different in their characterizations and points of emphasis, Block’s and Weiss’s 

accounts share two basic similarities with the existing literature on American developmentalism 

and developmental state building. First, this literature is almost exclusively focused on science 

and technology policy, i.e., how the state supports research and development, promotes 

innovation in targeted sectors, or facilitates the commercialization of new technologies. Second, 

the literature has been most oriented toward asking “how” questions: How does the American 

state promote the development of new technologies? How can its performance be improved or 

various “network failures” (Schrank and Whitford 2011; Brandt and Whitford 2016) overcome? 

As Novak (2008, 765) has argued, such “action-oriented ‘how’ questions” that recall an 

“American pragmatic or realist approach to the state” can yield valuable insights. The result is 

scholarship with immediate public policy relevance that frontally challenges conventional free 

market theories that had long minimized the impact or efficacy of state developmental projects. 

Mazzucato’s valuable and much-publicized synthesis (2014) best fits the latter category. 

While laudable and significant, such foci also have their costs and limitations. First, the 

current focus on establishing a relationship between state intervention and outcomes has meant 

that the prior state-building processes that enabled the American state to be a powerful actor in 

development has been less scrutinized. To be sure, there have been some more overt attempts at 

theorization, with Schrank and Whitford (2009), for example, adopting a “neo-Polanyian” 

interpretation based on the recurring relationship between the expansion of self-regulated 

markets and new movements for social protection. “Antistatism” (Weiss 2014) and “market 

fundamentalism” (Block 2008; Block and Keller 2011) have also been cited as important 
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ideological sources of constraint. But a resort to explaining patterns of American state-building 

in terms of vague “double movements,” ideological blockages or a general American preference 

for a certain kind of state only conceals the concrete individuals and groups who actually engage 

in political struggles over the state’s organizational forms, capacities, and agendas. To address 

this problem, I argue that specific political struggles to institutionalize, enhance, or preserve 

within the state the capacity to engage in projects or govern markets with the strategic goal of 

sustaining or transforming domestic productive capabilities—what I call developmental 

politics—need to be moved from the periphery and placed at the center of analysis. 

Second, an unintended selection bias has resulted from the existing literature’s focus on 

instances where a developmental mission or capacity has occurred (i.e., in the domain of science 

and technology policy). It is therefore difficult to make a clear evaluation—much less 

explanation—of the nature or significance of these trends. Put in different terms, the process of 

what Merton (1987) once called “establishing the phenomenon” still remains in its infancy. 

Clearly, the recent literature has advanced our knowledge of otherwise “hidden” state agencies 

that have been expanding their capacity to support developmental projects.  But it has also been 

silent on notable absences of state expansion beyond science and technology policy. Where do 

we see evidence of this trend and where do we not? What, in other words, are the limits of 

developmental state-building in the United States? By not confronting both positive and negative 

cases of the phenomenon of interest, the literature runs the risk of overstating the significance of 

the state's newfound developmental roles, understating the constraints that inhibit the scale and 

scope of its activities, and missing the broader theoretical implications of American patterns of 

state capacity and incapacity.3   

                                                 
3 The significance of absences in processes of state building was noted by Orren and Skowronek’s (2004, 123) 

programmatic statement for the study of “American Political Development,” – which they defined as a “durable shift 
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Finally, the existing literature has made it difficult to, as Weber (1976, 385) put it, 

“identify and define the individuality” of the American case, because it has tended to lack a 

comparative or historical perspective. To be sure, comparisons between the US and more 

traditional “developmental states” are often suggested, but this is typically where the comparison 

ends. Systematically comparing the United States with countries that have exhibited strong 

developmental tendencies promises to help identify more precisely how the US’s own 

developmental turn has converged or diverged from broader trends.  

This dissertation is designed to address many of these gaps in the recent literature as well 

as map out several new areas for future research. Part I focuses on two cases of developmental 

politics and presents a new framework for locating and theorizing about them. Part II, 

meanwhile, uses comparative-historical methods to compare the US’s distinct mix of 

developmental policies and practices with those of other states confronting similar challenges in 

a globalizing world 

 

Part I: Developmental politics and state building 

During a conference held in 2011, Block used the metaphor of butterflies and caterpillars 

to compare Weiss’s project with his own. The National Security State (the focus of Weiss’s 

research) was compared to an ugly caterpillar, while Block’s own “hidden developmental state” 

was cast as a “civilian-focused industry or technology butterfly that flies free of its origins” (or 

so he hoped). 4 Though normatively charged, this metaphor is nevertheless useful for describing 

                                                 
in governing authority.” To research such shifts, they called for “examining the historical record for evidence of a 

specific kind of political change – or its absence…” (my italics). 

 
4 According to Weiss (2014) these comments were made by Block while serving as a discussant on the panel 

“Return of the State: Learning from the BRICs?” Conference on New Economic Thinking, Teaching, and Policy 

Perspectives: A Brazilian Perspective within a Global Dialogue in Rio de Janeiro, November 7– 9, 2011. 
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a puzzle suggested by the recent literature on American developmentalism: Why haven’t more 

developmental militarist caterpillars transformed into a swarm of purely developmental 

butterflies taking flight and settling across the American state? How have developmental 

institutional arrangements in the US remained confined to the domain of science and technology 

and mostly associated with militaristic organizational sites and objectives?  

Block (2008; 2011b) has frequently cited the ideological constraint of “market 

fundamentalism” as being central to limiting the state’s developmental potential and thrusting his 

“developmental network state” into the shadows of American political life. Weiss, for her part, 

has cited the longstanding influence of “antistatism” on American state building and has argued 

that that any overt attempts made by the state to more actively promote or protect domestic 

productive capabilities “would require a degree of federal reregulation and intervention that 

would likely bump up against America’s pervasive distaste for government.” But such 

observations raise an obvious question: Where is the “distaste” for government most intensely 

being felt in America, and whose interests are most served by it? That is, how do the constraints 

of “market fundamentalism” and “antistatism” manifest themselves in concrete political 

struggles? The constraints that Block and Weiss describe, while no doubt powerful, should serve 

as starting points, not endpoints, for analyzing the questions raised by their butterfly-caterpillar 

problem. These questions are best answered through an analysis of specific episodes of 

developmental politics in which those less distasteful of state power attempt to equip it with the 

capacity needed to promote domestic productive capabilities. 

The objectives of Part I are to develop a new theoretical framework for investigating such 

episodes and apply it to the analysis of two concrete cases. To anticipate the arguments of the 

next chapter, such attempts were made in a political field located within and between the 
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executive branch (especially the White House Executive Offices) and Congress (i.e., committees 

and subcommittees with interests related to promoting and protecting domestic productive 

capabilities).  Moreover, the field itself was often quite central to these conflicts, the fundamental 

issue being whether and how “a durable shift of political authority” (Orren and Skowronek 2004) 

might occur between Congress and the Executive.  

With the onset of the “long downturn” of the 1970s (R. Brenner 2006) and the trade 

imbalances and market instabilities associated with it, there were no shortage of issue areas 

where such shifts could occur. These included issues related to the state’s funding and 

proprietary ownership of scientific research, questions over whether or not to establish a 

development bank, debates over defense procurement and stockpiling policies and the general 

requirements for maintaining a “defense industrial base,” disagreements over the impact of 

inward and outward foreign direct investment and technology transfer, conflicts over the 

institutional arrangements governing tariffs and trade, regulatory questions centered on the 

activities of multinational corporations, and contention over the government’s role in securing 

reliable access to energy resources and strategic materials. Chapter 1 presents my theoretical 

framework for investigating the politics that arise from these sorts of issues. Below, I briefly 

describe the two cases of developmental politics that will be the focus of chapters 2 and 3, and 

explain my rationale for case selection.  

The first case is the reform effort that began during the 1970s to create a new mechanism 

to govern flows of inward foreign direct investment (IFDI). This resulted in the establishment of 

the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS) by a reluctant Ford 

administration in 1975. Despite a broad mandate, extensive interest shown by Congress in 

expanding the executive branch’s powers in this domain, and significant disagreements within 
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the executive branch about the benefits of a more active government role, CFIUS was in its early 

years a passive and insignificant organization that effectively institutionalized a predominately 

neoliberal approach to IFDI governance. This changed in 1988, when new legislation 

significantly elevated CFIUS’s powers and mandate. But for reasons that will be explored more 

thoroughly in Chapter 2, an institutionalized bias against government intervention and faith in 

the benefits of “free market forces” endured even as certain compromises were struck to allow 

“national security” considerations to enter into the CFIUS investment review process.  

The second case is another reform effort that began during the 1970s.  Here, the goal was 

to establish a new organization within the Executive Office of the President that would focus on 

strategic materials policy. This organization would have been charged with monitoring markets 

for supply issues, identifying potential insecurities or bottlenecks, and developing policies and 

practices to ensure reliable access to such materials, including the promotion and protection of 

domestic productive capabilities. The need for such an organization was first expressed in a 

government commission study in the early 1950s.  But it was not until 1970s, for reasons I 

examine in detail in Chapter 3, that a period of developmental politics actually began. Yet unlike 

in the domain of IFDI policy, the efforts made by reformers to institutionalize new state 

capacities ended in total failure despite the passage of legislation in 1974 and 1980.  

These cases share several key similarities as well as one significant difference. In terms 

of similarities, both constitute cases where new and unfamiliar challenges—namely, levels of 

IFDI not seen since before World War I and uncertainties in the supply of minerals and raw 

materials in a historically resource-rich country—had created new possibilities for institution 

building or strengthening. Second, the strategic management of flows of foreign investment 

flows and critical materials have long been, and continue to be, ways that states, especially 
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“developmental states” of both the “bureaucratic” and “network” types (Ó Riain 2004), have 

attempted to achieve certain developmental goals. Yet in the US, both policy domains constitute 

two “negative” cases where calls for expanded government capacity, even when couched in 

national security concerns, failed to overcome or prevent reliance on “free markets” with 

minimal state supervision or intervention, much less institutionalize developmental logics or 

practices within the state.  

The key difference between these two cases lies in the goals of the reformers. The 

developmentalists that targeted IFDI policy sought to imbue the state with the capacity to 

intervene in, and when necessary, prohibit, certain activities engaged in by firms accustomed to 

investing, transferring technology, and producing with little state interference. This goal was 

informed by the core developmentalist belief that the private, individual decisions of capital 

owners could not be trusted to ensure outcomes that would maximize the benefits, and minimize 

the costs, of IFDI flows to a country’s domestic productive capabilities. Reformers of strategic 

materials policy, on the other hand, sought a new mechanism to coordinate state and non-state 

activities affecting strategic materials and support developmental projects. From their 

perspective, existing institutional arrangements were no longer up to the task of promoting and 

protecting different links in the materials supply chain in an increasingly competitive, 

globalizing world. In short, and to borrow a useful distinction made by Evans (1995), reformers 

of IFDI policy sought to use the state primarily for policing capital, while reformers of strategic 

materials policy sought to use the state primarily for promoting it.  

The comparative strategy I use in Part I of this dissertation is best described as an 

“individualizing” comparison, in which the aim, as Tilly (1984, 82) described it, is to “contrast 

specific instances of a given phenomenon as a means of grasping the peculiarities of each case.” 
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This strategy seemed appropriate because both chapters represent the first two explorations of 

developmental politics in the US as I define it. However, since one of the other goals of this 

dissertation is to identify the kinds of barriers that developmentalists encountered when they 

sought to expand the state’s capacities, introducing variation in the types of institutional 

arrangements being sought seemed the surest way to reveal potential variation in the nature of 

the opposition mounted against them. This turned out to be the case. In the Conclusion, I offer 

two hypotheses to explain this variation, thereby shifting, albeit tentatively, toward what Tilly 

called a “variation-finding” usage of comparison (Tilly 1984, 83).  

 My methodological approach to developmental politics is historical, constructing 

narratives that carefully examine how sequences of political conflicts and processes of 

institutionalization unfolded over time as opposed to at a single political episode or juncture. One 

of the patterns that stood out early on in my initial discovery of these cases was that the periods 

when a developmental agenda first emerged in both policy domains had been preceded by an 

earlier period of politicization where such an agenda was absent. Analyzing these cases 

diachronically thus allowed me to compare these two periods and identify how the conditions of 

possibility for developmental state building expanded or collapsed over time. In the Conclusion,  

I discuss some potential common properties of developmental politics that this method revealed, 

shifting once again to a comparative strategy designed to accomplish what Tilly (1984, 84) 

called “universalizing.”  

The case histories explored in this part of the dissertation are based on three types of 

primary evidence: transcripts of congressional hearings and floor debates, internal government 

reports and studies, and archival data collected from the Nixon, Ford, and Reagan presidential 
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libraries and the US National Archives.5 Decades of congressional debates, testimony and reports 

were essential for reconstructing the history of the legislative process, identifying the coalitions 

of individuals and groups that had mobilized for or against the enhancement of the state’s 

institutional arrangements, and specifying in greater detail the ideas and interests that motivated 

them. Besides being invaluable, these sources had the virtue of being easily accessible, often in 

digital or published form, as a matter of public record. Unfortunately, they are also incomplete, 

because the attitudes and contingent stances taken by appointed members and staff of 

presidential administrations (and the constituencies they listened to and were influenced by) were 

in every case more decisive than the outcomes produced by formal legislation (much to the 

frustration of reformers whose power base centered on Congressional committees). For that 

reason, I complemented the traces left by the legislative record by heading to the archives, all of 

which, much to my delight and relief, offered documents that had only recently been declassified 

or had not yet been consulted by scholars. 

 

Part II: American Developmentalism in Practice 

The successful building state capacity is essential to the effective practice of 

developmental ideas: they establish, in other words, the conditions of possibility. But once in 

place, analyzing the state’s institutional arrangements in isolation will not reveal how such 

arrangements actually work, much less their impacts on economic transformation. Thus, to 

understand how American developmentalism has worked in actual practice, it is not sufficient to 

investigate only state structures; it is also necessary to engage the question of what the state 

actually does in concrete historical contexts.  

                                                 
5 No meaningful executive branch decisions were made during the Carter administration in either policy domains. 

Consulting the archives located at the Carter Presidential Library was therefore not necessary.  
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Recent scholarship has of course delved into this aspect of American developmentalism. 

But it has also focused almost exclusively on the workings of the policy domain where 

developmentalism in the US has been strongest: science and technology policy. In practice, 

however, developmental science and technology policy activities always collide with often 

competing institutionalized logics and activities in other policy domains, e.g., trade, investment, 

competition policy, and procurement. This is especially relevant for developmentalism in the US. 

Indeed, Weiss (2012, 38; 2010, 190) has rightly described the US state as an “exemplary case” of 

a “polymorphous” state where various competing influences (e.g., neoliberalism, 

developmentalism, militarism and mercantilism) have become institutionalized across its many 

policy domains.  

In a globalizing world, developmental activities in the US also inevitably collide with 

those of other states. Indeed, as production becomes increasingly scattered and supply chains 

extended across the globe, the policies and practices of multiple states interact even more 

profoundly to shape the rise or decline of their domestic productive capabilities. The question 

then becomes the following: How do all these relationships impact American developmentalism 

in actual practice? More specifically, and to reframe this question in terms of two relevant 

features of the US political economy since the 1970s, what happens when the US state pursues 

developmental technology policies in (1) a domestic institutional environment otherwise 

dominated by the premises, logics and objectives associated with neoliberalism and militarism, 

and (2) an increasingly competitive international environment with rising “developmental states” 

pursuing export-oriented growth strategies? 

These are the central questions explored in Part II. To do so, I conduct a comparative 

historical analysis of the global supply chain based on rare earth (RE) materials that has linked 
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the US, Japan, and China since World War II. Rare earths (the collective name for 17 elements 

appearing on the periodic table) are used in a variety of military, commercial, and renewable 

energy technologies, and have thus been a target of state intervention for over a half century. The 

sector consists of a global supply chain of firms that include upstream miners of minerals bearing 

rare earths, firms that refine and process RE minerals and turn them into usable materials or 

intermediate components, end users that apply them to a wide range of products, and scientific 

organizations that support research and development across all phases of the production process. 

The production and use of RE materials has been growing steadily since the 1960s as new 

consumer, defense, and renewable energy applications have been found to take advantage of 

their unique properties. But in the past decade, these once obscure elements have begun to garner 

new public and political scrutiny. The reason for this is that since the 1980s the RE supply chain 

has experienced such a dramatic a shift in the global division of labor away from the US and 

toward Japan and China that it provoked a brief political “crisis” in 2010. 

The historical analysis presented in Part II combines two comparative strategies, each 

with different tactics and primary objectives. The first is an “individualizing” comparative 

strategy similar to the one used in Part I in which the primary goal is to contrast cases as a means 

for “grasping the peculiarities” of each (Tilly 1984, 82). The objective here is to specify the 

peculiarity of American developmentalism in practice and how it has evolved over time. I 

employ Evans’s concept of “developmental roles” to compare how developmental ideas and 

institutional arrangements are put into actual practice by the American, Japanese, and Chinese 

states in multiple policy domains (Evans 1995). Evans proposed that states assume four main 

roles (“custodian,” “demiurge,” “midwife,” and “husband”) that foster the growth, maintenance, 

or transformation of sectors. He found that states vary in terms of the roles that are most 
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prominent across policy domains, as well as in their capacity to perform them.  He also found, 

not surprisingly, that as sectors develop, certain roles that were once favorable for development 

would no longer be suitable or adequate, requiring the state to withdraw from them or adopt new 

ones. In Chapter 4, I elaborate further upon Evans’s vocabulary of developmental roles and how 

I apply his ideas to the comparative analyses presented in Chapters 5 and 6. For now, I 

emphasize that one of the primary virtues of Evans’s concept of “roles” is that it makes possible 

useful generalizations about the relations between policy domains in concrete contexts and how 

these relations spur or hinder processes of development or decline.  

The second strategy I use in Part II is what McMichael calls an “incorporating 

comparison,” in which “variation in or across space within a world-historical conjuncture” is 

compared to explain a “substantive historical problem” (McMichael 1990, 389).  Here, the 

substantive historical problem to be explained is the transformation of the global RE supply 

chain, particularly the rise and decline of American productive capabilities within it since World 

War II. The “variation” used to explain this evolution is each state’s performance (or lack 

thereof) of specific developmental roles over time. What distinguishes incorporating 

comparisons from other types is that cases are compared “precisely because they are 

competitively combined and therefore redefined in an historical conjuncture with unpredictable 

outcomes.”6 My comparative analysis therefore “simultaneously distinguishes and relates” the 

developmental roles performed by the states of the United States, Japan and China to help 

explain how the RE supply chain evolved in each country (McMichael 1990, 394). To be clear, 

the various insights gained through comparison on the variable role of the state will not 

definitively “prove” that state power was the reason why the rare earth sector declined in the US, 

                                                 
6 In this way, my incorporating comparison goes beyond the individualizing comparisons of developmental roles 

that Evans (1995) attempted. 
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endured in Japan, and skyrocketed in China. Instead, what I believe this method can do is trace 

key moments in this sector’s transformation to the presence or absence of specific state policies 

and practices and present a systematic analysis of how the latter constrained or enabled processes 

of development or decline in each country. Borrus (1999, 215) put the role of institutions best 

when he observed that they “create a fabric of possibilities, a pattern of constraint and 

opportunity that confronts firms as they choose strategies, making some choices more likely (or 

less risky) and foreclosing others.” Thus, and to borrow more of Borrus’s language, in my 

analysis each state’s developmental roles are “less independent variables in a formal analytic 

than systemic constraints tending to push strategies in particular directions, but without 

determining them.” 

Evans, McMichael, Borrus, and the many other scholars who have used economic sectors 

as their units of analysis have illustrated their utility for investigating the relationship between 

states and economic transformation. Sectors offer reasonably straightforward indicators that can 

be used to identify processes of growth or decline (e.g., the construction of new plants, export 

volumes, the discovery and application of new technologies, etc.). Also, since sectors exist in 

what Nelson and Mowery (1999) have called “sectoral support systems” they make it possible to 

incorporate multiple state activities across many policy domains and countries. This is an 

especially important advantage, for as I argue above, investigating American developmentalism 

in practice requires a perspective that incorporates multiple policy domains.  

Turning to the global RE supply chain specifically, its history is strategic for 

investigating the broader problems of this dissertation for three reasons.7 First, the specific 

                                                 
7 I use “strategic” here in Merton’s sense of the term, by which he meant “empirical material that exhibits the 

phenomena to be explained or interpreted to such advantage and in such accessible form that it enables the fruitful 

investigation of previously stubborn problems and the discovery of new problems for further inquiry”(Merton 1987). 
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historical trajectory of the global RE supply chain makes it possible to compare American 

developmentalism with Japan and China—two countries that have historically exhibited varying 

degrees of “developmental stateness,” with postwar Japan of course being the paradigmatic 

example. Investigating Japan’s role in transforming the international RE supply chain is 

especially relevant: as various structural forces began to act on Japan to force the restructuring of 

its entire RE supply chain, Japanese government and industry (especially by the mid-1980s) 

confronted a competitive international environment that was in many ways analogous to that 

which confronted the US by the end of the 1960s. Yet Japan took a different path.  The 

comparative insights to be gained by juxtaposing Japanese policies with respect to foreign 

investment, trade, technology, and strategic materials policy will thus help to underline the 

particularities of the US case and offers glimpses of developmental roads not traveled. It will 

also help strengthen the conclusions reached on the concrete ways that state policies and 

practices determined the evolution of the global RE supply chain in each country. 

Second, the global RE supply chain is strategic for the goals of this dissertation because it 

has historically been an extremely rich site for state intervention. As alluded to above, the rare 

earth sectors of each country have been linked with major defense and commercial industries, 

including consumer electronics, aerospace, information technology, automobiles, and renewable 

energy. A few examples may help to illustrate the range of state activities associated with this 

sector. In the United States, the modern RE supply chain was essentially created by the agencies 

operating within the broader National Security State. These agencies provided sources of 

industrial coordination and planning, a procurement market, and funding for research labs and 

firms. Federal support continued from the Cold War period up to the present through national 

laboratories funded by the Department of Energy, research grants extended to private 
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contractors, and various military research labs. Japan, for its part, has long assisted firms 

utilizing rare earth materials to seek out new sources of supply in response to changing market 

conditions under the guidance of the Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) and 

was a key player in the development of the Chinese RE periphery during the 1980s. China in 

recent years have attempted to impose stronger regulations on the production and export of RE 

materials in order to capture more valuable downstream links in the global RE supply chain.8 

Again, these are just a few of many examples of how each state has attempted to promote the 

development of this sector, making it an auspicious case for the study of developmentalism in 

actual practice.  

Finally, the history of the global RE supply chain is strategic because offers an 

opportunity not only to compare each respective states’ developmental roles in practice, but also 

to analyze the economic consequences of these interactions in potentially generalizable ways. 

The evolution of the global RE supply chain has been profoundly shaped by the structural 

conditions of the postwar American political economy alluded to above and discussed in more 

detail in the next chapter. It is thus possible to explore processes and relationships with 

implications that go far beyond the particular experience of a relatively obscure supply chain. 

The universe expands to include potentially any supply chain or sector that has been shaped by 

the US state’s distinctive mix of developmental capacity and incapacity and experienced 

competitive pressures from the developmental states of East Asia—a large population, to be sure. 

Moreover, in politics as well as in academic scholarship, there is increasing alarm about the 

                                                 
8 The broad range of developmental roles that the global RE supply chain allows me to analyze of course does not 

overcome the problem of generalizability, on which is especially acute for analyses of the relationship state 

structures and sectors. One reason for this is that as Nelson and Mowery (1999) have also noted, “sectoral support 

systems” vary across economic sectors, a consequence of the heterogeneity and functional diversity of modern states 

and legacies of state building. However, since my primary goal is to investigate cases of developmentalism in 

practice, the richness of developmental roles offered by global RE supply chain’s history serves my primary 

purpose. 
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erosion of the American “industrial commons” (G. Pisano and Shih 2012) and the “gaping holes 

and missing pieces” found across the entire industrial landscape (Berger 2013). Analyzing how 

the American RE supply chain declined after decades of global leadership therefore promises 

important new insights relevant to these debates.  

To conclude, the general spirit that informs my investigations into the global RE supply 

chain since World War II is echoed in Susan Strange’s reflection that “like plants in nature, 

theories and explanations grow out of the dirt of observations of reality.” The best way to “test 

the abstractions of theory, and perhaps to develop alternative theory,” she continued, is by 

“getting your hands dirty with the nitty-gritty details of a technology, or with the decision-

making processes of corporate strategies or of ministerial policymaking” (Strange 1996, xvi). In 

Part II, I “dirty” my hands with the nitty-gritty details of several RE technologies with the help of 

a variety of archival and published sources, including fifty years of Minerals Yearbooks 

produced by the US Geological Survey, a 37-year archive of newsletters maintained by a US 

National Laboratory, 30 years of Japanese rare earth industry newsletters produced by a private 

industry research organization, and a wealth of government reports, documents, and specialist 

industry publications.9 For Chapter 5, which focuses on the US case, one of the key primary 

resources that I consulted was a complete archive of newsletters maintained by the Rare-Earth 

Information Center (RIC) of Ames Laboratory, one of the Department of Energy’s national 

laboratories located at Iowa State University.  The so-called “Mecca” of rare earth research in the 

United States, the RIC began publishing a quarterly newsletter (“RIC News”) in 1965 containing 

items of current interest concerning the science and technology of rare earths. A second monthly 

newsletter (“RIC Insight”) which focused on the technological and commercial aspects of the 

                                                 
9 These included the daily American Metal Market, monthly Industrial Minerals and Mining Journal, and 

semiweekly Metal Bulletin.   
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rare earth field, debuted in 1988.  All issues of both publications, ranging in length from 2 to 10 

pages, are available online and cover every year up to 2002 (when, tellingly, the RIC closed due 

to decline in financial support). For Chapter 6, the publications produced by Roskill Information 

Services, a London-based research and consulting firm were especially valuable. Since 1973, 

they have published The Economics of Rare Earths, a roughly quadrennial publication that 

provides comprehensive data on production and consumption trends of rare earth materials. In 

addition, I consulted every issue of Roskill’s Letter from Japan series, which began to be issued 

on a monthly basis in 1977 and translated into English industry updates concerning the 

development of the Japanese rare earth industry (and other minor metals industries). A complete 

archive of these Letters up to 2008 was available for research at the US Geological Survey 

Library located in Reston, Virginia. Suffice it to say that there was plenty of Strange’s “dirt” 

under my fingernails when I finished these investigations.  

 

Overview of the Dissertation 

Part I takes up the problem of developmental politics and state building in three chapters. 

Chapter 1 establishes and theorizes my object of analysis—cases of developmental politics—

and serves as the foundation for the next two empirical chapters. It argues that the “industrial 

policy debates” and the “competitiveness movements” of the last quarter century need to be 

refocused on the goals that were most central to them: enhancing the state’s capacities and 

institutional arrangements across several policy domains. Chapter 2 focuses on the politics of 

IFDI policy in the United States, with emphasis on explaining the origins and evolution of 

CFIUS—the organizational outcome of these state-building conflicts which remains in operation 

to this day. Chapter 3 focuses on the domain of strategic materials policy and examines why 
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attempts to establish an interagency organization in the executive branch that would operate 

according to developmental logics and practices failed during the 1970s and 1980s.   

Part II of the dissertation divides my comparative-historical analysis of the global rare 

earth supply chain linking the US, Japan and China since World War II into three chapters. 

Chapter 4 is an introductory chapter that lays the groundwork for the analyses presented in 

chapters 4 and 5. It presents a brief history of the RE supply chain, reviews existing accounts of 

the subject, and describes in more detail the analytical approaches used in the two chapters that 

follow. Chapter 5 focuses on the rare earth sector’s rise in the United States in the decades 

following World War II and examines the period of decline that began to accelerate in the 1980s. 

Chapter 6 examines the roles played by the Japanese and Chinese states in the development of 

their own respective rare earth sectors, stressing essential interrelationships between the two 

countries that have been ignored in recent accounts of the subject. Together, both chapters show 

how the “developmental roles” performed by each state—and the relations between them—have 

transformed the global RE supply chain since World War II.   

The Conclusion revisits the two central questions that motivate this dissertation and 

discusses specific areas for future research. It concludes by engaging recent debates about the 

forces driving the decline of American productive capabilities and discusses prospects for 

reversing these trends given the results of the 2016 American presidential election.  
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CHAPTER ONE  

  

Locating and Theorizing Developmental Politics and State 

Building in the US since the 1970s  
 

 

 

Introduction 

Developmental politics involves conflicts and compromises over a particular kind of state 

building. It is a politics that centers on where and how the capacities of the state are to be 

expanded so as to engage in projects or govern markets with the strategic goal of sustaining or 

transforming domestic productive capabilities. Graham, in his history (1994, 289) of the 

“Industrial Policy Debates” put his finger on the key dynamic of developmental politics when he 

observed that “the idea of moving industrial policymaking somewhat more out of congressional 

hands and into more technocratic and quasi-independent institutions is akin to the evolution of 

the tariff and of the issues of money and credit.” In this chapter, I take this idea further, arguing 

that, in fact, it is what is central to developmental politics. This is why I avoid using the most 

conventional category of practice—industrial policy—because it deflects attention from the 

institutional foundations upon which such “policies” depend, and, in turn, from the state-building 

conflicts and processes of institutionalization that build such foundations. As Heclo (1986) 

succinctly put it in his important contribution to the debate during the early 1980s, “industrial 

policy is not something that gets made.” Rather, it is a “process that gets learned” (my emphasis) 

and such learning requires the presence of enduring institutional arrangements to nurture them.   
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As a student of the American executive branch, if not of “industrial policy” or 

developmentalism per se, Heclo understood instinctively the importance of state building and 

establishing durable institutions in order for government to work. But for developmentalism, the 

stakes involved in state building are especially high. If developmental activities are to be 

successful, they depend on being institutionalized within the state in sites relatively autonomous 

from the world of party politics, coalition-building, logrolling, and horse-trading that are all 

hallmarks of representative political processes.10 There is a certain irony in all this—at least from 

the point of view of developmentalists—that especially applies to the United States: in order for 

developmental ideas and practices to achieve the required insulation from the messy world of 

“politics as usual,” it must first emerge from, and be enabled by, the mess. The debates, 

struggles, negotiations, and compromises that lead to success or failure in rising above the fray—

and staying there, as the ill-fated Advanced Technology Program and the Office of Tech 

Assessment failed to do—are the essence of developmental politics. 

In this chapter, I present a new theoretical framework for locating and investigating these 

ignored or misunderstood state-building conflicts in the postwar United States. I begin by 

surveying the literature on developmental states, – a body of knowledge that has yet to be fully 

exploited to understand the American state building experience over roughly the past half 

century—in order to identify the key features of developmental capacity in modern nation states. 

I then construct a theoretical framework for analyzing cases of developmental politics and then 

proceed to situate these cases within the key structures and processes of the postwar US which I 

argue have constrained and enabled developmental politics in the US over the past half century. I 

                                                 
10 The same necessity applies no less to authoritarian or otherwise “predatory” political regimes, as Evans (1996) 

illustrated.  
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conclude by discussing two broader implications of the arguments presented in this chapter, and 

how these inform the analyses presented in chapters 2 and 3.  

 

Developmentalism, state capacity and the modern state  

 Originally coined by Johnson (1982) to describe postwar Japan, the concept of a 

“developmental state” has proven exceptionally fertile. It has since been used to identify the 

activities and organizational forms found in a host of other countries, including the United States. 

When he later reflected on the “odyssey of the concept,” Johnson wrote that the essence of a 

developmental state is a partnership between state organizations and private firms in which 

“…each side uses the other in a mutually beneficial relationship to achieve developmental goals 

and enterprise viability…This is not an easy combination to put together, but when it is done 

properly, it can produce miracles of economic development” (C. Johnson 1999, 60). The history 

of developmental state building is essentially the history of trying to put such a combination 

together through durable and effective institutional arrangements.  

Though mainly associated with the countries of East Asia in the latter half of the 20th 

century, the literature on developmental states – with monographs by Johnson, Amsden (1989), 

Wade (1990), Woo-Cumings (1991), Evans (1995), Chang (2002), Chibber (2003), and Kohli 

(2004) constituting the foundational texts – confronts an issue that transcends time and place: 

how do states provide protection, financial support, and coordination to spur industrial 

transformation? As Weiss and Hobson’s comparative and historical survey (1997) makes clear, 

this endeavor has a long history. From Henry VII's early promotion of textiles in England 

(Chang 2002, 19–21) and the industrial takeoff spurred by the American Civil War (Bensel 

1990) to the “late industrializers” of Europe in the 19th (Gerschenkron 1962) and 20th centuries 
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(Senghaas 1985), the state’s role in promoting economic development has been manifold and 

influenced to varying degrees by developmental ideas and practices.  

The precise ideological inspirations and goals of developmentalists who participate in 

political struggles to institutionalize new and durable state structures are therefore of less import, 

and in any case vary from case to case. Thurbon (2012) has nevertheless provided a useful 

distillation of three fundamental elements derived from the diverse corpus of “developmentalist” 

knowledge, ideas, and worldviews. Developmentalism considers continuous industrial and 

technological upgrading to be a fundamental source of prosperity; is skeptical of the ability of 

so-called “free market forces” to achieve these objectives; and therefore accepts the necessity of 

intervention or coordination by public authorities (usually central states, but this does not 

preclude developmental practices by other levels of governance). Thurbon further notes that 

contemporary developmental theories are heavily informed by the experience of East Asian 

“developmental states.” But the basic ideas obviously have a long historical lineage stretching 

back centuries. Alexander Hamilton’s ill-fated Report on Manufacturers, for example, is one of 

the more celebrated documents from this canon of political economy. 

In confronting the problem of the postwar American state’s developmental capacities, I 

turn to the specialized scholarship on late 20th-century developmental states for two reasons. 

First, this literature has produced the most sophisticated conceptual insights for analyzing this 

type of state capacity in a world dominated by the internationalization of production, trade and 

finance. Indeed, describing and inductively refining what such capacity looks like in practice has 

been a core concern of the developmental state literature. Second, the partisans in various 

episodes of developmental politics have long referred to, been inspired by, or learned from the 

experiences of developmental states as they formulated their own ideas and objectives. 
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I begin with the concept of “developmental capacity.” State capacity, of course, is a 

conceptual variable that can take a variety of forms and requires a clear specification of purpose 

(e.g., the capacity to collect taxes, the capacity to regulate ratings agencies, etc.). 

Developmentalism requires a specific kind of state capacity—the capacity to engage in projects 

or govern markets with the strategic goal of sustaining or transforming domestic productive 

capabilities—which cannot be generalized to other kinds of state functions or activities.  

First, agencies that are staffed by competent career officials and display “Weberian” 

bureaucratic characteristics (Evans and Rauch 1999) has been identified as one essential 

component. Second, when such agencies can draw upon or assemble reliable data on trends in an 

industry or sector—which could be referred to as “monitoring capacity” (Laumann and Knoke 

1987, 190) or “intelligence gathering infrastructure” (Weiss 1998, 50)—government 

competencies are further elevated. The “power to monitor” may also be joined by more active 

powers or instruments such as the ability to extend or withhold subsidies or loan guarantees, to 

self-initiate investigations or legal actions, or to coordinate the activities of other public or 

private organizations. Such “policy instruments” at the disposal of state agencies constitute a 

second indicator of developmental state capacity.  

Third, a strategic orientation, or what Chibber (2003, 21) calls a goal-oriented “strategic 

rationality” is another key feature of developmental state capacity that is made possible though 

not inevitable by the previous two. Agencies that possess such an orientation contrast not only 

with those of the “soft” variety described by Wade (1990) that merely reflect the demands of 

special interests, but also contrast with less captured regulatory agencies that are oriented more 

toward upholding a process and less toward generating specific outcomes.  
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Fourth, developmental state capacity tends to be enhanced by some “embeddedness” 

within broader state structures, or what Chibber (2002) calls the state's “internal cohesion.” 11  

The stakes (and level of difficulty) attached to the achievement of such cohesion have increased 

as modern states have taken on new tasks (e.g., provide education and social assistance, control 

migration, fund scientific research) become less unitary, and more “polymorphous” (Mann 1993, 

chap. 3; Mann 2013, 150). 12 Nevertheless, the empowerment of “nodal” or “pilot” agencies 

within the state bureaucracy has been one means of achieving such cohesion in developmental 

states like Japan, South Korea and Taiwan.13 In the case of the US, an agency could be 

considered more or less “cohesive” within the state based on the level of discretion, support, and 

deference it receives from the Executive Office of the President as well as the powers bestowed 

and latitude afforded to it by Congress and its relevant oversight committees. 

Fifth, the state’s developmental capacity depends not only on the organizational features 

of the state—professional bureaucracy, intelligence-gathering capabilities, certain discretionary 

powers, strategic orientation, and internal cohesion—but also the linkages that exist between 

state agencies, business groups, and, depending on its relative strength, organized labor. When 

such linkages are frequent, formalized, and involve the exchange of information as well as a 

negotiation process to establish and execute goals, a highly effective form of “infrastructural” 

                                                 
11 In this sense, the “developmental state” label misleads to the extent that it is used to refer to more than state 

enclaves and dominant institutional tendencies within modern states which all share varying degrees of functional 

diversity, institutional heterogeneity, and uneven capacity. 

 
12 Novak (2008) has singled out Mann’s distinction between despotic and infrastructural power as the key to 

overcoming the “myth” of a “weak” American state. This may be true for grasping the essence of the American state 

of the long nineteenth century. But for the America of the “short 20th century” and beyond, Mann’s observation of 

the polymorphous nature of modern states highlights one of its defining features—and sources of “weakness” from a 

developmental point of view.  

 
13 Notable examples include Japan's former Ministry of International Trade and Industry, Korea's Economic 

Planning Board, and Taiwan's Council for Economic Planning and Development.  
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power (Mann 1993, 59) is achieved, a condition that has been called “embedded autonomy” 

(Evans 1995) or “governed interdependence” (Weiss 1998, 38–39). Such “embedding” is 

required due to limits in the knowledge and expertise of state agencies, particularly where 

enterprise and markets are concerned. Since, as Mann noted, a state's increase in infrastructural 

power is a “two-way street” in that “it also enables civil society parties to control the state,” such 

a balance is often difficult to achieve and sustain in practice.  

For the study of developmental politics, knowing what developmental state capacity 

looks like in practice is revealing in two ways. First, sensitivity to what developmental capacity 

actually looks like makes it possible to identify important episodes of developmental politics and 

appreciate the stakes involved in procedural or organizational questions and debates that might 

otherwise seem prosaic. Second, it provides a way to evaluate the relative success or failure of 

struggles waged over the institutionalization of developmental logics and capacities. For 

example, was an organization established with crippling defects in its ability to monitor, or limits 

on its organizational mission? Did its establishment have the backing of powerful cabinet 

departments or subcommittees that would suggest some cohesion with important power centers 

in the state? Asking and finding the answers to such questions becomes a recurring goal over the 

next two chapters. 

So far, I have argued that developmental state building aims to enhance the state’s 

capacity in the specific ways outlined in this section. But what determines success or failure in 

this endeavor?  

 

Social and institutional sources of developmental state building 
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 Developmental state building shares many generic features with other state building 

processes, encompassing two overlapping phases: periods of political conflict that enable the 

installation of new organizational machinery within the state (or a reengineering of what already 

exists) followed by processes of institutionalization through which formal and informal rules are 

enacted to ensure the machinery’s smooth and durable functioning. 14 It is obviously possible to 

apply various insights from the vast interdisciplinary literature on the origins and evolution of 

state power and the organizational and institutional forms it takes. However, some theoretical 

precision can be achieved given the fact that developmental politics centers on policy domains 

and issues of low political salience.  

Issues of high political salience (e.g., tax cuts, provision of social assistance) tend to 

become key planks in party platforms and electoral campaigns, are of general interest to voters, 

and are comparatively accessible subjects in public debates. The dynamics of developmental 

politics are very different: political parties are less pivotal in determining outcomes, voters 

remain generally uninterested or ill-informed, and the most relevant debates and compromises 

are less public and often shielded outright from public view. To borrow a term recently coined 

by Culpepper (2011), developmental politics is thus a kind of “quiet politics.” 

Recalling the examples given in the previous chapter helps to illustrate this point. Issues 

that have given rise to developmental politics include the terms affecting the state’s funding and 

proprietary ownership of scientific research, whether or not to establish a development bank, the 

criteria to be used in defense procurement and stockpiling policies, the minimum requirements 

                                                 
14 The key reasons for the overlap is that even after the combatants involved in the political conflict reach some form 

of settlement, neither the victors nor the vanquished disappear altogether or trust the bureaucrats or rule makers to 

see it through. In the US, this overlap is institutionalized through congressional oversight – a significant, yet 

ultimately flawed, tool at hand for developmentalists seeking to establish developmental capacity within the 

executive branch.  
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for maintaining a “defense industrial base,” the rules governing inward and outward foreign 

direct investment and technology transfer, the institutional arrangements governing tariffs and 

trade, regulatory questions centered on the activities of multinational corporations, and the state’s 

role in securing reliable access to energy resources and strategic materials.  

The common threads linking these policy areas are that they involve arcane 

organizational and technical issues generally outside the public’s eye, they focus on whether and 

how to improve the capacities of the central state (i.e., the executive branch), and they raise 

fundamental questions over how relations between the state, capitalism, and democratic 

institutions are to be organized. For such policy areas, as Culpepper (2011, 188) rightly observes, 

“expertise and lobbying capacity” become the key power resources in a political process typified 

by “ongoing exchanges among interest group representatives and representatives of the state.”   

Such a politics is thus well-suited to a theoretical approach that combines class and elite 

conflict theories with the institutional legacies emphasized by historical institutionalism. 

Theories of state formation based on class conflict begin with the general theory, succinctly put 

by Zeitlin (1988, 189), that “what the state is, and what it can do, shifts in response to changes in 

the balance of forces, not only between but within classes, perhaps especially within the 

dominant class itself.” More pertinent to the stakes attached to developmental politics is Zeitlin’s 

argument elsewhere (1980, 21) that “Perhaps the most effective way to translate specific 

dominant class interests into state policy…is to have agencies established within the state itself 

(such as the Bureau of Public Roads), which incorporate these interests into their organizational 

routine by regularly taking them into account in their normal activities.”  

Class-based theories have often been used to explain the rise of neoliberalism since the 

1970s (Harvey 2005; Duménil and Lévy 2004), but cases more relevant to developmental 
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politics can be found in the finer-grained analyses of foreign economic policy issues of generally 

low political salience. Helleiner and Chorev’s respective studies on the removal of capital 

controls and the evolution of the institutional arrangements governing trade offer two examples. 

Helleiner (1996) writes of the decisive role played by a “neo-liberal bloc” consisting of private 

financial and multinational industrial interests and conservative financial officials, while Chorev 

(2010: 57) finds “intra-class struggles” in which “the internationalist fraction of capital” 

deliberately and successfully fought “to weaken the authority of Congress and strengthen the 

authority of the executive and the WTO.”  

While these studies are suggestive, whether class is relevant to analyzing specific cases 

will of course depend on the extent to which individuals with common class interests are 

mobilized, act in concert, and share a common awareness or interpretation that their interests are 

at stake in the conflict (Roy 1997, 13). Moreover, as Helleiner’s findings of a “neoliberal bloc” 

suggest, class-based theories may need to account for elites whose power and capacity for 

collective action derive from alternative organizational sources within and beyond the state (Tilly 

1990; Mann 1993, chap. 3; Lachmann 2000). As I describe in more detail in the next section, 

state elites clustered around the military services and the financial sector have been especially 

significant partisans in episodes of developmental politics in the US since World War II in ways 

that cannot be explained solely in terms of “class interest.” 15 

Additional analytical insight can be gained from incorporating “historical institutional” 

theories emphasizing how states are not only targets of struggle, but also sites of struggle that 

                                                 
15 As the literature on East Asian developmental states in particular has shown, “national security” concerns and the 

contingent stances taken by state and military elites of various stripes is often decisive in the success or failure of 

institutionalizing developmental capacity. For example, Woo-Cumings (2005, 116) notes that “the genius of the 

states in South Korea and Taiwan was in transforming very real fears of war and instability into a remarkable 

developmental energy, which in turn became an abiding and binding agent for growth.”  
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“influence the formation of groups and the political capacities, ideas, and demands of various 

sectors of society”  (Skocpol 1985, 21). This “Tocquevillian” approach to state power, as 

Skocpol defines it, takes into account how the state’s “organizational configurations, along with 

[its] overall patterns of activity, affect political culture, encourage some kinds of group formation 

and collective political actions (but not others), and make possible the raising of certain political 

issues (but not others).” Much of the agenda to bring the “state back in” to the analysis has since 

been to identify how existing institutions shape possibilities for subsequent adaptation or change. 

Scholars with diverse theoretical and substantive interests have attempted to show more precisely 

how past conflicts institutionalized within the state exert power over subsequent institutional 

development and conflicts in various and often unintended ways, e.g., by structuring degrees of 

access and putting in place veto points within the state to the advantage of certain groups 

(Rogowski 2002), by shifting the locus of authority and decision-making within it (Chorev 

2007), by privileging certain organizational forms, like the large corporation, with legal status 

and financial resources (Roy 1997), by institutionalizing certain categories of group identity at 

the expense of others (Brubaker 1996), or by giving rise to different forms of political conflict 

(Prasad 2006).  In sum, whether the temporal parameter of analysis has been discrete moments of 

“critical juncture” brought about by crisis or more long-term periods where incremental change 

is the norm (Thelen 2009; Mahoney and Thelen 2010b), the agenda has been to identify the 

constructive influence and “feedback effects” of institutions.   

For developmental politics, these historical institutionalist insights are essential. Indeed, 

as I describe in more detail in the next section, individuals and groups emerging from state 

organizations that have been engaged in developmental missions are key potential sources of 

institutional change and evolution. Such organizations nurture developmental logics and 
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understandings, and through their activities and missions, they forge durable relationships of 

various kinds within and beyond the state. They provide “institutional reservoirs” of capacity and 

learning (Schneiberg 2007, 75) and platforms for advocacy to expand organizational missions or 

to “colonize” new policy areas. It has been these individuals and organizations (and their allies 

within and beyond the state) who have raised developmental agendas, have been the most 

reliable pushers of boundaries, and the proponents of alternative logics to the dominant free 

market path. In developmental politics, it is these individuals whom Crouch (2005) would 

categorize as “institutional entrepreneurs.” Or, to borrow Block’s metaphor (2008), these are the 

“swimmers” fighting against strong currents in the US. Yet to date, the individuals who work for, 

or emerge from, developmental organizations (and the broader networks of which they are a 

part) have been of interest mainly for their developmental activities and their practical impact on 

the transformation of certain sectors. Their political activities and struggles, however, have 

attracted comparatively little attention or theorization. 

Finally, the contingent nature of developmental politics suggests the need to incorporate 

both empirical sensitivity and theoretical humility.  It should go without saying that the extent to 

which class relations are embedded within the state, or whether institutions constrain or enable 

future conflict and state-building, are not general theoretical questions, but empirical questions.16 

A theoretical framework can help generate hypotheses and offer guidance on what evidence to 

seek, but it offers no substitute for the details, without which social theory, as Stinchcombe 

(1978) memorably put it, is “wind.”  

                                                 
16 Similarly, the concrete goals of elites and classes – especially dominant classes – are not pre-given or are 

amenable to theoretical deduction and must instead be considered on their own historical terms. As Weiss (1998, 80) 

rightly notes with respect to the interests of dominant capitalist classes, “there are many ways of ‘serving’ capital 

and they are by no means equal in economic and social consequences.  Some promote productive capital very well; 

others rather poorly.  Some are conducive to advancing collective well-being over the long-haul; others are based on 

social exclusion.” 
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To be clear, however, we cannot ignore the “big structures” and “large processes” that so 

concerned Tilly (1984) and others working from a macro-sociological research tradition. As 

Anderson (1987) observed, “a plea for finer conjunctural detail is always to be respected,” but 

nevertheless “the history of a social class or a political movement cannot be dissolved into a 

sheer sequence of discontinuous conjunctures without losing its object altogether” (P. Anderson 

1987, 58). In the next section, I thus turn to the key structures and processes that I argue 

constrained and enabled the evolution of developmentalism and developmental politics in the 

specific historical context of the United States since World War II. 

 

American empire, the “neoliberal revolution,” and developmental politics 

Streeck (2014, 10) once noted that “Social-scientific knowledge really comes about only 

when it has been provided with a time and space index.” That is the goal of this section: to 

provide such an “index” that further contextualizes the conceptual and theoretical discussions in 

the previous two sections within the time and place of the postwar United States. Starting from 

the broadest level of generalization, Tilly identified two “interdependent master processes” of 

our era that “dominated all other social processes and shaped all social structures”: the “creation 

of a system of national states and the formation of a worldwide capitalist system” (Tilly 1984, 

15, 147). Mann, in his recent account of 20th century “globalizations,” improves upon this by 

adding the endurance of empires (the American, and for a time, the Soviet) and the forms and 

logics of imperial rule (Mann 2013).17 With evolving nation states, imperial rule, and globalizing 

capitalism providing the general structural dynamic, I focus more concretely on the 

characteristics of the capitalist global economy after World War II, the rise of the American 

                                                 
17 A similar amendment has been made by world-systems theorists, who likewise add the recurrence of hegemons 

and hegemony in their cyclical theories of capitalist development and crisis. 
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empire and “National Security State,” and the turn to neoliberalism that was enabled by 

contradictions within and between the two.  

The United States led a postwar capitalist order ostensibly designed to break down 

barriers to international trade and investment.18 Yet this free market project from the beginning 

was constrained by the sovereignty of nation states, Cold War strategic calculations, and, perhaps 

most significantly, the conditions of uneven development that resulted from wartime destruction, 

colonial legacies, and American economic strength. Perennially large American trade surpluses 

and disastrously low demand for American exports abroad for want of the dollars needed to pay 

for them required stiffer state interventions than the under-funded adjustment mechanisms 

created at Bretton Woods. An added incentive for strong state intervention was provided by the 

escalation of conflict with the Soviet Union, leading cold warriors to see their interests even 

more tied to the rapid economic success of allies and former adversaries – Japan and Germany 

being foremost among them. Thus, after a “false start” (Krasner 1977) immediately after the war 

during which laissez-faire capitalism was exposed as ill-equipped to deal with these realities, a 

series of new and durable structures and relationships began to be established. Governments 

cooperated to overcome, at least for a time, the contradictions inherent in attempting to expand 

free trade, maintain a gold-dollar standard, and progressively loosen controls on capital 

(Eichengreen 1998, chap. 4). Fixed and favorably low exchange rates, toleration of mercantilism 

practiced by allied governments, and policies designed to encourage imports and outward foreign 

direct investment all served to reduce American trade surpluses and ease dollar shortages abroad. 

                                                 
18 Helleiner (1996) has shown that the need for controls on unproductive capital flows was recognized not only by 

the architects of the Bretton Woods agreements (White and Keynes) but also by an influential bloc of New Dealers 

that included Secretary of the Treasury Henry Morgenthau, as well as key industrialists represented by the 

Committee for Economic Development. This agenda was opposed by the New York bankers, who were most 

notably responsible for weakening the provisions of the Bretton Woods Agreements calling for cooperative capital 

and exchange controls and supporting the continued existence of the Bank of International Settlements.  
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Marshall Plans and other foreign assistance vehicles, wars in Korea and Vietnam, and the 

permanent preparation for war provided still further stimulus at home and abroad. 

Permanent preparation for war at home – a radical departure from previous American 

historical experience – led to the consolidation of what is now commonly called the “National 

Security State” or NSS. The consequences of this new militarist state crystallization have been 

far-reaching, with many of its political dimensions well-documented in the literature. These 

include the debates, conflicts, and interests that precipitated its particular institutions and 

organizational forms (Hooks 1991; Friedberg 2000; Hogan 2000), its challenge to democracy 

and concentration of power within “power elites” (Mills 1956), “iron triangles” and “military-

industrial complexes” (Raymond Vernon 1991), and its impact on civilian-military relations 

(Huntington 1957; McMaster 1997). Less often cited, but perhaps more significant to 

developmental politics, is the literature detailing the NSS’s impact on industrial geography 

(Markusen 1991; Markusen and Yudken 1992), its creation of new scientific infrastructures and 

networks (O’Mara 2005), and, most recently, its development of new capacities for innovation 

and industrial transformation (Weiss 2014). For it is precisely within these dispersed enclaves of 

the US state (e.g., interested executive branch departments and agencies and the congressional 

committees and subcommittees responsible for their oversight) and the broader networks of 

which they are a part (e.g., national and military laboratories, universities, “private sector” 

contractors and subcontractors, advisory boards and committees, etc.) that American 

developmentalism finds its most secure ideological and rhetorical justification, organizational 

resources, and environment for policy learning and advocacy that I referred to in the previous 

section. To be sure, American-style “developmental militarism” has decidedly ambiguous 

legacies and appears to be a less and less reliable promoter of domestic developmental agendas 
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(Markusen and Yudken 1992; Weiss 2014). Yet the potential of the individuals and organizations 

within the broader militarist state crystallization to take stands at critical political junctures that 

might facilitate or inhibit developmental agendas in select policy domains is an enduring feature 

of postwar developmental politics.  

Thus “shaped by war and trade” (Katznelson 2002), the key structures of American 

hegemony produced a period of prosperity at home and miraculous growth abroad for favored 

allies. But, it was hegemony with what Cumings (1984, 20) called a “paradox at the heart of it.” 

His description of this paradox referred specifically to northeast Asia, but it nevertheless captures 

the general economic dynamics of the postwar American empire:  

 

nonterritorial in contrast to Old World imperialism, organizing great spaces and 

knocking down barriers to trade, it has outer limits sufficient to keep countries in 

the system but not sufficient to protect the home economy against destructive 

competition and not sufficient to maintain effective dependency relationships or a 

frozen hierarchy. The system permits upward mobility (Cumings 1984, 20).19 

 

The strains produced by this “paradox” first became inescapable in the early 1970s. The 

key indicators, if not their ultimate sources, were easy to locate: the US’s inability to maintain 

the gold-dollar standard, the re-appearance of the first US trade deficit since 1888 (Shoch 2001, 

66), and the declining profitability of US corporations. But the key issue relevant to 

developmental politics in this era was the effects of these strains, and the postwar structures that 

                                                 
19 As Mann describes (2013, chap. 5), the experience of American empire varied across different regions of the 

world, usually according to their strategic significance and level of interest shown by American multinational 

corporations. US imperial adventures and support for friendly dictators no doubt played an active role in helping to 

“freeze” hierarchies and lowering ceilings on upward mobility, as dependency theorists have long argued.   
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produced them, on subsequent political developments. The question was: What reforms or 

recalibrations would be made to the American economic policies and the militarism that had in 

many ways overshot the mark of what even postwar planners intended? Dollar shortages abroad 

were now replaced with gluts, weakened allies had become threatening trade competitors, trade 

surpluses trended toward deficits, and armed services historically mobilized only for times of 

war had morphed into a global archipelago of bases abroad and military industrial complexes at 

home.  

A half century later, we know that these conditions would endure and indeed grow to a 

remarkable degree. We also know, thanks to a surge in scholarship over the past decade, that a 

turn to neoliberal ideas and policies became the dominant political response. Many of 

neoliberalism’s multiple “faces” (Mudge 2008), “facets” (Sewell and Evans 2013) and 

“processes” (N. Brenner, Peck, and Theodore 2010) have been well-documented; here, I survey 

only the key policy areas that determined the conditions of possibility for developmental politics 

and activities.  

The 1970s sounded the march of what Streeck (2014) has recently called a “neoliberal 

revolution.” But, at least in the United States, it was a revolution that combined continuity with 

novelty. The foremost continuity was what had always been a core objective of American 

postwar foreign economic policy: breaking down barriers to trade and investment and combating 

“economic nationalism” abroad – that old enemy of liberalism claimed to be responsible for the 

interwar death spiral. This external market opening project was only deepened and expanded in 

the following decades with more and farther-reaching trade agreements, through the upgraded 

activities of the “trade warriors” populating the United States Trade Representative office, the 

repurposing of old organizations like the IMF to force “structural adjustment,” and the 
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establishment of new ones like the World Trade Organization. Slightly more contentious, but no 

less enduring, has been the state’s stance toward multinational corporations. A brief period of 

capital controls and a last gasp effort by organized labor to legislate away their tax benefits, 

monitor their overseas activities and limit their imports ended, respectively, in repeal and defeat 

in the early years of the 1970s.20 Henceforth, the American state would continue to encourage 

their overseas investments through tax deferrals and do little to address their outright tax 

evasions by means of transfer pricing and tax havens. Nor would it interfere in their decisions 

regarding productive investments and technology transfer. These political choices represented 

essential continuity. 

 More revolutionary was the neoliberal turn with respect to the deregulation of finance, 

monetary, and fiscal policy. As Ruggie (1982), Helleiner (1996), and Abdelal (2007)  have 

documented in detail, the free flow of capital had previously been subordinated to the interest of 

facilitating free trade and allowing sovereign states to pursue domestic social and employment 

objectives following World War II. Internationally oriented bankers, who were mostly hostile to 

this project and able to weaken certain provisions of the Bretton Woods Agreements, 

nevertheless found themselves enveloped within the “embedded” side of the “embedded liberal” 

order.21 The decisive turn toward “disembedding” was begun during the 1970s when officials in 

the Nixon and Ford administrations rejected efforts to cooperate on maintaining fixed exchange 

rates, chose to eliminate capital controls in 1974, and resisted efforts to establish official 

mechanisms for managing OPEC petrodollar recycling (Helleiner 1996, 111–22). In the new era 

                                                 
20 These were, respectively, a brief dalliance with mandatory capital controls on foreign direct investment in 1968 

that were, at the behest of key New Deal industrialists, repealed by the Nixon administration (Helleiner 1996, 119–

20), and the labor-sponsored Burke-Hartke Bill.  

 
21 Important exceptions were those working within the burgeoning “Eurodollar” market. 
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of floating exchange rates, negotiated revaluations (i.e., the Plaza Accords of 1985 and Reverse 

Plaza Accords of 1995) would become the primary tool used by American officials to influence 

the trade performance of American producers and their export-oriented allies.22 The ad hoc 

embrace of financial deregulation (Krippner 2011, chap. 3) and the turn to monetarism and 

deflationary interest rates just before the conclusion of the Carter Administration (Blyth 2002, 

chap. 6) became the dominant solution to the problems of inflation and low profit rates. Fiscal 

policies based on tax cuts mainly benefiting the wealthy (Prasad 2006, chap. 1; Prasad 2012), 

expansionary military spending (so-called “military Keynesianism”), and assaults on the budgets 

and organizational missions of the other corners of government rounded out the neoliberal 

legacies of the 1980s. Collectively, these policies were as revolutionary as they were enduring.  

As inchoate developmental alternatives began to emerge amid the crisis conditions of the 

1970s, they were thus swimming, to use Block’s metaphor (2008), against a strong neoliberal or 

“market fundamentalist” current. This current was most visible in the policies enumerated above. 

Less visible, but no less significant, were the more gradual process of institutionalizing 

neoliberalism within the US state and the sustained political advocacy of powerful individuals, 

corporations, and pressure groups.23 But acknowledging in retrospect neoliberalism’s numerous 

                                                 
22 Brenner (2006) provides the best account of the immediate trade impacts of these agreements, conducted 

multilaterally after the unilateral Nixon “shock” of 1971.  

 
23 The term “neoliberalism” remains a contested concept, though there does appear to be some consensus that one of 

its distinctive features vis a vis classical liberalism is the role of the state under a neoliberal policy regime. Rather 

than involve a process of state retreat we find under neoliberalism a process of re-engineering. This process has 

been variously described as: “the transfer of economic policy decisions to regulatory bodies and “committees of 

experts”’ (Streeck 2014); or “the shift of institutional power within the state toward the agencies managing relations 

with capital” (Centeno and Cohen 2012, 324) . In the US, Sassen (2006, 145) notes that the policies associated with 

privatization, deregulation, and the marketization of public functions ‘in their aggregate effected a significant shift 

of power to the executive’ (with the US Treasury and Federal Reserve being the two main beneficiaries) and a 

corresponding “loss of lawmaking capacities and political participation by Congress.” Finally, Chorev  (2007, 202) 

describes in the domain of US trade policy a “shifting authority, both at the national and international levels, away 

from politicized sites of decision making, such as Congress and diplomatic negotiations…” to “…bureaucratic and 

judicial sites, where exogenous voices and political deliberations are effectively filtered out.” 
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“successes” across several policy domains should not obscure the fact that such successes were 

often politically contested, marked by compromises, and therefore had real moments of 

contingency. 24 And as noted previously, developmental alternatives also found a powerful 

fellow traveler in the postwar militarism being crystallized within the broader NSS, and could be 

counted upon, at times, to defend certain developmental activities and objectives, offer 

organizational support for advocates, and provide object lessons in constructive government 

practice. In these ways, the neoliberal and militarist power networks that crystallized within and 

beyond the American state constrained and enabled developmental politics and possibilities for 

the next half century.  

 

Conclusion 

Based on this brief sketch of the historical context for developmental politics and state 

building in the US since the 1970s, I wish to conclude with a discussion of two key implications. 

First, there was actually more contingency and scope for developmental state building than 

existing historical accounts of the subject acknowledge. From Graham (1994) and Hughes 

(2005)—probably the best general histories of the “industrial policy debates” and 

competitiveness movements of the last quarter of the twentieth century—we learned that grand 

debates within the broader policy community were had, ambitious legislative proposals defeated, 

and developmental platforms abandoned (as during Mondale’s ill-fated candidacy in 1984) or 

                                                 
24 Indeed, during the 1970s and 1980s neoliberalism’s policy successes or institutionalization within key state 

enclaves were far from certain. For example, Krippner (2011, 23) has argued that the state’s turn to financial 

deregulation was largely the result of “…ad hoc responses to crises conditions beginning in the late 1960s and 

1970s…”  Even scholars who arguably overestimate the intentionality, coherence, and extent of governments’ 

embrace, of the “neoliberal project” also acknowledge the role played by compromise and contingency. Harvey 

(2005, 13, 117) suggestively notes that the world, beginning in the 1970s, “stumbled towards neoliberalization”  and 

that the latter “arises out of the complex interplay of internal dynamics and external forces.”  
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finessed (as by Clinton, in his more successful effort in 1992).25 But as I argued in the previous 

section, focusing on grand policy debates and elections – however significant –misses where the 

real “action” of developmental state building was and always has been in the United States (not 

to mention other countries). Instead, the arenas where some of the most significant battles were 

joined and deals struck was in a political field located within and between the executive branch 

and Congress (i.e. committees and subcommittees with interests related to promoting and 

protecting domestic productive capabilities). And, as I noted in the Introduction, this field was 

central to the conflict itself because conflicts arose over whether and how “a durable shift of 

political authority,” would occur between Congress and the Executive (Orren and Skowronek 

2004). As scholars of American Political Development have long emphasized, this process is can 

be highly contingent and places “exacting demands on the description of change in governance 

over time” (Orren and Skowronek 2004, 123–24). The following chapters follow their call for 

careful descriptions of historical sequence.  

The second implication is that in addition to moving beyond chronicles of national public 

policy debates, we also need to move beyond historical surveys of developmental ideology or 

identifications of dominant political cultures. The usual suspects from three centuries of 

American history have been trotted out enough to establish a basic ideological foundation for 

American developmentalism: Hamilton from the 18th century; Carey, Liszt and other 

“unorthodox” economists of the “American school” from the 19th; and finally the main 

participants of the so-called “industrial policy debate” of the 1980s—Magaziner, Kuttner, Reich, 

Zysman, Cohen, Tyson and so on. What is needed now is more thorough research on specific 

                                                 
25 These are, incidentally, the narrow outcomes that both Campbell (1998) and Blyth (2002) both set out to explain 

in their respective investigations into the politics of “industrial policy” and neoliberalism.  
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political struggles that turned these ideas into institutionalized practice across different policy 

domains. The “national traditions” and “political culture” that Dobbin (1994) found to be so 

instrumental in “shaping” industrial policy in 19th century America no doubt lives on in the 

“antistatism” and “market fundamentalism” that Weiss and Block have cited as posing 

constraints on developmental politics. But national traditions and political culture are neither 

fixed nor unassailable in actual political practice. As Hart (1998, 10) found in his analysis of 

science and technology policy before and after World War II, there is “malleability” to 

“American liberalism,” and the so-called “liberal tradition” constitutes “only a loose boundary” 

within which a wide range of policies and practices are possible. Similarly, Schneiberg’s 

research on American industrial order found that “there was, and remains, far more 

variety in American capitalism - far greater departures from the American model and far more 

reliance on systems of public and cooperative enterprise at the core of the economy - than 

conventional accounts commonly allow” (Schneiberg 2007, 52). Finally, from the “American 

Political Development” subfield, their notion of “intercurrence,” derives, as Orren and 

Skowronek (2004, 114) have argued, “in equal parts from the fragmented, incomplete character 

of political change and the mutual impingements of the different political elements in place.”  

Given such “malleability,” “variety,” and “fragmentation,” what is needed to further the 

study of developmental politics in the US are analyses of concrete cases where these “traditions” 

and “cultures” are sustained, defended from incursion, or breached across different domains as 

well as more concrete descriptions of who is doing what and the structural conditions that might 

constrain or enable them. The following two chapters seek to provide such analyses.  
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CHAPTER TWO   

 

Capacity Contained: CFIUS and the Institutionalization of the 

Neoliberal-Militarist Compromise  
 

 

 

Introduction 

“Economic growth and development in the United States,” declared a confidential, 

internal policy statement issued by the Nixon White House in early 1974, is “best accomplished 

within an international economic system providing an environment which facilitates international 

trade and capital flows among nations” and “involves a minimum of governmental interference 

with international economic transactions while placing maximum reliance on market forces to 

direct world trade and investment.” At the time, the Nixon administration was grappling with 

several international investment issues, including one that would become of the more enduring 

trends of the global economy: escalating American trade and budget deficits returning as ever-

greater flows of foreign investment into the United States. With respect to the latter, the 

statement affirmed that “this Administration will continue to welcome foreign investment 

and…will admit and treat foreign investors on a basis of equality with domestic investors.”26  

A watershed in many respects, subsequent policy statements have expressed a similar 

faith in “market forces.” This consensus endured transfers of power between Republican and 

Democratic administrations and withstood drastic escalations in the scale of the IFDI pouring 

                                                 
26 “U.S. Policy and Objectives on International Investment”; 22 May 1974; folder FG 6-20 Council on International 

Economic Policy, 1971-74; Box 17; Subject Files: Confidential Files, 1969-1974; NPL. 
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into the country. Since the 1980s, the US has become the world’s leading host country in terms 

of IFDI stock, and has since consistently ranked as the top destination for IFDI in terms of 

annual flows (in 2015, the U.S. ranked first on both measures). It would thus be reasonable to 

conclude that IFDI policy in the United States has been relatively free of political contention and 

an unlikely target of developmental politics.  

This chapter will show that these policy statements have been, in fact, indicators of just 

the opposite. Belying the appearance of continuity, a steady stream of executive orders and laws 

over the past forty years have also gradually empowered a new organization to stand sentry on 

America’s “open” investment door: The Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States 

(CFIUS). And far from indicating consensus, the issuance of policy statements and CFIUS’s own 

establishment and subsequent reform have been necessitated by recurring political conflicts. 

Indeed, by the mid-1980s, the free market premises that formed the foundation of American IFDI 

policy were openly questioned and a significant period of developmental politics had begun.  

These conflicts centered on the problem at the core of developmental politics: What 

ideas, practices, and capacities would be institutionalized within the state in the governance of 

this policy domain? In this chapter, I examine how elite state officials, lower-level bureaucrats, 

organized business groups, and lawmakers in Congress struggled over these very issues. The 

chapter begins with a brief survey of the state-building that has occurred in the IFDI policy 

domain since the 1970s as well as a review of the existing literature on the subject. It then 

examines the political conflicts that led to the establishment of CFIUS by executive order in 

1975 and the processes of institutionalization that immediately followed. The key legacy of this 

early reform period, I argue, was that a neoliberal approach to the governance of IFDI in the US 

was institutionalized within CFIUS. This left a weak institutional foundation for 
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developmentalists to build upon during the 1980s and established the Treasury Department—

CFIUS’s organizational home since 1975—as a powerful defender of the status quo. 

The chapter then examines the period of developmental politics that started during the 

mid-1980s and ended in the early 1990s. It investigates the origins of the developmentalists who 

targeted the IFDI policy domain during these years, the composition of their allies in Congress, 

and the opposition they encountered as they attempted to install a new state organization that 

would be faithful to their ideas. The chapter concludes with an analysis of the legislative and 

bureaucratic conflicts that culminated in a significant expansion of CFIUS’s powers and 

responsibilities—but at the expense of their developmental vision for the state. The result was 

instead the institutionalization of a “neoliberal-militarism compromise” which prevails to this 

day. 

 

CFIUS and American IFDI policy since the 1970s: history and research 

The governance of IFDI in the US first became politically salient in the early 1970s when 

trade deficits and dollar devaluations led to surges of investment from trade competitors (mainly 

Germany and Japan) and OPEC countries seeking to “recycle” their petrodollars back into the 

US. This began a new era of IFDI into the United States. Unlike the trade policy domain, the 

governance of IFDI in the US has historically been liberal, save for specific prohibitions or 

restrictions in a limited number of sectors, e.g., communications, natural resources, and defense-

related industries. Starting in the 1970s, however, the flows and ebbs of IFDI (though following 

a dramatic secular growth trend) began to raise contentious political questions over whether the 

capacities of the American state were well-suited to meeting both the challenges and 

opportunities that such flows brought with them. 
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President Gerald Ford first established CFIUS by executive order in 1975 in response to 

the first IFDI surge in the early 1970s. Organized as an interagency committee with 

representatives from cabinet-level departments and White House offices (the exact membership 

of the committee has changed over time), CFIUS has been housed in the Treasury Department 

and chaired by a Treasury official since birth. The order gave CFIUS “primary continuing 

responsibility within the Executive Branch for monitoring the impact of foreign investment in 

the United States, both direct and portfolio, and for coordinating the implementation of United 

States policy on such investment.” It also called on the committee to prepare “analyses of trends 

and significant developments” and to “review investments in the United States which, in the 

judgment of the committee, might have major implications for United States national interests.” 

But despite the broad mandate suggested by this language, CFIUS lacked any formal powers. 

And in practice CFIUS did not conduct analyses of trends or review many actual cases; between 

1975 and 1988, CFIUS reviewed 29 (Zaring 2009, 92).  

A second IFDI surge in the mid-1980s led Congress to pass the Exon-Florio Amendment. 

This legislation was named after its co-sponsors, Senator J. James Exon (D-Nebraska) and 

Representative James J. Florio (D-New Jersey) and was passed as a provision of the Omnibus 

Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988. The amendment gave the president, or the president’s 

designee, the authority “to make investigations to determine the effects on national security of 

mergers, acquisitions or takeovers…which could result in foreign control of persons engaged in 

interstate commerce.” After strongly opposing the amendment, the Reagan administration named 

CFIUS the law’s implementing authority by executive order. The law now required CFIUS to 

follow a three-step review process. First, “notifications” of a pending investment would trigger a 

30-day “review” period during which time CFIUS could decide if it required further 
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“investigation.” If so, CFIUS then had an additional 45 days to investigate the proposed 

transaction and make a recommendation to the president. The president would then have 15 days 

“to suspend or prohibit any acquisition, merger, or takeover,” on the grounds that it “might 

threaten to impair the national security.”   

The Exon-Florio Amendment was the key turning point in CFIUS’s history, resulting in 

an expansion in its power but also a contraction in its official mission. Where once CFIUS 

operated under a vague mandate to review investments that “might have major implications for 

United States national interests” it could now review investments based only on their potential 

effect on “national security” and take action under very strict circumstances. Notifications, while 

still voluntary, also surged: from 14 in 1988 to 204 in 1989 and 295 in 1990.27 But Exon-Florio 

was most pivotal, I argue, because the neoliberal premises that had informed American IFDI 

policy up to that time were for the first time challenged by developmentalist’s seeking to expand 

the state’s capacities—and they came remarkably close to achieving their objectives. But their 

vision was defeated and a “new” CFIUS—still firmly under the Treasury Department’s control—

institutionalized instead a kind of “neoliberal-militarist compromise.” By this I mean the policy 

consensus that “free markets” should direct IFDI flows with minimal government “interference” 

except in only the most extraordinary cases where foreign ownership poses a threat to “national 

security.”  

Subsequent reforms have adjusted the terms of the neoliberal-militarist compromise but 

not its underlying premise. As I discuss later in the chapter, a minor amendment passed in 1992 

simply added stricter requirements for the review of cases involving “an entity controlled by or 

acting on behalf of a foreign government.” The more significant Foreign Investment and 

                                                 
27 1990 was the highwater mark for voluntary notification; between the years 1991 and 2005, CFIUS received 72 

annual notifications on average and conducted 45-day investigations on less than 1%.   
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National Security Act of 2007 (FINSA), passed in the post-September 11 security environment 

and amid increases in IFDI from China, has also done little to challenge it. FINSA now specified 

that “critical infrastructure” and “critical technology, critical components, or critical technology 

items essential to national defense” were to be considered relevant to ‘national security.” FINSA 

also now required that CFIUS report to Congress annually and designate a “lead agency” to 

monitor compliance with “any material modification to any such agreement or condition 

imposed with respect to the transaction” that are designed to mitigate a threat that a transaction 

poses to national security. But compared to era of developmental politics, the range of policy 

options considered prior to FINSA’s passage were quite narrow, reflecting just how entrenched 

the neoliberal-militarist compromise has since become  

Research on the institutions governing IFDI in the US is thin. The legislative history and 

legal implications of CFIUS’s establishment and reform have been extensively documented by 

members of the legal profession, many of whom have hitched their career specialties to this 

particular organization’s star. Niehuss’s insider account of the establishment of CFIUS in 1975 

(Niehuss 1975), Alvarez’s review of the Exon-Florio Amendment’s legislative history (Alvarez 

1989) and Zaring’s analysis of evolution of congressional oversight (Zaring 2009) stand out as 

the most authoritative accounts from this genre. Policy-oriented macroeconomists and public 

policy scholars have been the other major chroniclers of CFIUS’s political history (Tolchin and 

Tolchin 1988; Tolchin and Tolchin 1992; E. M. Graham and Krugman 1995; E. M. Graham 

2006; Moran 2009). Crystal (2003) and Tingley et al. (2015) do also analyze the politics of IFDI 

restriction from the perspective of specific industrial sectors or across different categories of 

political actors. But neither focus on the origins of the institutions within which these groups 
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have registered their support or opposition. The only social scientific accounts to do so are Pastor 

(1980), Jenkins (1992), and Kang (1997). 

Pastor covers the events leading up to CFIUS’s establishment in 1975. To explain “the 

consistent liberalness in the overall structure of U.S. foreign economic policy and the occasional 

restrictive and protectionist policies,”  Pastor uses a theoretical framework emphasizing the 

relationship between “two unitary actors—Congress and the Executive—with different 

predispositions and priorities” (Pastor 1980, 345–46). He concludes that their interaction “was 

the best lens with which to see the policy develop, both in its content and its contours” (Pastor 

1980, 249). Kang covers the same period as Pastor but extends his analysis to include the Exon-

Florio reforms of the 1980s. His theoretical framework and conclusions are essentially the same, 

though he also emphasizes the “electoral constraints” faced by policymakers in both the White 

House and Congress. Both argue that the executive branch, motivated by “internationalist 

inclinations” and a desire to protect its discretionary power, succeeded in standing firm against 

“policy entrepreneurs” in Congress who wished to ride the nationalist and xenophobic tides that 

have recurrently washed over the politics of IFDI in United States (Kang 1997, 301, 315, 330; 

Pastor 1980, 220). 

There are two problems with these accounts. First, as a consequence of their focus on 

interbranch conflicts and opportunistic politicians, they either neglect or give superficial 

treatment to what was motivating or influencing their “unitary actors” (i.e. Congress and the 

Executive). For example, Pastor does not attempt to engage the key question of why the White 

House was “predisposed” not to exercise power in this domain and instead makes only passing 

references to “institutional prerogatives…the fear that any action might be interpreted by 

foreigners as restrictive and might induce retaliatory actions, and a Republican belief in limited 
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government” (Pastor 1980, 249). The second problem lies with their theoretical framework that 

posits a conflict between two “unitary actors” represented by each branch of the federal 

government. Pastor thus does not mention at all a crucial split that emerged between the Treasury 

and State Departments in 1975 over the best ways to govern incoming IFDI flows, particularly 

from foreign government sources.28 Similarly, Kang’s exclusive focus on elected policymakers 

in the White House and Congress leads him to deemphasize conflicts within the executive branch 

that arose due to the emergence within the state in the 1980s of groups skeptical of neoliberal 

ideas and concerned about the consequences of the US’s open IFDI policies on domestic 

manufacturers and the defense industrial base.  

Jenkins (1992, chap. 3) provides some corrective to the latter problem in her analysis of 

the Exon-Florio reforms of the late 1980s. She not only calls attention to the emergence of  

“interagency rivalries” over the IFDI issue during the 1980s but also  notes that critics of the pre-

Exon-Florio CFIUS procedures represented “a broad spectrum, including Congress, organized 

labor, federal bureaucracies, state governments, and even some sections of business” (Jenkins 

1992, 83). For this reason, she gets much closer to identifying what the interbranch political 

struggle was really about when she concluded that Exon-Florio was the outcome of  “a deliberate 

compromise between internationalist interests embodied in the executive branch and business 

and more nationalist pressures emanating from Congress and the American public in general” 

(Jenkins 1992, 89). But while she puts her finger on some of the participants in the political 

conflict that involved the two branches of government, she fails to analyze in more depth the 

“internationalist interests embodied in the executive branch” or the “nationalist pressures 

                                                 
28 Archival documents revealing this split have only recently been declassified. It is thus probable that Pastor simply 

was not aware of it. Nevertheless, it is still unclear how Pastor could have incorporated such evidence into his 

theoretical framework involving a “unitary” executive branch “actor.” 
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emanating from Congress.” She thus resorts to characterizing the conflict as one between 

“internationalists” on the one hand and “restrictionists” and “protectionists” on the other. 

But such characterizations of CFIUS’s history—as a recurring “internationalist” versus 

“protectionist” conflict centered on two branches of the federal government—obscures what I 

argue was the main conflict between proponents of neoliberal approaches to IFDI on the one 

hand and an evolving and diverse group of skeptics on the other. This struggle, as I show in this 

chapter, was rooted in the interaction between state and organized class interests, involved key 

conflicts that emerged within the state bureaucracy, and was the source of the actual political 

compromises that resulted in CFIUS’s establishment and subsequent reform.  

The upshot is that the two binary conflicts (i.e. executive versus congress and 

internationalists versus protectionists) that have anchored existing accounts of CFIUS’s history 

need to be recast by conceptualizing the conflicts and debates surrounding the governance of 

IFDI in the United States since the 1970s as a state-building struggle of a particular kind (i.e., as 

a case of developmental politics). The remainder of this chapter presents evidence for these 

claims, proceeding chronologically with CFIUS’s establishment and early institutionalization 

during the 1970s and concluding with its reform (and subsequent institutionalization) during the 

late 1980s and early 1990s.  

 

Establishing CFIUS: 1973-1975 

The dollar imbalances produced by wars in Vietnam, deficit spending, and trade 

surpluses being accumulated by key American trading partners had reached a breaking point by 

the early 1970s. These imbalances, combined with the devaluation of the dollar that followed the 

removal of the Bretton Woods dollar-gold linkage, ushered in a new era of inward foreign direct 
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investment coming into the United States. Flows and ebbs of IFDI now became a regular feature 

of the American economy and these also brought with them periods of political conflict over 

how best to govern them. The first period of conflict during the early 1970s culminated with the 

establishment of CFIUS on May 7, 1975. The latter had three distinctive features: it was created 

by executive order rather than an act of Congress; a Treasury Department official was designated 

the permanent CFIUS chair; and its precise responsibilities were left vague. But while these 

features are relatively obvious, the specific sets of ideas and interests that motivated officials in 

the Nixon and Ford administration to establish CFIUS, the alternatives they considered, and the 

precise nature of the compromises they struck remain obscure to this day. Only by addressing 

these questions directly will it be possible to explain how neoliberal ideas first became 

institutionalized in this policy domain and why a stronger organization for developmentalists to 

build upon in the 1980s did not exist.  

Understanding the Nixon and Ford administration’s interests and objectives in IFDI 

policy starts with the White House office that took the lead in coordinating and formulating it: 

the Council for International Economic Policy (CIEP). What was CIEP? Its official mission was 

to “achieve consistency” between domestic and foreign economic policy and provide focus on a 

full range of international economic policy issues. Peter Flanigan—a scion of a well-established 

banking family who bookended his years in the Nixon White House employed by the investment 

bank Dillon Read & Company—was director of CIEP at the time and oversaw the formulation of 

the Nixon administration’s IFDI policy.  

CIEP’s internal files as well as the policy papers that emerged out of this office over the 

2-year period prior to CFIUS’s establishment were revealing in two ways. First, they showed that 

the interests of internationally-oriented segments of American capital were most influential in the 
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formulation of domestic IFDI policy. Second, the making of domestic IFDI policy was also 

influenced by the broader project to reform the international trade and investment system 

according to neoliberal premises. This meant that “achieving consistency” for Flanigan’s CIEP 

essentially meant tailoring domestic policy so as not to interfere with the administration’s 

international agendas.  

The first indicator that the interests of American multinationals and financiers were most 

represented in the policy-making process appear in the files generated by a CIEP-initiated 

interagency study group on IFDI that began in the summer of 1973. This study was begun in 

anticipation of greater congressional interest in the IFDI issue, as investments from countries like 

Japan and Germany were beginning to become increasingly politicized. Their files reveal an 

extensive review of the laws and regulations in the US and abroad, as well as analyses of 

potential threats posed by IFDI flows. Yet exchanges between task force members also indicate 

that certain segments, even within the business community, were being unrepresented. Noting 

the absence of “American businessmen who are less enamored of foreign investment here,” the 

task force director expressed concern that “our study will fail to deal with some of the most 

difficult issues which we should be facing.”29 Either by commission or omission, subsequent 

files generated through 1974 do not indicate that this issue was ever addressed. Indeed, as late as 

February, 1975, just weeks before the decision to establish CFIUS was made, a member of 

Ford’s Domestic Council complained that the offices responsible for formulating policy “are 

dominated by “international” attitudes…rather than being balanced by domestic input.”30  

                                                 
29 Memo, Gunning to Tabor; 14 August 1973; folder FO 4-3 International Investments; Box 49; White House 

Central Files, Subject Files Foreign Affairs; NPL. 

 
30 Memo, Shepard through Cavonough to Rumsfeld. “Re: Arab Investment in the U.S”; 4 February 1975; folder 

Investment, Foreign (1); Box 73; L. William Seidman Files, Office of Economic Affairs, 1974-77; FPL. 
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While suggestive, the congressional testimony delivered by Flanigan and other senior 

administration witnesses in January 1974 provide further indicators of the interests to which 

CIEP considered most in the making of IFDI policy. Flanigan’s testimony warned that “the 

world could retreat into the economic nationalism which led to a breakdown of the international 

economy in the 1930s,” and that “there is a real danger that a more restrictive U.S. policy would 

have a major effect on the investment climate in nations where our companies have very 

substantial interests.”31 William Casey, Undersecretary of State of International Affairs (a 

corporate lawyer and future founder of the neoliberal Manhattan Institute) equated IFDI 

restrictions with capital controls like the interest equalization tax, which he alleged had “the 

effect of shifting the center of the international capital market from New York to London.” He 

warned that “…it would be a particularly inappropriate time to establish a Maginot Line against 

foreign investment here which would impair our ability to take the lead again in the international 

capital markets.”32 These views were in accord with those expressed at a symposium organized 

by the US Chamber of Commerce’s “Task Force on Foreign Investment” just days after this 

hearing (a symposium in which Flanigan also participated). Such consensus no doubt helps to 

explain why Pastor and Kang found little evidence of lobbying by organized business groups; it 

simply was not needed. 

Flanigan and Casey’s professional backgrounds may partly explain their views. But the 

influence of “internationalist attitudes” on IFDI policy also had a structural basis because CIEP 

was charged with coordinating the administration’s broader international investment agenda. 

                                                 
31 U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Foreign Affairs. Foreign Investment in the United States: Hearings before 

the Subcommittee on Foreign Economic Policy, Committee on Foreign Affairs. 93rd Cong., 1st Sess., January 29, 

1974, 79-80. 

 
32 U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs. Foreign Investment in the United 

States, Part I: Hearings before the Subcommittee on International Finance of the Committee on Banking, Housing 

and Urban Affairs. 93rd Cong., 2nd Sess., January 23, 1974, 61-62. 
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During the 1970s, the list of foreign investment issues was long; these included the danger of 

foreign expropriations and nationalizations in developing countries, the trend toward enhanced 

regulation and screening of investments (even in historically liberal countries like Canada and 

Australia), and the further liberalization of the international monetary, trade, and investment 

system in bodies like the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development. These 

concerns were translated into two major policy documents prepared under CIEP’s leadership. 

The first was CIEP’s policy statement on IFDI in the US prepared for a cabinet-level 

CIEP meeting on December 18, 1973 (approved without debate, according to minutes from the 

meeting). It began by noting that “any consideration of U.S. policy with respect to foreign direct 

investment in the U.S. should be made in the context of the Administration's overall efforts to 

reform the international economic system.” After finding that “there is no justification in fact or 

in economic theory for introducing restrictions on, providing special incentives for, foreign direct 

investment in the U.S. at this time,” the statement concluded that “...we are especially concerned 

with the investment policies of other countries and have a great deal to lose from restrictions on 

our investment abroad. The example we are setting...will be very important in influencing the 

policies and attitudes of others...”33  

The second major policy document, “U.S. Policy and Objectives on International 

Investment,” was cleared on April 12, 1974 by a meeting of CIEP’s Executive Committee 

chaired by Treasury Secretary George Shultz. While the policy statement called for a pragmatic 

approach to seeking the greater liberalization of international investment abroad, what was most 

revealing were the “general premises” (quoted earlier in this chapter) upon which international 

                                                 
33 “Draft Policy Statement with Respect to Foreign Direct Investment in the U.S”; 3 December 1973. folder Ex FO 

4-3 International Investments; Box 49; Subject Files: FO Foreign Affairs; NPL. 
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investment policy was based. “Economic growth and development in the United States,” the 

statement asserted, can “best be accomplished within an international economic system 

providing an environment which facilitates international trade and capital flows among nations” 

and “involves a minimum of governmental interference with international economic transactions 

while placing maximum reliance on market forces to direct world trade and investment.” 34 This 

application of neoliberal conventional wisdom—linking the free flow of trade and capital to 

general welfare—to investment policy was in fact a manifestation of multiple other attempts 

being made at the time to undo the financial fetters imposed by the postwar Keynesian order. As 

Helleiner (1996), and Abdelal (2007) have documented in detail, the free flow of capital had 

been “sacrificed” after World War II in the interest of facilitating free trade and allowing 

sovereign states to pursue domestic social and employment objectives. International bankers, 

with the important exception of those working within the burgeoning “Eurodollar” market, had 

been enveloped within the “embedded” side of the “embedded liberal” order and had been 

pushing to break free from it ever since. 

In sum, these ideas and interests—not vague “internationalist inclinations” or a desire to 

protect its turf from Congress, as Kang and Pastor have suggested—were the administration’s 

reasons for refusing to support any legislation that went farther than funding additional studies of 

IFDI. But this temporary consensus, brokered between CIEP and the more internationally-

oriented congressional committees that had taken ownership of the issue, was soon overtaken by 

events. By the latter half of 1974, OPEC surpluses being recycled into the United States had 

made the administration’s preferred laissez-faire course politically untenable in Congress, which 

had begun holding hearings to establish a Foreign Investment Review Administration in the 

                                                 
34 “U.S. Policy and Objectives on International Investment”; 22 May 1974; folder FG 6-20 Council on International 

Economic Policy, 1971-74; Box 17; Subject Files: Confidential Files, 1969-1974; NPL. 
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Commerce Department. These events—OPEC investments and new, more serious congressional 

initiatives—led to the formation of a new task force to formulate the administration’s response. It 

was at this point that a split emerged between the State and Treasury Departments—a crucial fact 

that appears nowhere in the existing literature on the subject.  

The reason for the split was that the State Department now favored some form of 

screening of foreign government investments. In a confidential memo sent to Jack Bennett 

(Treasury Under Secretary for Monetary Affairs), Thomas O. Enders (Assistant Secretary of 

State for Economic and Business Affairs) advised that “…we need to recognize that the 

Congress is no longer willing to accept—nor should it be—continuing lectures from the 

Administration on free enterprise theory coupled with an essentially stand pat policy.” Enders 

argued that Treasury too quickly “dismissed the idea that valid judgments can be made on the 

desirability of various kinds of foreign investment before the fact. Such judgments can indeed be 

made.” He also rejected Treasury’s characterization of a “choice between a ‘wait and see’ 

approach and ‘an airtight regime of safeguards against all contingencies,’” insisting instead that 

“there is actually a wide range of options between these two extremes.”35 Thus, at the State 

Department’s instigation, the final version of the briefing papers circulated prior to the meeting 

that established CFIUS presented several options: 1) maintain existing policy and establish by 

executive action a new office designed to improve the coordination of federal policy and 

facilitate consultations with foreign investors; 2) implement option 1 through new legislation; 3) 

impose screening procedures under new legislation; or 4) impose quantitative limits on official 

foreign government investment. 

                                                 
35 Memo, Enders to Bennett; 21 January 1975; folder CFIUS Early Days, 1975; Box 1; Council on International 

Economic Policy Files, 1978-79; General Records of the Department of the Treasury (RG 56); NACP. 
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The Treasury Department favored the first option and vigorously opposed any kind of 

formal screening, even of foreign government investments. Beyond the class interests that lay 

behind breaking down barriers to international investment in general, a mixture of ideological 

and institutional interests animated Treasury’s position. In the briefing memo that Bennett 

prepared prior to the meeting for his boss, Treasury Secretary William Simon, he opposed 

screening investments on several grounds. He expressed skepticism that state officials could 

decide on the benefits of individual investments; moreover, he was concerned that a formal 

screening mechanism “might be difficult to abolish at some later time.” Most ironically, though, 

Bennett feared the “market distorting effects” of such a policy, arguing that it would not only 

deter investment from OPEC and non-OPEC countries, but also “intrude upon normal buyer-

seller relationships.”36 On this last point, Bennett’s concern about potential “market distortion” 

was ironic because it was so clearly selective: it is now well-documented that OPEC dollar 

surpluses, particularly from Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Iran, were not “recycled” to the US as a 

result of “free market forces,” but through the active intervention of Treasury officials who 

courted and channeled these investments through a variety of vehicles (Cohen 1986; Spiro 1999). 

In light of these activities, formal reporting or screening requirements legally mandated by 

Congress—or indeed anything that led to more transparency in the footloose world of “free 

capital movement” that the Treasury Department was active in helping to solidify during the 

1970s—would have gotten in the latter’s way.  

But the Treasury Department’s influence was not absolute, and thanks to recently 

declassified minutes from a pivotal meeting held on February 24, 1975, it is possible to 

reconstruct who stood where on the future of IFDI governance. Simon began the discussion by 

                                                 
36 Memo, Bennett to Simon 24 February 1975; folder CFIUS Early Days, 1975; Box 1; Council on International 

Economic Policy Files, 1978-79; General Records of the Department of the Treasury (RG 56); NACP. 
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noting that “...because of public concern and upcoming hearings in Congress, time was of the 

essence in developing an Administration position.” Citing existing “safeguards” to deal against 

“potential abuses,” Simon concluded that he favored Option 1 because “He favored a free and 

open world trading and investment climate…” Henry Kissinger expressed the State 

Department’s concern over “the large amounts of funds that might be used strategically” and 

“saw some merit in a very permissive screening procedure involving a list of strategic companies 

and/or industries…” He was joined by Arthur Burns, Federal Reserve chair, who, unlike 

Kissinger, also saw merit in pursuing a legislative solution to the problem. All other participants 

in the meeting, including Alan Greenspan from the Council of Economic Advisors, and the 

representatives of CIEP actively endorsed the first option. By the end of the meeting, Kissinger 

accepted the idea that bilateral consultations with governments “might be a more effective 

informal way to accomplish screening than legal requirements.”37 The Treasury Department’s 

position prevailed.  

The meeting minutes, briefing papers, and internal memoranda related to the February 24 

meeting were also revealing in another way: they showed just how narrowly the issue of IFDI 

was framed in these crucial executive branch deliberations. Surges in IFDI from Europe and 

Japan, the US’s deteriorating trade position, and the devaluation of the dollar had been the 

original spark of congressional concern on the issue. As the debate matured in public hearings, 

further concerns were raised about the costs and benefits of IFDI, the safeguards that existed to 

preserve domestic capabilities to produce advanced technologies, and the adequacy of the US’s 

traditional “open door” in a new world featuring footloose multinational corporations, allies like 

                                                 
37 “Minutes of Feb 24, 1975 Meeting to Discuss Policy Re Foreign Direct Investment in the U.S”; Undated; folder 

CFIUS Early Days, 1975; Box 1; Council on International Economic Policy Files, 1978-79; General Records of the 

Department of the Treasury (RG 56); NACP.  
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Japan practicing strategic trade and investment policies, and governments controlling 

unprecedented levels of investable surpluses. Even reliably internationalist Senators like Adlai 

Stevenson III, who repeatedly confessed his own “bias toward free exchanges of goods, money, 

and investment” on the Senate Banking committee, began asking uncomfortable questions of the 

Nixon administration concerning the beneficial effects of inward foreign direct investment. 

Contesting the benign view that Flanigan had offered concerning the technologies that IFDI 

would bring, Stevenson pointed out that “...all investment doesn't bring with it technology. It 

comes for a variety of reasons, one of which may be to promote the sales of foreign goods in the 

United States.”38 Pressing the issue with noted MIT economist Charles Kindleberger, Stevenson 

asked “...I don't know what we get. We don't get capital [when funds are raised domestically], we 

don't get necessarily the skill, the ingenuity, the technology that may be present in other cases. 

Should we differentiate between them?”39 In another hearing where the issue of technology 

transfer was raised, the new CIEP executive director Bill Eberle went so far as to acknowledge 

that “...I think one would have to say that safeguarding the technology of a company like IBM is 

certainly in the national interest and if it were to be taken over that would give us a great deal of 

concern.”40  

Yet the “problem” to be addressed at this pivotal cabinet meeting was defined quite 

narrowly in the briefing materials as “the recent large accumulations of funds by oil-producing 

                                                 
38 U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs. Foreign Investment in the United 

States, Part I: Hearings before the Subcommittee on International Finance of the Committee on Banking, Housing 

and Urban Affairs. 93rd Cong., 2nd Sess., January 23, 1974, 14.  

 
39 Ibid., 125. 

 
40 U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Commerce. Foreign Investment Review Act of 1974: Hearing Before the 

Subcommittee on Foreign Commerce and Tourism of the Committee on Commerce. 93rd Cong., 2nd Sess., September 

18, 1974, 29. 
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countries, coupled with the fact that these accumulations are mainly in official rather than private 

hands.”41 The lone exception in the pages of briefing materials was a short acknowledgement 

that “there is no single, specific protection” against foreign investors “depriving US of 

productive capacity by:  a. buying a plant and closing it or moving it abroad; b. letting the plant 

depreciate; c. cutting essential expenditure like R&D; d. selling off key assets.”42 The memo 

informing President Ford of the decision to establish CFIUS also reflected an effort to frame the 

problem to be addressed narrowly: “a result of increasing Congressional concern over potential 

Arab investment in the U.S…” The memo further “stressed that the key aspect of the policy…is 

that it does not propose new legislation or formal screening procedures to deal with the potential 

problems of large foreign government investment.”43  The emphasis, therefore, was not only 

placed on OPEC, but also on the issue of foreign government investment. The potential concerns 

raised by private corporate investment, and the underlying relationship between the trade 

surpluses of allies like Germany and Japan were therefore largely irrelevant to CFIUS’s 

formation. Indeed, according to the meeting minutes, none of these topics were even raised 

during that decisive meeting of February 24, 1975.44  

Ten weeks later, President Ford established CFIUS with the signing of Executive Order 

11858. Pastor (1980, 250) would later argue that the administration’s resort to executive order 

was symptomatic of a broader trend of “imperial drift,” by which he meant the usurpation of the 

legislative powers of Congress by the president. This analysis is essentially correct, but again, it 

                                                 
41 Foreign Investment in the United States: Summary of Issues and Background, Foreign Investment Meeting, 

February 18, 1975; folder:  Foreign Investment in the U.S. (2); Box B48; Arthur Burns Papers; FPL. 

 
42 Ibid. 

 
43 Memorandum, Seidman to Ford; 3 March 1975; Folder: Presidential Handwriting, Box C14, FPL. 

 
44 Kunz (1997, 256–57) presents petrodollar recycling as the impetus for CFIUS’s formation (correctly) yet ignores 

the broader IFDI issues that were also being raised at the time.  
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leaves out the basic reasons why members of the administration felt compelled to take such 

measures in the first place. It was not so much to expand the president’s power as an end itself as 

it was to defend and extend a certain brand of capitalism based on neoliberal ideas. That was 

why Kissinger’s “modest screening procedure” had to be rejected and why even the 

“internationalists” in Congress needed to be left out of policymaking in this area. The path 

Kissinger suggested would have been too flexible and grant far too much discretion to state 

officials to make judgments about the costs and benefits of IFDI flows. Knowing that Congress 

could also no longer be trusted to maintain the liberal status quo for IFDI policy, the Ford 

administration thus had to create CFIUS by, as Pastor put it, “executive fiat rather than 

legislation.”  

 

Institutionalizing CFIUS 

CFIUS was thus created ex nihilo by a reluctant Ford administration. It was a creature 

born for two purposes: to deflect legislation that might have imposed restrictions on IFDI and to 

resist any drift toward the implementation of a screening mechanism with strong capacity to 

monitor and govern IFDI flows. CFIUS was never meant to confront seriously the challenges 

and opportunities posed by IFDI; faith in the beneficence of free markets and hostility to the idea 

that the state had a legitimate stake in the investment decisions made by powerful corporations, 

banks, and even foreign governments rejected the very existence of such a challenge. With 

carefully chosen words, the executive order that gave it life therefore needed to give the 

appearance of some strength while at the same time furnishing it with the flexibility to be weak. 

How was this accomplished?  
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First, the Treasury Department had its leadership formally written into the executive 

order. Despite some grumbling from the Commerce Department and CIEP, the archival evidence 

suggests that this decision encountered minimal resistance. The Commerce department did 

suggest in the early stages in the drafting of the executive order that a Commerce official should 

chair the group, and that the committee should be located within an existing White House 

organization like CIEP or the Economic Policy Board.45 CIEP, for its part, did not object to 

housing CFIUS in the Treasury but did suggest that it might be preferable to leave the 

chairmanship open to the discretion of the president, to “...avoid freezing the Chairmanship in 

Treasury should a decision be made at a later date to change the head of the Committee.”46 

Ultimately, Treasury prevailed by having both  its role as chairman and its status as CFIUS’s 

home “frozen” into the executive order. The Treasury Department also drafted the first version 

of the executive order. 

Second, during a meeting held the day after the executive order was signed, the Treasury 

and State departments erected an additional safeguard against policy change. When the 

Commerce Department suggested that its new Office of Foreign Investment (also created by 

                                                 
45 In an early draft of the Secretary of Commerce’s response, he noted that foreign investment entails “broader 

concerns than the international financial dimensions of the issue that are the primary interest and concern of the 

Treasury Department. Therefore, I do not think it is appropriate for an official of the Department of the Treasury to 

be the Chairman of the new high-level Committee.” The final version of the letter sent to William Simon, dated 

March 21, did not make this argument, but did suggest that the chairmanship be located in Commerce. Letter (draft), 

Dent to Bennett; 18 March 1975; folder: Foreign Investment; Box 2; Declassified NND 69807; General Records of 

the Department of Commerce (RG 40); NACP. 

 
46 Memo, Hartquist to Nichols; 11 April 1975; folder: FG 412 Committee on Foreign Investment in the United 

States; Box 211; White House Subject Files; FPL. The same equanimity concerning Treasury’s chairmanship of the 

committee was not shared by some members of Congress. Senator Howard Metzenbaum (D-Ohio), the sponsor of 

the legislation that would have produced a Foreign Investment Review Administration, predicted that “The political 

will to maintain an even hand and totally unbiased view towards foreign investment may well be lacking, and the 

creation of a new agency would be a far preferable course to leaving this responsibility in the hands of Treasury 

Department officials. U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Commerce. Foreign Investment Legislation: Hearings 

before the Subcommittee on Foreign Commerce and Tourism of the Committee on Commerce, 94th Cong., 1st Sess., 

May 7 and May 12, 1975, 160. 
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Executive Order 11858) would additionally be “doing policy assessment and recommendations 

on U.S. policy,” State and Treasury officials rebuffed such a role, “saying that this was a 

Committee function” and that they intended the “DOC Office to be mainly for information 

gathering and analysis, not policy recommendations.”47 Thus, a department that within a decade 

would begin to present contrarian perspectives on IFDI policy found itself walled off in the early 

hours of CFIUS’s creation. 

To be sure, the Commerce Department was no developmental advocate at this historical 

juncture, at least at the policy level. Indeed, prior to CFIUS’s formation, Commerce Secretary 

Frederick B. Dent (who would later serve in the Ford Administration as the United States Trade 

Representative) was on record in draft correspondence to the Treasury Department as saying that 

“as a general policy position, I do not see a need to establish a new interagency Committee or to 

create a special office to serve such a Committee.”48 Yet, at the lower levels of the bureaucracy, 

there does appear to have been more disagreement on certain issues and even some pushback 

against Treasury activities or preferences. For example, a memo between the Treasury and 

Commerce departments expressed overall support for a technology transfer program as a means 

of offsetting OPEC surpluses, but cautioned that “there are conflicting opinions concerning the 

desirability of transferring technology.” Specifically, this document cited Commerce’s Domestic 

and International Business Administration as “critical [of] efforts [sic] to sell U.S. technology 

abroad because they fear that our comparative advantage would be reduced and our future 

                                                 
47 U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Government Operations. The Operations of Federal Agencies in 

Monitoring, Reporting on, and Analyzing Foreign Investments in the United States, Part 3: Hearings before a 

Subcommittee of the Committee on Government Operations, 96th Cong., 1st Sess., July 20, 1979, 321.  

 
48 Letter (draft), Dent to Bennett; 18 March 1975; folder: Foreign Investment; Box 2; Declassified NND 69807; 

General Records of the Department of Commerce (RG 40); NACP. 
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exports reduced.”49 Such glimpses of contrarian perspectives notwithstanding, there is little 

evidence that the Commerce Department or any other CFIUS representative expressed major 

disagreements within the committee as it began to establish procedures and confront individual 

cases in the latter half of 1975. 

Third, formal guidelines and procedures were established within the first year of CFIUS’s 

operations that limited its discretion in its review of cases. These guidelines enshrined the 

neoliberal perspective that “the free inflow of economically motivated investments will be to the 

economic advantage of the U.S. as well as the rest of the world” (emphasis in the original). This 

was contrasted with “politically motivated” investments (i.e., foreign government investments) 

that were considered more suspect and therefore required “special measures.” These neoliberal 

premises were not mere boilerplate, since CFIUS took them to mean that it had “no obligation to 

make assessments as to whether or to what extent each investment relates to the national 

interest” and that it “…should operate on the assumption that it would be neither feasible nor 

desirable to establish criteria for determining what kinds of investments might have major 

implications for the national interests.”50 According to this logic, if the “market” decides that an 

investment is desirable, and the operations of “economically motivated investment will be to the 

economic advantage” of the U.S. and indeed the world, then an agency within the government 

attempting to second-guess such decisions would be redundant at best, and destructive at worst.  

Hence, it is not surprising that CFIUS was, in its own words, to “assume a passive but 

alert attitude and simply be prepared to select an investment for review from the passing parade 

                                                 
49 Memo, Jones to Bennett, 18 January 1974; folder: Investment in the U.S. by Oil Producing Nations (5); Box 113; 

U.S. National Security Council Institutional Files, 1974-1977; FPL.  

 
50 “Guidelines for Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States”; 20 October 1975; folder: Committee on 

Foreign Investment in the U.S. 9/75-7/76; Box 115; L. William Seidman Files; FPL. 
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whenever major implications for the national interests appear to be involved in it.” It is hard to 

say how such judgments could be made when established criteria or assessments of national 

interests were ruled out as being neither “feasible nor desirable.” The only clear guidance given 

on this question is that “the Committee should approach each case on the presumption that it 

does not have “major implications” and in the review process it will be up to individual member 

agencies and non-member participants to prove the contrary.”51 

The guidelines also stipulated that making advanced consultations on investments would 

be voluntary for private investors as well as government investors. For reasons unclear, this 

represented a radical departure from the policy that had been agreed to at early meetings and, 

indeed, the first draft of CFIUS’s internal committee guidelines. This embrace of unlimited 

voluntary notification was consistent with a more general concern, also institutionalized by the 

committee guidelines, about foreign investors. The guidelines cautioned that “The mere fact that 

the Committee has reviewed or is reviewing a particular investment may be interpreted as an 

implication that the U.S. Government is more than neutral on the investment, with adverse 

effects on foreign investments in the future.” Thus, an agency that was ostensibly established to 

review investments had decided that such reviews would constitute a violation of a “neutral” 

IFDI policy.52 Operating under such guidelines, regular meetings were unnecessary; indeed, 

CFIUS met on only ten occasions during its first five years of existence. Reviews of investments, 

as previously noted, also became rare events.  

There was, however, some pushback against the new guidelines soon after they adopted.  

Milton Berger, the director of the Commerce Department’s Office of International Investment 

                                                 
51 Ibid. 
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tasked with the thankless job of monitoring investments and cataloging cases culled from the 

press and government agencies, had concluded after a year’s worth of activity that the Ford 

administration’s previous conclusions—that “foreign direct investments here were of net benefit, 

that they posed no present threat to the national interest, that potential threats could be dealt with 

through existing mechanisms, and that the present policy position should be maintained”—had 

become “too pat and passive a stance.” Though opposed to restrictive legislation and supportive 

of the U.S.’s overall open door policy, Berger made a further argument that is worth quoting at 

length: 

 

…[I]f the essence of the present policy is to be preserved, we must be prepared to 

administer it flexibly. Now I am sure everyone pays lip service to this, but I am 

convinced that some agencies, particularly State and Treasury, actually feel that to 

depart from the policy in any particular case would lead to destruction of the 

policy...Are we prepared to tell a consulting government after discussions have 

been exhausted that we find the conditions unacceptable and do not welcome the 

proposed investment? I think not. I believe that the prevailing view, although 

perhaps not expressed or conceded, is that the foreign government's final offer will 

be accepted. Apart from the public reaction to approval of a particular transaction, 

the interagency committee's credibility is bound to erode in time if it never takes its 

bat off its collective shoulders.”53 

 

                                                 
53 U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Government Operations. The Operations of Federal Agencies in 

Monitoring, Reporting on, and Analyzing Foreign Investments in the United States, Part 3: Hearings before a 

Subcommittee of the Committee on Government Operations, 96th Cong., 1st Sess., July 20, 1979, 247. 
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If Berger’s suggestion to rethink the CFIUS’s “passive but alert” stance was actually 

heard by officials in the incoming Carter Administration, they appear to have fallen on deaf ears. 

Indeed, so silent was the response that CFIUS would not even convene a meeting until well into 

the new administration almost two years later. And when the new chairman, C. Fred Bergsten, 

did finally convene CFIUS—and then only as a result of a Government Operations Committee 

investigation—it was to affirm the Nixon and Ford administration’s approach. The Committee 

even adopted practically verbatim the very same guidelines that it inherited from the Ford 

administration.  

Berger appears to have been ignored. But he was also prophetic in at least one respect: 

the credibility of CFIUS did indeed erode. However, it would take more than the howls of select 

Congressman or prolonged investigations by the Government Operations Committee to lead to 

any reform of the neoliberal status quo institutionalized during the Ford administration and 

upheld by the two administrations that followed. Only after structural changes in the United 

State’s position in the global economy on the one hand, and the emergence of opponents to status 

quo coming from various corners of the American state, would a major reform breakthrough 

become possible.  

 

The era of developmental politics and reform, 1986-88 

The Exon-Florio Amendment of 1988, like the establishment of CFIUS in 1975, was 

preceded by similar structural changes in the global economy: a steady deterioration in American 

trade performance, an expansionary fiscal policy, dollar devaluation, and a drastic surge of IFDI 

from surplus countries. But two developments over the intervening period had changed the 

politics of IFDI policy. First, amid unprecedented trade deficits, escalating Cold War tensions, 
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and acute competition from countries like Japan in even high-tech sectors long dominated by 

American corporations, the debate now centered on economic and national security issues that 

had previously been less significant. Second, and in response to these trends, a network of 

current and former government officials, bureaucrats, and like-minded congressional committee 

members and staffers began to offer specific alternatives to the neoliberal status quo.  

This development is critical to explaining the origins of the reform legislation, yet it has 

been overshadowed by accounts that casts the conflict as a struggle between an internationalist 

executive branch and an opportunistically xenophobic and protectionist Congress. Instead, the 

goal of the original Exon-Florio legislation was essentially a technocratic one familiar to scholars 

of developmental states: to build a new organization that would expand the state’s capacity to 

strategically govern IFDI flows in ways that would sustain or upgrade domestic productive 

capabilities. Documenting the distinct positions taken on IFDI policy during these years is 

therefore essential for understanding not only the origins of the original legislation that 

eventually became the Exon-Florio amendment, but also how a compromise between neoliberals 

and militarists came at the expense of the very developmentalists most responsible for producing 

the original legislative vision. Below, I elaborate on these claims by addressing two questions: 

where did this legislation come from, and why did it change? 

 

Institutional sources of developmentalism and militarism in Commerce and Defense 

All accounts agree that CFIUS’s investigation of the attempted acquisition of Fairchild 

Semiconductor by the Japanese Fujitsu Corporation in 1986 was an important turning point in 

the politics of IFDI policy. This highly symbolic case, and the prolonged and public controversy 

at the highest levels of government that surrounded it, helped to galvanize the opposition to the 
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status quo that had been growing for several years, especially within the Defense and Commerce 

departments. 54 This case also gave a legislative opening to congressional committees that 

provided direct oversight over these departments and were already receptive to such ideas.  

The Defense Department was divided on the issue of IFDI reform. In the abstract, 

“national security” had long been an uncontroversial justification for obstructing the free flow of 

IFDI in the United States. Divisions now arose over how to interpret and apply the concept in 

government practice. Led by civilian appointees and uniformed officers and staffed by an 

assortment of bureaucrats, soldiers, scientists, and engineers, it is not surprising that multiple 

positions emerged out of the Defense Department on this question, even among the reformers. 

Indeed, the two main groups of reformers approached IFDI on the basis of very different 

premises and styles of thought that could be traced directly to the organizations and missions 

within the Pentagon from which they emerged and the past experiences and institutional 

memories (or lack thereof) they brought to bear on the issue. Tempering both groups of 

reformers (when they were not opposing them outright) were layers of Reagan appointees 

reflecting the administration’s ideological proclivities.  

The purely militarist reform strand, represented by Richard Perle in his capacity as the 

Assistant Secretary of Defense for International Security Policy, is the most widely-cited in the 

literature. A so-called national security “hawk” and “Neoconservative,” Perle’s stance towards 

IFDI was informed by an extreme variant of militarism first projected during the Cold War 

towards the Soviets and later redirected towards the so-called “Axis of Evil” in the early 21st 

century. Perle did not express much interest in confronting the competitive realities facing 

                                                 
54 Thanks to opposition of certain enclaves in the Defense and Commerce departments, for the first time in its 

history CFIUS forwarded the case for final White House review without a recommendation. The Los Angeles Times 

provides an authoritative real-time account of the politics surrounding the acquisition. Only Fujitsu’s cancellation of 

the deal spared the Reagan administration the task of having to pass final judgment (Rempel and Walters 1987). 
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American exporters or the question of how best to utilize technology transfer agreements to the 

benefit of domestic manufacturing capabilities. Rather, his view toward IFDI was confined, as he 

noted in a letter sent to Representative Bryant dated April 22, 1986, to the narrow issue of “the 

impact of foreign investment on our ability to control the transfer of militarily significant 

technology.”55 There was little interest in confronting the broader health of the defense supply 

chain or in expanding government capacities to maximize the benefits and minimize the costs of 

IFDI. Such purely militarist perspectives could be appeased with more frequent reviews of 

acquisitions, a stringent use of mitigation agreements (e.g., the establishment of trusts to handle 

classified technologies or defense contracts and other “special security” arrangements), and the 

outright prohibition of acquisitions that raised clear security concerns.  

Perle was a free-market militarist. His views were significant because he led the office 

charged with the control of militarily-sensitive technologies and, with regard to dual-use 

technologies, had even usurped some of the authority that existed within the Commerce 

Department and other agencies in the Defense Department. Most significantly, Perle also 

oversaw the Defense Technology Security Administration (DTSA), the point of contact between 

CFIUS and the Defense Department. 56 It was thus left to members of this office to aggregate the 

views of different corners of the defense establishment on individual investments and act as 

gatekeeper to the CFIUS process for the broader Defense Department.   

                                                 
55 Perle was not cleared by the Reagan administration to testify before Congress. The fact that Perle’s concerns were 

not completely unfounded made the airing of his views all the more dangerous from the Reagan administration’s 

perspective. For example, past cases like the failed attempt made by Soviet spies to acquire California banks as a 

means of gaining access to restricted technologies explicitly informed their perspective. U.S. Congress. House. 

Committee on Energy and Commerce. Disclosure of Foreign Investment in the United States: Hearing before the 

Subcommittee on Telecommunications, Consumer Protection, and Finance of the Committee on Energy and 

Commerce. 99th Cong., 2nd Sess. May 8, 1986, 319. 

 
56 To lead the agency, Perle had installed his protégé Stephen Bryen, who expressed similar concerns during the 

1986 Fujitsu-Fairchild controversy. Bryen was also unable to testify at a key committee hearing, purportedly due to 

sudden travel requirements.  
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The views of these militarists were not shared by everyone in the military establishment. 

Their views conflicted with neoliberal Reagan appointees more sanguine about the loss of 

classified technologies and the Department’s increasing reliance on overseas contractors and 

subcontractors. But more significantly, their views also conflicted with those in the Defense 

Department who were convinced of the necessity of maintaining a robust industrial base and who 

had begun offering a series of developmental alternatives. This latter strand of thought was best 

represented in the report, “Bolstering Defense Industrial Competitiveness” prepared by the 

recently-created office of the Undersecretary of Defense for Acquisition. The report was begun 

in June 1987 and based on recommendations that came from “more than 300 Government 

policymakers, industry leaders, academicians, and representatives of professional societies and 

industry associations.” It made three key points about the relationship between national security 

and foreign investment.  

First, the report advised that the Department of Defense needed to take seriously the 

health of domestic industries and technological capabilities. In addition to the “obvious” defense-

related industries, the report concluded that “...strategic industries, in the economic sense of the 

term, also are of interest “due to the fact that they “are, by and large, research-intensive 

industries or industries that exhibit important technological spillovers or linkages from one 

industry to another.” Noting that ”there is a substantial body of evidence that technology 

leadership is irrevocably tied to manufacturing capacity and leadership,” the report found 

that ”Particularly devastating in the long-term is the loss of key production technologies and 

equipment. In some vitally important technologies, the battle may already have been lost” (U.S. 

Department of Defense 1988, 6, 30). 
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Second, the report went against the trend of preferring to rely on global supply chains to 

meet defense requirements by arguing that “from the national security perspective, foreign 

dependencies in technologies essential to defense production are inherently risky, and 

minimizing them should be a Department of Defense and national priority” (U.S. Department of 

Defense 1988, 47). Finally, and most importantly, it took a skeptical view of the Reagan 

administration’s position that IFDI was always beneficial. The key passage from this report is 

worth quoting at length given that it directly opposed the Reagan administration’s official policy: 

 

The issue of foreign ownership of American manufacturing facilities has not 

received adequate attention. The most common view is that the rapidly increasing 

level of foreign ownership is beneficial to the United States. In this view, such 

investment reduces the magnitude of the trade deficit, provides jobs for Americans, 

and increases domestic tax revenues. This view overlooks economic issues, such as 

the long-term impact on the current account of a continuing flow from the U.S. of 

repatriated profits and other fees. More importantly, it overlooks the fact that 

ownership tends to dictate the geographic location of the underlying technologies. 

Security concerns are not resolved by domestic manufacturing facilities that are 

dependent on technologies controlled by other nations (U.S. Department of Defense 

1988, 30). 

 

Who was responsible for such apostasy, beyond the collection of academics, bureaucrats, 

and industrialists that were consulted for the report? The man who ordered it was Robert 

Costello, formerly an executive from General Motors with a background in engineering, and 
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serving as the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition. He was also a developmentalist, 

though he did not identify himself as such. In Congressional testimony soon after he had been 

fired by the Bush administration in 1990, Costello candidly affirmed that “I believe in industrial 

policy. Not in the traditional sense of protectionism but a policy to use our market, our strength, 

our resources to enhance our productivity and our technological leadership.”57 He represented 

that strand of militarism within the Defense Department at the time that believed that there was 

no meaningful distinction between “defense industrial competitiveness” and the industrial 

competitiveness of the economy as a whole. A somewhat humorous, yet telling illustration of 

such thinking, and the countervailing forces opposing it, could be found in his explanation of 

where the title of his report came from: “I cheated a little bit. I put defense in there so I could get 

it published...We have a serious problem if we don't have a broad industrial base, and I look at 

the Defense Production Act as one of the major steps that can be put in place to ensure under the 

guise of the defense issue that broad industrial base.”  

Costello was a minority voice in the Defense Department, though there do appear to be 

other enclaves that shared his thinking. In addition to Costello in the office of Acquisition, the 

Defense Science Board became an important platform to organize task forces bringing together  

defense contractors, academics, engineers, and labor leaders to study and discover points of 

potential consensus on so-called “competitiveness” issues, including foreign ownership and 

foreign direct investment (U.S. Department of Defense 1990) . The Defense Advanced Research 

Projects Agency (DARPA), particularly while under the leadership of Craig Fields (also fired by 

the Bush administration), was also another hotbed of developmental thought and practice 

(Markoff 1990) .    

                                                 
57 U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs. Defense Production Act: Hearings 

before the Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs. 102nd Cong., 1st Sess., June 12, 1991, 110.  
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 The Commerce Department did not enjoy the same influence or command of resources as 

the Defense Department, but it did share with Defense a similar bifurcation of views toward the 

governance of foreign direct investment. The first strand was best expressed by the Commerce 

Secretary himself, Malcolm Baldrige. He joined certain members of the Defense Department in 

opposing the Fujitsu sale, and, according to Senator Exon, privately expressed concern about the 

lack of formal presidential authority to block such sales short of a declaration of a national 

emergency. However, if Exon and his supporters expected to find an ally in Baldrige for their 

efforts to expand his department’s power, they were sorely mistaken.  

Baldrige was indeed unusual among Commerce Secretaries due to his activist use of the 

state powers at his disposal. But his participation in international trade talks, his negotiation of  

bilateral agreements, and advocacy for countervailing measures against trade competitors all had 

a single overriding purpose: to ameliorate the effects of foreign government “distortions” on 

“free market forces” or to rid international markets from government “interference” altogether. 

He is thus best described as a free market missionary, not a developmentalist, and represented 

that wing of the Commerce Department’s organizational mission. This was the view he clearly 

expressed in committee hearings. He bluntly resisted the role that the original Exon-Florio 

legislation had carved out for him, explaining: “Senator, I do not want the authority, and the 

reason I do not is because I have spent 6 years in trade negotiations down here, understand most 

of the trade policies and why they have come about in countries abroad, and I spent over 25 

years in international trade before I came down here.” Further drawing the link often made 

between domestic IFDI policy and the US’s goals of spreading the free market faith abroad, he 

warned Exon’s committee that “We should not turn around and do the same thing in the United 
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States as we were urging other countries not to do.” 58 Baldrige matched his missionary zeal with 

a dim view of the free market heretics at home who advocated an expanded government role in 

the governance of IFDI. He admitted that such a proposal “boggles my mind” and contended that 

“it simply would not work,” having “the government or some agency of the government trying to 

put themselves in the place of the marketplace.” Implicit in his view was the belief that such an 

agency would only become a magnet for lobbying a line of supplicants “stretched all the way 

from here down to my office.” 59 For Baldrige, it was outside the realm of possibility that a 

government organization might be able to achieve some insulation from such “special interests” 

or be able to govern effectively the terms in which specific investments might enter the country. 

The inevitable outcome of such an attempt to consider the broader economic implications of 

individual investments, he concluded, would be to discourage IFDI altogether: “When I see 

words like the President shall consider the economic welfare of individual industries, that sends a 

shutter up anybody's spine trying to invest here from abroad.”60 

The spines of other members of Commerce appeared to be less wobbly in contemplating 

such a role. For obvious reasons, their preferred developmental approach could not be expressed 

as openly in congressional testimony as Secretary Baldrige had done. Yet it is possible to 

uncover such stances from the political activism of former Commerce officials, reports generated 

                                                 
58 U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation. Acquisitions by Foreign 

Companies: Hearing before the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation. 100th Cong., 1st Sess., June 

10, 1987, 7-9. 

 
59 Ibid., 16. 

 
60 Ibid., 14. 
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by civil servants populating certain offices and agencies, and stories in the press about key 

behind-the-scenes battles being waged over specific CFIUS cases and other related conflicts.61  

Arguably the most eloquent and high-profile dissenter of the status quo produced by the 

Commerce Department was Clyde Prestowitz. Shaped by decades of prior experience in 

international business and government service, he published a memoir which doubled as an 

insider’s account of his experience in the Commerce Department as well as a coherent 

expression of an American developmental philosophy (Prestowitz 1989). In this work, in 

congressional testimony, in the service of Defense Science Board Task Forces, and in the 

founding of a developmentalist think tank (the Economic Strategy Institute), he dissented both 

from the neoliberal orthodoxy of the Reagan administration, as well as the “missionary” stance 

taken by the Commerce Department and the office of the United States Trade Representative. 

Based on his many appearances at congressional hearings, it becomes clear that IFDI governance 

had become a key policy area where he and other developmentalists felt the prospects of 

establishing some toe-hold within an otherwise hostile administration were strongest. Two years 

after the passage of the Exon-Florio Amendment, Prestowitz even acknowledged that those like 

himself who are “very concerned about the deterioration of the American technological industrial 

base…keep trying to find ways to shore it up…keep trying to force through these small, little 

things, like Exon-Florio and CFIUS, a broader policy.”62 

                                                 
61 One of the most divisive conflicts was over the co-development of the FSX Fighter plane with Japan in the late 

1980s (Raymond Vernon 1991).  

 
62 Prestowitz also made clear the limits of instituting IFDI reforms in isolation: “Now, of course, CFIUS is not 

capable and Exon-Florio is not capable of addressing, really, the issue of deterioration of the American 

technological base.” U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Energy and Commerce. Foreign investment in the United 

States: Hearings before the Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer Protection, and Competitiveness of the 

Committee on Energy and Commerce. 101st Cong., 2nd Sess. June 12 and July 31, 1990, 167. 
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Offices within the Commerce Department with an expertise in monitoring the 

performance of individual sectors—and were thus most attuned to the competitive challenges 

these sectors faced—had formed a second developmental front in Commerce’s dissent from the 

prevailing neoliberal orthodoxy. For example, electronics sector specialists at the International 

Trade Administration, with the assistance of Commerce's Foreign Commercial Service, issued a 

controversial report on the electronics industry. It advocated learning from the experience of 

countries like Japan and Korea and contended that “...some of the elements of success in the case 

of foreign government and private sector involvement may be adaptable to the U.S. environment 

in order to stop the erosion of the U.S. competitive position” (U.S. Department of Commerce 

1990, 82).63 Not surprisingly, this report was released under the unusual proviso that it “does not 

necessarily reflect the views of the Administration nor has it received interagency clearance.” 

Similar skepticism toward the benefits of all forms of IFDI were also expressed in a report on 

semiconductor component suppliers that was prepared by the Strategic Analysis Division of 

Commerce’s Office of Industrial Resource Administration.64  

Such developmental concerns within the Commerce Department were also manifesting 

themselves in the CFIUS process itself. After the statutory secrecy that enveloped the CFIUS 

process when Exon-Florio became law in 1988, only scattered glimpses of individual agency 

                                                 
63 On the issue of IFDI and its role in transferring technology outside the United States, the report noted that it was 

difficult to “to asses with any degree of accuracy the flow of technical know-how across U.S. borders.” But the 

report’s authors still concluded that “the objectives of these investors were reportedly to gain access to the latest 

advances in U.S. electronics technology,” and that such investments “were a major contributor to the U.S. electronic 

sector's overall trade deficit ” (U.S. Department of Commerce 1990, 51, 49).  

 
64 Released in April, 1991, the report cited the negative impact of IFDI on even of minority investments “through 

technology transfer and potential policymaking power” and its long-term impact on producer-supplier relationships 

(U.S. Department of Commerce 1991, 55, 59). 
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stances or from public sources are available. 65 However, one of the final cases investigated prior 

to the reform—the acquisition of Wilcox Electronics by the French-owned Thomson Corporation 

of America—provides one such glimpse of Commerce’s position. The minutes from the meeting 

noted that “The Department of Commerce emphasized the long-term erosion the U.S. industrial 

base and its threat to national security. While it is not relevant in the Wilcox case, Commerce 

stated it will press the industrial base issue in monitoring foreign acquisitions and in future 

CFIUS reviews.” 66  

 Based on the preceding evidence, it is clear that at least some enclaves within the Defense 

and Commerce departments had begun to offer developmental alternatives to the status quo and 

advocate for reform. But what was their actual influence? Could it be found only in reports 

seldom read, in the lonely cries of former government officials without a receptive audience, or 

behind the closed doors of CFIUS meetings where their positions could be easily overruled and 

disregarded? It is reasonable to suspect modest influence; after all, these views were coming 

mainly from a small, albeit vocal and committed minority of technocrats swimming against 

strong currents within their own departments. Though they did find some public support from 

academics, journalists, and the occasional renegade businessman or financier, developmentalists 

both inside and outside of government had relatively weak institutional and social sources of 

power. But what they lacked in numbers, resources, and allies, they made up for in their 

relationships and network ties with the staff and the leadership of key Senate and House 

committees. Here, their influence was apparent not only in their frequent appearances in hearings 

                                                 
65 Anecdotal cases are nevertheless revealing. For instance, a leaked internal Commerce Department memo charged 

CFIUS with overlooking key security issues raised by the acquisition of Applied Magnetics by a Japanese firm. This 

deal was hastily cleared by CFIUS just prior to the arrival of the Clinton administration (Bradsher 1993a). I revisit 

the broader implications of this case later in the chapter. 

 
66 Review of Thomson Corporation of America’s Acquisition of Wilcox Electric, Inc; 16 September 16, 1987; folder 

CFIUS (6 of 6); Box 1; Michael Mussa Files; RNL. 
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and but also on the language of the legislation itself – at least in its original form in the House 

and Senate.  

 

Congress and the drafting of the Exon-Florio Amendment 

The influence of developmental ideas was strongest with Congressman Florio, chairman 

of the House Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer Protection, and Competitiveness. During 

the course of several committee hearings held in 1987, Florio (and no doubt his staff) appeared 

skeptical about the power of “open” IFDI policies to automatically deliver prosperity. He also 

questioned the wisdom of pursuing liberalization through international negotiations or more 

aggressive free trade “missionary” tactics against recalcitrant countries like Japan. Such 

strategies, he argued, “...doesn't appear to be working when we are competing with those who 

have an interest in the end, defining what they regard as the national interest economically and 

then regarding the process as a means to use to achieve the end.” Agreeing with one of the 

central tenets of developmental ideology, he argued that there existed “national economic 

interests” beyond the aggregate interests of individual market players and lamented the fact that 

the United States had yet to define or even acknowledge through policy that such interests 

existed.67 Based on these premises, Florio believed that the way forward must lie in making 

institutional changes at home, not engaging in missionary tactics abroad.   

It was here – over the issue of how to make institutional changes within the American 

state – where the influence of developmentalism was most explicit, and where the issues of state 

                                                 
67 He compared this situation unfavorably with Japan, where he noted “more out of admiration than anger” that they 

“know what is in the interest of Japan.” U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Energy and Commerce. Trade and 

Competitiveness, Part II: Hearings before the Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer Protection, and 

Competitiveness of the Committee on Energy and Commerce. 100th Cong., 1st Sess., March 5, 10, 11, 1987., 406-

407.  
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capacity that lie at the heart of developmental politics became central to the debate. “There has to 

be someplace between anarchy and the Politboro,” Florio lamented, “someplace where we use 

the marketplace forces in a non-wasteful way, particularly in the capital-intensive era that we are 

in, and we have not yet struck that balance.”68 Helping him along with his thinking on this was 

Prestowitz, who drew parallels between the foreign debt, low savings rates, and capital 

deficiencies found in Japan during the 1950s and the United States during the 1980s. Japan, 

Prestowitz argued, “allowed foreign investment in the economy but it controlled the form and the 

nature of that foreign investment...I suggest we ought to be thinking about how we want to affect 

the flow of funds into the United States.” Florio seized upon the idea, saying that “you make a 

point that I have tried to make. It allowed and it controlled, it presupposes something or someone 

or some conscious mechanisms to make those industrial decisions, those economic policies...”69 

Several months later, in another hearing Florio emphasized that he was most concerned 

about “capability,” by which he meant “having our Government and governmental authorities be 

able to review and take appropriate action involving investments that do impact in ways that are 

not in the interest of the country national security wise, as well as national security wise from a 

broader base, and that is the economic base.” Once again expressing his desire to learn from the 

experience of other developmental states and abandon ineffective attempts to proselytize a 

certain brand of free market capitalism abroad, he concluded that ”if other people's rules are not 

going to be in conformance with our own, perhaps we will have to modify our own to come into 

conformity with theirs.”70  

                                                 
68 Ibid. 

 
69 Ibid., 410. 

 
70 U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Energy and Commerce. Foreign Takeovers and National Security: Hearings 

before the Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer Protection, and Competitiveness of the Committee on Energy 

and Commerce. 100th Cong., 1st Sess., October 20, 1987, 28. 
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Florio’s attempt to bring the US more in “conformity” with the practice of other 

developmental states appeared among the Energy and Commerce Provisions of the pending 

Omnibus Trade Legislation, under a section titled “National Security and Essential Commerce.” 

It called for the Secretary of Commerce to “make an appropriate investigation to determine the 

effects on national security, essential commerce, and economic welfare of mergers, acquisitions, 

joint ventures, licensing, and takeovers by or with foreign persons which involve persons 

engaged in interstate commerce in the United States…”71 The section further called for 

consultations with the “Secretary of Defense and other appropriate officers of the United States,” 

and granted discretion to hold public hearings related to such investigations. The section 

delegated even stronger powers to the president. Should it be found that a covered transaction 

“threatens to impair the national security and essential commerce,” the President was given the 

power to “restrict, suspend, or prohibit” it. Finally, the section also specified that the President 

and the Commerce Secretary were to consider a broad set of factors, not only national defense 

requirements, in executing these new powers. Most significant from a developmental point of 

view, the section concluded with the following:  

 

In the administration of this section, the Secretary [of Commerce] and the President 

shall further recognize the close relation of the economic welfare of the Nation to 

our national security and essential commerce, and shall take into consideration the 

impact of foreign control on the economic welfare of individual domestic 

industries, and any substantial employment, decrease in revenues of government, 

                                                 
 
71 Trade and International Economic Policy Reform Act of 1987, H.R. 3, 100th Cong., 1st Sess.,1987, 930. 
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loss of skills or investment, or other serious effects resulting from the control of 

such industries by foreign citizens…72 

 

Joining Florio was Senator Exon, whose original draft language also called for a similarly 

broad mandate for the President and Commerce Secretary.73 The Senate committee upon which 

Exon served, the Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation, was no less under the 

influence of developmental thinking at this time. Under the forceful leadership of Ernest 

Hollings (D – South Carolina), the legislation originally contemplated by his committee 

presented a vision for IFDI governance that considered both national security and broader 

economic issues (e.g., “economic welfare” and “essential commerce”). This was reflected in the 

Senate version’s original title – “The Foreign Investment, National Security, and Essential 

Commerce Act of 1987” – as well as in the fact that it appeared as an amendment to the same 

legislation that later upgraded the role of Commerce’s National Technology Institute and created 

the ill-fated Advanced Technology Program.74  

The developmental origins and objectives of the Exon-Florio legislation are thus quite 

explicit. Contrary to existing accounts, the evidence suggests that the legislation was hardly 

inspired by an interest in “bashing” Japan (or any other country for that matter), was not an 

example of short-sighted and emotionally-driven protectionism, and not at attempt at 

Congressional “grandstanding.” Instead, the objectives of these proposals were targets typical of 

developmental politics: the improvement of government monitoring and coordinating capacities 

                                                 
72 Ibid., 932.  

 
73 Alvarez (1989, 64) (1991) notes that Exon’s original version, proposed to the Senate Commerce Committee, was 

almost identical to Florio’s version.  

 
74 The Technology Competitiveness Act of 1987, S.907, 100th Cong., 1st Sess., 1987. 
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and the institutionalization of developmental procedures and powers within the state. But if the 

legislation as originally drafted had this as its objective, the legislative process had the effect of 

redirecting its developmental potential and limiting its scope to militarist or “national security” 

considerations. To recall once again Block’s metaphor equating developmentalism and 

militarism with beautiful butterflies and ugly caterpillars, the creature that emerged from the 

legislative process (Section 5021 of the Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988, which 

amended the Defense Production Act of 1950) was a martial caterpillar. In other words, 

legislation that might have revolutionized the governance of IFDI in the United States instead 

upheld the status quo and channeled the reforms that did survive in an exclusively militarist 

direction. The next section examines how this was done.  

 

The autopsy of the developmental butterfly; or, the makings of the neoliberal – militarist 

compromise 

 

The developmental butterfly that wended its way down the legislative road did not 

experience a death by the proverbial thousand cuts; rather, it was felled by two blows 

strategically struck along the journey. Opportunities to strike were of course furnished by an 

American legislative process with a potentially crippling number of “veto points.” But 

emphasizing this institutional factor alone would deflect attention from the individuals and 

groups inside and outside the Reagan administration united in opposing the creation of any state 

organization that might give off any whiff of the developmental ideas very much in the air at the 

time. To explain the death of the developmental alternative and the making of what I call the 

neoliberal-militarist compromise, the focus must thus remain on those who actively exploited 

such “veto points” to their fullest.  
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Senator John Danforth (R – Missouri) landed the first blow during the Senate Commerce 

committee markup in June, 1987.75 He alerted Reagan administration officials and members of 

leading edge business organizations about the legislation being drafted and prevailed upon the 

committee to hastily organize a hearing so that their voices could be heard.76 They delivered in 

force. From the Reagan administration, letters opposed to Exon’s legislation poured in from Paul 

Volcker (Chairman of the Federal Reserve), Clayton Yeutter (the United States Trade 

Representative), John C. Whitehead (acting Secretary of State), and James Baker (Secretary of 

the Treasury). Baldrige appeared himself. Besides offering the damning testimony already 

described above, Baldrige confirmed what had only been implied by Baker’s letter: Reagan 

would veto the provision as it currently stood.77  

Adding support to the administration’s opposition were witnesses and letter writers from 

a united front of leading-edge organizations representing big corporate and financial interests. 

Their emergence as key players was another distinctive feature of the IFDI debate in the 1980s 

compared with the previous decade. Apart from a well-attended seminar organized by the United 

                                                 
75 These events are a matter of public record. The report accompanying the legislation noted that “Concerns were 

raised at the June 4 markup about the possible ‘chilling effect’ the amendment might have on foreign investment in 

the United States...” Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation. Technology Competitiveness 

Act of 1987, 100th Cong., 1st sess., 1987, S. Rep. 100-80, 6. 

 
76 Danforth himself  made clear that he was the main source of such “concerns” during the hearing held on June 10, 

where he assured the committee that “It was not my idea to act as an obstructionist last week,” and that he felt that 

hearings for the record were required due to the fact that “...the Administration and the Federal Reserve and certain 

people in the business community have real concerns about the Exon amendment...” U.S. Congress. Senate. 

Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation. Acquisitions by Foreign Companies: Hearing before the 

Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation. 100th Cong., 1st Sess., June 10, 1987, 1. 

 
77 The following year, Baker made clear the Treasury Department’s position on the desirability screening IFDI to the 

same committee: “The administration strongly believes that such a mechanism should not be instituted. It would 

require that bureaucrats second-guess the marketplace becoming involved in complex transactions. This is not the 

proper environment in which decisions regarding investment ought to be made. It would make the investment 

process less predictable and substantially increase the uncertainties of investing.” U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee 

on Commerce, Science, and Transportation. Federal Collection of Information on Foreign Investment in the U.S.: 

Hearing before the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation. 100th Cong., 2st Sess., March 24, 1988, 

132. 
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States Chamber of Commerce, and the frequent visits before Congress of former government 

officials like George Ball lobbying on behalf of investment bankers, the participation of 

organized business in the debate during the early 1970s was comparatively marginal. A decade 

later, taking the lead in hearing testimony was Robert McNeil from the Emergency Committee 

for American Trade, bolstered by letters expressing similar views from the Business Roundtable, 

the U.S. Council for International Business, and the National Association of Manufacturers. 

Their unity on the issue was noteworthy: by the time McNeil appeared at Congressman Florio’s 

Committee hearings several months later, McNeil could claim that he spoke not only on behalf 

of all of these organizations, but also for the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and the National 

Foreign Trade Council.78  

What did these groups want? Their message was in fact more conciliatory than the 

uncompromising neoliberal stance taken by the Reagan administration. Acknowledging the 

legitimacy of national security concerns, they focused on opposing any future government 

review of joint ventures and licensing agreements, as well as any criteria that encompassed 

“economic welfare” and “essential commerce.” Shorn of these “vague” or “nebulous” concepts 

(as the Business Roundtable and the NAM called them) these organizations actually had good 

reason to support the legislation. The Fujitsu-Fairchild case—and the months of uncertainty it 

created—cried out for a review process that was more predictable and insulated from 

Congressional jawboning and White House indecisiveness. Moreover, turning the CFIUS 

process into a strict national security review mechanism, regardless of how broadly “national 

security” was defined, would even have the benefit of introducing language more limiting than 

                                                 
78 U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Energy and Commerce. Foreign Takeovers and National Security: Hearing 

before the Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer Protection, and Competitiveness of the Committee on Energy 

and Commerce. 100th Cong., 1st Sess., October 20, 1987, 74. 
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that of Ford’s original executive order. After all, CFIUS’s core mandate up to that time was to 

review all investments that “might have major implications for United States national interests.” 

 The developmental alternative thus found itself caught between the neoliberal position 

taken by the Reagan administration and the purely militarist position supported by the broader 

business community and certain corners of the Defense Department. Just as the neoliberals in the 

Ford Administration had discovered, holding the line against any reform (the preference of 

Reagan administration neoliberals) had become politically untenable. The future thus centered on 

the balance that would be struck between the developmentalists and militarists and the extent to 

which certain neoliberal premises about the desirability of the free-flow of investment and the 

undesirability of government “interference” in “market” decisions would be overturned. 

By virtue of his committee memberships, Senator Exon stood at the nexus between the 

developmentalism and militarism that had begun to emerge within the Commerce and Defense 

Departments.79 His background, goals, and the degree to which he was willing to compromise 

were therefore pivotal. He affirmed in committee hearings that “It is not in Jim Exon's nature to 

be radical.”  Yet he did bear the taint of being exposed to the creative developmental solutions 

that Senator Hollings and his Commerce Committee were fighting for at this time.80 He had little 

patience for what he called the Reagan administration’s “misguided policies” based on the 

                                                 
79 As Exon himself explained to the Senate, the legislation “grew basically out of my intimate involvement with 

national security matters on the Armed Services Committee and came over into the trade bill because of my service 

to the Commerce Committee.” 100 Cong. Rec. S9697 (daily ed. Jul. 10, 1987). 

 
80 For example, just months earlier, during hearings held on Holling's Technology and Competitiveness Act, Exon 

mused about the possibility of creating a technology trust fund that would “pass some relatively small amount of 

royalties 2 to 5 percent, back into the fund to be farmed out again.” U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on 

Commerce, Science, and Transportation. Technology and Competitiveness Act of 1987: Hearings before the 

Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation. 100th Cong., 1st Sess., April 28 and May 19, 1987, 124. 
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premise” that our enterprise system will handle everything if we just allow it to run rampant.” 81 

Yet Exon also showed an eagerness to grasp the olive branch extended to him by the business 

representatives invited to appear before the committee hearing that Danforth had organized. He 

even asked, in the end, if they would be “interested in working with us to help provide the 

language that I might be able to agree to.”82 A few weeks later, Exon assured the Senate that 

“The provision is carefully crafted and represents the product of hours of negotiations between 

Senators on both sides of the aisle and representatives of the business community.”83  

The provision’s developmental potential was thus first diminished even before it was 

reported out of committee. The version that was eventually passed unanimously by the 

Commerce Committee and the Senate no longer applied to joint ventures or licensing 

agreements—two crucial aspects of international investment that had long been exploited by 

developmental states seeking to force technology transfers or close technological gaps between 

countries. Even more significantly, the new version struck any mention of the broad criteria that 

could be used to determine the positive and negative effects of the investment, and affirmed that 

these new review procedures only applied to investments related to “national security, or 

essential commerce which relates to national security.” Although this change still maintained 

some ambiguity, the Commerce Committee report accompanying the legislation was clear: “This 

section is not intended to initiate investigations of non-controlling foreign investments nor to 

have any effect on transactions which are clearly outside the realm of national security.” Further 

                                                 
81 U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation. Acquisitions by Foreign 

Companies: Hearing before the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation. 100th Cong., 1st Sess., June 

10, 1987, 36. 

 
82 Ibid., 80. 

 
83 100 Cong. Rec. S9696 (daily ed. July. 10, 1987). 
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strengthening the militarist identity and intent of the legislation, it now appeared as an 

amendment to the Defense Production Act. 

 Treasury Department officials struck the final blow after the legislation went to the 

House-Senate conference committee. Bolstered by the ever-looming threat of Reagan’s veto over 

the entire omnibus trade legislation, they mounted a last offensive against some the language that 

had finally been agreed to by the House and Senate conferees.84 Since versions of the final 

legislation before and after Treasury’s intervention are a matter of public record,85 it is possible 

to identify precisely how the department determined the final outcome. First, the Commerce 

Department was stripped of any special authority. Discretion was instead left to the president or 

the president’s designee to investigate “proposed or pending mergers, acquisitions, or takeovers.” 

Since Treasury’s intention was for CFIUS to live on as the president’s designee, it thus assured 

its own central role in the future. 86 Second, the new language bestowed upon the president the 

power only to suspend or prohibit covered investments – not any broader powers to “restrict.” 

This was significant from a statutory point of view since it left the president with no clear legal 

authority to influence the terms of investments (e.g., by imposing legally binding performance 

requirements, compelling or prohibiting the licensing or transfer of technology or requiring that 

                                                 
84 Further skewing Treasury’s influence was the ruling by the Senate Parliamentarian that Exon’s provision fell 

under the jurisdiction of the Senate Banking Committee. For this reason, the provision was included in the Banking 

Committee trade title of the omnibus trade bill that was introduced on June 24, 1987 (Alvarez 1989, 71).   

 
85 “Compromise Seen in Foreign Takeover Provisions of Trade” Inside US Trade, Feb. 12, 1988, 9-10.  

 
86 As Exon acknowledged, “We have been working very hard to try and bring the administration, particularly 

Treasury, on board. And so, we have tentatively agreed in the interest of getting this measure through and locking it 

in place because I think national security has such a key role to play in the future that we have agreed to allow the 

President to appoint whichever agency he feels would be most responsible and responsive to a threat of a takeover or 

a sale that would adversely affect our national security. We have gone that far.” U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee 

on Commerce, Science, and Transportation. Federal Collection of Information on Foreign Investment in the U.S.: 

Hearing before the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation. 100th Cong., 2st Sess., March 24, 1988, 

25.  
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research and development activities take place within US borders). Finally, it imposed a very 

strict requirement that had neither been debated nor appeared in any prior versions of the 

legislation: the president may only suspend or prohibit an investment when “there is credible 

evidence that leads the President to believe that the foreign interest exercising control might take 

action that threatens to impair the national security.” This created a significant hurdle, as it 

would be very difficult for CFIUS committee members outside the Defense Department to 

produce “credible evidence” showing that the corporations of countries that were military allies 

were planning to take an action that threatened national security. 87   

 By negotiating these changes “line by line with the administration,” Exon thus assured 

passage of the amendment. Less assured was exactly what he had accomplished. How would 

future presidents and their designees exercise their newfound statutory powers to investigate and 

block prospective foreign investments?  The conference report’s ambiguous and conflicting 

language, reminiscent of the executive order that had established CFIUS in the first place, only 

reflected the tortured compromises that Exon had made. On the one hand, the conferees reported 

that they “in no way intend to impose barriers to foreign investment” and that the amendment is 

not intended to “have any effect on transactions which are outside the realm of national 

security.”88 On the other hand, and as Exon himself would repeat when defending the 

                                                 
87 The final price exacted by the Treasury Department was the requirement that Exon and the Commerce Committee 

withdraw its support for the Bryant Amendment, which would have expanded disclosure requirements imposed on 

foreign investors and enhanced the information on IFDI available to the government. As Exon would acknowledge 

the following year, “...I had agreed to go along with dropping it from the trade bill in order not to jeopardize the 

Exon-Florio language and to get the bill signed into law.” U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Commerce, 

Science, and Transportation. Foreign Investment in the U.S.: Hearing before the Committee on Commerce, Science, 

and Transportation. 101st Cong., 1st Sess., July 11, 1989, 30. The Bryant Amendment had been vociferously 

opposed by the Reagan administration as well as the business and financial community.  

 
88 U.S. Congress. House. Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act of 1988: Conference Report to Accompany H.R. 

3.,100th Cong., 2nd sess., 1988, H. Rep. 100-576, 926. The Exon-Florio Amendment was added to the Defense 

Production Act, which also refrained from defining the term “national security.”  
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compromise, the conferees affirmed that “national security is to be read in a broad and flexible 

manner.”89 Moreover, the conferees added that the guidance given to the President on the factors 

to be considered in conducting investigations was not limited to the three factors explicitly listed 

in the legislation. With such room for interpretation, the politics of IFDI thus shifted to the no 

less significant questions of how these new powers would be institutionalized within the state 

and whether the administration’s interpretation of its statutory powers would be challenged. 

 

Institutionalizing the neoliberal-militarist compromise, 1988-1992 

 

After its establishment in 1975, CFIUS confronted relatively minor resistance as it 

quietly institutionalized neoliberal premises, installed new guidelines and procedures, and 

thereby ensured its own irrelevance. The main exception at that time was the lonely fight waged 

by a single congressman from a relatively powerless perch on the House Government Operations 

Committee. History did not repeat itself after the passage of the Exon-Florio reforms of 1988. 

CFIUS had now become a “mechanism” imbued with real statutory responsibilities and was no 

longer simply a “coordinating agency.”90 With a higher profile and procedures now open to 

public comment in the Federal Register and codified in the Code of Federal Regulations, it was 

unlikely that CFIUS would be allowed to immediately return to the “quiet and apolitical” process 

that it had previously institutionalized “by design.”91 Making confrontation even more certain 

                                                 
89 100 Cong. Rec. S4833 (daily ed. April 27, 1988). The Exon-Florio Amendment was added to the Defense 

Production Act, which also refrains from defining the term “national security.”  

 
90 This was the language used to describe the transition by CFIUS’s office director, Stephen Canner (Tolchin 1989).  

 
91 David C. Mulford, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for International Affairs, characterized the CFIUS review 

process prior to the Exon-Florio reform as “by design, quiet and apolitical.” U.S. Congress. House. Committee on 

Energy and Commerce. Foreign Takeovers and National Security: Hearing before the Subcommittee on Commerce, 
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was the continued activism of developmentalists and their supporters in Congress. Their efforts 

were even directly and publicly bolstered by new allies from other developmental enclaves 

within and beyond the state. These included D. Allen Bromley, George H.W. Bush’s energetic 

Science and Technology Advisor and officials from Sematech – arguably the most successful 

developmental initiative to emerge out of the 1980s. A controversial report by the Defense 

Science Board Task Force on Foreign Ownership and Control of Defense Industries provided 

further support to the movement to reform how the new CFIUS process would function. Based 

on the strength of their arguments, and the continued interest of subcommittees in the House, 

new legislation specifically designed to undo the compromises that Senator Exon agreed to in 

1988 was soon introduced.  

But their collective efforts to install more developmental capacity within CFIUS through 

new legislation failed, as did their attempts to cajole CFIUS into using its existing powers as a 

vehicle for a more activist approach to the governance of IFDI. Legacies of CFIUS’s 

longstanding “passive but alert” stance endured, even as it confronted a caseload without 

precedent and was handed significant powers to govern and potentially shape the market for 

IFDI into the United States. CFIUS had indeed become a “mechanism”; but a mechanism to 

uphold the neoliberal-militarist compromise. By this I mean it was a mechanism to ensure that a 

bias against government intervention and faith in the benefits of “free market forces” would 

prevail in all but the most egregious cases where “credible evidence” of a national security threat 

was found. Deviations for reasons of “national security” would be the exception, not the rule. 

How was this compromise institutionalized so successfully?  

                                                 
Consumer Protection, and Competitiveness of the Committee on Energy and Commerce. 100th Cong., 1st Sess., 

October 20, 1987, 20.  
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The remainder of this chapter examines this question. Like the first round of 

institutionalization in the 1970s, this second round required the installation of certain procedures 

to ensure that CFIUS would not drift into becoming a more activist organization. But this time,  

active defense was also required in two further arenas: the bureaucratic and the legislative.  

 

CFIUS and the institutionalization of the neoliberal-militarist compromise 

  

 Within weeks of the passage of the Exon Florio amendment, an unnamed Treasury 

official reportedly confirmed what most observers already knew: the Treasury Department 

“considers the provision unnecessary and is exploring ways to gut it through weak regulations.”92 

Knowing that the amendment handed considerable power to whichever state agency was given 

the authority to implement it, the Treasury Department had fought hard to make sure that the 

president—not Congress—would have the power to choose the implementing agency. With the 

signing of executive order 12661 by President Reagan on December 27, 1988, CFIUS officially 

became that agency. The law tied CFIUS’s hands on few aspects of the review process: 

Notifications of transactions would trigger a 30-day initial review period during which time the 

president’s designee (i.e., CFIUS) would decide to approve the proposed transaction or call for 

an additional 45-day investigation. At the conclusion of the investigation, CFIUS would then 

make a recommendation (including any dissents) to the president, who would then have final 

authority to approve or prohibit the transaction within 15 days.  The law also included specific 

confidentiality requirements and, of course, the very same review standards and criteria that 

Treasury officials had themselves successfully negotiated in the conference committee. Beyond 

                                                 
92 “Official Says Treasury Aims to Weaken Rules for Exon-Florio Takeover Amendment,” International Trade 

Reporter, Dec.14, 1988 1630.  
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that, the Treasury Department was free to establish the formal rules that would appear in the 

Code of Federal Regulations, as well as the informal procedures to guide its handling of specific 

cases.  

 The Treasury Department was hardly coy about the ideological premises upon which it 

went about institutionalizing its newfound powers. For example, in congressional testimony 

justifying its handling of a particularly contentious and highly symbolic case (the acquisition of 

Semi-Gas Systems by Nippon Sanso, the details of which I will revisit below) the Treasury 

Department clearly stated that “The theory behind our investment policy is that capital is used 

most efficiently when its flow is guided by market forces unhindered by non-market 

considerations. This benefits the world and U.S. economies and results in higher standards of 

living.”93 Moreover, the Treasury officials leading the office rarely missed an opportunity to 

argue, not without some justification, that the new law was on their side: “It is clear from the 

legislative history that the Exon-Florio provision was not intended to be used as an instrument of 

industrial policy. Government review of foreign investment should not be used to try to direct the 

economy or the flow of capital.”94 As CFIUS’s office director would later recall before an 

audience of lawyers explaining the Committee’s approach, “Some members of Congress, when 

the legislation was being drafted, had the criteria of commerce essential to our national security 

or commerce essential to our economic welfare.” He reminded critics calling for a broader 

                                                 
93U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation. Foreign Acquisition of Semi-Gas 

Systems: Hearings before the Subcommittee on Science, Technology, and Space of the Committee on Commerce, 

Science, and Transportation. 101st Cong., 2nd Sess. October 10, 1990. 12. 

 
94 Ibid. 
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mandate that “that language was pretty well dropped,” without acknowledging, of course, his 

own department’s active role in making such language disappear.95  

 But if the Treasury Department was explicit about its own ideological premises, less 

apparent was how CFIUS’s leadership would accomplish the complicated task of avoiding 

further backlashes from Congress while all the while keeping control of an interagency process 

that could still very well be redirected for developmental purposes, or, as the Treasury 

Department put it, become “an instrument of industrial policy” in the business of “picking 

winners.” As I have examined at length in this chapter, CFIUS has been adroit at accomplishing 

both tasks since its establishment. But how could CFIUS sustain its past “success” now that it 

wielded actual powers and was operating in an environment under the glare of real congressional 

oversight?  

To understand how the new CFIUS limited the possibility of transforming into a 

developmental “mechanism” of any kind, Chapter 1’s discussion of developmental capacity 

provides a useful starting point. To summarize, developmental capacity depends on combining 

multiple characteristics: (1) a professional staff with relative bureaucratic autonomy; (2) 

intelligence-gathering capabilities; (3) policy instruments; (4) effective ties within the state (e.g., 

with other agencies and representative bodies) and beyond it (i.e., with businesses, organizations 

and interest groups); and (5) a strategic orientation (versus regulatory or procedural). CFIUS 

possesses few of these attributes. Indeed, the Treasury Department put in place institutional 

arrangements that all but ensured that CFIUS would fail to live up to the developmentalists’ 

hopes.   

                                                 
95“Narrow Interpretation of Statute Hobbles Exon-Florio Reviews, Lawyers Told.” International Trade Reporter, 

Feb. 19, 1992, 326. These remarks were made at a meeting organized by the District of Columbia Bar Association's 

Investment and Finance Committee and the American Bar Association's National Security and International Law 

Committee. 
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First, the Treasury Department’s contribution of core CFIUS leadership and staff acted as 

an obvious restraint on CFIUS’s developmental capacity. For the political reasons examined at 

length in this chapter, CFIUS has always been chaired by the Secretary of Treasury, housed 

within the Treasury Department, and directed and staffed by Treasury’s Office for International 

Investment. This particular office is significant because its primary organizational mission is to 

promote the Treasury Department’s open investment policies abroad (U.S. Government 

Accountability Office 2005, 14). It is thus unusually sensitive to the agenda of breaking down 

barriers to investment abroad and upholding their interpretation of international treaty 

commitments at home. Moreover, as was shown during the IFDI debate of the 1970s, the 

primary responsibilities of the Treasury Department as a whole—to fund the federal government, 

and, especially since the 1980s, finance its budget deficits—has meant that it is institutionally 

attuned to the sensitivities of foreign investors.  

Second, two key procedural requirements were implemented that not only minimized the 

influence of the permanent federal bureaucracy, but also the ability of individual agencies to 

obstruct the process. The first requirement was that a 45-day investigation could only be 

activated with the endorsement of so-called “policy-level” officials. The effect is that even 

agencies known to stray from the true neoliberal faith (e.g., the Commerce or Defense 

Departments) they can only stray so far. The second requirement was that three agencies must 

support the decision to initiate an investigation. So even if a single agency does break through 

the ideology of their appointed gatekeepers or the general tendency of such appointees to avoid 

controversy during their short tenures, it would not be enough to take even the first step of 

initiating a full 45-day investigation of an acquisition case (as opposed to the initial 30-day 

“review” period). With ideologically suspect and well-informed technocrats coming from 

various developmental enclaves, these procedural limits placed further controls on their 

influence. Because of both of these measures, 45-day investigations became rare events. Between 
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1989 and 2007, CFIUS received a total of 1,828 notifications, of which only 37 (2%) resulted in 

investigations.96 

Third, the data that CFIUS chooses to collect, examine, or ignore altogether further limits 

its developmental capacity. According to a 1990 GAO investigation, CFIUS officials are 

instructed to review each notification on a “case-by-case” basis and are therefore “…not 

performing analyses of foreign investment by industry sector” (U. S. Government Accountability 

Office 1990, 12) Such data, as one Treasury official claimed, is unnecessary because “the 

information CFIUS needs is directed towards obtaining ‘credible evidence’ of ‘actions’ that a 

foreign entity may take ‘that threatens to impair the national security.’”97 In practice, the GAO 

discovered that this means that “CFIUS’ main interest in reviewing investments has been to learn 

the nature of the U.S. firm's relationship with defense-related work” such as whether it has 

classified contracts with the Defense Department or the percentage of its production and research 

that is defense related (U. S. Government Accountability Office 1990, 19).98  The GAO did find 

that CFIUS “tries to learn” whether the acquisition would entail foreign control over “a scarce 

supply of goods that bear on national security” and that it “seeks information on the U.S. and 

foreign firms' market shares and on the availability of alternate suppliers, both domestic and 

foreign, for the U.S. firm's product.” But such information is not systematically available and 

                                                 
96 Following the reform of the CFIUS process in 2007, the criteria for requiring a CFIUS investigation was 

broadened, which resulted in an increase in the annual number of investigations. However, the law now only 

required the president to make a decision at the conclusion of an investigation in cases where CFIUS could not reach 

a consensus for approval.  

 
97 U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation. Foreign Investment in the United 

States: Hearing before the Subcommittee on Foreign Commerce and Tourism of the Committee on Commerce, 

Science, and Transportation. 101st Cong., 2nd Sess. July 19, 1990, 45. 

 
98 In 2005, the GAO found that the evidence being considered by CFIUS had grown even more restricted. They 

found that CFIUS simply wanted to know whether the review turned up “export-controlled technologies or items 

and classified contracts, or specific derogatory intelligence on the foreign company” (U.S. Government 

Accountability Office 2005, 3). 
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must be gathered in an ad hoc basis and only when available from government or private sector 

analysts. Poor quality of data, the GAO found, even extends to information directly relevant to 

national security threats, such as the health and reliability of the suppliers of components to 

defense contractors.99  

Fourth, besides being extremely selective in using its authority to conduct 45-day 

investigations, CFIUS under the Treasury Department’s leadership also eschews the use of other 

potential powers. CFIUS’s contact with parties to an impending transaction—often taking place 

even prior to formal acceptance of a notification—leaves the staff leadership of the Committee 

with ample opportunities to shape the impending investments by negotiating certain 

conditions.100 For example, the application of “assurances” or “performance requirements” has 

long been a standard instrument used by countries to encourage the transfer of technologies and 

determine where production is done and research and development conducted. Yet the Treasury 

Department, according to the GAO, “prefers not to request such assurances because they may be 

regarded as a type of performance requirement inconsistent with principles advocated by the 

U.S. Government at the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.”101 Instead, and once again 

                                                 
99 Specifically, the GAO found that “...the Defense Department cannot systematically identify the firms supplying its 

direct contractors” and that “neither the Committee nor any other U.S. government agency systematically tracks 

foreign investments on a sectoral basis, to provide analyses of whether foreign acquisitions of such commercially 

driven firms have contributed to any erosion of component suppliers in the defense industrial base” (U. S. 

Government Accountability Office 1990, 3). 

 
100 An exchange between a Defense Assistant Secretary for International Affairs and Senator Paul S. Sarbanes (D – 

Maryland) confirmed that “there's a process of interaction that takes place with the companies, both before notice 

and after notice, that in many respects achieves the purposes of the statute.” U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on 

Banking Housing, and Urban Affairs. Foreign Acquisitions of U.S. Owned Companies: Hearing before the 

Subcommittee on International Finance and Monetary Policy of the Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban 

Affairs. 102nd Cong., 2nd Sess. June 4, 1992, 26.  

 
101 U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Energy and Commerce. Foreign investment in the United States: Hearings 

before the Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer Protection, and Competitiveness of the Committee on Energy 

and Commerce. 101st Cong., 2nd Sess. June 12 and July 31, 1990, 156. 
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hewing to its narrow definition of national security, CFIUS uses so-called “mitigation 

agreements” negotiated primarily through the Defense Department to protect classified 

information or foreign control from the research, development, and application of defense critical 

technologies.102  

Fifth, CFIUS instituted new bureaucratic routines that limits its ability to engage with the 

firms involved with the transaction. The literature on developmental states has shown that an 

agency’s external linkages or “embeddedness” beyond the state with firms, business 

organizations, and, depending on their relative power, organized labor, can significantly enhance 

its developmental capacity. Yet in CFIUS’s case, routines were established whereby interactions 

with notifying parties are entirely mediated by lawyers working for a growing number of firms 

that specialize in offering boutique services for CFIUS reviews. As one legal scholar bluntly put 

it, the CFIUS process is “lawyered up” even though the “process takes place before an executive 

branch committee with no obligations to precedent or treaty” (Zaring 2009, 127). The 

institutional environment thus came to resemble a “prosecutors office,” where “decisions are 

discretionary, deliberations are secret, and there is a need for a savvy bar of practitioners who 

can cajole and negotiate with the prosecutors” (Zaring 2009, 107). By virtue of CFIUS’s secrecy 

and the revolving door that has come to typify service in federal regulatory bodies, lawyers are 

able to position themselves as privileged insiders who can offer clients special insights into how 

to navigate through the process with minimal modifications in the terms of their proposed deals. 

And over time, lawyers have become an outspoken group in favor of the status quo, transmitting 

                                                 
102 These include resolutions that would prevent foreign owners to exercise control over a company via its board of 

directors, limited facility clearances allowing foreign access to classified information on a limited basis, or the 

creation of a separate subsidiary to handle classified work with the Pentagon governed by special security 

agreements, voting trusts, or proxy agreements (E. M. Graham 2006, 69–73). 
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their opinions and expert knowledge in law review articles, organizing conferences with 

executive branch officials, and regularly presenting their opinions to congressional committees. 

Members of the legal profession, not engineers, scientists, or industry analysts who could 

arguably exercise the most informed judgments on the economic and technological impacts of 

IFDI, have thus achieved an outsized voice in policy debates and become central to CFIUS’s 

routine functioning. 

Their preferences, not surprisingly, have come to echo that of the clients and business 

organizations they represent. According to Bradley R. Larschan, a lawyer for the Association for 

International Investment, CFIUS should “be treated as an administrative agency exercising a 

quasi-judicial function.” 103  During the same committee hearing, Christopher R. Wall, another 

lawyer with previous experience in the CFIUS process, added that “…the transactions must be 

reviewed according to neutral legal standards instead of political considerations.”104 Left 

unspoken, at least at this hearing, was the ideological premise behind Wall’s preference for 

“neutral legal standards” free of “political considerations.” He was more forthcoming about his 

reasoning in previous congressional testimony: “I think it is better to let companies run their own 

businesses, let managers make their own decisions rather than cede that/ power to civil 

servants."105  

                                                 
103 This organization was formed in 1988 to represent “U.S. subsidiaries of foreign companies, American based 

multi-nationals, State governments, and American Chambers of Commerce abroad.” U.S. Congress. House. 

Committee on Energy and Commerce. National Security Takeover and Technology Preservation: Hearings before 

the Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer Protection, and Competitiveness of the Committee on Energy and 

Commerce. 102nd Cong., First Sess., February 26, and June 12, 1991 63. 

 
104 Ibid., 44. 

 
105 U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Energy and Commerce. Foreign investment in the United States: Hearings 

before the Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer Protection, and Competitiveness of the Committee on Energy 

and Commerce. 101st Cong., 2nd Sess. June 12 and July 31, 1990, 291. 
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In sum, CFIUS thus became developmentally “weak” by design. Its organizational form 

and institutional routines followed its political function: to implement the neoliberal-militarist 

compromise, with the Treasury Department taking a dominant role in the implementation. Under 

its leadership, it became a passive organization called upon to pass judgment on notifications 

voluntarily extended, roused into action only when narrow “national security” criteria are met or 

when overwhelming political pressure is applied, and expressing little interest or capacity to 

engage in extensive analysis of the broader impact of foreign acquisitions. Note, however, that 

deploying general labels like “weak” to describe CFIUS beyond the specific issue of CFIUS’s 

developmental capacity (or lack thereof) misleads because CFIUS does, in fact, possess real 

power. The most accurate way to describe that power is to refer to Mann’s famous distinction 

between despotic and infrastructural power (Mann 1993, chap. 3). CFIUS’s power is essentially 

“despotic” in the sense that it exercises real power “over” markets whereby the actual or 

perceived threat of state intervention can determine the course of investments and ownership. 

But CFIUS’s infrastructural power—i.e., its ability to exercise power through markets and to 

coordinate foreign investment into certain channels and on terms in the interest of achieving 

more strategic goals—is nonexistent thanks to the processes of institutionalization that I have 

detailed in this section.  

 

The political triumph of the neoliberal-militarist compromise 

As the Treasury Department began institutionalizing the neoliberal-militarist compromise 

along the lines described above, a backlash began almost immediately in two arenas. The first 

conflict began in the bureaucratic arena after CFIUS’s handling of two controversial cases 

collided with the developmental activities being sponsored by the newly-established Sematech 
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consortium. This conflict soon spilled over into the legislative arena, where a final attempt was 

made to undo the neoliberal-militarist compromise through new legislation. 

Now that CFIUS was wielding real power in an environment where nascent state-

supported developmental projects were also beginning to take off, the conflict between 

developmentalism and neoliberalism in the IFDI policy domain was no longer theoretical or 

centered on technical state capacity issues. The conflict now manifested itself in concrete CFIUS 

cases where the activities of state enclaves inspired by developmental ideas, practices, or 

objectives confronted head-on CFIUS’s execution of the neoliberal-militarist compromise. As 

Mann (1993, 77, 80) has argued based upon his theorization of the state (which I share) direct 

collisions between competing or incompatible interests and logics within the state or choices of 

ultimate primacy are infrequent; indirect confrontations or avoidance of more frontal challenges 

tend to be the norm. Not here: One side’s triumph meant the other side’s defeat in those CFIUS 

cases where its decisions threatened the developmental projects of other state enclaves. 

Economically insignificant when treated in isolation, such cases are thus, nevertheless, highly 

revealing of the American state’s relative priorities as well as the relative strengths of different 

power networks vying for influence within it. They made explicit the limits placed on 

developmentalism in the United States, and such limits were indeed recognized as such at the 

time. 

It was perhaps inevitable that semiconductors would be the sector where 

developmentalism and neoliberalism would collide in the IFDI policy domain. After all, the 

attempted acquisition of Fairchild Semiconductor by the Fujitsu Corporation in 1986 galvanized 

support not only for what became the Exon-Florio Amendment, but also for the Sematech 

initiative. The latter was a private consortium of semiconductor producers and component 

manufacturers with joint funding provided by private firms and the Defense Department. Like 

Exon-Florio, Sematech was a response to the competitive threat facing American semiconductor 
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firms (particularly from Japan) and was inspired in part by Japan’s example (Flamm 1996). With 

the renewal of the Defense Production Act in 1987, Congress officially established Sematech and 

embraced the developmental position that “it is in the national economic and security interests of 

the United States for the Department of Defense to provide financial assistance to the industry 

consortium…for research and development activities in the field of semiconductor 

manufacturing technology.”106 Sematech and CFIUS thus emerged from the legislative process 

as very different creatures on a collision course.  

The first collision between CFIUS and Sematch occurred just two months after Exon-

Florio became law in 1988. CFIUS had decided to initiate a full investigation of the sale of 

Monsanto Electronic Materials Company (MEMC, a subsidiary of the Monsanto Company and 

the last American-owned manufacturer of silicon wafers for the commercial semiconductor 

market) to the West German Huels Corporation. Since MEMC was a key supplier to Sematech 

(though not to the Department of Defense), officials from Sematech opposed the sale outright 

and petitioned CFIUS to recommend to President Bush that he block it.107 The Treasury 

Department refused Sematech’s request. Instead, it informally encouraged Huels to voluntarily 

provide written assurances in the form of a letter sent to Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady. The 

letter (of dubious legal enforceability) assured Brady that Huels would continue to supply 

Sematech, maintain production facilities in the United States for at least a period of five years, 

and continue to conduct research and development activities. With such assurances, President 

Bush followed CFIUS’s unanimous recommendation that the transaction be approved.  

The second collision proved to be far more contentious. It was again related to CFIUS’s 

handling of another semiconductor-related investigation in 1990: the acquisition of Semi-Gas 

Systems by the Japanese firm Nippon-Sanso. Sematech again objected to the sale, and was also 

allegedly not consulted on the mitigation agreement that CFIUS negotiated with Nippon Sanso. 

This time, Sematech did not accept CFIUS’s decision quietly, and its representatives publicly 

                                                 
106 Defense Production Act of 1987, Pub L. No. 100-180, Section 271, 1987. 

 
107 According to the GAO (1990, 20), MEMC was indeed a key supplier to Sematech  
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and forcefully aired their grievances at several committee hearings, including two held by the 

Senate Subcommittee for Science, Technology and Space chaired by then Senator Al Gore (D-

Tennessee). Besides condemning CFIUS’s handling of the Semi-Gas case, Sematech joined 

other developmentalists in attacking CFIUS for its secrecy, its narrow definition of national 

security, its lack of a mechanism to ensure compliance with assurances or mitigation agreements, 

and its failure to consider the cumulative effects of acquisitions. The latter allegation was 

particularly relevant to the semiconductor industry; between October 1988 and April 1991, 

foreign firms had acquired 46 semiconductor companies and 37 semiconductor equipment 

companies, with Japanese firms accounting for 41 and 27 of the respective totals (Spencer 1991, 

10).108   

These statistics, combined with CFIUS’s handling of the Monsanto and Semi-Gase cases, 

were also enough to push D. Allan Bromley, the head of the White House Office of Science and 

Technology in the White House, to throw his support behind Sematech. Bromley was not only 

concerned about CFIUS undermining Sematech, as he revealed in an article published shortly 

before his death in 2005 (Bromley 2004). Bromley also alleged that during his tenure at the 

White House a leaked list of priority recipients supported by the Small Business Innovation 

Research (SBIR) grant program—a developmental program established in 1982 which, 

according to research by Block and Keller (2013) has tallied an impressive track record—was 

being exploited by Japanese firms for “systematically buying the top companies on the list.” He 

further complained that “My efforts to insist that our government find out whether these 

purchases were parts of coordinated and targeted MITI business programs were never 

implemented,” and that CFIUS “missed all evidence for integrated, coherent efforts to procure 

technology in broad related areas such as semiconductors” (Bromley 2004, 464). 

                                                 
108 This figure was based on data gathered by Clyde Prestowitz’s Economic Strategy Institute. Immediately after 

Exon-Florio’s passage, the Institute began creating its own database of foreign acquisitions to monitor the 

implementation of the law. These statistics and reports on which they were generated were used to support several 

bills in Congress calling for immediate reforms of CFIUS.  
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Regardless of the truth behind Bromley’s claims (he went to his grave believing the SBIR 

program was abused), the significance of these two cases lies in the broader conflict within the 

state that they exemplified. Gore expressed the stakes of the conflict bluntly with regard to 

Sematech: “I am a great believer in Sematech, but if the rest of the government is going to 

actively undermine Sematech and hurt Sematech, refuse to listen to Sematech, refuse to consult 

with Sematech, refuse to give Sematech a chance to protect itself against a hostile effort by the 

Japanese to harm Sematech, then how can we have confidence as a country that we can make a 

consortium approach like this work?"109 The GAO agreed, and noted “an apparent inconsistency 

in U.S. defense technology policy which has arisen in other CFIUS cases.  On the one hand, the 

U.S. Government has established a national goal, through Sematach, of developing U.S. 

capabilities in the semiconductor materials and equipment sector and has supported it with DOD 

funds. On the other hand, some U.S. companies with the most advanced semiconductor 

technologies have been acquired by competing foreign firms without U.S. Government 

objection."110 

The Bush administration did attempt to placate Bromley, but took no further action to 

reverse CFIUS’s decision. More significantly, the Bush administration also made clear how the 

“apparent inconsistency” that the GAO identified would be resolved: Costello and Craig Fields 

(the well-regarded director of DARPA), two of the most high-profile developmental militarists in 

the administration, were summarily fired. Prior to his termination, Costello had begun using his 

office’s power to force firms to transfer technologies and relocate production in the United States 

and also commissioned, following the passage of the Exon-Florio Amendment, the study 

Foreign Ownership and Control of U.S. Industry. This controversial report, prepared by a panel 

                                                 
109 U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation. Decline of the U.S. Electronics 

Industry: Hearing before the Subcommittee on Science, Technology, and Space of the Committee on Commerce, 

Science, and Transportation. 101st Cong., 2nd Sess. August 1, 1990, 60.  

 
110 U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Energy and Commerce. Foreign investment in the United States: Hearings 

before the Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer Protection, and Competitiveness of the Committee on Energy 

and Commerce. 101st Cong., 2nd Sess. June 12 and July 31, 1990, 151. 
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of academics, corporate executives, labor officials, and former leaders from government and the 

military, criticized CFIUS’s, failure “to take a long-term perspective in dealing with foreign 

ownership and control” (U.S. Department of Defense 1990, 21). Specifically, it called for the 

Defense Department to be more aggressive in negotiating performance requirements and to be 

more “concerned about dependencies on upstream sectors in which monopolies or oligopolies 

enable foreign governments or industrial cartels to dictate how firms operate and how certain 

technologies are used.” Performance requirements, they argued, “would eliminate the need for a 

‘yes or no’ decision of foreign investment and replace it, in some cases, with a ‘yes, if’ type of 

arrangement” (U.S. Department of Defense 1990, 24). 

Costello explained the reasons for his termination in committee testimony: “You can 

imagine when I said industrial policy what happened when the Bush administration found this 

subversive Socialist running around in their organization. So I left.”111 His departure, and the 

more general defeat suffered by developmentalists in the Defense Department,112 ensured that 

the Treasury Department’s neoliberal preferences could usually find common ground with the 

free market militarists (described earlier in this chapter) now in control of CFIUS’s second-most 

important agency in the handling of cases.  

The free market militarist wing of the IFDI reform movement also prevailed in the 

congressional struggle being waged over new reform legislation. The legislation that would have 

formally pushed CFIUS in a more developmental direction—the Technology Preservation Act of 

1991 (HR-2624)—failed to gain any traction in Congress because Senator Exon withheld his 

                                                 
111 U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs. Defense Production Act: Hearings 

before the Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs. 102nd Cong., 1st Sess., June 12, 1991, 110. 

 
112 The defeat of the developmental militarists in the Department of Defense during the 1980s still await further 

research, an issue I revisit in this dissertation’s Conclusion. Costello did, however, offer a glimpse of their defeat 

when he intimated during the same hearing that the office he presided over in the Defense Department was in the 

process of being “torn apart.” 
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support.113 Instead, Exon supported what eventually became the so-called Byrd Amendment, 

which only recalibrated the terms of the previous neoliberal-militarist compromise, not its 

fundamental dynamics. The goal of this weaker legislation was simply to reform CFIUS to 

ensure that it would be more responsive to two growing trends in the new post-Cold War 

international economy: the contraction of the defense sector and an increase in IFDI from state-

owned or controlled enterprises. CFIUS’s neoliberal track record in the handling of previous 

cases was enough to convince Congress that a clearer mandate of congressional intent to protect 

“national security” was required. As noted earlier in this chapter, the key provision of the Byrd 

amendment was thus to require that CFIUS conduct an investigation of any acquisition that 

“could affect the national security of the United States” that involved “an entity controlled by or 

acting on behalf of a foreign government.”   

Explaining his support for such a relatively minor adjustment, Exon claimed that he was 

both “proud” and “very protective of the Exon-Florio process.” He also essentially undercut the 

many criticisms that had been leveled at CFIUS over the previous three years by arguing that 

"Over all (sic), the Exon-Florio law has worked”114 and anyway that its formal rules were 

already flexible enough to make additional changes unnecessary. Exon’s reluctance to support 

more far-reaching reforms can probably be explained, in part, by the superficiality of his 

commitment to developmentalism. But it was also informed by his view that the existing 

language was already flexible enough to make additional changes unnecessary. Indeed, 

Following Clinton’s election, Exon rejected the need for further reforms on the grounds that “I 

                                                 
113 The Technology Preservation Act was sponsored by Representative Cardiss Collins (D-Illinois), Florio’s 

replacement as chairwoman of the House Subcommittee on Commerce, Consumer Protection, and Competitiveness 

after Florio’s successful bid for Governor of New Jersey. It was essentially based on Florio’s original legislation and 

would have restored the key provisions lost in 1988.  

 
114 102 Cong. Rec. S14051 (daily ed. Sep 18, 1992). 
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happen to feel that Exon-Florio wording probably is so broad that it gives the administration, in 

this case President Clinton, an awful lot of latitude.”115  

There were, in fact, many reasons to expect at that time that the Clinton administration 

would take advantage of that latitude and be far more activist in the use of CFIUS’s existing 

authority compared to his two Republican predecessors. Clinton’s selection of Gore as his 

running mate (who subjected two CFIUS officials to some of the most hostile questioning they 

ever faced over the Semi-Gas case) and his selection of Laura d’Andrea Tyson (a Berkeley 

economist and strong critic of the CFIUS process in previous congressional testimony) to Chair 

his Council of Economic Advisors (CEA) could have been taken as two signals indicating that 

change was on the way. However, had Exon, as well as other congressional committees who 

were on record as opting to follow the Clinton administration’s lead on foreign investment 

issues, taken a closer look at the “New Democrat” wing of the party that Clinton represented, he 

might have recognized the significance of Clinton’s decision to appoint Robert Rubin as the head 

the newly-created National Economic Council (NEC).  CFIUS’s success in institutionalizing the 

neoliberal-militarist compromise in its routine operations (as described in the previous section) 

might have also dimmed his expectations of change or flexibility. 

As it happened, the Clinton administration wasted little time in sending a clear signal that 

it would not be aggressive in its administration of CFIUS’s authority. Rubin’s NEC chose not to 

reopen a case cleared by CFIUS without an investigation the day before Bush left office, even 

though the notifying parties failed to disclose to CFIUS the fact that the transaction involved the 

sole supplier of disk drives with applications to the Trident and Patriot missiles program. This 

                                                 
115 U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation. S. 4, The National 

Competitiveness Act of 1993: Hearings Before the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation. 103rd 

Cong., 1st Sess., February 24 and March 15, 1993, 93).  
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decision, according to reporting from the New York Times, was taken “among trade and 

investment officials in Washington as a sign of the openness of the Clinton Administration to 

foreign investment” (Bradsher 1993b). By the end of the same year, the senior trade counsel 

from Gore’s former Senate Subcommitteee for Science, Transportation, and Space informed the 

American Bar Association that Congress would be taking the administration’s lead and was 

“unlikely to be activist” on foreign investment issues.116 

 

Conclusion 

The passage of the Byrd Amendment and the Clinton administration’s stance marked the 

triumph of the neoliberal-militarist compromise. It also brought developmental politics to a close 

in the IFDI policy domain. The high-profile debate that surrounded the passage of the recent 

Foreign Investment and National Security Act of 2007 (FINSA) did not qualify as new chapter in 

the struggle for one simple reason: expanding the capacities of the state for developmental 

purposes were not on the agenda. Like the Byrd Amendment in 1993, FINSA was, in essence, a 

conflict over the terms of the neoliberal-militarist compromise that had first been struck ever 

since the passage of Exon-Florio in 1988. Also, just like the Byrd Amendment, the issues of 

concern were the alleged threats to national security posed by investments originating from state-

owned or controlled enterprises.  In the heightened security environment after the attacks of 

September 11, 2001, militarists gained the upper hand in the debate and managed to reset some 

of the terms of the compromise over the objections of some of the more strident neoliberal 

voices.117  

                                                 
116 “Congress Unlikely to Take ‘Activist’ Role in Foreign Investment Issues, Aide Says,” International Trade 

Reporter, Aug.9, 1993 1381.  
117 The focus on restricting state-owned enterprises, particularly from China, nevertheless conformed with prevailing 

neoliberal premises: that investments that bear the taint of foreign government influence or control are potentially 
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But entirely absent from the debate was any questioning of the neoliberal premises that 

guided American governance of IFDI or suggestions that the government had a more 

constructive role to play in maximizing the benefits and minimizing the costs of IFDI. That 

debate was finished. Now the stakes were simply cast in terms of the proper balance to be struck 

between narrowly defined “national security” concerns on the one hand and maintaining an 

“open investment policy” on the other. The latter, as administered and upheld by CFIUS, was 

now simply taken for granted as the best way to promote economic development in the United 

States and indeed around the world. In practice, this of course meant relying on corporations 

(and their bankers and lawyers) to determine who produces what, where, and with what 

technology to the maximum extent and keeping democratically accountable government officials 

and state technocrats as far out of the process as possible. It also meant, as illustrated by the 

struggles experienced by Sematech in this chapter, that developmental projects in the United 

States would confront significant limits on their ability to achieve its goals.  

The state’s developmental capacity in the governance of IFDI has been quite deliberately 

and effectively contained. The usage of this word is appropriate because unlike in the strategic 

materials policy domain (examined in the next chapter) where the establishment of any kind of 

mechanism in the executive branch was effectively resisted, an organization was established to 

review IFDI flows and make judgments on individual transactions. But developmentalism was 

nevertheless contained even though an organizational vehicle was there that might have allowed 

it flourish. How was this accomplished? Here, I summarize briefly this chapter’s main findings. I 

also revisit these findings, and their broader implications, in the Conclusion.  

                                                 
“distorting” of international investment flows and inhibit the efficiency maximizing gains of investments responding 

to purely “market forces.”  
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CFIUS as an organization and institutional form offers yet another case of the general 

tendency well-documented in the domains of trade and monetary policy of the neoliberal project: 

the insulation of authority within non-democratic (or, more euphemistically, “de-politicized”) 

sites within the state that have an institutional bias toward the maximum promotion of trade and 

capital flows. Driving this project forward have been what has been referred to in the literature as 

a “neoliberal bloc” (Helleiner 1996, 167), an “internationalist fraction of capital” (Chorev 2010, 

57), or neoliberalism’s “leading edge” (Mann 2013, 141) consisting of financiers, leaders of 

large multinational corporations, and the lobbyists and business organizations that they support. 

As I showed in this chapter, these groups have been the most consistent and powerful proponents 

of a neoliberal approach to the governance of IFDI during both CFIUS’s establishment and 

reform and they have been the most dogged and effective opponents of developmentalism in this 

policy domain.  

My findings on CFIUS’s early years overturn what might be called the “myth of CFIUS,” 

namely, that CFIUS was born and came of age primarily as a result of a recurring conflict 

between an internationalist executive branch guarding its discretionary power against a 

protectionist and xenophobic Congress. Instead, I showed that CFIUS’s history has been 

determined more by the maneuvers of organized class segments (and their supporters inside the 

state) with a direct stake in US foreign investment policy as well as by less well-known 

compromises involving other state elites, especially those located within the military and foreign 

policy establishments. I also showed how the successful entrenchment of neoliberalism depended 

not only on how these political conflicts were resolved, but also upon CFIUS officials 

successfully institutionalizing specific routines and practices that ensured that CFIUS would not 

deviate from a neoliberal approach to IFDI governance. They thus succeeded in both placating 
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enough neoliberal skeptics in Congress and preventing processes of gradual institutional change 

within the executive branch along the lines that Commerce official Milton Berger had 

recommended in the late 1970s. This thus made it necessary for reformers to resort to formal 

institutional “layering” (Mahoney and Thelen 2010a) through the legislative process in the late 

1980s. It also meant that there was little organizational capacity available for developmentalists 

to build upon.  

The 1980s marked the beginning of an era of developmental politics in this policy 

domain, as opponents to the neoliberal status quo that had been institutionalized during the 1970s 

emerged from enclaves within the US state where different interests and understandings of the 

economy had been allowed to flourish. The developmentalists who were included among these 

opponents presented an alternative vision for IFDI governance, one that was given voice by 

sympathetic congressional committees. Contingent support offered by militarists led to a major 

reform breakthrough in 1988 that vastly increased CFIUS’s powers and responsibilities. But this 

did little to directly challenge CFIUS’s neoliberal operating premises due to the decisive 

influence exerted by Treasury officials and other neoliberals in the Reagan administration as well 

large segments of organized business exhibiting noteworthy cohesion and unity on this issue. 

The result was a compromise between neoliberalism and militarism. Without the support of a 

more powerful social base and for other reasons that this chapter examined in more depth, 

developmentalists have been fighting a losing battle since 1988. Indeed, the narrowness of the 

debate that preceded CFIUS’s last major reform in 2007 provides an object lesson on just how 

entrenched the neoliberal-militarist compromise has since become. 
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CHAPTER THREE   

 

Inertia and Resistance: Strategic Materials Policy and the 

Developmental Organization that Never Was 
 

 

 

Introduction 

 “You asked for it. Here it is.” So said William S. Paley, president of the Columbia 

Broadcasting System (CBS), as he presented President Harry Truman a copy of his 

commission’s recommendations in the summer of 1952. The commission was the President’s 

Materials Policy Commission and the five-volume report, Resources for Freedom, had taken 

Paley and his team almost fifteen months to complete. Paley later confided in a letter to his 

friend, Stuart Symington, that he had “more than once regretted the day you talked me into this 

project.” But Paley eventually came around, deciding that “Now that it is almost over I feel that I 

wouldn’t have missed it for the world…It taught me a hell of a lot and I have hopes that it may 

do some good” (Eckes 1979, 193).  

The 1952 report was in many ways a product of its time, though not, despite Paley’s 

hopes of “doing some good,” a tangible influence upon it. Indeed, Paley’s participation 

epitomized the kind of engagement in public affairs by segments of the American corporate elite 

that has since all but disappeared (Mizruchi 2013).118 More substantively, the report endorsed the 

emerging American Cold War consensus that would embrace international trade and 

                                                 
118 Compare, for example, Paley’s 15-month, hands-on engagement with materials issues with that of Jeffrey Immelt 

(CEO of General Electric) during his “service” on President Obama’s Council on Jobs and Competitiveness.  
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interdependence in materials supplies, reject protectionist tariffs, and challenge the political and 

economic wisdom of maximizing national self-sufficiency. But these endorsements were also 

balanced with the recognition that unleashing international markets and pursuing lowest-cost 

materials acquisition, whatever their source, would have to be offset with more 

intergovernmental commodity supply agreements to regulate prices, continuous state sponsorship 

for the development of new materials, and the installation of unprecedented government 

capacities to manage the opportunities and costs of globalizing markets and rapid innovations. 

On this last point, the Commission recommended that: 

 

For all its wide diversities the materials problem is indivisible. There must be, 

somewhere, a mechanism for looking at the problem as a whole, for keeping track 

of changing situations and the interrelation of policies and programs. This 

task must be performed by a Federal agency near the top of the 

administrative structure. Such an agency, at the level of the Executive Office of the 

President, should review all areas of the materials field and determine how they can 

best be related to each other. It should maintain, on a continuing basis, a forward 

audit which has been this Commission’s one-time function, but more detailed than 

has been possible here; collect and collate facts and analyses of various agencies; 

and recommend appropriate action for the guidance of the President, the Congress 

and the Executive agencies. No single organization is today discharging these over-

all functions. In this Commission’s opinion, this lack must be made good (The 

President’s Materials Policy Commission 1952b, 76) 
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In other words, freeing markets for materials along the lines the report recommended was 

not meant to endorse the wholesale retreat of the state or bring an end to government 

intervention; quite the contrary, it placed new demands on the state to build new capacities and 

perform even more complex tasks. This final recommendation made by the Paley Commission 

(as it came to be called) to create a new “mechanism” at the highest levels of government would 

live on as an idea and rallying cause for the next half century, achieving an almost mythical 

status among reformers of American materials policies. Indeed, by the latter half of the 1970s, 

institutionalizing such an organization became one of the overriding targets of developmental 

politics during this period.119 The reasons for the failure of legislators and their allies to finally 

“make good” on the Paley Commission’s recommendation by addressing this lack of capacity in 

the executive branch will be the focus of this chapter.  

This chapter is divided into four parts. It begins by identifying the stakes attached to the 

success or failure of establishing such an organization in the executive branch and why 

institutionalizing new state capacities had become so doggedly sought after by reformers despite 

increasingly long odds for success. Why, beginning during the 1970s, had the status quo in the 

materials policy domain become so intolerable for reformers? How, in their view, would new 

institutional arrangements address the needs of the many interests impacted by strategic materials 

policies? Since the objectives and potential benefits of yet another office or “mechanism” in the 

Executive Office of the President are not intuitively obvious—a fact that no doubt posed a 

significant obstacle to its establishment—I examine this issue in greater depth.   

                                                 
119 To be sure, several issues related to materials policy also proved controversial, namely efforts to reform existing 

stockpile policy. Stockpiling policies and the special interests associated with them, have been well-covered in the 

literature (R. Vernon 1983, chap. 4; Eckes 1979).  
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The chapter then turns to three phases in the evolution of developmental politics in this 

policy domain. It begins with the early 1970s and examines why an interagency body similar to 

CFIUS failed to be established by the middle of the decade even though political support was in 

some ways even stronger for it than it had been for CFIUS. I show how intrabranch conflicts 

centered mainly on internationally and domestically oriented enclaves of the executive branch 

stymied efforts to install such a body during precisely the same period as CFIUS’s establishment. 

I also show how new legislation passed by Congress that was designed to eventually establish 

such a mechanism instead resulted in further setbacks. This was an ironic twist given that the 

respective roles of these two branches of government in obstructing reform would be reversed by 

the beginning of the next decade.  

The next section examines the maturation of a coalition of reformers that ultimately 

succeeded in passing the Critical Materials and Minerals Policy, Research and Development Act 

of 1980. This was the most significant legislative action to date that was designed to implement 

the recommendations of the Paley Commission. Here, I examine the ideas that lay behind this 

act, the coalition of groups that supported it, and examine their social and institutional origins. I 

also explain why the legislative process expanded rather than restricted the developmental scope 

of the legislation – a notable departure from the experience of IFDI legislation passed later in the 

decade.  

The third and final section investigates the Reagan administration’s implementation of 

the 1980 legislation. Here, in a manner reminiscent of what would later occur in the IFDI policy 

domain, I show how the “developmental butterfly” that this legislation had launched was 

effectively shot down thanks to the influence of the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) 

and the contingent stances taken by the Defense Department. Here, I also conclude that the 
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influence of neoliberal and “antistatist” ideologies—not mobilized class interests—were far more 

significant in determining the institutional arrangements (or lack thereof) for materials policy 

than they were in the IFDI policy domain. The chapter concludes by summarizing its findings 

and drawing further comparisons with my other case of developmental politics presented in the 

previous chapter.  

 

Conceptualizing the stakes 

In Chapter 2, I sketched the general organizational features that the literature on 

developmentalism and developmental states had found to be essential for states to effectively 

engage in activities to promote or protect domestic productive capabilities. In this chapter, I 

describe a more specific organizational problem that confronted reformers of the strategic 

materials policymaking process and the reasons why the Paley Commission’s basic 

recommendation resonated as a target for reformers even decades after it had first been made. 

Their commitment to reforming the state’s institutional arrangements and organizational forms 

was noteworthy; indeed, such prosaic goals tend to be overshadowed by policymakers and 

mobilized interests more concerned with extracting specific policy outcomes, (i.e, whose taxes 

will go up or down, who will receive a loan guarantee or tariff protection, or which federal lands 

might be opened for exploitation) rather than the processes governing the extraction. Just as in 

trade (Chorev 2007) and investment policy (Chapter 3 of this dissertation), the reform of the 

state’s institutional arrangements became central to the debate in this domain, and it is essential 

to understand why. 
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Reformers were grappling with the issue of how to change what Heclo (1986) once 

referred to as the Executive Office of the President’s “hollow center.”120 Heclo, a student of the 

executive branch, contended that the “Executive Office” was a misnomer because it was “not an 

office but a diverse hodgepodge of office spaces with a very high rate of personnel turnover in 

all of its more responsible positions and with little enduring staff capacities in the management 

of microeconomic issues.” Crisis response and a general reactive mode of action reigned in the 

everyday routines of these “office spaces.”  Building institutions, by which Heclo meant the 

“sustained development of a central knowledge base and staff capacities” thus became less of a 

priority, and indeed, often fell “in the category of an afterthought.”  The US, Heclo argued, was 

distinct in this respect, in that “No other major industrial power plays such a thoroughgoing 

game of musical chairs so close to the center of executive decision making” (Heclo 1986, 306). 

The Executive Office’s “hollowness” was an especially acute problem for materials 

policy for two reasons. First, materials issues affected multiple links in supply chains connecting 

upstream raw materials supplies to downstream end uses. Such links were often referred to by 

specialists in terms of a “materials cycle” encompassing processes of discovery, extraction, 

production, processing, use, recycling, and disposal. Second, and from a more political point of 

view, this “cycle” was not only of interest to most industries, but also to military planners, 

foreign policy mandarins, and, beginning especially during the 1970s, environmentalists (just to 

name a few). Political organization mirrored this diversity of interest, and sprawl became 

endemic over time. Not surprisingly, by 1979 a review of nonfuel minerals policy found that 20 

                                                 
120 During the 1980s Heclo became a perceptive voice in the so-called industrial policy debates. Graham (1994, 

284–86) (1996, 284-286) shared a similar assessment and highlighted Heclo’s contribution as the type of realistic, 

clear and concise analysis of the promise and perils of carrying out developmental reforms in the contemporary US. 

Alas, this brief article represents the entirety of his output on this subject. 
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different federal departments, agencies, councils, and commissions significantly affected nonfuel 

minerals supply and consumption and that there were more than 80 different laws, executive 

orders, and regulations which dealt directly or indirectly with nonfuel minerals.121  

The result was materials “policymaking” emerging from a process described through the 

use of different metaphors but conveying the same idea. Heclo (1986, 302) described it as 

mobilized interests “haphazardly clashing with each other in a whirl of one-night stands.” 

Vernon (1983, 81) chose a more militaristic metaphor, describing the making of materials policy 

as “…the outcome of unremitting skirmishes among special interests” who “had neither the 

inclination nor the need to trade off their conflicting objectives in an agreed-upon long-run 

program bearing some relation to national needs.” Finally, the GAO (1975, 6) (1975 p 6) 

essentially cast decisionmakers in this policy domain as prisoners forced, “in the absence of a 

permanent institution…to rely on an information ‘force-feeding’ process whereby issues reach 

the top on a random basis.”122 In other words, the preferred way to energize the right people in 

Congress and the executive branch was to force decision makers to swallow whole—either  

willingly or unwillingly—the information and advice of mobilized interests, especially during 

periods of “crisis.”  

But the problems facing the key stakeholders—upstream miners, the minerals processing 

industry, downstream consumers, and the communities of materials and minerals specialists that 

supported them—could no longer be solved by divided programs and ad hockery. And a growing 

number of thinkers and spokesman from these social sources had come to understand this during 

                                                 
121 These were the findings of the Carter administration’s Domestic Policy Review of Nonfuel Minerals (U. S. 

Government Accountability Office 1984, 2). 

 
122 As Heclo (1986, 306) also observed, “many private sector claimants on government prefer things that way” 

because "the more incomplete and challengeable the government’s own information, the greater the scope for these 

highly knowledgeable claimants to shape public policy in their preferred direction.” 
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the course of the 1970s. Their task, then, was to transform a promiscuous and combative process 

of “force-feeding” decisionmakers crash diets of information and advice that only reflected 

narrow interests into something else entirely: a reliable, consensus-driven process that would 

liberate policymakers to act not simply in response to the next “crisis” of the moment or to the 

claims of mobilized special interests but in a manner that was more informed, deliberative, and 

purposeful. This required institution building. 

The form and function of a permanent agency that could nurture such a process thus 

became central to the political struggles that began during the 1970s. For example, the GAO 

(1975, 6) which would become an important player in the debate, argued that the “hollow 

triangle”123 that then existed in the policymaking process needed to be filled in by “an 

institutional capability, transcending individual agency concerns, for (1) continuously monitoring 

all aspects of the materials supply problem, (2) anticipating issues requiring policy decisions, and 

(3) accomplishing necessary analysis of alternatives in timely fashion.” Besides monitoring, 

anticipating, and analyzing alternatives, a report of the National Commission on Supplies and 

Shortages (1976, 108–12) further noted that such an organization should not merely “coordinate” 

existing policies for their own sake. The function of such an organization, they argued, should be 

to engage in a process of problem discovery and negotiation, where “major policy elements…can 

be brought together and their interrelationships traced.” The result would be the development of 

original, targeted measures aimed at solving mutually-recognized and understood problems now 

that the interests and complexities involved in them are more clearly understood. How this 

compares with merely coordinating independent actions being taken across the agencies of 

government is subtle, yet significant. Heclo’s description of the potential benefits of “industrial 

                                                 
123 In this metaphor, the agencies scattered across the executive branch occupied the base of the triangle and the 

Executive Office of the President stood at the apex.  
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policy” got at the heart of this distinction, even though it was made without specific reference to 

materials policy: 

 

The implicit political theory of industrial policy is a politics of what Roger Fisher 

has called ‘principled negotiation’ in which participants, still focusing on their 

individual interests, tend to be less adversaries and more problem solvers trying to 

discover options for mutual gain.  How will people come to see themselves that 

way?  Surely not by haphazardly clashing with each other in a whirl of one-night 

stands. The evolution of cooperation is a fragile enterprise. If cooperation is to have 

any chance to occur, some reliable way of memorializing subsequent dealings with 

each other must exist.  That is the meaning of procedural predictability in industrial 

policy: finding enduring ways of encouraging people to aggregate124 rather than 

merely to mobilize their interests” (Heclo 1986, 302) 

 

Reformers in the materials policy domain were thus attempting to install an institution 

that was in some ways more ambitious than what IFDI reformers were contemplating. Both 

sought an institutional mechanism that exhibited some strategic orientation that did not simply 

react to market trends or the pressures of special interests. Both wanted an organization that 

possessed some capacity to monitor state activities and understand their effects, gather relevant 

market information, and provide some kind of early warning or foresight of destructive trends 

                                                 
124 By interest aggregation, Heclo does not mean merely a process of registering diverse demands and grievances. 

Rather, individual preferences or goals themselves become shaped or redirected through a process of 

communication, dialogue, and agreement upon formal and informal tradeoffs. The collection of interests brought 

into the process therefore sum up to a new whole that is different from what would have been their sum had they 

been mobilized in isolation.  
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that needed management or reversal before a crisis situation was developed. But in the materials 

policy domain, reformers also sought, to again borrow Heclo’s words, not simply the 

construction of an overarching “materials policy” but “a process that gets learned.” This process, 

Heclo elaborates, involves nothing less than “bringing economic, political, and social 

considerations into sustained interaction with each other with the aim of attaining a more 

productive use of resources” (Heclo 1986, 312). For such an ambitious process to get learned, 

reformers rightfully concluded that an organization was required to nurture and sustain it.  

In this sense, the developmental butterfly that attempted to take flight in this chapter tried 

to soar to heights even greater than the butterfly analyzed in the previous chapter. Many of the 

threats were similar. Perhaps foremost among them was the constant danger of organizational 

irrelevance or simply becoming a vehicle for more narrow functions or set of interests. The 

National Security Resources Board (NSRB), which the Paley Commission had originally hoped 

might be transformed into a “mechanism” responsive to their recommendations, provided the 

original cautionary tale. The NSRB had been established by the National Security Act of 1947 to 

advise the president of mobilization policies “in the event of war.” Being, as Hogan (2000, 210) 

put it, “the brainchild” of cold warrior investment bankers James Forrestal and Ferdinand 

Eberstadt, the NSRB's orientation was for military readiness. But the Paley Commission’s call to 

turn the NSRB into a broader monitoring and coordinating mechanism, like most of the other 

detailed recommendation of the Commission, was ignored, its relevance waned, and it was 

mercifully put to death by an act Congress. Its replacement, the Office of Defense Mobilization, 

went on to oversee an unprecedented and vast stockpiling program of the Eisenhower 

Administration—a union of “national security” and mining interests (Eckes 1979, 209–12). 
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Momentum to reform existing institutional arrangements dissipated over the next two 

decades, with upstream mining and processing companies placated by stockpiling, postwar 

prosperity, and the luxury of dramatic raw materials shortages being relatively rare events. But 

this began to change as materials problems turned up more frequently by the end of the 1960s. 

For example, in 1966, a self-imposed US embargo on purchases of chromium from Rhodesia led 

the government to sell excess chromium from the stockpile to military contractors.125 Three years 

later, strike activity in Canada led to actual shortages and high prices for nickel. In this case, the 

US again responded by releasing stocks from its stockpile. But this time, stocks were made 

available not only to military contractors, but also to purely commercial producers as well (U.S. 

Office of Technology Assessment 1985, 16). In some ways, however, these punctuated events 

were less significant than the more long-term trend of declining mining and processing capacity 

in the US. This trend, combined with the dramatic oil shocks of the 1970s and commodity price 

surges in 1973, once again revived interest in “making good” the Paley Commission’s 1952 

recommendation. 

 

Aborted establishment during the 1970s 

 State building in the materials policy domain followed a path similar to IFDI policy, with 

the 1970s beginning with legislation that only called for new studies or general policy 

statements. The National Materials Policy Act of 1970 (Sec 202 of Public Law 91-152) 

established a temporary commission to study and develop a national materials policy, but did not 

assign a leadership role to an executive department. The Mining and Minerals Policy Act of 1970 

(Public Law 91-631) called simply for the Secretary of the Interior to advance a national 

                                                 
125 This apparently was the only policy response, as the OTA (1985, 15) reported that industry was left to find 

alternate suppliers on its own. 
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minerals policy and, again, did not designate any new authorities, allocate funding, or establish a 

permanent organizational mechanism for achieving the act’s objectives. After the 1973 oil shock, 

however, and again paralleling the state-building trajectory followed by IFDI policy, the Council 

on International Economic Policy (CIEP), this time in partnership with the National Security 

Council (NSC), undertook in early 1974 a significant internal administration study of materials 

issues. One of the key conclusions of their study was that while many concerns about shortages 

of critical commodities were overstated, a new coordinating mechanism was nevertheless 

needed. In Congress, meanwhile, Senate Majority Leader Mike Mansfield began to personally 

champion the idea of installing an “instrumentality” directly inspired by the Paley Comission’s 

recommendations. Indeed, the fact that almost a quarter century had passed and this 

recommendation had still not been acted upon was frequently invoked in the debate.  

These dual efforts raise an obvious question: Given the fact that the NSC-CIEP study 

endorsed the idea of new organization and Congress was also supportive, how, then, did even a 

weak organization reminiscent of CFIUS fail to become established? Examining this question 

will be the key objective of this section.  

But before proceeding with this analysis, it is worth sketching, in broad strokes, how 

general trends in international minerals and materials markets had been building to bring 

materials issues onto the political agenda even before the oil shocks and price surges of the 1973-

74 period. Raw materials prices had been rising steadily over the previous ten years, driven not 

only by the business cycle, but also, to borrow the conclusions of a classified NSC-CIEP Study 

Memorandum, “by a rare simultaneous business expansion in all major industrial countries, 

soaring speculative buying in response to inflation, currency fluctuations and shortages—real 
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and imagined—and serious production problems for some metals.”126 Japan's rise was an 

especially important factor in this expansion in demand for raw materials. The classified NSC-

CIEP study noted that “The combination of Japan's unprecedented and sustained rapid economic 

growth and its meager natural resources has resulted in an explosive increase in raw material 

imports” and “since the early 1960s, Japan has been by far the most dynamic element in 

international raw materials markets,” with its raw material demand surging more than 10 percent 

per year (NSSM 48).127  

Surging Japanese, and, to a lesser extent, European, demand had created opportunities for 

new suppliers of a wide range of mineral and materials. An additional spur to the expansion of 

upstream production was the availability of funds from public lending institutions such as the 

World Bank as well as from the private Eurodollar markets during the 1960s (R. Vernon 1983, 

44–45) (Vernon 44-45). Supplier countries, for their part, not only sought to take advantage of 

the market opportunities presented by expanding global demand, but also to use political power 

to capture a greater share of profits and a greater share of control. Nationalization waves in the 

1960s and 1970s represented the most dramatic example of new political inclinations to assert 

greater control over domestic resources. No less significant, however, was the less dramatic trend 

of source-nations engaging in more capital intensive and profitable value-added refining and 

processing activities. These trends, combined with the geological reality that some of the most 

economically exploitable deposits of chromium, cobalt, tantalum, columbium and platinum-

group metals were located in politically unstable countries, created new uncertainties and 

                                                 
126 Critical Imported Materials: Study of Ad Hoc Group Established by NSSM 197/CIEPSM 33 (Confidential 

version) p II; May 1974; folder NSSM-197, 2 of 3; Box H-203; NSC Institutional ("H") Files, Study Memorandums, 

1969-1974; RNL.  

 
127 Ibid., 48. 
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instabilities in international markets for materials. Many materials were susceptible to temporary 

supply disruptions, price hikes, and overt market manipulations. These international trends 

combined with new environmental and safety regulations during the 1970s to leave American 

miners and processors of raw materials in an embattled state.  

Once again following a similar path as the IFDI policy domain, it took the interaction 

between these long-term trends and the dramatic oil shock of 1973 to pressure the Nixon 

administration to directly confront materials issues. As officials groped for answers to questions 

about how many potential OPECs might threaten critical materials markets and about whether 

“resource wars” were on the horizon, the Nixon administration now needed to be seen as 

responsive to congressional and public concerns. Nixon’s State of the Union message on January 

30, 1974, thus declared that in addition to oil, “It is also imperative that we review our current 

and prospective supplies of other basic commodities,” and added that he had “directed that a 

comprehensive report and policy analysis be made concerning this crucial matter so that 

governmental action can properly anticipate and help avoid other damaging shortages.”128  

 

The NSC-CIEP task force and the “Materials CFIUS” that never was 

The NSC and CIEP took the lead in translating this promise into action. The following 

month, a proposed joint NSC-CIEP Study Memorandum was drafted, the main purpose of which 

was to study “the potential threat posed by foreign manipulation of the supply or price of critical 

non-fuel commodities.” 129  The study's first phase was to analyze potential vulnerabilities posed 

                                                 
128 Memo, Lodal & Kennedy to Kissinger; 27 February 1974; folder NSSM-197, 1 of 3; Box H-203; NSC 

Institutional ("H") Files, Study Memorandums, 1969-1974; RNL. 

 
129 Memo, NSSM 197/CIEP Study Memorandum 33; 5 March 1974; folder NSSM-197, 1 of 3; Box H-203; NSC 

Institutional ("H") Files, Study Memorandums, 1969-1974; RNL. 
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by a specific list of commodity and intermediate products “on the U.S. economy, foreign 

economies and on the national defense.” The second phase was devoted to developing policy 

options “to safeguard against supply or price manipulation or natural shortages of critical 

commodities.” An “Ad Hoc group” was to carry out the work and was placed under leadership of 

the Secretary of State. Members included representatives from CIEP, the NSC, all relevant 

cabinet-level departments, the CIA, OMB, the General Services Administration (GSA, which 

administered the nation’s stockpile), and executive director of the Domestic Council. Their study 

was reportedly designed to “complement, and be coordinated with, the work on critical 

commodities” that was then being carried out under the Department of Interior's leadership in 

response to previous legislation (the aforementioned Mining and Minerals Policy Act).130 

Yet despite the broad range of perspectives that this study was designed to assemble, the 

result was nevertheless skewed in a manner reminiscent of the CIEP IFDI studies examined in 

Chapter 3: toward the internationalist interests to which the NSC, CIEP, and State Department 

were most responsive. This was partly due the fact that the overall objective of the study was to 

ensure “...an adequate supply of critical imported materials (non-fuel, industrial raw materials) at 

reasonable cost.” 131  The question of how to maintain a certain level of domestic productive 

capabilities given the trend toward greater processing abroad in the upstream was not on the 

agenda. The potential long-term erosion of domestic upstream industry was therefore immaterial 

as long as supplies were adequate and steady. The upshot of this was that consumer problems 

                                                 
130 Ibid.  

 
131 Critical Imported Materials: Study of Ad Hoc Group Established by NSSM 197/CIEPSM 33 (Confidential 
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(e.g., shortages, the potential for supply manipulation in the form of embargoes, and “price 

gouging”) became the task force’s key concerns. 

The NSC-CIEP study was also not as balanced as it could have been due to the 

contentious relationship that had developed between the NSC and CIEP and the Department of 

the Interior. While the NSC-CIEP study memo claimed that it would be conducted in 

coordination with Interior's own efforts, little coordination actually took place. For this, NSC 

officials blamed the Interior Department. According to one internal NSC memo soon after the 

study was completed in January 1975, the Interior Department had, “…for the past several 

months, been attempting to secure for itself the prime role in materials policy making and as 

government watchdog over materials information flows” and had failed to provide data and 

analyses that had been promised to the interagency groups several months previously. It was now 

“trying to 'end run' the interagency process in the commodities area” by making 

recommendations directly to the President “on its own initiative.” In this effort, the NSC official 

claimed that Interior had “gained little support” from other agencies.132   

The archival record corroborates the NSC’s contention that the Department of the 

Interior's bureaucratic gambit to undermine a potential interagency structure did attract little 

support. But it is also worth emphasizing that Interior’s skepticism toward the CIEP-NSC effort 

was warranted to the extent that the CIEP-NSC study did give short thrift to the issue of how to 

sustain domestic mining and processing capacity. Indeed, the confidential version of the report 

featured a long discussion of the fact that “over the past two decades there has been a trend, 

encouraged by exporting country governments, toward increasing processing of raw materials 

where they are mined.” The reason why this discussion was omitted from the published, 

                                                 
132 Memo, Lodal to Scowcroft; 2 January, 1975; folder NSSM-197, 2 of 3; Box H-203; NSC Institutional ("H") 

Files, Study Memorandums, 1969-1974; RNL.  
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“sanitized” version (U.S. Council on International Economic Policy 1974) becomes clear when 

the discussion turned to policy responses. The confidential report’s response was to do nothing 

about the trend. While the report’s authors acknowledged that this harmed domestic processing 

capabilities and raised the value of imports, it concluded that “on balance, however, this trend 

does not appear to be grounds for concern in relation to our objective of adequate supplies at 

reasonable cost.” Further, it concluded that in many cases “greater processing in producer 

countries increases our flexibility” because it meant that domestic processors would no longer be 

reliant on refining ores of specific types.133 In other words, the task force concluded that the state 

should do nothing to manage the trend, and upstream production should be allowed to drift 

according to market logics.  

But the NSC-CIEP view that “the principle source of concern in the material area” was 

“imported commodities” and “pricing structures” was not universally shared, despite the results 

of their study. Indeed, notable dissents came from the Commerce, Defense, and, of course, the 

Interior Departments. In his comments on the final version of the report, the Commerce 

Secretary (Frederick Dent) found it necessary to remind the authors that “the continued existence 

of a vigorous and economically efficient domestic mining industry greatly strengthens the U.S. 

posture in dealing with the rest of the world on resource questions.”134 Similarly, the Defense 

Department made sure to “...express our concern with the long-term strategic implication of the 

trends toward dependence on foreign production of finished products and processing of raw 

                                                 
133 Critical Imported Materials: Study of Ad Hoc Group Established by NSSM 197/CIEPSM 33 (Confidential 

version) p 14; May 1974; folder NSSM-197, 2 of 3; Box H-203; NSC Institutional ("H") Files, Study 

Memorandums, 1969-1974; RNL. 

 
134 Memo, Dent to Scowcroft; 29 August 1974; folder NSSM-197, 2 of 3; Box H-203; NSC Institutional ("H") Files, 
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materials.”135 Finally, the Interior Department’s initial comments on the report emphasized that 

“...we need to be able to identify those areas where economic advantages exist for either the 

domestic source or the foreign source. Such knowledge should lead to the development of an 

economically sound domestic industry at the same time that advantageous foreign supply 

arrangements can be fostered.”136 Even more forceful was a communication from Interior 

Secretary Rogers C.B. Morton the following week, in which he made clear that “We are 

concerned that domestic alternatives to supply shortages were slighted...It is clear to me that an 

important source of substitutes for imported commodities in short supply would be commodities 

from the United States itself.”137 

Such significant dissents aside, the most relevant conclusions reached from the 

perspective of this chapter was the fact that there was near total agreement on the need for a new 

government mechanism. The task force recognized that “critical materials problems can change 

over time...due to a great variety of new factors - new uses, technologies, producer organizations, 

among others” and that “there is thus no assurances that several years from now some different 

conclusions may not be warranted.” For these reasons, they decided that “there are some actions 

that should be considered to improve US capability to react to critical materials problems that 

may arise in the future.” Their specific discussion and recommendation on this point was, once 

again, not included in the public report and is thus worth quoting at length: 

 

                                                 
135They challenged the report's discussion of titanium in particular, and argued that the report ignored the strategic 

implications of relying on a single source of ore for defense use.” Memo, Clement to Scowcroft; 9 August 1974;  

folder NSSM-197, 2 of 3; Box H-203; NSC Institutional ("H") Files, Study Memorandums, 1969-1974; RNL. 

 
136 Memo, Ass. Interior Sec., Energy and Minerals to Scowcroft; 31 July 1974; folder NSSM-197, 2 of 3; Box H-

203; NSC Institutional ("H") Files, Study Memorandums, 1969-1974; RNL. 

 
137 Memo, Morton to Scowcroft and Eberle; 7 Aug 1974; folder NSSM-197, 2 of 3; Box H-203; NSC Institutional 
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The US Government currently has no central system to monitor critical materials 

developments and to bring new problems to the attention of policy makers. The 

capacity for this oversight and analysis is there, but it is not brought together and 

focused on safeguarding the specific US objective of adequate supplies of imported 

critical materials at reasonable cost. One way to improve the ability of the US 

Government to oversee raw materials problems would be to establish a standing 

interagency body on critical imported materials problems, with a very small 

secretariat staff. It could usefully be given the roles of 1) keeping a watching brief 

on critical imported materials problems, and proposing US responses to any 

significant increase in the potential for costly supply and price manipulation for 

specific materials; and 2) identifying for review and decision within the Executive 

Branch aspects of US foreign economic policies which impinge on the objective of 

adequate supplies of imported critical materials at reasonable cost. In the event we 

establish an economic stockpile, such a body would be needed to provide guidance 

to the stockpile managers as well.138 

 

 On this recommendation, the response was universally positive, with the exception of the 

Treasury Department, and, ironically, the Interior Department. The Commerce Secretary’s 

response was especially enthusiastic: “nothing is more certain than that situations are subject to 

unpredictable change” and that ”...in reviewing the options presented in the paper, we believe 

that the most critical ones are those that relate to the question of how the government organizes 
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itself in order to follow through on the report...” Commerce not only supported taking concrete 

steps to augment the analytical capacity of the executive departments but also favored 

establishing a standing interagency committee “supported by a small secretariat under the aegis 

of CIEP or NSC.” The Commerce secretary added that “it does not seem realistic to expect that 

any existing Department could satisfactorily cover or monitor all aspects of the materials 

problem single-handedly.”139 This view was shared by the Department of Defense as it “cleared” 

all the action options that were presented in the report. The GSA found the creation of such a 

central capability “completely worthy of adoption.”140  

The Treasury Department, however, felt that it “it would be premature to establish a 

secretariat or augment the staff of an existing agency to deal with imported commodities 

problems at a time when Congress is considering legislation for this purpose.”141 For the 

Treasury Department, this was indeed an ironic shift in stance in comparison to the conclusions 

reached on IFDI policy around this very moment in history. Recall that in the previous chapter, 

the Treasury Department actively supported the measure of implementing an executive order 

specifically in order to forestall statutorily-binding congressional legislation. In this case, the 

Treasury Department instead counseled delay, arguing that “...the ad hoc interagency group 

which prepared this study should continue to monitor these developments. The establishment of 
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a secretariat to support this effort should be deferred for a reasonable period until Congress has 

had an opportunity to act.”142  

 Joining the Treasury Department in its negative response to the idea of immediately 

establishing an interagency committee was the Interior Department. An initial communication 

from the Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Interior claimed that endorsing any policy at this time 

would be “premature pending the results of our studies”143 In his follow-up letter Secretary 

Morton implicitly rejected such an option by speaking only of the Interior Department’s 

traditional role on these issues and its intention to upgrade its capabilities without any reference 

to interagency coordination:  

 

The Interior Department traditionally has been responsible for the basic data 

collection and analysis of the minerals and materials industries. We take this 

responsibility seriously and have initiated efforts to reevaluate our current 

procedures in light of the demands facing us so we can upgrade our efforts where 

appropriate...We expect our analytical capabilities will be specifically strengthened 

in areas to permit the Department to identify potential problems, assess their impact 

                                                 
142 Ibid. My review of the archival record unfortunately was unable to turn up evidence of Treasury Department’s 

true rationale for supporting this delay, though it is plausible that by this point Treasury officials had determined that 

Congress’s legislative response to the materials issues would be to pass a weak law establishing a National 

Commission on Supplies and Shortages. On the other hand, it is worth noting that Treasury officials at this juncture 

surprisingly endorsed the idea of establishing an economic stockpile with government ownership and recommended 

“an immediate interagency effort to reduce [this option] to a concrete proposal.”  

 
143 Memo, Ass. Interior Sec., Energy and Minerals to Scowcroft; 31 July 1974; folder NSSM-197, 2 of 3; Box H-
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on the United States economy and develop alternatives that will appropriately 

minimize the adverse impacts.144 

 

 The Interior Department’s stance and continued failures to meet promised deadlines, 

according to NSC, was “one of the principle reasons the NSSM 197 study has not yet gone to the 

President with policy recommendation.”145 It never would, thereby preventing the scheduling of 

a high-level meeting similar to the one that established CFIUS during the same months when the 

NSC-CIEP group concluded its work. 

Based on the archival evidence, it could thus be concluded that the Treasury and Interior 

Departments’ recommendations to delay further action on the NSC-CIEP study had prevailed. 

Congressional intervention, moreover, was also indirectly responsible for preventing a new 

“standing interagency body” from being created. Absent the passage in late 1974 of Public Law 

93-426, which, as I examine in more detail in the next section, established a National 

Commission on Supplies and Shortages (NCSS), it is reasonable to expect that some kind of 

executive order similar to that which established CFIUS, would have been on its way at some 

point in 1975. Instead, it was decided by the NSC and CIEP that classified versions of their 

findings would simply be made available to the new commission for their consideration (once, 

that it is, a commission was actually formed).  

But why did the new Commission on Supplies and Shortages fail to take up the 

recommendations of the NSC-CIEP task force, especially given that the legislation’s original 
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sponsors were very much in favor of this very measure? Unfortunately for reformers, this 

commission proved to be an imperfect vehicle for institutional change and indeed became a 

roadblock for reasons I examine in the following section. 

 

The unintended congressional roadblock 

 Just before the NSC-CIEP began its work in March, 1974, Senate Majority Leader Mike 

Mansfield (D – Montana) and Minority Leader Hugh Scott (R – Pennsylvania) began consulting 

with the administration about the legislation that would ultimately establish the NCSS. In a joint 

letter to President Nixon dated February 19, 1974, Mansfield and Scott wrote that “The practice 

of waiting for the storms to strike and then, hurriedly, erecting shelters is not only wasteful and 

inefficient of the resources of the nation but its cumulative effect may well be devastating. There 

is a need, it seems to us, to anticipate and, as far as possible, to act in an orderly fashion before 

the difficulties have descended on us.”146 A series of meetings in April and May were arranged 

with a select group of administration officials, including Secretary of the Treasury George 

Schultz, Peter Flanigan of CIEP and Herbert Stein, the Chairman of the Council of Economic 

Advisers. In his opening remarks at the first meeting, Mansfield made clear that the problem as 

he saw it was not a lack of knowledge but “how to coordinate and apply available knowledge in 

a manner which permits wise and rational policy choices to surface in a timely fashion and at a 

sufficiently high level of government to make them useful.”147  

                                                 
146 This letter was reprinted in 93 Cong. Rec. S5744-5 (daily ed. April 11, 1974). 

 
147 Mansfield’s remarks to this meeting were republished as an article appearing in Challenge (1974). Mansfield 

made clear that “what we are seeking to do is to explore whether or not there can be created a meaningful 

instrumentality to coordinate and interpret and forecast, which will enable the nation to expand its field of vision in 

this fundamental area of our national life” (Mansfield 1974, 64). 
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Mansfield thus saw his legislation, which amended the Defense Production Act and 

formally established the NCSS as only a “first step.” The Commission was designed to be 

“transitional in nature” and would provide by March 1, 1975 specific recommendations for a 

“permanent facility at the highest level of our national life...”148 More specifically, the legislation 

called for the NCSS, which was to consist of members of Congress, the executive branch, and 

the private sector, “to report to the President and the Congress on needed institutional 

adjustments for examining and predicting shortages and on the existence or possibility of 

shortages with respect to essential resources and commodities.”149 Mansfield was optimistic that 

the Commission’s eventual report would not share the same fate of previous studies because it 

would be specifically focused on actively monitoring supply issues and grappling with issues of 

institutional design. On the Senate floor, he stated that “We have studies running out of our ears. 

This is supposed to be an action group.”150  

 But skepticism was strong among his colleagues across the aisle. Senator Norris Cotton 

(R – New Hampshire) failed to see why this commission would not repeat the failures of 

previous ones, noting that even if the commission completed its mandate in a timely manner 

(something he did not expect) their recommendation would, in any case, “...have to be settled 

right here on the floor of the Senate and on the floor of the House of Representatives as to 

whether there is a going to be an independent, quasi-judicial agency, with vast powers to deal 

with this problem, or whether the authority shall be delegated in some other manner.”151 Senator 
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Robert Taft (R-Ohio) expressed similar views, arguing that “It seems to me that this legislation is 

just going to put off Congress facing up to the problem in a way that I think it ought to face up to 

it - very directly, I do not think we need a commission report. I think we know what the basic 

problems are. We ought to get down to business in our own committees and face this with a 

congressional initiative, do something about it here, and do something about it now.”152 

 The old Senate hands who expressed pessimism about the NCSS’s prospects (and who 

were no doubt skeptical, given their political leanings, of establishing such a permanent 

organization in any case) proved entirely prescient. The commission members were not even 

publicly announced until September, 1975 (six months after its first report was due) and had its 

first meeting on September 16, 1975. As a consequence, the commission’s final report which 

was supposed to propose institutional changes at the level of the Executive Office of the 

President as well as define its relations with line agencies was now pushed back to December, 

1976.  

But even after the commission was formed, consensus proved to be elusive. Despite the 

near agreement that had been achieved by the aforementioned NSC-CIEP study on the idea of 

bolstering executive branch monitoring and analysis capabilities, the most powerful members of 

the commission from the new Ford Administration had very different ideas. Not surprisingly, 

these commission members were the very same neoliberals that were instrumental in the decision 

to establish CFIUS to forestall a stronger congressional organization, namely William Simon, the 

Secretary of the Treasury, and Alan Greenspan, the chair of the Council of Economic Advisors. 

They, along with a representative from the Office of Management and Budget essentially became 

a bloc dissenting from many of the key conclusions of the final report concerning executive 
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branch reorganization. At some points their dissents were more equivocal, stating that that 

“While not expressly opposing the organizational changes…we would like to reserve judgment 

on their desirability pending a thorough review of all of the functions of the relevant 

Departments and Offices together with a consideration of overall budget and personnel 

constraints” (U.S. National Commission on Supplies and Shortages 1976, 118). At other points, 

they were more firmly opposed. For example, when the commission concluded that an 

interagency body in the Executive Office of the President ought to engage in analyses and 

produce policy recommendations at the sectoral level, their response was to argue that “there is 

considerable doubt that the current state of economic analysis is capable of the type of useful 

sectoral analysis recommended by the Commission,” and that “the necessary input-output data 

system for disaggregated sectoral analysis is weak and small errors become magnified rapidly in 

this type of analysis” (U.S. National Commission on Supplies and Shortages 1976, 108). The 

NCSS did ultimately recommend that a new organizational mechanism in the Executive Office 

of the President be established. But the timing of the commission’s final report and key dissents 

from the likes of Simon and Greenspan insured that no further action would be taken by the Ford 

Administration absent any statutory requirement.153 

This outcome begs the question of why Mansfield and his supporters opted to pursue 

such a strategy in the first place. At least part of the explanation was an astute recognition on 

                                                 
153 The NCSS also suffered from a mandate with a reach that went beyond its grasp.  The commission was tasked 

with covering not only minerals and materials derived from them for industrial use, but a whole range of natural 

resources and agricultural products. Reflecting the ambitions of Mansfield and one of the legislation’s sponsors, 

Hubert Humphrey (D – Minnesota), the commission also experienced dissents from one commissioner, Nat 

Weinberg (a labor economist), who felt that the legislation called for an organization that would embrace the 

concept of “indicative planning.,” not the more humble organization focused on the discrete materials issues that had 

been studied by the NSC-CIEP task force. Thus, a key source of division for the commission was not between 

domestic and international interests and their organizational proxies (as the NSC-CIEP effort had been) but between 

neoliberals like Simon and Greenspan and left-leaning “planners” like Weinberg, whose vision was relegated to an 

entirely separate report. 
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Mansfield’s part that given the separation of powers and limits of congressional oversight, it is 

difficult, if not impossible, for the Congress to mandate institutional arrangements and 

bureaucratic routines at the highest levels of the executive branch without the cooperation of the 

latter. Consensus over form and function was crucial for success. As Mansfield argued on the 

Senate floor, “Not only do I think that the support of the administration and the House leadership 

are essential to the success of this proposal, with all due respect to the many Senators who have 

differed on certain specifics, it seems to me that unless these Department heads and Council 

heads cooperate fully in supplying the needed information to such an instrumentality, its 

usefulness would be greatly impaired.”154  

On these grounds, it therefore made sense to establish a commission to serve as a 

preliminary vehicle for achieving some consensus within and between the various interests 

represented by the executive branch and Congress. The main flaw of such consensus-building 

exercises, at least absent a more permanent institutional footprint, has been noted already: they 

are easily ignored and frequent personnel turnover makes institution building difficult. Indeed, 

the incoming officials of the Carter administration exhibited little interest in the issue, Mansfield 

retired from the Senate in 1976 to become ambassador to Japan, and another leading advocate in 

the debate, Robert Tunney (D – California) lost his reelection bid in the same year. Ultimately, 

the commission which was meant to serve as a “first step” became a significant step backward. 

Congressional interest and pressure was, however, strong enough (for reasons elaborated 

in the next section) to eventually force the Carter administration to undertake a “Nonfuel 

Minerals Policy Review” in late 1977. Reflecting the latter’s lack of interest, the review took two 

years to reach the unsatisfactory conclusion that five additional areas still required further study. 

                                                 
154 93 Cong. Rec. S18995 (daily ed. June 12, 1974). 
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In Senate testimony, the GAO candidly stated that the Carter administration’s slow pace and 

overall reluctance to do anything more was due to the fact that “...the current administration 

simply appears philosophically opposed to positive actions with regard to materials policy.”155  

Given the failure to build on the findings of the NCSS, Congress responded by enacting new 

legislation. But this time, and in a manner quite similar to the maturation of the IFDI policy 

debate in the 1980s, the reform effort was driven by a more focused and determined group of 

developmentalists. A learning process was also clearly at work, as the failures of the 1970s (and 

indeed the previous two decades before that) to “make good” on the Paley Commission’s 

recommendation were frequently evoked during the course of committee hearings.  

 

The maturation of the developmental butterfly 

Signed into law on October 21, 1980, the National Materials and Minerals Policy, 

Research and Development Act of 1980 (Public Law 96-479) attempted to institutionalize a new 

mechanism at the level of the Executive Office of the President. Its unwieldy title is suggestive 

of not only of the path this legislation took as it wended its way through the legislative process, 

but also of the constellation of interests that supported it. This legislation marked a significant 

turning point in the politics of materials policy because for the first time, a coalition of reformers 

emerging from different enclaves of the state—with the support of segments of miners, refiners, 

industrialists, defense contractors, and various professional societies—specifically targeted the 

need to enhance the state’s developmental capacity. Similar to the findings of the previous 

chapter in the domain of IFDI policy, relationships and network ties built over time with the staff 
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Hearing before the Subcommittee on Science, Technology, and Space of the Committee on Commerce, Science, and 

Transportation. 96th Cong., 2nd Sess. June 27, 30, July 1, and 2, 1980, 294. 
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and the leadership of key Senate and House committees were crucial. But unlike in IFDI policy 

where organized segments of business such as the Chamber of Commerce and the National 

Association of Manufacturers sought to weaken the scope and capacities of the proposed 

organization, here these very same groups supported the idea of strengthening it. For this reason, 

instead of experiencing the well-placed blows inflicted on the Exon-Florio Amendment that 

limited the developmental potential of its proposed organization, the 1980 Materials and 

Minerals Policy Act in fact saw its potential expanded. To be sure, this can be partly explained 

by the fact that the powers being contemplated were comparatively minor and a presidential veto 

did not loom over the legislation’s drafters. But it was also indicative of a growing consensus 

and community of interest around this idea that had not existed previously. I examine this in 

more detail below.  

 

Social and institutional sources of developmentalism  

The National Materials and Minerals Policy Act of 1980 began life in the House 

Committee on Science and Technology Policy. This committee had long been a reliable patron 

of the scientific wing of the Cold War NSS and, more recently, had been a driving force behind 

the creation of the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy in the mid-1970s. As a 

result, the Act’s original incarnation reflected, above all, this committee’s interest in 

coordinating research and development activities as well as the professional and commercial 

interests of broad segments of the materials community dependent on different links of the so-

called “materials cycle”—their preferred term of art to refer to activities involved in “discovery, 

extraction, production, processing, use, recycling, and disposal.” The bill also reflected over a 

decade worth of committee activities. Beyond holding numerous hearings on the subject, its 
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activities included sponsoring a biennial conference series begun in 1970 under the leadership of 

the Congressional Research Service (CRS), ordering several investigations conducted by the 

Office of Technology Assessment (OTA, which the Committee had also had a hand in creating) 

and forging a productive relationship with the GAO. 

The biennial conferences - attended by hundreds of representatives from government 

agencies, National Laboratories, military and government contractors, professional societies, and 

academia – proved to be a particularly enduring vehicle for consensus-building and group 

formation. Political objectives were often quite overt. For instance, the fifth conference held in 

the summer of 1978 (titled “Building a Consensus on Legislation for a National Materials 

Policy” sought, according to the CRS’s director, “to bring together a broad sector of informed 

opinion in order to find what issues these participants agreed upon, to define what was meant by 

materials, to explore the criteria governing materials policy, to search for points of agreement in 

the design of the policy.”156 Such meetings thus provided a useful forum for congressman 

looking to develop language and ideas in drafting new legislation. As one Science and 

Technology Committee member, Representative Doug Walgren (D – Pennsylvania), noted in a 

lecture to the seventh biennial conference in 1982, his committee “has had a longstanding and 

ongoing concern for materials questions for better than a decade” and “our Committee has 

published the proceedings of these materials policy conference since their inception, giving you 

some indication of that interest.”157  

                                                 
156 U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Science and Technology. Building a Consensus on Legislation for a 

National Materials Policy: Prepared for the Subcommittee on Science, Research, and Technology, 95th Cong., 2nd 

sess., 1978. Committee Print 95-DDD, iii.  

 
157 U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Science and Technology. Seventh Biennial Conference on National 

Materials Policy: Report Prepared by the Congressional Research Service, Library of Congress for Committee on 

Science and Technology, 98th Cong., 1st sess., 1983. Committee Print 98-C, 7.  
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Allying with this network of reformers was the GAO, which was by far the most 

knowledgeable and articulate advocate for the creation a new, permanent institutional capacity 

for materials policy to emerge out of the 1970s. Combining investigative oversight with 

increasingly strong advocacy for its own views, GAO officials were a regular presence in 

committee hearings and conferences, and, in one instance, an organizer of a study by the 

National Materials Advisory Board. So strong was the interest of GAO's Comptroller General, 

Elmer B. Staats, that in 1976 he established a special Materials Branch within the Energy and 

Minerals Division.158 Over the five year period between 1974 and 1979, the GAO completed 26 

reports on materials-related issues, culminating with Learning to Look Ahead: the Need for a 

National Materials Policy and Planning Process (1979) . This report, released during the debate 

on the bill that would eventually become the 1980 Act was especially noteworthy for being both 

unsolicited by Congress and for its strong stances: 

 

GAO believes that it is time to establish an institutionalized planning process for 

the materials area. The essence of the process must entail some form of continuous 

monitoring and reporting to assure that future materials issues receive sustained 

attention at the highest levels of Government. The goal of such a process should 

focus on assuring future materials availability and the avoidance, or at least 

minimization, of short-term shocks to the economy from rapid changes in materials 

supply and demand. Long range analyses of materials supplies and industrial 

requirements, together with contingency plans to deal with shortages - and 
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surpluses - can help minimize shocks. Primary emphasis, in the long run, should 

therefore be given to maximizing the surety of supply flows, minimizing price 

instability, and achieving a sustainable level of materials production and 

consumption (U. S. Government Accountability Office 1979, 52–53). 

 

This recommendation was based on the GAO’s conclusion that since the 1970s, 

international markets for materials had changed. Citing “greater emphasis on environmental 

protection, the apparent inability of some industries to generate enough capital for plant 

expansion and modernization, the declining investment in research and development, and 

growing demands by developing countries for a greater share of the world's wealth,” the GAO 

concluded that these trends had “limited the utility of traditional free-market mechanisms and 

tend to stimulate governmental involvement in an increasingly interlocking international 

economy.” The report made clear that their position was “not meant to imply that market 

mechanisms have lost all of their value, and that they should therefore be replaced.” Instead, they 

argued that reliance on such mechanisms should be “tempered” by the “recognition of global 

developments during the past decade...understanding how those developments have weakened 

and, in some instances, created imperfections in the normal working of free market 

mechanisms…and the possibility that there may be inherent deficiencies in the generic structure 

of some materials industries” (U. S. Government Accountability Office 1979, 8).  By 1979, the 

GAO’s knowledge and engagement with materials issues had become so established that one 

Senator from the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources remarked that “The only 
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thing I know of that keeps going on and on, and periodically contributes something worthwhile, 

that is a branch of Congress is the General Accounting Office.”159  

Joining the GAO as advocate and repository of collective knowledge were various 

standing and ad hoc boards organized within the National Research Council (NRC). For 

example, in the debate over the proposed legislation, the chairman of the NRC’s Board of 

Mineral and Energy Resources expressed concerns about “the degree of dependence on which 

we are becoming on not just raw materials from abroad, but also technology from abroad,” 

arguing that “We are really exporting our own industry and we are competing with 

countries which are operating in a manner where, first of all, government and industry are 

working together.” Not surprisingly, he held up Japan as an exemplary case where “government 

and industry work very closely together when it comes to exports.” He advised that some 

countermeasures be taken in this country to permit us to develop major technology for 

these industries so that we can compete on a technological basis.”160 Overall, he encouraged 

language that would incorporate the conclusions of his Board of Mineral and Energy Resources 

concerning how “such things as tax policy, regulatory policy, tariff policy, stockpile policy as 

well as the rate of inflation and interest rates and the time delay inherent to the issuing of permits 

by the various levels of the bureaucracy are a part of the atmosphere for technological 

innovation”161 

These governmental and quasi-governmental enclaves were the source of the most 

articulate developmental ideas and critiques of and ideological reliance on “free markets” and 
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“free trade.” Collectively, they compensated for the institutional failures of the 1970s by 

providing reservoirs of learning, knowledge and memory outside the executive branch. But since 

these were ideologically strong but politically weak sources of developmentalism, they needed 

allies to have any chance of turning their critiques and ideas into practice. Fortunately for 

reformers, these too also began to emerge by the end of the 1970s, consisting of three main 

organized class segments.  

The first were defense contractors—particularly in the aerospace industry—which had 

long been involved in the research and development of new materials.162 Especially vocal in 

committee hearings were the Aerospace Industries Association of America, Grumman 

Aerospace, and the Pratt &Whitney Aircraft Group. The latter argued that “a strong coordinated 

materials policy dedicated to ending foreign supply dependence and long range search and 

development coordination and planning are the key to our materials future.”163 Similarly, 

Grumman testified that “a lack of proper planning for future production capability as new 

sophisticated raw material alloys are developed has contributed to the serious situation currently 

being faced by Grumman and other aerospace firms.” They added that “the problem is simply 

inadequate supplies of aircraft-quality raw materials, causing dramatic procurement lead time 

extensions, abnormal price escalation and jeopardized aircraft delivery commitments.”164  

On this point at least, Defense Department officials in the Carter administration appeared 

to be in agreement, with Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering William J. 

                                                 
162 Some specific activities of members of this defense materials network will be examined in more depth in Part II 

of this dissertation.  

 
163 U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Science and Technology. The Materials Policy, Research, and 

Development Act of 1979: Hearings before the Subcommittee on Natural Resources and Environment and the 

Subcommittee on Science, Research and Technology of the Committee on Science and Technology. 96th Cong., 1st 

Sess., June 25, 26, 28, 1979, 121. 
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Perry testifying that “Fundamentally, in the aerospace industry we have adequate capacity...in 

our prime contractors, inadequate capacity in the subcontractors, the second or third tier of 

subcontractors, such as the suppliers of the major forgings.”165 However, Perry and other defense 

appointees neither endorsed nor opposed the legislation, no doubt under guidance from the 

Carter administration. While acknowledging that “our military equipment is 

affected by the greater risk of supply disruption that may be developing as a result of our 

growing reliance on imports, periodic shortages and specific sector bottlenecks,” it was DOD's 

position that it “currently has sufficient legislative authority, either by itself or through 

cooperative interagency arrangements, to deal effectively with short term and mid- and long-

term materials problems.”166  

If appointees from the Carter administration rejected the need for a new mechanism to 

address national security interests, several senators from both parties were less convinced. 

Senator Harrison Schmitt (R – New Mexico), a Harvard-trained geologist and NASA astronaut, 

combined strands of militarism and developmentalism to support the legislation’s intent for a 

stronger governmental capacity. Concerned that materials import dependence had increased from 

52% in 1960 to 64% by 1978, Schmitt framed his views in terms of the Soviets and with the 

history of US government involvement with the aerospace industry.  Compared to Soviet policies 

toward strategic materials, he found “frightening” deficiencies in American policies, caused, in 

his view, by such policies not being able “to associate the implications of these deficiencies with 

                                                 
165 U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation. National Materials Policy: 

Hearing before the Subcommittee on Science, Technology, and Space of the Committee on Commerce, Science, and 

Transportation. 96th Cong., 2nd Sess. June 27, 30, July 1, and 2, 1980, 279. 

 
166 Ibid., 292. Here, Perry is referring to Defense Production Act Authorities (specifically Titles I and III which will 

be discussed in more detail in the following section). The issue not only whether, but where and how the Defense 

Department might make use of the power at its disposal would become one of the defining issues confronted Reagan 

administration officials.  
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its so-called foreign, defense, and domestic policies.”167 In addition to seeking a mechanism that 

“associated” different policies across policy domains, Schmitt frequently held up the National 

Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA, a World War I-era federal agency that 

coordinated government, industry and academic efforts in basic and applied research related to 

flight until it was dissolved and replaced by NASA in 1958) as an exemplar of the kinds of 

institutional arrangements that could transcend artificial divides between “civilian” and 

“military” programs. Such an approach was sorely needed, in his view, to address materials 

problems. Reflecting on the NACA experience, Schmitt noted that it was “a cooperative effort, 

included the Government, both sides, civilian and military, but very specifically was integrated 

with industry and academia. So the feed of that basic research technology was direct into both 

military and commercial application…There are defense related materials and minerals needs, as 

well as commercial.”168 

Senator Adlai Stevenson, III (D – Illinois, and important voice in the IFDI policy debate 

in the previous chapter) shared a similar interest in breaking down the wall of separation between 

the “defense industrial base and the rest of the economy.”  He argued that since “...there is a 

great deal of synergism between our strategic and our commercial economic requirements, 

wouldn't it be wise to develop a more comprehensive materials policy and means of 

implementing it?” Citing funding for basic and applied research and stockpiling as two policy 

areas that could be supported for dual use purpose, he also noted various forms of financial 
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support, such as “guaranteed buys” or loan guarantees that “could be made available for such 

dual purposes.”169  

 The other three main sources of support for the legislation came from leading edge 

business groups representing downstream industry and upstream miners. Given their steadfast 

opposition to developmentalism in the domain of IFDI policy, the enthusiastic support of the bill 

voiced by the Chamber of Commerce and the National Association of Manufacturers is 

especially noteworthy. Indeed, the Chamber called for legislation with an even stronger mandate 

so as to limit the possibility that it would simply produce “yet another report on the library shelf 

and little else.” More specifically, the Chamber suggested that certain sections be made 

“...stronger by specifically directing who in the executive branch shall perform the policy 

analysis and provide the recommendations.” The Chamber did not get specific about the 

institutional arrangements it sought or its rationale for wanting them, but did note that “if there is 

to be a continuing effort for the assessment and identification of critical materials to meet 

national economic security needs, perhaps a permanent body should be established within an 

existing agency.”170 Like the Chamber, the NAM opposed more studies and commissions, 

arguing instead that ”What is needed is a formalized, institutionalized and continuing process to 

assure that minerals and materials needs are taken into consideration in the governmental 

process. Coordination is needed. R &D programs that support an overall minerals / materials 

policy and which work toward solving technological problems are needed.”171 Finally, the 

American Mining Congress (AMC) also endorsed the legislation, agreeing on the “immediate 
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need” to “implement an effective mechanism for resolving on a systematic, ongoing basis the 

policy and procedure conflicts among the many Federal agencies having direct or indirect 

responsibility for minerals and materials.” The AMC had finally concluded that “‘ad hocism’ 

simply doesn't work.”172 

 The stances taken by these business groups raise the question of motive and political 

strategy. Unlike the other supporters of the bill, there is limited evidence that developmental 

ideas influenced their thinking. Rather, it is more likely that they represented wings of these 

national organizations that had become receptive to any kind institutional change; the status quo 

of existing trade, investment, regulatory, and environmental policies had already proven 

destructive enough to their interests as they understood them. As the AMC representative 

testified, “the record of the executive branch in reconciling these policy conflicts and seeking 

tradeoffs among minerals and other national goals has not been encouraging.”173 Their decision 

to support was clearly strategic and coming from a position of weakness; as Vernon (1983, 76) 

notes, compared to oil, “the political power of the various metals and minerals industries has 

been much more limited”  and their main patron, the Interior Department, occupied a low rung in 

the cabinet hierarchy.  

The legislation was thus an opportunity to gain more voice and potentially more 

influence. Whether these groups were anything more than fellow travelers with the 

developmental bloc that formed the ideological core of the legislative effort of course depended 

on were they stood on the critical question of how they wanted their voice to be heard, and their 
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willingness to submit and ultimately adapt their interest to a more formalized process of 

negotiation, interest aggregation, and tradeoffs envisioned by reformers. Regardless of where 

they stood in the developmental spectrum, their influence, nevertheless, helped bolster support 

for broadening the scope of the legislation and helped to ensure that it easily passed both houses 

of Congress.  

 

How a weak bill became a stronger developmental butterfly 

But before becoming law, the House Committee on Science and Technology’s draft bill 

had to go through two Senate committees with jurisdiction on materials issues. As noted 

previously, the legislation did not experience a “death by a thousand cuts,” nor had crippling 

blows struck along the way as the Exon-Florio Amendment did. Instead, it had its scope and 

statutory requirements expanded. The original version focused on establishing a new “capability” 

but for a narrow objective: “to analyze and assess potential changes in the supply, demand, 

technical requirements, and physical behavior of materials and their substitutes over extended 

periods of time, and—drawing upon these analyses—the formulation of statements of the 

research and development needed in materials science and technology.”174 Similarly, the bill 

called for increased capabilities to analyze and assess materials needs, but only for the narrow 

objective of formulating R&D policies and ensuring that these policies be coordinated, their 

performance evaluated, and duplication of effort avoided. For this reason, the original bill 

delegated responsibility to the Office of Science and Technology Policy, over which the House 

Committee had the power of oversight.   
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The Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation broadened, as the 

Senate Report clearly stated, “the scope of legislation by extending the range of strategies from 

which the administration may choose in dealing with national materials problems instead of 

mandating the adoption of one particular strategy.”175 The authors of the amendments argued that 

“Research and development will be appropriate in many instances,” but judgment was required, 

based on “numerous factors such as number and stability of supply sources, domestic reserves 

and economic needs, and resource conservation,” to decide if this was indeed the case. Such 

judgments, of course, implied strategic thinking and an institutionalized mechanism to nurture it. 

The Commerce Committee also introduced strong language stating that “the availability of an 

adequate and stable supply of materials, including strategic minerals, is essential for national 

security, economic well-being, and industrial security.”176 Not surprisingly given the source, the 

Commerce Department was changed to be the main implementing authority in the new version.  

The Commerce Committee’s amendment did not survive long in its original form. 

Despite attempts in their Senate Report to assure that “the assignment of responsibility to the 

Department of Commerce does not change the responsibilities assigned to other departments and 

agencies, nor does it provide directive or ‘veto’ authority to the Secretary of Commerce over the 

other departments and agencies in carrying out of their responsibilities,” the Senate Committee 

on Energy Natural Resources was not convinced. The latter justified placing implementing 

authority with the Executive Office of the President in order to “assure that departments and 

agencies will be permitted to exercise their responsibilities with an oversight of decision and 
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policy coordination provided by the President.”177 One amendment from the Commerce 

Committee that did survive and become law was the requirement that specific materials case 

studies be carried out by the Commerce Department. Its intent was not only to produce a useful 

and manageable piece of work that could be accomplished relatively quickly, but to “serve as an 

important vehicle for establishing the decision-making framework necessary to carry out the 

requirements of the bill.” The Energy and Natural Resources Committee endorsed the move, 

even requiring the Defense and Interior departments to also submit reports.  

Ultimately, the heart of the bill that would eventually become the National Materials and 

Minerals Policy, Research and Development Act of 1980 rested on two key sections that 

reflected the consensus-building and learning process that had been developing over the previous 

decade and had high potential for altering the institutional status quo. The first, Section 3, 

specifically called for the Executive Office of the President to, among other things, “identify 

materials needs and assist in the pursuit of measures that would assure the availability of 

materials critical to commerce, the economy, and national security” and “establish a mechanism 

for the coordination and evaluation of Federal materials programs, including those involving 

research and development so as to complement related efforts by the private sector as well as 

other domestic and international agencies and organizations.” This section also called for the 

establishment of a “long-range assessment capability concerning materials demands, supply and 

needs, and provide for the policies and programs necessary to meet those needs.”  The second 

key section, Section 5, called for the development of a “program plan” within one year on how 

the President would carry out these requirements at the level of detail that would include 

“program and budget proposals and organizational structures.” Wary of leaving too much 
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executive discretion on this score based on previous experience, the Act specified that the 

“minimum elements” of such an organizational structure would include “policy analysis and 

decision determination within the Executive Office of the President,” a “continuing long-range 

analysis of materials use to meet national security, economic, industrial, and social needs,” 

consultation with the private sector on a continual basis, and, finally, interagency coordination at 

the level of the President's cabinet. 

Compared to the bill establishing the National Commission on Supplies and Shortages, 

this one was more focused on targeting specific issues across the so-called “materials cycle” and 

proposing an organization that had a for more realistic chance of being institutionalized. In these 

ways, it represented a maturation of the mobilization of state and quasi-state organizations and 

organized class segments which had all rallied around the Paley Commission’s old cause of 

installing a new executive branch mechanism. Just as I found in the IFDI policy domain in 

Chapter 3, a major development in the politics of materials policy was heightened national 

security concerns and interests. As the next section makes clear, the precise manner in which 

these interests would be defined and institutionalized by the Reagan administration would prove 

decisive.  

As the disappointing Carter administration drew to a close, developmentalists and their 

fellow travelers had thus achieved as much as they could through the legislative process. Success 

or failure now depended on the action taken by Reagan administration officials. To be sure, not 

all lawmakers were confident in success. As Representative James Santini (D – Nevada) noted 

on the House floor, “My only reservations about this legislation is that it will leave much in the 

way of discretion on the part of agencies within the executive to improve the mineral 
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supply situation for the Nation in the years ahead.”178 How the Reagan administration exercised 

this discretion in implementing the act will be the focus of the next section. 

 

Divide and resist: the Reagan administration and the failure of reform 

The Reagan-Bush campaign of 1980 raised the expectations of reformers in the materials 

policy domain by criticizing the Carter administration for not doing enough to address 

dependence upon unstable foreign sources and for allowing the mineral stockpile to dwindle. In a 

press release, Reagan emphasized that “At stake are important industries such as auto, steel, and 

aerospace, endangering jobs, our standard of living, and most importantly, our national security.” 

In short, the press release charged that Carter had “not acted to safeguard supply” (E. W. 

Anderson 1988, 19).179 Now that Reagan was in office and the Critical Materials Act had been 

signed into law, it was now up to the incoming administration to decide what concrete steps 

would be taken to “safeguard” supply and how faithfully they would execute the spirit of the 

legislation. 

 There were two key issues. First, what would be the core elements of the “Program Plan” 

that was required by law? Especially relevant here were the ideas and assumptions upon which 

the plan would be based, and the concrete political measures that would be emphasized. Would 

the plan take a systemic perspective on materials policy or would the plan simply reflect the 

specific demands of special interests that the administration agreed with from a political or 

ideological point of view? Second, would the Reagan administration institutionalize a durable 
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mechanism that would do more than study issues or coordinate existing ones? Would it create, in 

other words, a brain as well as an ear and voice on critical material issues? Especially significant 

was the issue of how “national security” interests and goals would be integrated into both the 

policy plan and the mechanism that was to be established.  As we found with respect to IFDI 

policy, the contingent stances taken by militarists within and beyond the Defense Department 

were decisive in determining the boundaries between “national security” and broader domestic 

productive capabilities. Would Defense officials become advocates of a new interagency process 

that might restrict its autonomy in some ways while also opening up new possibilities in others? 

Would it conceptualize its interests or policy instruments narrowly or expansively?  

Given the ideological orientation of Reagan and his administration, it probably comes as 

no surprise that the more developmental path that could have been followed at various points in 

enacting the legislation were resisted at every turn. Moreover, the administration ensured that the 

Defense Department would remain contained, its activities uncoordinated. The administration 

also resisted the establishment a permanent mechanism along the lines called for by reformers, 

and undermined specific policy recommendations that went against its broader agenda of 

deregulation and opening up federal lands for research.  

The administration’s policy statement and the dashed hopes of developmentalists seeking 

to institutionalize a durable mechanism are a matter of public record. However, the precise 

decisions and conflicts within the administration that preceded this outcome have yet to be 

investigated in any depth. The remainder of this section examines how this was done in more 

detail, based primarily on original archival evidence gathered from the Reagan Library.  

 

Limiting the Program Plan  
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The incoming Reagan administration in February, 1981 established five interagency 

“Cabinet Councils” reportedly designed to transcend the interests and jurisdictions of individual 

departments and focus on general issue areas. One of these councils, the Cabinet Council on 

Natural Resources and the Environment, was tasked with responding to the many requirements 

specified in the Act. It was chaired by James Watt, the controversial Secretary of the Interior and 

included the Attorney General and the Secretaries of Agriculture, Commerce, Transportation, 

Housing and Urban Development, and Energy. But for reasons unclear, the Defense and State 

Departments were excluded at this level. The “Strategic Minerals Working Group” that was 

established within the Cabinet Council and coordinated the actual work called for by the Act did 

however, have a broader membership. They included representatives from  Treasury, Defense, 

and State, as well as OMB officials, the NSC, the CEA, and EPA, FEMA, the CIA, the OSTP, 

and OSTR, the GSA, and the White House’s Office of Policy Development which helped to 

coordinate the overall effort.180 This Working Group, in turn, was supported by eight sub-groups 

which covered more discreet issue areas, including Foreign Minerals Issues, R&D, Land 

Availability, Data Acquisition, Regulatory Reform, Crisis Response, and Demand Analysis. 

These subgroups were responsible for developing the different elements that would be included 

in the program plan called for by Congress. 

 On April 5, 1982, six months after the deadline established by the 1980 Act, the President 

formally submitted the Cabinet Council’s “National Materials and Minerals Program Plan and 

Report to Congress.” Referencing the Paley Commission and calling it a “historic document, the 

first in nearly three decades,” Watt testified that the program plan was to be used “to guide the 

                                                 
180 Danny Boggs, former general counsel for the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources, and Special 

Assistant to the President in the Office of Policy Development, took the lead in coordination. It is from his extensive 

files that my archival data is based.  
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several departments and agencies of the Federal Government as they discharge their various 

minerals and materials related responsibilities.”181 In fact, the most substantial sections of this 

brief 6,000-word document were mostly devoted to two of the primary agendas pursued by Watt 

during his brief tenure as Interior Secretary: eliminating “excessive and unnecessary regulations” 

and expanding access to federal lands for exploration and development. The plan also affirmed 

the government’s traditional roles in funding basic materials research, supported improving 

certain aspects of minerals and materials data collection, and recommended a modest budget 

allocation for defense-related stockpiling.  

The plan emphasized repeatedly the need to separate activities and expenditures that were 

only appropriate for reasons of “national defense.” For example, in the plan’s section on 

materials research and development, “Mission-specific programs of the Department of Defense” 

were cast as the “exception” to the plan’s general policy of concentrating government-financed 

research and development activities on “long-term, high-risk, high potential payoff projects with 

the best chance for wide generic application to materials problems and increased 

productivity.”182 Similarly, the plan’s stockpiling policy statements emphasized “mobilization 

capacity,” in the event of a protracted conflict and reaffirmed prior statutes requiring that the 

stockpile “serve the interest of national defense only and is not to be used for economic or 

budgetary purposes.”183  

                                                 
181 U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Energy and Natural Resources. The President’s National Materials and 

Minerals Program and Report to Congress: Hearing before the Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources of 

the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources. 97th Cong., 2nd Sess., Jun 29, 1982, 37. 

 
182 Ibid., 5. The plan, in this instance, was clear about the ideological basis for this position on page 10: “Since 

business enterprise is the primary engine of technological change, the driving force behind technological innovation, 

through research and development is the expectation of a satisfactory return on invested capital.”   

 
183 Ibid., 16.  
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 But even more significant than what was actually in the program plan was what was left 

out. There was no discussion at all about the effects of trade policies on the health of materials 

supply chains. Nor was there engagement with the controversial issue of whether the policy of 

stockpiling crude raw materials made any sense at all if the capacity to actually process and 

consume them no longer existed in the country.184 Another glaring omission was a clear 

statement of the administration’s assessment of problems the program plan was meant to address, 

i.e., the decline in minerals and materials industries in the US and instability in international 

markets for critical materials.185 Similarly, the exact assumptions and ideological premises upon 

which the Plan was based were curiously omitted. The testimony delivered by the Commerce 

Under Secretary for Economic Affairs, was, however, revealing.  He explained that “Our 

materials policy places maximum reliance on the marketplace. This Administration is not 

attempting to ‘solve’ all the problems of the materials producing and consuming industries. 

Rather, we are working to build a strong economy and eliminate unnecessary impediments to 

efficient industrial performance.”186 Interior’s response to the GAO’s highly critical final report 

on the implementation of the 1980 Materials Act also provides a succinct summary of its 

underlying assumptions and approach: 

 

                                                 
184 As Representative Dan Glickman (D – Kansas), a key supporter of the 1980 Act often argued, “Minerals are 

worthless if you can't use them in something.” U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Armed Services. Hearing on 

H.R. 4281 Critical Materials Act of 1981 before the Subcommittee on Seapower and Strategic and Critical 

Materials Subcommittee of the Committee on Armed Services. 97th Cong., 2nd Sess., Sep 13, 1982, 22.  

 
185 At this time, supplies of chromium, cobalt, tantalum, columbium and platinum-group metals were a particular 

source of concern. 

 
186 U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Energy and Natural Resources. The President’s National Materials and 

Minerals Program and Report to Congress: Hearing before the Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources of 

the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources. 97th Cong., 2nd Sess., Jun 29, 1982, 68. 
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This Administration has stated clearly its philosophical approach to the goals stated 

in the relevant Acts. With some exceptions necessary to assure adequate national 

security, the proper Federal role in economic well-being and industrial production 

is to minimize manipulation of the market and to allow private firms the flexibility 

and resources necessary to remain vigorous. Government actions which involve 

subsidies, create trade limitations, or otherwise attempt to manipulate the market 

not only are costly in Federal outlays, but also create inefficiencies which in the 

long run do more harm than good. Policies which advocate unimpaired operation 

of the market also assure that industry remains vigorous, that new technologies 

emerge, and that new mineral resources are discovered and developed. The 

Administration's policies which promote the exploration of public lands, reduce the 

costs of investment, and focus Federal research on basic questions are designed to 

allow a vigorous private minerals and materials sector of the economy (U. S. 

Government Accountability Office 1984, 30).  

 

What remains unclear is the extent to which the plan and these statements reflected 

consensus within the administration, and if not, from what sources and over what specific issues 

there were significant disagreements. As I show below, the archival evidence reveals that there 

were significant divisions, particularly centered on issues related to national security and the 

future role of the Defense Department and its relationship to the broader American “industrial 

base.” In this case, it was not the Treasury Department that was primarily responsible for 

shooting down the developmental butterfly that came close to taking flight early in the Reagan 

administration. It was, rather, the OMB.   
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 The basic problem for the OMB (and the Office of Policy Development of the Reagan 

White House, which appeared to side with OMB on most issues) was how to contain the 

inclination of the Defense Department and its allies to take a more assertive role in bolstering 

domestic productive capabilities. Already by May, 1981, the NSC, which had organized a task 

force in the waning days of the Carter administration to examine problems associated with a 

select group of critical materials, submitted a report focused on cobalt for consideration by the 

NSC steering committee. This report led to some “controversy” within the group over “the 

desirability of some type of subsidy for domestic production of these minerals for economic 

reasons rather than purely for national defense.”187 Apparently, the views expressed in the NSC 

report were shared by the Defense Department, as correspondence between officials in the Office 

of Policy Development (from Dr. Earl Walker to his boss, Danny Boggs) revealed that “From 

my [Walker’s] discussion at DOD…I sense that DOD will push very hard for an improved 

supply situation in critical materials; I also sense that they will push for Title III of DPA 

[Defense Production Act] to encourage domestic development.”188  Walker reminded Boggs 

about the congressional testimony of Defense logistics officials (described earlier in this 

chapter), who voiced concerns about how critical materials shortages had “extended production 

times for key airframe components.” He also noted that because Defense policymakers were 

making plans for a “long-war strategy” involving a 2-4 year engagement, “such a strategy cannot 

help but demand revised stockpiling and/or improvement of domestic critical materials 

                                                 
187 Brief, “Strategic Materials” Walker; 7 May 1981; folder Natural Resources, Strategic Minerals (1); Box 22; 

Danny J. Boggs Files; RNL.  

 
188 Handwritten Memo, Walker to Boggs; 18 May 1981; folder Natural Resources, Strategic Minerals (1); Box 22; 

Danny J. Boggs Files; RNL. Title III of the Defense Authorization Act authorizes the use of loans, 

loan guarantees, purchases, commitments to purchase, and floor price guarantees to establish or expand domestic 

productive capacity and supply. This authority had not been used since 1967, in part because Congress no longer 

allowed it borrowing after 1974.  
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production.” Finally, Walker reported that “[Defense Secretary Caspar] Weinberger is also 

focusing in on the problems of the defense industrial base” and that “Defense manufacturers and 

others also are pushing hard for improvements in the availability of critical materials.” He 

concluded by warning that the Defense Department’s “penchant for hanging back and then 

asserting itself with vigor at the last minute on issues not directly related to its responsibility may 

prove divisive in the long term.”189  

Walker was right. Divisions did endure as the sub-working groups began to assemble 

their reports and present their findings to the Cabinet Council in September, 1981. Boggs, in his 

capacity as executive secretary of the council, reported that the working group had “not yet 

reached agreement on a number of important directions in this area” and that “the general issue 

of affirmative government activity, as opposed to deregulation and general economic incentives, 

is a matter of controversy.”190 In a separate status report Boggs elaborated in more detail. He 

reported that “there was considerable disagreement within the group on the suitability of many of 

these items for Cabinet Council consideration, and over the general thrust of Interior, and to 

some extent defense agencies’, leadership of the group in the direction of greater government 

involvement and stimulation of the minerals industry.” Boggs further added that “OMB and 

other economically oriented agencies offered strong resistance to most of the recommendations, 

other than those couched in terms of land availability or regulatory relief.”191 

                                                 
189 Ibid. Walker further advised that the administration should expect strong congressional oversight on the 1980 

Materials Act and that “unless progress is made by Fall I would expect a much more open challenge by the 

Democrats in search of an issue and a quiet, but determined effort by Senate Republicans.” 

 
190 Memo, Boggs to Cabinet Council on Natural Resources and the Environment; 4 Sep 1981; folder Natural 

Resources, Strategic Minerals, Current/General (5); Box 22; Danny J. Boggs Files; RNL 

 
191 Status Report on Strategic Materials, Boggs to Anderson; 4 Sep 1981; folder Natural Resources, Strategic 

Minerals (1); Box 22; Danny J. Boggs Files; RNL 
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Based on the “meeting minutes” from the September 8, 1981 meeting of the Cabinet 

Council, it appears that OMB’s position prevailed. According to these brief minutes (little more 

than one paragraph in length) the Council concluded, “... that no further consideration should be 

given to use subsidies for domestic production.”192 However, this version of the minutes was 

contested by Louis G. Giuffrida, the director of the Federal Emergency Management Agency 

(FEMA). He complained to Watt that “...the issue of subsidies for domestic production was not 

addressed adequately during the meeting, nor do I recall a positive decision having been made on 

the subject.” Giuffrida reminded Watt that “As the official responsible for establishing stockpile 

goals, I believe that it is inappropriate to eliminate the possibility of considering national defense 

subsidies for domestic production of strategic materials when that option may be the most 

effective method in specific instances.193 Despite Giuffrida’s protestations, the plan ultimately 

did not endorse measures to promote domestic productive capabilities. With respect to the 

specific issue of whether the authorities granted by the Defense Production Act might be used to 

accomplish that goal, plan only stated that “analysis is now ongoing to determine whether 

circumstances exist under which the use of Defense Production Act incentives would be more 

cost-effective than stockpile purchases.”194 In fact, the Defense Department did not require much 

further “analysis” and would soon opt to pursue such an agenda outside the Cabinet Council (an 

important development to which I will return).  

                                                 
192 Meeting Minutes, Cabinet Council on Natural Resources and the Environment; 8 Sep 1981; folder Natural 

Resources, Strategic Minerals, Current/General (4); Box 22; Danny J. Boggs Files; RNL. 

 
193 Letter, Giuffrida to Watt; 22 Sep. 1981; folder Natural Resources, Strategic Minerals (3); Box 22; Danny J. 

Boggs Files; RNL. Giuffrida did reiterate that subsidies should only be used clearly in the interest of “National 

Security” (his capitalization) and support of the national defense stockpile program).  

 
194 U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Energy and Natural Resources. The President’s National Materials and 

Minerals Program and Report to Congress: Hearing before the Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources of 

the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources. 97th Cong., 2nd Sess., Jun 29, 1982, 20.  
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 A further way in which OMB contained the perspective of the Defense Department was 

by suppressing the release of its report which had been called for by the 1980 Materials Act. The 

1980 Act required the Department of Defense to prepare a report “assessing critical materials 

needs related to national security and identifying the steps necessary to meet those needs.” The 

Reagan administration’s original plan was to issue the Defense and other agency reports called 

for by the act under one cover along with the program plan (U. S. Government Accountability 

Office 1981). This did not happen because the report was not approved. Even by the time the 

GAO submitted its final review of the Reagan administration’s response to the 1980 legislation 

in February 1984, the report “was still under review within the administration” (U. S. 

Government Accountability Office 1984). The archives are clear about the reasons for the delay: 

the OMB demanded that the report be rewritten, and even provided an outline of what they 

wanted the report to say.195 Since the contents of the offending report, Strategic and Critical 

Materials for Defense Needs, could also be found in the archives, the reasons for its suppression 

are obvious.196  

 The report was prepared by the Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA) under a contract 

with the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). Running at 275 pages, the 

report included many findings and recommendations that all added up to a stronger government 

role in ensuring supplies of critical and strategic materials, certainly stronger than anything OMB 

                                                 
195 Proposed Outline of Defense Department Report on Critical Materials Needs Related to National Security, 

Glozer to Boggs and Khedouri; 24 Nov. 1981; folder Natural Resources, Strategic Minerals, Current/General (7); 

Box 22; Danny J. Boggs Files; RNL 

 
196 Strategic and Critical Materials for Defense Needs, IDA; 15 Oct. 1981; folder Natural Resources, Strategic 

Minerals, Strategic and Critical Materials for Defense Needs – Vol 1: Main Report (Review Copy, 1; Box 23; 

Danny J. Boggs Files; RNL. 
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intended. 197 Two recommendations, however, stood out for being especially relevant both to the 

brewing controversy over the government’s role in promoting domestic productive capabilities 

and to the efforts of the reformers to install a more permanent mechanism for materials policy. 

First, the report strongly advocated for the expanded use of the Title III authority that had been 

authorized by the Defense Production Act but not exercised since the 1960s.198 Second, the 

report concluded that the “U.S. has no overall national materials planning activity, even though 

one is clearly needed.”199  

In other words, the report concurred with the Paley Commission’s recommendation and 

the sponsors of the 1980 Act. It found that “the efficient utilization of materials resources and 

manufacturing to meet national security needs requires an organization with the authority to 

balance the goals of national security, the environment, energy, the economy, and foreign 

policy” and that “there appears to be a need for a more coordinated effort to consciously consider 

all of these interactions before making a commitment in one area which may have serious impact 

on several others.” The report therefore recommended that “a national materials planning 

organization be established with authority to perform the needed functions.”200 The report’s 

authors conceded that “such an organization will require adequate staffing to be effective and 

there would be reluctance to create a new government bureaucracy in the face of government 

reductions in staff elsewhere.” However, the report also calculated, probably correctly, that 

                                                 
197 Ibid., S-7. Specifically, the report called for the Defense Department and Congress to: “develop an action plan to 

assure supplies of the most critical materials,”; “review industrial capability needs,”; “expand the scope of resources 

for research and development for critical materials”; and, finally, “encourage training programs in materials 

engineering and science in industries and universities.” 

 
198 Ibid., 203. 

 
199 Ibid., S-34. 

 
200 Ibid., S-35.  
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“recognition of the national security implications of this type of organization, however, may 

override these objections.”201 

 But recognition of the “national security implications” of the problems identified in the 

report was precisely what officials in the Office of Management and Budget aimed to prevent by 

suppressing its release. OMB official Ken Glozer complained in a memo that the report 

“contains a long list of spending proposals to remedy ‘problems’ that are neither analyzed or 

defined.” More problematically from their point of view, the report was “basically inconsistent 

with major parts of the draft policy statement.”202 To make the report more consistent, OMB 

officials provided to their counterparts at the Defense Department a “suggested outline” to be 

used in drafting a revised report. The outline claimed that the “stockpile provides effective 

national security protection,” even for the six critical materials (cobalt, chromium, manganese, 

platinum, titanium, and tantalum) that were identified as most critical for national security at that 

time. Moreover, the outline said that to meet “emergencies and wartime materials needs,” the 

administration does not plan to use Title III at this time but will evaluate alternatives,” even 

though no such conclusion had yet been reached by the Defense Department.203  

The Defense Department report was never released, in breach of compliance with the 

1980 act. It is thus reasonable to conclude that the Defense Department was not receptive to the 

idea of revising their report according to the outline provided by the OMB. In fact, by the 

following March, Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger sent a public letter to OMB requesting 

approval to fund Title III from Defense's own budget (U. S. Government Accountability Office 

                                                 
201 Ibid., 240. 

 
202 Proposed Outline of Defense Department Report on Critical Materials Needs Related to National Security, 

Glozer to Boggs and Khedouri; 24 Nov. 1981; folder Natural Resources, Strategic Minerals, Current/General (7); 

Box 22; Danny J. Boggs Files; RNL. 

 
203 Ibid. 
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1984, 9). But, in a significant blow to reformers, these measures taken by the Defense 

Department were not coordinated with the Cabinet Council on Natural Resources and the 

Environment, the very entity that had been delegated as the executive branch focal point for 

materials policy coordination.  

 

Perpetuating the “hollow triangle” 

The most significant legislative requirement set forth in the 1980 Critical Materials and 

Minerals Policy Act was for the program plan to take steps to establish permanent 

“organizational structures” that would carry out the various activities called for by the Act. The 

administration’s plan concurred with the basic idea that “There is a clear need for coordinated 

and focused attention to ensure the full and complete implementation of a national materials 

policy and the capability of the United States to address and respond to materials problems, 

particularly where the national security is concerned.”204 The problem was that the Reagan 

administration’s solution for addressing this need was to have the policy “coordinated through 

the Cabinet Council on Natural Resources and Environment.” But, as Reagan administration 

officials no doubt well-understood, the Cabinet Council would prove incapable of fulfilling the 

expectations of reformers for three reasons. 

First, formal membership on the Council was not representative of all the organizations 

with important stakes in materials policy issues. As noted earlier, the Department of Defense, 

State Department, and FEMA constituted the three most glaring omissions. While the Strategic 

Materials Task Force that was responsible for developing the plan was more representative and 

                                                 
204 U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Energy and Natural Resources. The President’s National Materials and 

Minerals Program and Report to Congress: Hearing before the Subcommittee on Energy and Mineral Resources of 

the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources. 97th Cong., 2nd Sess., Jun 29, 1982, 6. 
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involved over 15 departments or agencies, it did not survive past the program plan’s release. 

Some coordination continued under the leadership of the Office of Science and Technology 

Policy. But the lack of a truly representative group at the highest levels of the Cabinet Council 

undermined both its relevance and capabilities, and this was recognized  at the time. As 

Representative Dan Glickman (D – Kansas) noted when challenging administration officials on 

this very issue, “we are not arguing bureaucratic or organizational charts just because we think 

they are cute. It is only because we think that there is some great significance in terms of who 

coordinates materials policy for the future of this country.”205  

Glickman was of course right. The Cabinet Council’s failure to “coordinate,” and indeed 

its lack of interest in doing so, was made clear by the GAO’s investigation of compliance with 

the act. The GAO presented various examples where there was no engagement, much less 

coordination, with the Cabinet Council, ranging from stockpile funding issues and materials 

research and development decisions to the decision to subsidize the expansion of Mexican 

copper mining and smelting operations. But probably the most significant indicator of the 

Cabinet Council’s irrelevance was the Defense Department’s request, alluded to above, for $200 

million for purchase commitments of metals, minerals, and materials authorized under Title III. 

When the GAO asked officials at the Defense Department why they failed to coordinate their 

actions with Cabinet Council, their reply was that “individual actions taken by affected agencies 

are only required to be consistent with the President's plan. There is no requirement for agencies 

to coordinate on a case-by-case basis as we [the GAO] imply” (U. S. Government Accountability 

                                                 
205 U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Science and Technology. Oversight of Public Law 96-479—National 

Materials and Minerals Policy, R&D Act of 1980 and Consideration of H.R. 4281—Critical Materials Act of 1981: 

Hearings before the Subcommittee on Transportation, Aviation and Materials and the Subcommittee on Science, 

Research, and Technology of the Committee on Science and Technology. 97th Cong., 2nd Sess., April 20, 22, 1982, 

4. 
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Office 1984, 15). The Defense Department's reluctance to coordinate was in many respects 

defensible at that time. After all, given that OMB had told Defense officials to rewrite their 

commissioned report on materials policy and had resisted efforts to subsidize domestic 

production for national defense purposes, taking such a direct step was far less complicated for 

Defense Department planners.  

But in terms of the long-term goal of establishing a new, permanent mechanism, it was 

nevertheless significant that the Defense Department chose not to fight for the idea of 

establishing new institutional arrangements to monitor and manage materials issues, nor did it 

express any interest in submitting itself to such a process. Had the Defense Department become a 

champion of a new institutional mechanism on national security grounds and made the case that 

existing institutional arrangements were rife with uncoordinated ad hoc activities that were 

inimical to defense interests, an alternative path may have been possible. Such, indeed, was the 

conclusion reached by the ill-fated IDA report.  

The Cabinet Council was also an ineffective mechanism because it was supported neither 

by new budget allocations nor by any permanent, dedicated staff. Staffing was instead supplied 

to the Cabinet Council by the Office of Policy Development, which was also responsible for 

providing staffing for all the cabinet councils established by the Reagan administration.206 The 

lack of permanent staff and budget could, perhaps, have been overcome had the Task Force and 

working groups responsible for preparing the program plan became institutionalized in a 

functional manner. But since these groups were disbanded, the possibilities for achieving 

developmental capacity centered on the Cabinet Council were even more limited. 

                                                 
206 Ibid., 52. 
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The decision to disband the working groups, to delegate responsibility to the preexisting 

Cabinet Council on Natural Resources and the Environment (which focused on issues beyond 

materials issues) and the overall lack of interest in engaging specific materials problems and 

coordinating solutions were all symptoms of the third and final problem: the Reagan 

administration and its appointees disagreed with the very ideas that inspired reformers to draft 

the legislation in the first place. In this case, ideology was clearly the key driver of their 

disagreement with, and indeed outright hostility toward, the idea of implementing the kind of 

organization envisioned by the developmentalists.  

One major source of ideological disconnect can be traced to the fact that what reformers 

were calling for was, to borrow Heclo’s words once again, not a “policy that gets made,” but a 

“process that gets learned.”  The Reagan appointees accepted the notion of making an overall 

policy and they delivered one – however imperfect it may have been in the eyes of its critics. But 

interest in learning a new process, as shown by the administration’s unwillingness to install the 

organizational mechanism that would have nurtured it, was limited to say the least. This stance 

was well-illustrated by the seemingly inconsistent statements made by Daniel N. Miller, an 

Assistant Secretary of the Interior. At one committee hearing, Miller acknowledged that 

“Minerals policy can only function as part of a broader materials policy; and materials policy, in 

turn, must be a part of still broader industrial policy; and industrial policy relates directly to the 

broad interrelated economic and national security policies.” But this observation, very much 

consistent with the view of reformers, was followed by more ideologically charged language that 

was obviously less so: “...our basic policy is to rely to the maximum extent upon the marketplace 

for managing temporary displacements in peacetime, for we believe that the informed judgments 

of 233 million Americans acting to increase supplies, modify uses, and restrain panic demand are 
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preferable to authoritarian bureaucrats using obsolete and incomplete econometric models to 

forecast the future.”207 Occupying precisely that ground between “policy” and the so-called 

“marketplace,” was the institutionalized process that developmentalists sought, and it bore few 

similarities with the oft-used caricature of “authoritarian bureaucrats” wielding obsolete models. 

Instead, the process was meant to sustain regular exchanges and communication within 

and beyond the state, not to suppress or discourage mobilized interests, but to channel and 

aggregate them. The distinction between such a process desired by reformers and American-style 

lobbying appeared to be lost on Interior Secretary Watt, who appropriately enough had once 

been a lobbyist himself. Watt’s thinking on this issue was well-illustrated during his exchange 

with Senator Schmitt during his testimony defending existing arrangements. Watt argued that “I 

don't see the need for a formal structure or another bureaucratic entity to address this.” He noted 

that “the industry people...don't have any trouble getting to us. I met with almost the same group 

the week before and frankly met most of their objectives. We want to be available, and I have 

never heard a complaint that our doors are closed to anyone.”208 In response, Senator Schmitt 

argued that “people are used to interacting with some specific entity and the Cabinet Council 

doesn't seem to be that specific and it is difficult to know what the Council's agenda is going to 

be.”209 The issue that Schmitt was really arguing here was not whether there would be access (all 

parties agreed that there should be regular access and consultation) but where and how such 

access would be institutionalized.  

                                                 
207 U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Science and Technology. Materials Research and Development Policy: 

Hearings before the Subcommittee on Transportation, Aviation and Materials of the Committee on Science and 

Technology. 98th Cong., 1st Sess., May 17, 18, 19, June 24, 1983, 30. 

 
208 U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation. National Materials and Minerals 

Policy: Hearing before the Subcommittee on Science, Technology, and Space of the Committee on Commerce, 

Science, and Transportation. 97th Cong., 2nd Sess., Jun 23, 1982, 58. 

 
209 Ibid., 48. 
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Recalling this chapter’s earlier description of what tended to prevail in the executive 

branch in the domain of materials, Watt here was essentially describing—and endorsing—the 

status quo that Heclo memorably referred to as a recurring series of “one-night stands” and 

lobbying. Reformers wanted institutional arrangements with more formal procedures for 

listening to, assessing, and acting upon the legitimate interests and concerns of different 

stakeholders in materials issues. Watt obviously was willing to keep his door open to “industry 

people,” and was especially receptive when they asked for access to federal lands or regulatory 

“relief.” But there was very little interest in deciding upon such policy measures through a 

relatively more transparent, consensus-driven, case-by-case analysis of whether such measures 

might be appropriate in some cases but less so in others. Such a systematic process presupposed 

some institutional capacity, or, as Reagan officials would derisively frame it, “more 

bureaucracy,” “more planning,” or  “more government.” The absence of such a capacity meant 

either inaction, or, for the favored few with the right connections or strongest lobbying 

apparatus, satisfaction through more “one night stands” with members of congress and executive 

branch appointees.  

 Ultimately, the Reagan administration’s ideological resistance toward the idea of 

establishing new institutional arrangements for materials policy—and the decision made by the 

Defense Department not to fight for one—became an obstacle that developmentalists and their 

allies would never overcome. This did not mean that reformers like Glickman of the House 

Committee on Science and Technology gave up the fight. Indeed, he and the same bloc of 

supporters responsible for the passage of the National Materials and Minerals Policy Act of 1980 

regrouped again and succeeded in passing the National Critical Materials Act of 1984 (Title II, 

Public Law 98-373). This Act, which was smuggled at the last minute as an amendment to an 
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Artic Research bill, called for the Executive Office of the President to formally establish a 

“National Critical Materials Council.”  

But this promising sounding organization, with equally promising statutory 

responsibilities to “to monitor and evaluate the critical materials needs of basic and advanced 

technology industries and the Government, including the critical materials research and 

development needs of the private and public sectors” had little chance of success. The reason 

was clear, even apparently to Glickman himself. This was revealed in an exchange with Rep. 

Charles Bennett (D – Florida) and Floyd Spence (R – South Carolina) when his bill was first 

introduced. Bennett pointed out to Glickman that “this is the executive branch, namely, the 

White House that does not want to operate in this area.” He then asked him “Why do you think 

we would be best off by having another law to violate?”210  Building on Bennett’s question, 

Spence pointed out that since the legislation was going to create a council appointed by the 

President, “I guess he can appoint them or not appoint them and if he does, he can listen to them 

or not listen to them. That is about it.”211  

Glickman conceded both points, replying that “if the President chooses to give this very 

low priority its impact will be very low” and also ruefully admitted that “this is the only 

mechanism we could come up with to try to give it higher priority in the executive branch.”212 

Bennett and Spence knew what they were about, but did not stand in the way of the legislation’s 

passage. As predicted, the Materials Council’s directors and staff were not seriously filled, 

budget allocations were minimal and mostly left unspent. Ultimately, this unloved 

                                                 
210 U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Armed Services. Hearing on H.R. 4281 Critical Materials Act of 1981 

before the Subcommittee on Seapower and Strategic and Critical Materials Subcommittee of the Committee on 

Armed Services. 97th Cong., 2nd Sess., Sep 13, 1982, 16. 

 
211 Ibid., 21. 

 
212 Ibid. 
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developmental butterfly flew into its sunset provision in 1991, living and dying only as a notion 

of the reformers responsible for creating it. With it also died an era of developmental politics in 

this policy domain.  

 

Conclusion 

  This chapter began with a puzzle: why did an executive branch organization quite similar 

to CFIUS fail to be established in the 1970s even though support from Congress and the 

executive branch in favor of such step was even stronger. Moreover, military concern was even 

more present than it was in IFDI policy at this juncture in its history, reflected by the 

involvement by the NSC in studying disruptions in materials supplies in the early 1970s. Yet no 

executive order was issued, despite the recommendation of a joint CIEP-NSC study group and 

significant support from Congress. My findings suggest that conflicts within the executive 

branch combined with poorly timed and poorly crafted legislation passed from Congress 

explained this outcome. Unlike in the IFDI policy domain, issues related to the protection of 

bureaucratic “turf” were more relevant here, with the Department of Interior making the 

calculation that its interests and objectives could best be met by going it alone and by not 

cooperating with the CIEP-NSC-led interagency process. But this conflict also had a social 

foundation:  as I found in the previous chapter, CIEP and the NSC were clearly oriented toward, 

and most responsive to, internationalist interests and concerns, and this was reflected in their 

final, classified report. As the report showed little concern for, and indeed applauded the decline 

of upstream productive capabilities, Interior’s hostility toward the interagency process thus went 

beyond bureaucratic conflict.  
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But this was not enough to prevent action altogether, as the creation of CFIUS also went 

forward with minimal input from so-called “domestic” constituencies. Indeed, The NSC-CIEP 

effort was on the verge of calling a meeting to decide a course of action at roughly the same time 

that the decision to establish CFIUS was made. The meeting did not happen. The reason why, 

and the decisive difference between the IFDI and materials policies domains was that the 

pressures to act that were coming from Congress at this time were of an entirely different sort. 

The fear that Congress would enact a strong screening mechanism led neoliberals in the Ford 

administration and their allies to favor issuing an executive order out of strategic necessity to 

forestall it. In case of materials policy, the weak legislation passed under the leadership of 

majority leader Mike Mansfield presented no such dilemma, and the Treasury Department and 

the other administration members saw no reason not to let the legislative process play itself out 

and allow the National Commission on Supplies and Shortages to fulfill its destiny. It became, as 

many predicted, yet another failed commission that worked slowly and without any definitive 

changes to the status quo. 

 But the issue did not die there. In the strategic materials policy domain, processes of 

consensus-building and group formation continued over the course of the decade, creating a new 

reservoir of knowledge and expertise. A broader coalition of supporters began to lend their 

support to the installation of new capacities, including, most significantly, militarists centered on 

the triangle of DOD acquisition officials, defense contractors, and the science and technology 

complex. Joining them were leading-edge business groups like the National Association of 

Manufacturers, the US Chamber of Commerce, and organizations representing miners and 

processors of raw materials in the US. The latter now, after years of disappointment with the 

Department of Interior’s ability to serve its interests, decided to cautiously throw their support 
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behind the cause. The “true believers” at the vanguard of the movement and who were 

expressing develompentalist ideas, however, were clustered around different enclaves of the state 

in a manner consistent with developmental politics in the IFDI policy domain. The most eloquent 

and knowledgeable came from the Government Accountability Office. The latter was also joined  

by select congressional committees centered on Commerce and Science and Technology, and 

professional societies organized under the auspices of the National Research Council and the 

National Materials Advisory Board. Together, they succeeded in passing legislation that 

represented the first major step in “making good” the Paley Commission’s recommendation. But 

as in all cases of developmental politics, they now depended on the willing participation and 

support of the executive branch, which meant in this case, the Reagan administration. 

 The result may seem preordained in retrospect given the ideological orientation of the 

Reagan administration. But success in shooting down the “developmental butterfly” that was 

over a decade in the making nevertheless required specific actions to be taken to prevent the 

administration from inadvertently be taken for a ride on the butterfly’s back. In this case, it was 

not the Treasury Department that shot the arrows, but the Office of Management and Budget. 

OMB spearheaded the effort to limit the Program Plan from including anything that smacked of 

“affirmative government activity,” expensive programs, or was inconsistent with its deregulation 

agenda. For these reasons, it also had to suppress the Defense Department’s statutorily required 

report on materials policy and also fight with the Defense Department over the issue of 

subsidizing domestic production capabilities as an alternative to stockpiling. The Interior 

Department, under the leadership of Secretary Watt, was content to push for the more 

ideologically consistent agenda of deregulation and opening up federal lands to development. 

But as in the IFDI policy domain, the contingent stances taken by the Defense Department were 
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most crucial here. They had the option of supporting the interagency process called for by 

reformers but they did not. Nor did Defense officials choose to articulate the position that 

defense preparedness depended on the maintenance of a minimum level of domestic productive 

capabilities. Rather, the Defense Department chose to go its own way. The precise reasons for 

this position are unclear and await further research. It is probable that Defense officials simply 

did not see the utility of the interagency process. It also probable too, given the disagreements 

examined in the previous chapter over the extent to which market mechanisms and 

internationalized production networks could be trusted to fulfill core defense needs, that 

differences within the Defense Department on this issue prevented the kind of decisive support 

that the developmmentalist agenda required at this critical juncture.  

Unlike in the IFDI policy domain, class privileges were not much at stake. Reformers 

were not attacking a core tenet of class privilege – the right to determine where, when and how 

to invest capital or decide with whom to merge or to whom to sell your business. The issue was 

how diverse interests would be served and aggregated through a new government process. The 

enemies of reform were instead ideological resistance and inertia. Ideological resistance along 

the lines emphasized by Block and Weiss, taking the form of a mixture of “market 

fundamentalism” and “antistatism,” was clearly apparent. Just as in Chapter 2, we find hard 

ideological stances being taken by organizations like the OMB and the Treasury Department, 

first in response to the conclusions of the National Commission on Supplies and Shortages in the 

mid-1970s, and then, during the Reagan administration, in response to the reforms called for by 

congressional statute.   

A lack of imagination combined with a status quo consisting of carved-out bureaucratic 

silos, conventional lobbying practice—the “one night stands” to which Heclo evocatively 
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referred—constituted the two main sources of inertia. Despite the obvious differences between 

the two men, there were clear similarities between Secretaries Watt and Baldrige in their 

respective testimonies on strategic materials and IFDI policy. Both simply could not conceive of 

the possibility of an organization relatively insulated from special interest lobbying being able to 

uphold routine procedures and behave with some strategic orientation. In the previous chapter, 

Baldrige predicted that a line of supplicants would be “stretching down the street” and that a 

developmental organization called for along the lines of reformers “just wouldn’t work.” Watt, 

for his part, clearly had no problem with having such a line-up of supplicants and was content to 

simply tell them that his “door was open.” 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

States, Developmental Roles, and the Global Rare Earth 

Supply Chain:  Towards a Comparative-Historical Analysis 
 

 

 

Introduction 

Rare earth elements are found in the mobile phones, laptops, and automobiles that are 

used in everyday life, the weapon systems that are legacies of 20th century militarism, and the 

advanced batteries and wind turbines that may lead to a greener future. But their recent notoriety 

came as a consequence of a maritime incident in the East China Sea in 2010. The incident 

involved a collision between a Chinese fishing trawler and a Japanese coastguard vessel and 

culminated in a temporary (and still disputed) halt of rare earth shipments to Japan from China, 

which held a near monopoly on 97% of the world’s supply. The dispute reverberated beyond the 

Pacific, setting the stage for President Obama’s announcement in 2012 that his administration, 

along with Japan and the European Union, would launch a complaint (recently upheld) in the 

World Trade Organization demanding that China provide international consumers with 

unfettered access to their rare earths (Obama 2012)..  

These sudden high-profile episodes helped to pierce the veil of obscurity that has long 

shrouded the international rare earth supply chain. Unprecedented waves of speculation in new 

upstream rare earth mining ventures soon followed, as did a spate of reporting and academic 

research on the subject. The first wave of research was comprised of numerous briefs and reports 

that were short in time horizons and long in policy prescriptions. As of this writing, a second, 
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more academic wave, has begun to begin to wash ashore. Nevertheless, many questions remain 

unanswered in public debates and in recent scholarship, including, arguably, the two that are 

most fundamental: What explains the US’s late twentieth-century displacement from the lead in 

global rare earth markets and the subsequent decline experienced across all phases of its 

domestic rare earth supply chain? How did rare earths, despite their military and economic 

significance, become so “rare” outside of China that the latter, which had no industry to speak of 

in 1980, could use them as leverage in diplomatic negotiations by the year 2010?   

As Part II of this dissertation shows, engaging these questions leads to an untold history 

of the global RE supply chain’s rise and decline within the United States, its embattled 

maintenance in Japan, and its meteoric growth in China. It also provides insight into the political 

and economic relations of what are now the three largest economies in the world. Indeed, as I 

argue in this chapter, what makes the rare earth supply chain a compelling subject is not its 

overall economic significance (which is minor, recent hyperbole on this subject 

notwithstanding), but what its history reveals about American capitalist development since 

World War II, the changes in American institutional arrangements that have been entangled in 

this sector since its birth, and how other countries have confronted similar developmental 

challenges in a globalizing world.   

This introductory chapter establishes the questions or problems that will occupy the 

substantive comparative historical analysis that is presented in the next two chapters. It begins by 

sketching the history of the global RE supply chain and reviewing existing explanations of how 

it shifted so decisively to Japan and China over the past several decades. It then describes how 

my framing and analytical approach improves upon these accounts as well as advances the core 

objectives of this dissertation. 
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The global rare earth supply chain: history and research 

The international rare earth supply chain consists of upstream miners and processors of 

rare-earth-bearing minerals,213 intermediate producers of rare earth materials and components, 

end users that apply them to a wide range of products, and public and private organizations that 

support research and development in each of these phases. Geologically, rare earth elements are 

not technically rare; their rarity derives from the historic difficulty of refining them into their 

pure forms and the scarcity of commercially-exploitable mineral deposits. As a consequence, 

upstream supply has long been concentrated in a few geographic areas of the world 

(predominately the US, China, Australia, India, and Brazil), and dominated by a few suppliers of 

processed rare earth materials. Up until the latter half of the twentieth century, it could also be 

said that rare earths were “rarely” used. Worldwide demand for rare earths was less than 10,000 

metric tons prior to the 1960s, a dual consequence of the lack of basic scientific knowledge about 

them (rare earth researchers referred to this past as a “dark age”) and low interest on the part of 

manufacturers due to the limited known sources of supply and their potential precarity.  

As I examine in more detail in the next chapter, this changed after a revolutionary new 

process for separating rare earth elements was discovered under the auspices of Manhattan 

Project funding, and after a major mineral deposit was found near the California-Nevada border 

in the American southwest. This unleashed a “golden age” of scientific discovery and new 

commercial applications, with demand for RE elements growing steadily over the two decades 

between 1965-1985. During this period, supply and demand for REs was dominated by the US, 

                                                 
213 Upstream production consists of three basic phases: 1) Beneficiation of raw material and production of a mineral 

concentrate; 2) creation of suitable precursor material for a later separation process from concentrate; and, 

depending on the end use, 3) final separation of mixed REE precursors into individual REE compounds (O’Driscoll 

1988)  (O'Driscoll 1988).  
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which reportedly produced and consumed 70% of the world's output, followed by Western 

Europe and Japan (Roskill 1980). Then began a period of more rapid growth (see Figure 1) 

brought about by the entrance of Chinese suppliers of RE materials in the upstream and 

expanding, if volatile, demand for individual RE elements in the consumer electronic, 

automotive, and information technology (IT) industries in the downstream. The volatility was 

due the discovery of novel applications for the unique properties of these elements as well as 

more incremental advances that substituted RE materials into (or out of) existing applications to 

improve performance or cost. Such a dynamic in the upstream and downstream would of course 

pose challenges for firms in any supply chain. But for the RE sector, this challenge was 

exacerbated by the fact that the RE ores and concentrates have variable mixtures of individual 

elements. Unbalanced or sudden demand for one or two high-value elements can therefore 

produce a glut in the supply of other elements in lower demand.  

 The defining feature of the RE supply chain’s history has been the transformation of the 

international division of labor since the 1980s, including a near total shift in the supply chain to 

Asia (with China and Japan being the dominant players) and, in the case of the US, dramatic 

declines across all phases. As shown in Figure 1, the US stopped mining RE ores and processing 

intermediate RE materials altogether in 2002 after decades of being the dominant producer.  
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Figure 1: Global rare earth production trends, 1956-2008 

Source: United States Geological Survey (Tse 2011, 3)  

 

 

Further downstream, US consumption of RE materials for use in the production of key 

intermediate components in the consumer electronic, automotive, IT, and renewable energy 

industries has also experienced drastic declines. Table 1 provides the most recent estimates for 

RE demand (in metric tons) and shows that the US accounted for 13% of global demand in 2015 

(compared to 66% for China and 16% for Japan) (Hiscock 2016). Nor are US-based firms and 

research labs maintaining leadership in innovation and emerging technologies, a domain where 

the US has a supposed comparative advantage. For example, a recent study using patents as a 

proxy for rare earth innovation activity found that the rate of approved patents by US 

organizations was falling in relation to the rest of the world, and that the likelihood that the US 

would be a site for future activity was also decreasing (Fifarek, Veloso, and Davidson 2008).  
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Table 1: Estimated rare earths demand in 2015 (in tons)* 
 

  

Application China  Japan U.S. Others Total 

Catalysts 10,000 7,000 9,000 2,000 28,000 

Glass 6,000 1,000 750 750 8,500 

Polishing 14,500 2,500 2,000 1,000 20,000 

Metal alloys 19,500 3,500 1,500 1,000 25,500 

Magnets** 35,500 7,000 1,500 1,000 45,000 

Phosphors*** 4,500 500 250 5,500 5,500 

Ceramics 3,000 500 1,500 500 5,500 

Others 4,000 1,000 2,500 500 8,000 

Total Demand (tons)  97,000 23,000 19,000 7,000 146,000 

Market Share  66% 16% 13% 5% 100% 

* Figures refer to total rare earth oxides, plus or minus 20%; ** excludes 12.5% recycling; *** includes pigments 

Source: Dudley Kingsnorth, IMCOA-Curtin University (Hiscock 2016) 

 

 

What explains these transformations in the RE supply chain? A series of recent academic 

articles, monographs, dissertations, and edited volumes has shed new light on this previously 

dark corner of the global economy, particularly China’s rise to upstream dominance. Yet several 

aspects of this history still remain obscure. For one thing, there has been an excessive focus on 

how China came to dominate upstream sources of RE supply, which neglects the evolution of the 

global supply chain as a whole. We have also seen a selective emphasis on environmental 

regulations and inadequate funding for research and development as the drivers of American 

decline, along with the puzzling omission of the role of Japan in the historic evolution of the 

global supply chain. For these reasons, there has yet to be written a convincing or even 

systematic account of how rare earth production and consumption became “rare” outside of 

China (and to a lesser extent Japan) over the thirty-year period that ultimately culminated in the 

so-called 2010 supply “crisis.” My review of the existing literature below develops these 
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arguments further. I then discuss how my comparative-historical approach in the next two 

chapters will not only address these weaknesses, but also advance the broader objectives of this 

dissertation. 

 

Explaining the rise of the Chinese RE supply chain 

Most accounts of the rise of the Chinese RE supply chain have emphasized a combination 

of factors, including natural resource endowments, nonexistent environmental regulations, 

decades of investment in research and development, low labor costs and certain policies and 

practices designed to encourage investment and technology transfer. Less nuanced explanations 

have tended to ascribe considerable agency, capacity, and foresight to China's central state 

leadership. Navarro and Autrey (2011, 63–64), for example, claim that after “some key 

communist party officials recognized China’s rich endowments of rare earths,” state-owned 

mining companies “purposefully built up a huge overcapacity and then, with equal purpose, 

dumped huge quantities onto world markets.” Once Molycorp (the owner of the US’s largest RE 

deposit) and other competitors were eliminated during “Phase I,” China’s “predatory scheme” 

shifted to a second, “price gouging phase.” According to these accounts, China deliberately 

created its own “rare earth cartel” over several decades.   

Ting and Seaman (2013, 239) come to precisely the opposite conclusion. They argue that 

“Despite the apparent support of the Government, the development of China’s rare earth sector is 

anything but a textbook example of effective central planning,” and that “it was more the lack of 

Chinese control and the apathy of potential foreign producing countries that allowed China to 

become the world’s default supplier.” This conclusion is generally consistent with the more 

detailed historical accounts by He (2014), Wübbeke, (2013; 2015), Klinger (2015) and my own 
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analysis presented in Chapter 6. However, where these accounts fall short is in their failure to 

explain how China rose within the existing international RE supply chain previously dominated 

by producers in the United States and Japan.  

Klinger’s otherwise valuable and informative historical ethnography focuses on the so-

called Chinese RE “frontier”—defined as the “the mined and to-be-mined”—to the neglect of 

how its international linkages have changed over time. She therefore misleadingly argues that 

that the “foundation” of China's rare earth monopoly rested on “the world-historical convergence 

of two distinct transformations unfolding in different hemispheres: Deng’s 1978 economic 

reforms, and Reagan and Thatcher’s deregulations of capital, all of which gathered momentum in 

the 1980s” (Klinger 2015, 110). Describing a “symbiotic relationships between varieties of 

neoliberalism: two rapacious political economic ideologies in practice,” she presents two 

vignettes214 illustrating attempts made by American firms to evade increasingly stringent 

environmental regulations or seek better profit opportunities by relocating to China (Klinger 

2015, 117).  

There is of course no disputing that Deng’s economic reforms were a pivotal turning 

point in the development Chinese RE resources. But as I show in the next chapter, the American 

corporate behaviors she associates with the “deregulations of corporate and financial capital” 

long predated the era of Thatcher and Reagan. Even more problematic, during the years between 

                                                 
214 On the other hand, Klinger’s discovery in Chinese archives of evidence documenting the activities of Edward 

Nixon, the former president's younger brother, in helping to facilitate the transfer of technologies for beneficiating 

RE materials to China (and later permanent magnet technologies) represents a valuable contribution to the historical 

record. Based on her account, it appears that Nixon acted as a go-between for US firms facing new EPA regulations 

and Chinese RE mining firms. Specifically, she reports that “In the early 1980s, Nixon approached mining 

executives with a proposal to subcontract some of the beneficiation processes to China as a measure to reduce 

environmental liabilities in California and to save costs. For a time it was more cost effective to ship tons of 

minimally processed ore to China rather than ensure environmentally sound practices on US soil....Over the 1980s, 

Nixon’s firm facilitated the transfer of magnet production to China, setting up joint ventures with Chinese partners 

in order to produce cheaper rare earth magnets” (Klinger 2015, 113–14). 
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1980-2000 it was Japanese capital that was instrumental in driving the opening of the Chinese 

RE “frontier,” and Japan was (and still is) the most significant trading partner for Chinese RE 

materials. The near complete omission of Japan leads Klinger to place far too much explanatory 

burden on the interaction between “varieties of neoliberalism” being practiced by the Americans 

and Chinese, eliding the role of Japanese capital and developmental policies that will take center 

stage in Chapter 6. 

The upshot is that both the United States and Japan need to be brought into the analysis to 

explain the evolution of the global RE supply chain. How have other scholars attempted to do 

so?   

 

The decline of the American RE supply chain and its embattled maintenance in Japan 

The history of the decline of the American RE supply chain has attracted surprisingly 

little scholarly scrutiny, with Goldman (2014) providing the only exception to date. Her account 

focuses on the growth and decline of the U.S rare earth supply chain since World War II and thus 

covers much of the same ground as Chapter 5 of this dissertation. Her previous work (2000b; 

2008; 2000a) has documented the early years of Ames National Laboratory and its establishment 

as the so-called “mecca” of rare earth research under the leadership of Frank Spedding. Seeking 

to understand “the nature of the government’s role and the dynamic between the public and 

private sectors” to gain “insight into the current rare earth crisis,” she argues that the key drivers 

of American decline (besides the rise of China as an RE producer) were American public 

policies, specifically dwindling R&D investment and increasingly costly environmental 

regulations. Ting and Seaman (2013, 239) also cite the destructive role played by “stinging 

environmental regulations,” adding that “the West lacked a clear strategy and seemed content to 
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let market forces do their work while global rare earth production and expertise rapidly shifted 

from the United States to China.”  

But there are two problems with these explanations. First, the effects of broader trade and 

investment policies are ignored, as are the more productive effects – what the literature has come 

to call “technology forcing” effects – of new environmental regulations, which, as I show in the 

next chapter, were decisive in spurring new RE applications. Second, Japan’s role in determining 

the course and tempo of American decline across all links in the supply chain is once again not 

incorporated into the analysis.  

To be fair, Japan is not entirely absent in these accounts. Goldman’s narrative does 

mention Japan's prowess in the production of permanent magnets and the activities of Japanese 

firms in developing upstream resources and transferring technologies to China. But Japan is 

missing in the article’s explanatory moments. Ting and Seaman suffer from a similar problem, 

which is particularly surprising given that their aim is to explain how China achieved its 

dominant position in the RE supply chain as well as “how major rare earths consumers such as 

Japan and South Korea are reducing their reliance on and vulnerability to Chinese rare earths 

supplies.” They miss the historical connection between these lines of inquiry because they fail to 

investigate the relationship between China’s ascension to RE dominance and Japan and South 

Korea’s status as “major rare earth consumers.”  

Hatakeyama (2015) does focus on Japan, but mainly on the activities of Japanese firms 

and government officials after 2010. For the period prior, Hatakeyama (2015, 48) does refer to a 

“regional economic development” pattern that “seemed to follow the preferred Japanese ‘flying 

geese pattern’, with Japan naturally acting as the ‘lead goose.’” This is an important insight and 

one that I share and develop further in Chapter 6. But no specific evidence of this trend is 
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presented to show precisely how it applied to the evolution of the RE supply chain, what its 

effects were on the US-based supply chain, or how the “flying goose pattern” changed over time.  

 

Towards a new historical and theoretical framework  

Perhaps the main reason why these accounts have proven unsatisfactory for explaining 

the decline of the American RE supply chain, its embattled maintenance in Japan, and its 

meteoric growth in China is that they have focused on single countries or specific upstream 

linkages. Their units of analysis, in other words, constrain their explanatory power. No such 

constraint applies to Abraham’s ambitious The Elements of Power: Gadgets, Guns, and the 

Struggle for a Sustainable Future in the Rare Metal Age (2015). Abraham “seeks to examine the 

supply chain of the hidden rare metals that make modern life possible” and thus devotes much 

attention to the international RE supply chain (D. S. Abraham 2015, x–xi). Making clear the 

stakes attached to his analysis, he tells the reader that “It’s not hyperbole to state that the fate of 

the planet and our ability to live a sustainable future in which technology can freely flow to the 

billions who do not yet have access depends on our understanding and production of rare metals 

and our avoidance of conflict over them” (D. S. Abraham 2015, xiv).  

Unfortunately, the structure of the book gets in the way of “understanding” the very thing 

it claims to explain: how production and consumption of rare metals in general and rare earths in 

particular have transformed over time, and how this transformation led to a brief episode of 

geopolitical conflict. The units of analysis are not the problem; it is the lack of a historical or 

theoretical framework. Abraham instead divides the book into themes, illustrated with snapshots 

of current conditions or self-contained historical vignettes of individuals, firms, or specific 

materials and technologies. The interview data is rich, thanks to access and contacts gained from 
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the author’s previous elite experiences (at an energy trading company, a Wall Street firm, the 

natural resource division of the White House Office of Management and Budget, and most 

recently as a Council on Foreign Relations foreign researcher at Japan’s Ministry of Economy, 

Trade and Industry), but it is used for descriptive purposes, not analytical ones. As a 

consequence, relevant insights about the history of RE research and development in the US or 

Japan’s historic relationship with the international RE supply chain are disconnected and isolated 

from each other. 

For example, in an early chapter entitled “National Struggles,” a long summary of the 

2010 maritime incident and informal embargo is followed by a general description of Chinese 

objectives and policies targeting RE materials since the 1990s. Abraham then notes that 

“Because Japan receives more than half of all Chinese rare earth exports, a supply cutoff was far 

more important to Japan than it was to any other country” (D. S. Abraham 2015, 24). How Japan 

achieved this position is not explained. Instead, Abraham mentions several pages later that 

Japan’s position was increasingly embattled prior to 2010 because “instead of exporting rare 

earths to help create jobs in Japan, China wanted to build high-tech manufacturing plants to 

use its own resources and employ its own citizens” (D. S. Abraham 2015, 33). Abraham also 

notes (again, pages later) that “Over the past decade, industries in Japan, which were the biggest 

export market for Chinese rare earths, quietly moved operations that rely on rare earths to China” 

(D. S. Abraham 2015, 35).  

Turning to the US and the “West,” Abraham observes near the conclusion of the book 

that “…the war over the periodic table is more pressing in Asia than in the West, where there is 

far less high-tech and green manufacturing even though the United States and Europe are the 

largest consumers of rare earth-containing products.” This “lack of manufacturing base,” as 
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Abraham describes it, is not explained, nor is the reason why the United States, in reference to 

the WTO case, “…is far more focused on providing an unencumbered supply of rare metals for 

its military” (D. S. Abraham 2015, 206). In sum, Abraham’s inattentiveness to change over time, 

along with his failure to link his many thematic chapters together, leaves the reader with 

interesting and often valuable descriptions of events, facts, discussions and meetings—but no 

framework for understanding them.  

The problem, then, is how to “case” the RE supply chain’s rise and decline in a more 

enlightening way—to use, in Ragin’s words, “theory to make sense of evidence and to use 

evidence to sharpen and refine theory” (Ragin 1992).  It is through this “interplay,” Ragin writes, 

that we are able to produce “theoretically structured descriptions of the empirical world that are 

both meaningful and useful.” In this section I have argued that our available accounts of the RE 

supply chain’s “empirical world” have yet to be arranged in a way that comprehensively 

elucidates the dynamics of development and decline since World War II.  

The next section begins to “case” the global RE supply chain in a more systematic and 

“meaningful” way. My casing also serves a second purpose, namely, to transform this supply 

chain’s history into “strategic research materials” (in Merton’s sense of the term) that can be 

used to advance the second problem taken up in this dissertation: how developmentalism in the 

United States actually “works” in a globalizing world with rising developmental states.  

 

Casing the international RE supply chain’s evolution since World War II 

For Ragin (1992, 225), “casing”  is a methodological operation designed not only to 

make sense of an empirical world that is “limitless in its detail, complexity, specificity, and 

uniqueness,” but also to achieve “theoretically structured descriptions – understandings that 
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result from the application of constraining ideas to infinite evidence.”  Of course, as we have 

seen above, a variety of “casings” of this supply chain’s rich history are possible for scholars 

pushing their research agendas, not to mention politicians pushing their preferred policy 

prescriptions.215 In chapters 5 and 6, I “case” the international RE supply chain’s evolution in 

terms of a fundamental dynamic at the heart of the international political economy since World 

War II, which I described in detail in Chapter 1. Briefly, it is the dynamic created by an 

American state pursuing developmental technology policies in a domestic institutional 

environment increasingly dominated by neoliberalism and militarism, on the one hand, and on 

the other, rising East Asian “developmental states” pursuing export-oriented growth strategies.216  

The analysis presented over the next two chapters shows how this dynamic constrained 

and enabled specific processes and relationships that have determined the development of the 

global RE supply chain. To do so, for the reasons discussed in the Introduction, I employ 

Evans’s conceptual vocabulary of “developmental roles.” This “role” vocabulary is useful 

because it makes it possible to approach state power from the perspective of multiple policy 

domains, not just a single domain (e.g. science and technology policy) or activity (e.g., 

coordinating or funding research and development). Zysman (1983, 75–78) makes an early 

attempt to distinguish different state roles, proposing that the state can be “an economic 

regulator, an economic administrator, or an economic player.”  Such a conceptual framework has 

                                                 
215 As Ragin  (1992, 225) notes, “a case is not inherently one thing or another, but a way station in the process of 

producing empirical social science.” 

 
216 A similar dynamic has recently been cited by Pisano and Shih (2012), who identified “"active government 

policies in regions such as Asia (and a lack of policies in the United States “as one of the three “forces” that 

combined to bring about the decline of the American “manufacturing commons” centered on the production of 

semiconductors. The other two “forces,” they cite were changed technological circumstances that made outsourcing 

and disintegrated supply chains more feasible; and private companies' strategies (e.g., maximizing shareholder 

value). I revisit the policy prescriptions that Pisano and Shih offer for reversing the decline of the American 

“manufacturing commons” in the conclusion. 
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the virtue of incorporating both the more passive regulatory and structural powers that states 

possess and the more active and strategic powers they deploy in industrial economies.  But these 

general roles are not given sustained elaboration or application in this work.  Evans (1995), on 

the other hand, does provide such elaboration and applies it in his comparative study of the roles 

that organizations within the Brazilian, South Korean, and Indian states played in attempting to 

nurture a domestic information technology sector.  He found that states assume four main roles 

(“custodian,” “demiurge,” “midwife,” and “husband”) that foster the growth, maintenance, or 

transformation of sectors.   

The first is “custodial,” which entails using rules and regulations to promote as well as 

police economic activities.  Although custodians can be constraining, Evans notes that they can 

“focus on signaling and encouraging private actors” as well (Evans 1995, 78).  The second role 

the state may play is that of a “demiurge,” whereby “it becomes involved in directly productive 

activities, not only in ways that complement private investments but also in ways that replace or 

compete with private producers.”217  The third role is that of a “midwife,” which entails the 

promotion of new sectors by inducing “existing entrepreneurs to take on more challenging 

endeavors.”  Midwifery can involve a variety of techniques to reduce risk, including direct 

subsidies, funding for research and development, and various forms of protective tariffs, 

investment restrictions, and import prohibitions. The final role—the state as “husband”—entails 

assisting firms in existing sectors to “respond to global changes in technology and markets.”  

Husbandry therefore entails techniques similar to midwifery and “involves a combination of 

support and prodding”  (Evans 1995, 80). Overall, Evans found that states varied in terms of the 

                                                 
217 He adopts this unusual term drawn from mythology to signal that demiurges are born out of an “extraordinary 

faith in the state’s productive capacity” as well as “strong assumptions about the inadequacies of private capital” 

(Evans 1995, 79). 
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roles that were most prominent, as well as in their capacity to perform them.  He also found, not 

surprisingly, that as sectors developed, certain roles that were once favorable for their 

development would no longer be suitable or adequate, thereby requiring the state to withdraw or 

adopt different roles in response to new challenges.  

But to explain the evolution of the global RE supply chain, it is not enough to simply 

compare each country’s developmental roles over time. The rare earth sectors of the US, Japan 

and China are each part of international supply chains that make it impossible to grasp trends in 

one country without reference to the others.218 In the previous section, I noted that the failure to 

systematically incorporate Japan into the analysis of the decline of the US supply chain and its 

rise in China has crippled the analysis of both countries. Indeed, we cannot locate the reasons for 

the RE supply chain's decline in the United States without considering how Japan's “miraculous” 

growth began to contribute to its decline as early as the 1970s. It was during this decade that 

Japan first began to displace the United States as the dominant producer of the emerging 

downstream technologies that would later become the key sources of demand for RE materials. 

This timing is often missed because researchers tend to focus on the aggregate volume of 

consumption of RE materials – an indicator that does not register significant declines in US 

consumption until the early 1990s.  

Turning further upstream, the efforts of Japanese government and industry to secure 

reliable access to critical RE materials to feed its booming consumer electronics, IT, and 

automotive industries not only accelerated China's emergence as a player in the supply chain, but 

also undermined the viability of an American upstream industry.  As chapter 6 makes clear, this 

                                                 
218 Sociologists who take commodity or “value” chains as their units of analysis work on the basis of this fact 

(Gereffi and Korzeniewicz 1994; Gereffi, Humphrey, and Sturgeon 2005; Bair 2009a). However, my focus on the 

state’s developmental roles departs from the firm-level focus of most scholarship hailing from this research 

tradition, as I discuss later in this chapter. 
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constitutes a significant oversight that cripples the analysis not only of why the RE supply chain 

declined in the US, but also of the origins and course of China’s rise as the world’s largest 

producer and consumer of RE materials. In short, Japan is key to understanding not only why the 

RE supply chain shifted decisively to East Asia, but also why it shifted in such a way that RE 

materials could ultimately be used as leverage against Japan in the context of a broader 

geopolitical standoff.  

The following chapters thus examine the variations in—and relations between—each 

state’s developmental roles across the RE supply chain, from upstream extraction and processing 

to the downstream production of the intermediate components assembled into finished products. 

The relatively limited number of upstream supply sources eases the difficulty of making 

systematic comparisons. However, the fact that RE materials have many downstream end-uses 

presents more of a challenge—and an opportunity. The challenge is that each downstream use 

has several distinctive features. These include the relative value, scarcity, purity, and volume of 

the rare earth elements used, the size of the markets involved, the competitive composition of the 

original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) who bring RE-based products to consumers, and the 

latter’s relationships to component suppliers as well as the retailers who bring their goods to 

market. In other words, each downstream use has a unique and long history that poses a 

challenge to useful generalizations. On the other hand, the opportunity is to identify patterns that 

only become recognizable through comparing multiple cases. 

To focus the analysis of the next two chapters, I have chosen four downstream 

technologies. The first is rare-earth based screen phosphors, which was one of the earliest 

commercial applications of RE materials that utilized the unique properties they exhibit when 

processed into their purest forms. Their commercial demand has been tied to the fate of the color 
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television industry since the mid-1960s, and, beginning in the 1990s, markets for color computer 

monitors and flat panel displays. They are now used in the ubiquitous displays found in everyday 

life. The second component technology is RE permanent magnets. The first “family” of RE 

permanent magnets based on the RE element samarium was developed under the auspices of the 

American NSS, and began, during the late 1970s, to be applied to an expanding number of 

military, consumer electronic, automobile, and information technology applications. The second 

family was based on the RE element neodymium and to a large extent commercially displaced 

the first family after its discovery in the 1980s. The third major downstream application of RE 

elements is the three-way catalytic converter in automobiles, which became widely produced in 

the early 1980s in the US and Japan and was adopted worldwide over the following decades. The 

fourth and final component technology that I will analyze is RE-based advanced batteries using 

the mixtures of RE materials. These first found a market during the 1990s in the consumer 

electronic and computer sectors, and later entered the automotive industry with the introduction 

of the Toyota Prius and its various hybrid imitators.  

I selected these technologies for three reasons. First, these four technologies represent the 

most valuable downstream market segments in the RE sectors. Screen phosphors have long 

constituted one of the more valuable (if not high volume) end uses of RE materials, while, 

beginning during the 1980s, RE-based permanent magnets, catalytic converters, and advanced 

batteries forged the future of the rare earth supply chain.219 Second, downstream demand for REs 

by end use as of 2015 shows that the US now consumes few REs in each of these market 

segments, with the limited exception of catalysts, where it had once occupied a dominant or 

                                                 
219 For example, by 2004, phosphors were by far the most important demand sector for RE materials in terms of 

value at approximately 30% of the total market, followed by magnets, catalysts and alloys (which includes battery 

alloys) at 12-15% each (Spooner 2004). 
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near-dominant position.220 Third, each technology has been associated with major defense and 

commercial industries (consumer electronics, automobiles, and IT), thereby adding to the 

potential generalizability of the patterns and relationships uncovered by my comparative-

historical analysis.  

Indeed, as I noted in the Introduction, one of the broader objectives of this comparative-

historical analysis is to examine processes and relationships found in the contemporary political 

economy of the US, with implications that go far beyond the particular experience of a relatively 

obscure supply chain. Beyond providing a more comprehensive account of the RE supply chain’s 

history and sharpening general ideas about American state structures, I aim to identify more 

precisely how the workings of the US’s actually existing developmental state has contributed to 

the decline of American productive capabilities, or what Pisano and Shih (2009; 2012) have 

recently described as the erosion of the “American manufacturing commons.”  

 

Firm-centric approaches: contributions and limits 

Since I approach the global RE supply chain’s history with these objectives, my 

engagement with “firm-centric” approaches found in the “international political economy” or 

“comparative capitalism” literature is perhaps more limited than might be expected. Since firm-

centric approaches have become dominant in recent years, I discuss briefly how insights from 

two of their most influential strands might enrich, but nevertheless provide limited analytical 

leverage on, the core problems and questions that are the focus of the following chapters and the 

dissertation more generally. 

                                                 
220 Permanent magnets provide an important exception to this description, for reasons the next two chapters will 

elaborate in more detail.  
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Firm-centric approaches study contemporary patterns of production, trade, and 

investment by focusing—not surprisingly—on the firms “in the trenches” of the global economy 

doing the actual producing, trading and investing.  They vary in what they try to explain, 

covering the evolution of global supply chains and their consequences for development in rich 

and poor countries (Gereffi 2002; Bair 2009a; Mahutga 2012), the relationships that exist 

between increasingly fragmented and “networked” firms engaged in the production process 

(Kristensen and Zeitlin 2005; Herrigel and Zeitlin 2010; Whitford 2005), and, finally, the sources 

of “comparative institutional advantage” or how firms “embedded” in different institutional 

settings such as corporate governance and finance, worker training systems, and labor relations, 

are able to compete (or not) in the global economy (Hall and Soskice 2001b; Thelen 2004; 

Berger 2006).  Another way to divide this literature is by situating firms on a spectrum.  On one 

end, firms and the decisionmakers who work for them are approached as rational, profit 

maximizing and globally “footloose” agents responding creatively to problems and opportunities 

relatively free of constraints beyond the discipline of the “market.”  On the other, emphasis is 

placed on patterns of social relationships that constitute markets themselves, and specifically the 

institutions (conceptualized in various ways) and structures that both constrain and enable firm 

activities.  Most work tends to acknowledge the basic point that “firms make their own history, 

but they do not make it just as they please” but differ in how they conceptualize the bounds and 

extent of that freedom.. 

The first strand takes “global commodity chains” or “global value chains” as its primary 

units of analysis. Researchers from this tradition typically focus on mapping who engages in 

production, where these processes are done, how relationships within the chain are governed and 
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why such chains evolve in the ways they do.221  Reflecting their origins in world systems theory, 

such studies tend to return to the question of why inequality between the global “north” and 

“south” persists. Typical are case studies where the division of tasks and profits tends to be 

extreme, enduring, and geographically distinct, such as in retail goods like textiles and 

electronics or agricultural products like coffee.  A “second generation” of studies on “global 

value chains” analyzes the dynamics governing the well-documented trend over the past thirty 

years away from vertically integrated production within large corporations and toward 

“decentralized,” “de-verticalized” or “networked” production between firms.   

A recent theoretical distillation of existing case studies (Gereffi, Humphrey, and Sturgeon 

2005) suggests that to understand what kinds of organizational and spatial relationships could 

potentially exist between suppliers of components and the “original equipment manufacturers” 

(OEMs) that purchase them, we should start by looking at the technological complexity of the 

production process itself, the capabilities of suppliers, and the degree to which standards have 

been codified and mutually recognized. These variables may go a long way toward explaining 

the behaviors of firms running up against short-term opportunities and constraints. But even 

proponents of this approach still caution that “local and national structures and institutions also 

matter” (Gereffi, Humphrey, and Sturgeon 2005, 98). Indeed, as Gereffi (2005, 170) notes 

elsewhere in a candid admission of the promise and limitations of this variety of firm-centric 

analysis, “this approach tends to focus on the strategies of players (firms), while the rules of the 

game (regulatory institutions) are taken as an exogenous variable.” 

An in-depth investigation of the specific “governance structures” of the RE supply chain 

and how they influence the strategies of the firm-level “players” would no doubt enrich and 

                                                 
221 For brevity and focus, I have elected not to expand upon the world-systems origins of contemporary value chain 

studies.  For a useful overview of the evolution of value chain research, see Bair (2009b). 
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sharpen my analysis of how evolving state structures and other “rules of the game” constrain and 

enable them. But attempting to complement my analysis of the latter by opening this particular 

“black box” of variables and mechanisms would not only represent a dissertation in its own right, 

but would also likely yield limited empirical and theoretical payoffs for the problems that are the 

focus of this one. To be sure, such an analysis of inter-firm networks would likely put my 

conclusions on the narrow question of the developmental consequences of the American state’s 

distinct mix of capacity and incapacity on firmer empirical ground. But it would come at the 

expense of the more relevant insights (at least in this project’s terms) that the comparative and 

historical analysis I conduct in the following chapters is uniquely well-equipped to supply.  

The second variety of firm-centric scholarship more directly focuses on the so-called 

“rules of the game,” drawing on decades of scholarship on how institutions organize firms and 

markets and more generally mediate paths of economic development. The synthesis provided in 

the introduction to Hall and Soskice's edited volume (2001a) has become a common reference 

point for research hailing from this tradition, now commonly referred to as the “Varieties of 

Capitalism” (VoC) paradigm or approach. This approach has helped to orient studies of diverse 

institutional arrangements and the organizations that regulate them, most notably with regard to 

collective bargaining arrangements, worker participation and vocational training, relationships 

between firms and suppliers, and systems of finance. But it has also been criticized on several 

grounds, most notably for its failure to explain institutional change across time (Hall and Thelen 

2009; Thelen 2009; Mahoney and Thelen 2010) as well as its limitations in identifying, much 

less explaining, institutional variations within each “variety” (Crouch 2005; Crouch 2007). Both 

critiques provide a starting point for why, even though this dissertation owes many debts to the 
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historical institutional literature, the VoC’s more specific theories of aggregated “varieties” and 

institutional “complementarities” are of little utility in the analysis that follows.  

First, the theory of institutional complementarities conflicts with my theorization of the 

state’s institutional arrangements being the product not of quasi-functional compensations for the 

arrangements found in one policy domain, but rather of past political struggles that have been 

contingently institutionalized. Mann (1993, chap. 3) has evocatively referred to this as the “cock-

up, foul-up” theory of the state, and while it poses a recurring challenge to generalization and 

theoretical parsimony prized by social scientists, it is a necessary reminder of the messy 

institutional features of modern nation states. The American RE supply chain’s decline, as the 

following chapters will explain, seems to have been a consequence of a decided lack of 

“complementary” institutional arrangements and absence of compensations. 

 More fundamentally, anchoring my comparative cases in terms of the categories of 

“liberal market economies” and “coordinated market economies”—or indeed any aggregated 

categories—offers little additional analytical leverage and probably obscures more than it 

clarifies. Some policy domains in the United States, e.g., the governance of labor markets and 

finance (at least since the 1970s), are mostly consistent with the liberal market economy ideal 

type. Other policy domains, especially science and technology policy, are not. A similar 

argument applies to specific supply chains and sectors, with each more or less entangled with 

state activities across multiple policy domains. As I have argued at length, different enclaves of 

the American state, each exhibiting particular logics, organizational capacities, and 

institutionalized practices, have been entangled at various junctures with different links in the 

rare earth supply chain. Following Crouch (2005; 2007), my analysis of its rise and decline in the 
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US is more consistent with the project of uncovering instances of different types within cases 

based on a systematic and detailed survey of specific state activities over time. 

 

The road ahead 

The next two chapters are structured chronologically in order to emphasize the 

cumulative and path-dependent development of each country’s RE supply chain. Chapter 5 

focuses on the rise and decline of the RE supply chain in the US, chapter 6 on how the global 

supply chain came to be dominated by Japan and China. At the conclusion of each chapter I 

summarize my findings using Evans’s conceptual framework of “developmental roles” as a 

heuristic. This will not only help to conceptualize and explain the evolving role of the American 

state over time, but also make possible the construction of informed generalizations to be used to 

compare state policies and practices in each country and draw conclusions about their effects in 

determining the pace and course of development (and decline) in each case.  
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CHAPTER FIVE    

 

The Limits of Developmental Militarism:  

The Rise and Decline of the American Rare Earth Supply 

Chain Since World War II 
 

 

 

Introduction 

Official political discourse tends to obscure more than illuminate. Yet the statements 

accompanying the two most significant political actions taken by the American state in response 

to the rare earth supply “crisis” of 2010 were both unintentionally revealing. The first, and most 

high-profile measure, was the US’s filing (along with the European Union and Japan) of a trade 

complaint with the World Trade Organization. President Obama announced this initiative 

himself at a White House Rose Garden press conference in March, 2012. “This case,” the 

president told reporters, “involves something called rare earth materials, which are used by 

American manufacturers to make high-tech products like advanced batteries that power 

everything from hybrid cars to cell phones.” Affirming that “we want our companies building 

those products right here in America,” he argued that “American manufacturers need to have 

access to rare earth materials – which China supplies.” After claiming that Chinese policies “are 

currently preventing that from happening,” he vowed to restore unfettered access through the 

WTO process “to take control of our energy future” and to not “let that energy industry take root 

in some other country because they were allowed to break the rules.” The president made clear, 
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however, that “if China would simply let the market work on its own, we’d have no objections” 

(Obama 2012). 

Two months later, the president’s Secretary of Energy, Steven Chu, announced plans to 

invest up to $120 million over five years to launch a new Critical Materials Hub based at Ames 

National Laboratory. The selection of Ames Lab was symbolic since it had once been celebrated 

as the undisputed “Mecca” of rare earth research. “As America has done throughout our history 

to meet a great national challenge,” Chu remarked, “we will pull together a group of talented, 

creative scientists, engineers and innovators to find the solutions we need for America’s energy 

security.” Supply “disruption” of rare earths was again evoked to justify state intervention. 

Recalling the past successes of the Manhattan Project and the breakthroughs achieved by MIT’s 

Lincoln Lab and AT&T’s Bell Laboratory, Chu, like Obama, affirmed that “We must ensure 

America’s entrepreneurs and manufacturers continue to have access to these critical materials so 

we can compete in the global energy economy.” The press release made clear that the new hub 

“will work to advance U.S. leadership in energy manufacturing – such as electric vehicles, wind 

turbines, efficient lighting and others…” Chu himself was quoted as saying that “our success will 

be crucial to ensuring we can continue producing the advanced energy technologies that will 

power our economy long into the future” (U.S. Department of Energy 2012).  

Putting aside the apparent inconsistency222 of an American president claiming to simply 

want “to let the market work on its own,” while a member of his own cabinet announces the 

public funding of a venture explicitly designed to assist “America’s entrepreneurs and 

manufacturers,” these public statements were nevertheless revealing in several ways. First, they 

called attention not so much to the actual competitive challenges currently faced by the 

                                                 
222 Such dueling statements are, of course, entirely consistent with the theorizations of modern nation states that I 

endorse, and the particularities of the American state I examine in detail, in Part I of this dissertation. 
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American RE supply chain, but to where some capacity or interest actually existed within the 

American state itself, i.e., the office of the US Trade Representative and the Department of 

Energy. But even more revealing were facts that were omitted by both President Obama and his 

Secretary of Energy. Both failed to mention that any supply “disruptions” being experienced 

were not only caused by reliance on raw materials from China, but also, in the words of a CRS 

report published in 2010, the result of “the underinvestment in U.S. supply chain capacity 

(including processing, workforce development, R&D)” which “has left the United States nearly 

100% import dependent on all aspects of the REE supply chain and dependent on a sole source 

for much of the material” (Humphries 2011, 13). Even more significant, the capabilities of 

domestically-based downstream manufacturers of the RE components used by the consumer 

electronic, information technology, automotive, renewable energy, and defense industries had 

either been in steady decline for decades or were completely nonexistent.  

In fact, the increasing “rarity” of both RE production in the upstream and their use in 

downstream manufacturing in the United States long predated recent Chinese policies and 

practices. Instead, the current rarity was preceded by the dramatic story of this supply chain’s 

rise and decline in the US, unfolding over the half century since World War II. And, as this 

chapter will document in detail, it is also history where the American state – doing the very 

opposite of letting “the market work on its own” – emerges as a pivotal player determining its 

turbulent course.   

This chapter begins by examining the rise of the American RE supply chain through the 

1960s, showing how its rise was the product of a set of state activities consistent with what 

scholars have called “developmental militarism,” i.e., policies and practices whose overriding 

purpose is to promote and protect productive capabilities for militaristic objectives (or, more 
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euphemistically, reasons of “national security”). As a result of its concerted efforts across 

multiple policy domains, the American state in these years reduced supply risks, brought 

production costs down, and nurtured a burgeoning scientific community committed to the study 

of rare earths. These successes were essential enablers of the commercial take off that began in 

the 1960s and propelled the RE supply chain in the US forward for the next several decades. 

I then turn to the rare earth sector’s long decline, a trend that I argue was already 

beginning to become apparent during the 1970s and only continued to gain momentum in the 

decades that followed as the supply chain’s center of gravity shifted decisively to East Asia. 

Prevailing accounts focused on the rise of China and the disruption of upstream miners and 

processors thus miss significant technological and competitive trends in downstream demand for 

RE materials that required the American state to take on new roles for which it lacked either the 

capacity or interest. Through a comparative analysis of three of the most significant downstream 

technologies dependent on rare earth materials, I show how their development was constrained 

and, to a much lesser extent, enabled, by a distinct mix of state policies and practices in multiple 

domains. In the upstream, meanwhile, the failure to institutionalize new capabilities to monitor 

and protect upstream markets for critical materials during the 1970s and 1980s (for the reasons 

elaborated in Chapter 3) made the erosion of the RE supply chain complete. Indeed, the 

sustained deterioration of domestic upstream productive capacity—a  direct consequence of 

China’s rise beginning in the 1980s—did not result in any official measures to protect existing 

domestic capacities or diversify supplies outside of China.  

The conclusion summarizes my findings. It uses as a heuristic Evans’s typology that 

proposes specific “developmental roles” played by states in the development and transformation 

of economic sectors. With the historical details of state activities and institutions already 
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established, Evans’s framework will not only help to conceptualize and explain the evolving role 

of the American state over time, but also make possible the construction of informed 

generalizations to be used for comparative purposes in the chapter that follows on Japan and 

China. 

 

Rise :the entangled history of the rare earth sector and the US National Security State 

 In 1962, a member of the National Bureau of Standards published a review of a rare earth 

symposium that had been co-organized by the United States Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) 

three years earlier. The reviewer began by noting that not so long ago, “the rare earths were 

generally regarded as scientific curiosities without hope of large-scale industrial or technological 

applications.” The 24 review papers prepared by “31 active, eminent scientists,” were proof that 

something significant had changed. Indeed, in almost rapturous terms, the reviewer concluded 

that “rarely, in the history of science has there been such a bonanza for chemical and physical 

study and research or for technological development” (Meggers 1962, 57). Looking back over 

two decades later, a prominent RE research scientist from Ames National Laboratory would 

characterize this “bonanza” period as nothing less than the dawning of an “Age of 

Enlightenment” in rare earth research (Gschneidner Jr. 1984, 3). Where did this bonanza – this 

Age of Enlightenment – come from?  

 The most outstanding feature of the rise of the postwar RE supply chain223 has been its 

entanglement with the burgeoning US National Security State (NSS).224 Indeed, their fates have 

                                                 
223 Prior to the 1940s, rare earths had been put to commercial use by certain industries, most notably in the 

manufacture of flints in cigarette lighters and arc carbon lighting used in movie theaters and other applications.   

 
224 Weiss (2014) broadly defines the NSS as including the Departments of Defense, Energy, and Homeland Security, 

the Central Intelligence Agency, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the National Science Foundation, 

and the National Institutes of Health.  For my purposes during this time and place, the “NSS” is used to refer mostly 
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been so entwined that both essentially share a common origin dating back to World War II and 

the Manhattan Project. But the NSS’s activities went well beyond funding basic research or 

spurring the kinds of mission-oriented technological innovations associated with the latter. The 

state’s “hidden” hand was in fact providing tangible supports along each step of the infant 

American RE supply chain. From surveying new deposits and developing new ore beneficiation 

processes in the upstream to constructing pilot purification plants and procuring materials for 

research and stockpiling further downstream, there were few areas where it could be said the 

American government was not directly involved. The cumulative effect of this concerted state 

effort across multiple policy domains was the creation of nothing less than a new scientific and 

technological “commons” supporting the study and use of rare earth materials—a sine qua non 

for the “bonanza” described by our reviewer from the National Bureau of Standards and the 

industrial takeoff that soon followed. 

 The following sections provide evidence for these claims, focusing in particular on the 

three sets of developmental activities most pivotal to the creation of this commons over the two 

decades following World War II. These were: supporting basic research as well as specific 

mission-oriented innovations; developing and diffusing key process technologies to commercial 

firms, and diversifying the upstream supply base through diplomacy, exploration, and creating 

demand for rare earth materials. The impetus for all these activities, I further argue, flowed from 

the NSS’s demand for basic research and mission-oriented development. I thus begin with these 

“downstream” activities before journeying upstream to the RE materials processors, and the 

mines themselves. 

 

                                                 
to offices and agencies located within the Defense Department and the forerunner of the Department of Energy, the 

Atomic Energy Commission (AEC).  
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Supporting basic and mission-oriented research and development 

The nuclear bomb, as Markusen and Yudken (1992, 8) aptly put it, was both the prophet 

and facilitator of the Cold War. The bomb was also both these things to the postwar American 

RE supply chain. Prior to the war, the study of rare earth elements had been mired in a scientific 

“dark age” due to the difficulty of separating them into their pure states (hence their informal 

name). The Manhattan Project’s “constant demand,” for exceptionally pure RE samples—due 

mainly to the fact that rare earth elements are formed as fragments during fission—effectively 

broke this scientific bottleneck.225 With the official support of the Manhattan District of the U.S. 

Corps of Engineers, Frank H. Spedding and colleagues at Iowa State College (located in Ames, 

Iowa) discovered a new “ion exchange” separation process that could produce pure REs in large 

quantities. The establishment of the AEC in 1946 institutionalized the state’s wartime role, 

making it possible for scientists to build upon their breakthroughs in the decades that followed. 

Continuous improvements in separation processes, funded and facilitated by the state, made rare 

earth elements available at high purities, relatively low costs, and in previously unheard of 

quantities. No longer “rare” in any meaningful sense of the term, it was now possible to research 

their unique properties as well as contemplate large-scale industrial applications.  

Thanks to their properties, the rare earth elements found a reliable patron in the most 

innovation-driven corner of the NSS or what Markusen and Yudken have referred to as the 

aerospace – communications – electronics (ACE) complex. The ACE complex’s longstanding 

role in supporting basic and mission-oriented research with commercial “spin-off” potential in all 

three of these sectors has been well documented; the story with respect to REs is as typical as it 

is familiar to scholars of postwar science and technology policy. Rather than provide an 

                                                 
225 Such was how Spedding et al (1947, 2777) characterized the impetus for their research into rare earth separation 

in 1947 – the first year they could publish the results of their Manhattan Project activities.   
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exhaustive account of the many state-supported research programs that incorporated RE 

materials, I focus here instead on just some of the contributions of the two key players in the RE 

research networks that crystallized during the 1950s: the Atomic Energy Commission and the 

United States Air Force. Their research agendas and activities were the main wellsprings of the 

state’s essential support for basic as well as mission-oriented research. 

The AEC (later reorganized within the Department of Energy in 1977) advanced rare 

earth R&D during the 1950s and 1960s in three ways. First, it funneled resources to the many 

national laboratories engaged in RE-based research programs. Foremost among them was the 

newly-established Ames National Laboratory located on Spedding’s home campus at what 

eventually became Iowa State University. In its early days, the AEC financed a new metallurgy 

building at an estimated cost of $1.5 million and promised another $350,000 to outfit the 

laboratories (Goldman 2008, 80). By 1955, the staff had grown to over 300 with a budget of 

almost three million dollars. Ten years later, the lab boasted a staff of more than five hundred 

and a budget that had more than doubled to over seven and half million dollars a year (Goldman 

2000b, 446). In addition to providing funding for RE research to several other national 

laboratories, the AEC spread contracts to private research organizations, including the Battelle 

Memorial Institute and the Carnegie Institute of Technology. Second, the AEC facilitated the 

dissemination of knowledge by not only sponsoring research conferences, but also providing 

essential early funding to establish a Rare-Earth Information Center (RIC), also located at Ames 

National Laboratory. The Center’s organizational mission was to disseminate RE-based research 

by publishing a quarterly newsletter, curate a database of rare earth research citations, and 

respond to inquiries from the scientific and corporate communities. After its first year of 

operations, the RIC reported that it had answered 188 information inquiries from industry (50% 
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of the total) 68 from federal and state governments, and 81 from universities.226 These activities, 

combined with Spedding’s early leadership, solidified its reputation as the “Mecca” of RE 

research among the national laboratories. Finally, by providing funding to universities, as noted 

by a retrospective survey of RE research development produced by the Bureau of Mines in 1971, 

the AEC supported students pursuing graduate and postdoctoral studies on RE elements. The 

number of technical experts available to science and industry were thus drastically expanded. 

The military services, with the US Air Force taking the lead, was a second continuous 

source of RE research thanks to their constant demand for new innovations driven by cold war 

strategic calculations. Already by 1952, mischmetal – an alloy of RE elements – was being used 

in applications that required great tensile strength at high temperatures, including jet planes, gas 

turbines, and aircraft supercharger parts (California Division of Mines 1952, 9). The search for 

stronger, lighter, and more heat resistant alloys meant that establishing the basic physical, 

crystal, chemical, mechanical, electrical, magnetic, nuclear, and thermodynamic properties of 

each rare earth element became a matter of special military concern. It was for this reason that 

special reports were requested by the Wright Air Development Center of Wright-Patterson Air 

Force Base in 1958 and 1961 for surveys that would compile “the best available data for 

properties of the pure metals and some of their alloys.” Since the results of 1958 survey, 

Selection and Evaluation of Rare or Unusual Metals for Application to Advanced Weapons 

Systems, had found “a paucity of information on metals of high and known purity,” several 

research programs specifically focused on RE metals were subsequently developed (Kleber, 

                                                 
226 RIC News, Vol.2, No.1, 1967. AEC funding for the Rare-Earth Information Center (RIC) began in 1966 and 

ceased in 1968 following cuts in the AEC’s appropriations. The RIC was only saved by the support it received from 

the five main rare earth materials producers based in the United States at the time. For the remainder of its history 

until its closure in 2002 (again for lack of funding), the RIC relied on public and private donors to support its 

operations.  
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Love, and Research Chemicals 1963, ix). By 1961, such a substantial body of research had been 

conducted in the intervening period that the Air Development Center saw fit to order a second 

survey. As noted previously, the “Dark Ages” that once clouded knowledge of rare earth 

elements were giving way to a new “Age of Enlightenment,” with the NSS both the facilitator 

and beneficiary of the expansion of scientific knowledge. 

Indeed, with their properties becoming more established, RE materials began turning up 

in an increasing number of military applications. For example, in 1962, the Minerals Yearbook 

reported on the increased use of rare earth elements in laser materials and other microwave 

applications, both of which resulted from “intensive Government-sponsored research and 

development” (U.S. Bureau of Mines 1963, 1027). But arguably the most significant 

technological breakthrough of the 1960s, was the discovery in 1965 of high-strength rare earth-

cobalt magnets by scientists working at the Wright Patterson Air Force Materials Laboratory. 

This discovery was especially noteworthy because, as recounted by the lead scientist of the new 

magnetic material, Karl J. Strnat, the “research effort was undertaken by groups and in 

laboratories totally outside of the magnet industry.” Indeed, Strnat later lamented the fact that 

“even after the great potential of the rare earth cobalt materials had been specifically pointed out, 

many representatives of the industry refused to believe for a long time that these materials would 

have any practical significance” (K. J. Strnat 1972, 1048). By 1969,  the number of firms 

working on the new material had grown to include Bell Telephone Laboratories, General Electric 

and Raytheon in the United States, Philips in Holland, and Matsushita Company in Japan began  

have been working on the Strnat, Olson and Hoffer-developed materials.227 Nevertheless, 

Strnat’s concern that commercial application of the new material in the US was lagging in 

                                                 
227 RIC News, Vol. No.2, 1969).  
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comparison to military applications proved prophetic: as I discuss in more detail below, the fate 

of the RE permanent magnet industry in the United States provides an object lesson of the 

potential and limits of NSS-driven support for basic and mission-oriented R&D.  

 

Producing rare earth materials and diffusing rare earth separation and ore beneficiation 

technologies 

 For the ACE complex, the lines that divided public roles from private, basic research 

from mission-oriented, and military applications from civilian tended to blur in practice. further 

blurring, with respect to the early development of the RE supply chain, can be found upstream in 

the production of RE materials. Once again, the Manhattan Project’s wartime precedent provides 

the essential starting point. In the history of rare earth science, the wartime discovery of the ion 

exchange method to separate rare earths was the major scientific breakthrough achieved by 

Frank Spedding and his colleagues at the Iowa State campus. But the latter’s most significant 

contribution to the war effort was its exemplary performance developing a process and building a 

facility capable of producing high quality uranium at costs and volumes that far exceeded the 

meager capabilities of private contractors.228 Indeed, Uranium production at Iowa State only 

ceased after representatives from Dupont, Union Carbide, and Mallinckrodt had a chance to send 

their scientists and technicians to study and set up the process at their own company’s facilities 

(Svec 1988, 13).   

Ames Lab’s role as a producer of RE materials would endure over the next decade, 

spurred on by the continuous government demand discussed in the previous section. Ames 

                                                 
228 Goldman (2000b; 2000a; 2008) has researched most extensively the establishment of Ames National Laboratory 

and concluded (2008, 79) that Spedding’s “innovative Ames Process furthered his scientific reputation and very 

likely earned him the Ames Laboratory.” 
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became the key supplier of kilogram quantities of RE samples for research use not only to their 

fellow AEC laboratories but also to over a hundred scientists engaged in RE-based research 

around the world (Svec 1988, 16). And when new demands arose for large quantities of the light, 

heat-resistant metal yttrium for use in an unsuccessful project to develop nuclear reactors for 

aviation, Ames Lab answered the call by producing at Iowa State 20,000 lbs of yttrium cast 

metal and 65,000 lbs of yttrium fluorides for delivery to contractors across the country (Svec 

1988, 17; Corbett 2001, 80:22).  

Just as they had during the war, Ames Lab’s role as producer of RE metals and 

compounds directly benefited commercial producers who eagerly sent their scientists to 

duplicate and refine the new ion exchange process for separating of rare earths (which 

subsequently became known as the Ames Process) in their own commercial operations. For 

example, the Lindsay Light and Chemical Company finished construction of $3 million plant to 

produce high purity RE compounds for the AEC in 1955 using the Ames Process (Parker, 

Baroch, and Adams 1971, 73). The lab’s later success at producing yttrium on an industrial scale 

at its own pilot plant was especially noteworthy, sparing commercial producers considerable 

costs by testing and discarding steps in the process that were costly but unnecessary. Spedding’s 

unclassified report prepared for the AEC reported that 

 

Almost simultaneously, a great number of industrial concerns became interested in 

the process and visited the Laboratory to learn the intimate details of the process. 

Subsequently Lindsay Chemical, Michigan Chemical, Heavy Minerals, Dow 

Chemical, St. Eloi, Research Chemicals and Mitten Chemical installed ion-

exchange units similar to those at Ames and began to produce yttrium. Everyone 
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one of these companies used the Ames Laboratory Process or some modification of 

it. (Banks et al. 1959, 16)  

 

By 1957, the installation of ion-exchange separation facilities across several companies 

not only had made pure REs available in growing quantities, but had also created a virtuous 

circle leading to still further technical improvements as commercial producers began competing 

with one another (U.S. Bureau of Mines 1958, 1338). All told, Svec (1988, 16) calculated that in 

these years, “more than 80 commercial companies sent their scientists to Iowa State to study this 

process.” Nor was Ames Laboratory alone in serving this role, as many other national 

laboratories followed a similar pattern. For example, when the Molycorp Corporation, the owner 

of the largest RE deposit in the United States, began upgrading its processing facilities in the 

mid-1960s to respond to commercial market demands for europium oxide in the nascent color 

television industry, it made use of a solvent-extraction process based on research initiated by the 

Argonne National Laboratory, the Salt Lake City Metallurgy Research Centers of the Bureau of 

Mines as well as pilot-plant work at the Colorado School of Mines Research Foundation (Parker, 

Baroch, and Adams 1971, 48). 

 Further upstream, the AEC and the Bureau Mines provided additional assistance to RE 

processors by funding research on how best to concentrate rare earths from the three most readily 

available RE-bearing ores: monazite, bastnasite, and, to a far lesser extent, euxenite. In the case 

of monazite, which was of particular interest to the AEC since it contained the radioactive 

material thorium, the AEC funded studies of methods for their extraction at the Battelle 

Memorial Institute. The result was a new process that, according to the Minerals Yearbook 

“offered several advantages over the conventional extraction processes then used by the rare 
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earth industry in the United States” (U.S. Bureau of Mines 1955, 1389). After the discovery of 

major bastnasite deposits in Mountain Pass, California, the Bureau of Mines constructed a new 

facility located in Reno, Nevada in 1955 devoted to research into the beneficiation and the 

utilization of the rare earth minerals.”229 Reflecting the scale of the state-supported research 

effort, by the end of the 1950s the Bureau of Mines had produced more than 14 reports covering 

topics that ranged from methods to analyze and control the processing RE ores, analyses of 

specific RE compounds, and investigations of different methods for extracting RE metals and 

compounds from euxenite and bastnasite (U.S. Bureau of Mines 1960, 899).  

 Since RE-bearing ores varied from site to site and beneficiation processes need to be 

tailored to the specific elemental composition of the ore, this surge in research in the 1950s was 

the direct result of the state’s successful efforts to diversify the RE supply base through the 

discovery of new domestic sources. The next section examines how this was done.  

 

Diversifying supply base through exploration, diplomacy, and demand creation   

The discovery of the rich RE deposit located at Mountain Pass, California in 1949 

marked a new era in the global RE supply chain that would shape markets for rare earth 

materials for the next half a century. Five years after this momentous discovery, the president of 

the Molybdenum Corporation of America (later known as Molycorp) recounted his company’s 

version of how it happened to the US Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs. As the 

                                                 
229 Longtime Nevada prospector, mining engineer, and regent of the University of Nevada, Roy A. Hardy expressed 

his thanks to the Department of the Interior for constructing the site in committee testimony. U.S. Congress. Senate. 

Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs. Stockpile and Accessibility of Strategic and Critical Materials to the 

United States in Time of War: Hearings before the Special Subcommittee on Minerals, Materials and Fuels 

Economics of the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, 83rd Cong., 2nd Sess., Sep. 21, 22, Oct. 25, Nov. 17 and 

18, 1954, 210. 
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mine’s sole owner, Molycorp provided a revealing, if suggestively incomplete, starting point for 

examining the state’s role in expanding the upstream RE supply base: 

 

At that time the only commercial sources of rare earths were the monazite sands of 

India and Brazil. During the late 1940's we started to search for rare earth deposits 

in the United States which culminated in our acquisition in 1951 of the Bastnasite 

property at Mountain Pass, Calif. Intensive work on this Mountain Pass property 

has proved it to be the largest source of rare earths and the mine is now comparable 

to the largest mines of specialty metals anywhere in the world.230 

  

 Molycorp does give a factually accurate account of the events leading to the mine’s 

development. But the agency and intentionality it grants only to itself elide entirely the pivotal 

role of the state in sparking and facilitating their “search.” In fact, as I show below, what 

“culminated” in Molycorp’s acquisition in 1951, was work put in by the United States 

Geological Survey and the Bureau of Mines that first confirmed that Mountain Pass was indeed a 

valuable deposit ripe for purchase and exploitation. And joining in Molycorp’s “intensive work” 

even after their acquisition was made, were employees from the very same Geological Survey 

and Bureau of Mines, whose essential assistance led to still further discoveries on adjoining 

properties. Moreover, it was the NSS’s search for new sources of uranium and thorium (and, to a 

lesser extent, rare earth elements) that led to the initial discovery in the first place. In sum, the 

state’s role in making Mountain Pass possible was thus no less central to the development in the 

rare earth sector’s postwar history than its role in advancing RE science.  

                                                 
230 Ibid., 475. 
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 One of the earliest mentions of the Mountain Pass mine appears in California’s Mineral 

Information Service bulletin in January 1950.231 Under the front-page headline “Rare-Earth 

Deposit Found in California” the bulletin reported that two owners of the Mountain Pass 

property – armed with a Geiger counters – had found evidence of radioactive deposits back in 

April 1949. According to Hewett’s (1954)  short history of the discovery of the Mountain Pass 

deposit, the prospectors were looking for uranium, and, having found radioactive materials but 

lacking the equipment to test them, sent samples to the US Bureau of Mines for further analysis. 

Hewett, a longtime employee of the US Geological Survey, then heard about the samples, and 

after requesting and receiving more specimens from the prospectors, confirmed the potential 

significance of the find. The USGS immediately began the geological mapping of the area in 

November and December of 1949. By the time of California’s Mineral Information Service 

report in January 1950, the USGS had confirmed that “there can be no doubt that the lodes of the 

area are a potential commercial source of cerium and lanthanum [two RE elements], the present 

supply of which is derived from monazite, a mineral largely imported” (California Division of 

Mines 1950). The Molybdenum Corporation purchased the find the following month.  

 The unintentional discovery by two prospectors of the largest deposit of minerals bearing 

rare earth elements then known to the world surely had elements of serendipity. But the fact that 

prospectors had armed themselves with Geiger counters in the arid borderlands between 

California and Nevada, and that USGS geologists rapidly and intensively began to study and 

map the find over the next several years was no accident: they were responding to new demands 

                                                 
231 This was preceded by an announcement on November 18, 1949 by the Department of the Interior (Hewett 1954, 

iv) 
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for these materials by the burgeoning NSS and were mobilized by their policies and activities.232 

As correctly recounted by the Molybdenum Corporation president, the supply of Monazite had 

indeed become uncertain during the 1940s as demand for radioactive ores grew and as the main 

exporters of thorium-rich Monazite – Brazil and India – began to pursue their own nuclear and 

industrial development programs and embargo exports. Monazite (and the REs that derived from 

them) had already been the target of stockpiling activities first authorized by the Stockpiling Act 

of 1939 (Public Law 76-117). Section 7 of its legislative successor, the Strategic and Critical 

Materials and Stock Piling Act of 1946 (Public Law 79-520), went further, formally authorizing 

the Secretary of the Interior, through the Bureau of Mines and the U.S. Geological Survey, to 

“make scientific, technological, and economic investigations concerning the extent and mode of 

occurrence, the development, mining, preparation, treatment, and utilization of ores and other 

mineral substances found in the United States or its territories or insular possessions, which are 

essential to the common defense or the industrial needs of the United States.” It was under this 

formal legal authority that a purposeful, AEC-led collaboration with the Bureau of Mines and the 

US Geological Survey began. Another significant focal point of this collaboration outside of 

Mountain Pass was an extensive prospecting program for domestic sources of monazite 

beginning in 1948 that continued through 1952 (Kelly 1962, 16).233  

                                                 
232 The fact that they were able to do so rapidly provides a further instance of the kinds of “flexible capacity” 

(Katznelson 2002) that has long been a feature of the decentralized American state. 

 
233 This program also led to the exploitation of a monazite placer deposit located in Bear Valley, Wyoming, which 

was operated commercially between 1955 and 1959. Once again, as Kelly (1962, 16) reports, “In this case initial 

prospecting and exploration costs were borne by the Government, which was interested in developing domestic 

resources for national security.” These domestic exploration activities were carried out in conjunction with 

diplomatic efforts to obtain materials from Brazil and India as well as develop an alternative source of monazite in 

South Africa. These activities have recently been summarized by Goldman (2014) who relied mainly  upon the 

accounts of McMahon (1987)  and Chary (1995). Abraham (2011) provides a valuable Indian perspective on the 

internal and external politics of Monazite development at the time. 
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 At Mountain Pass, the USGS continued its survey work on adjoining areas for the 

remainder of 1950. By January 1951, the Department of the Interior’s own Information Service 

bulletin reported still more “spectacular” rare earth finds. The Interior Secretary, Oscar L. 

Chapman, declared the findings of RE-bearing deposits by USGS scientists to be “of the highest 

importance, because the United States is at present dependent on foreign sources for its supply.” 

234 The Molybdenum Corporation purchased these sites days after this announcement. The 

following year, metallurgists and chemical engineers from the Bureau of Mines completed their 

report on the concentration of the rare earth elements located in the area (Zadra et al. 1952). 

 The 1952 Paley Commission—discussed extensively in Chapter 3—also highlighted the 

discovery and development of the Mountain Pass deposit as “one project specifically oriented 

toward finding ore” that “has been dramatically successful.”  Its success, however, went well-

beyond making the country, in the report’s words, “independent of foreign sources for its supply 

of rare earths” (The President’s Materials Policy Commission 1952a, 2). The discovery also 

meant that the resource constraints that had long hampered commercial interest in using RE 

materials were now essentially broken. Another volume of the report noted that “it is quite 

probable that the rare-earth industry has remained as small as it is—3,000 to 4,000 tons of 

monazite produced and used per year—because the supply has been generally considered as 

being so limited, and the prices so subject to rapid change (even when supplied from India and 

Brazil), that new uses were discouraged before they were seriously considered in any but highly 

specialized fields” (The President’s Materials Policy Commission 1952c, 112). An analyst from 

the Battelle Memorial Institute concurred, arguing in hearing testimony that “...with the 

                                                 
234 U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs. Defense Minerals: Hearings before the 

Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.82nd Cong., 1st Sess., January 19, 1951, 163. 
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discovery of these bastnaesite deposits in California...we now find that we have all of the rare 

earths, at least, that we need in this country and that these are available in great abundance that 

could satisfy alloying uses in steel in large tonnages, where we didn't have enough of the 

material available before to consider such uses.”235 

 But until large-scale commercial uses for rare earth elements could be found, demand 

derived almost exclusively from government sources remained dominant throughout the 1950s 

and into the early 1960s. In addition to providing long-term stockpile contracts to miners and 

processors of monazite and bastanasite, almost all demand for the high-value, purified RE 

metals, according to the Minerals Yearbook, “was for experimental use, principally by 

Government agencies (particularly the AEC)” (U.S. Bureau of Mines 1958, 1338). 

 

Conclusion: Mission accomplished? 

 The infant RE supply chain was thus midwifed by the NSS, with the USGS and Bureau 

of Mines playing key supportive roles. The postwar AEC and military service laboratories were 

the decisive new players in the downstream, providing unprecedented support for basic and 

mission-oriented research and development. Foremost among them was Ames National 

Laboratory, established by the AEC and drawing on the facilities, people, and equipment that 

had already been put to use during the war at Iowa State College (Goldman 2000b, 447). The 

many hats worn by Ames Lab in these early days illustrated well the extent to which the NSS 

had supported several links in the RE supply chain: constructing a pilot plant to produce metals 

and showcase purification processes to be adopted by industry, supplying materials for basic 

                                                 
235 U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs. Stockpile and Accessibility of Strategic and 

Critical Materials to the United States in Time of War: Hearings before the Special Subcommittee on Minerals, 

Materials and Fuels Economics of the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, 83rd Cong., 2nd Sess., Sep. 21, 22, 

Oct. 25, Nov. 17 and 18, 1954, 23. 
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research to other scientists, and, of course, conducting and disseminating research on various 

facets of rare earth research (Goldman 2000b, 451). Further state activities in the upstream, with 

the USGS and Bureau of Mines acting in concert with the AEC, secured such a diverse and 

plentiful supply of RE materials that the only factor preventing their wider exploitation was the 

kind of demand that could only be provided by commercial producers.  

On the commercial front, direct evidence of state intervention at this historical juncture 

essentially disappears. This fact underlines the extent to which the state was motivated not so 

much by an interest in practicing, to use more contemporary terminology, a “closet industrial 

policy” or a “hidden” developmentalism. This was developmental militarism that hewed fairly 

closely to the NSS’s needs. While the NSS’s constituent organizations were well-prepared to 

support basic scientific research and develop nuclear and other weapon systems for reasons of 

“national security,” there is no evidence of activities designed explicitly to expand commercial 

markets, directly provide American firms advantages over foreign competitors, or even ensure 

the overall vitality of the supply chain beyond the NSS’s constantly evolving demands. There 

were, to be sure, expectations that ensuring a diverse domestic supply would promote the 

commercial application of RE materials and that private producers and consumers would benefit 

from basic research into the properties of rare earth elements as well as more applied research 

about best to refine RE ores and separate them into pure forms. But in these years, no corner of 

the American state exhibited a special interest in using either carrots or sticks to prod reluctant 

firms to innovate and commercialize or engage in the kinds of developmental activities 

associated with classic developmental states. Essentially, the American state in these years 

reduced supply risks, brought production costs down, and nurtured a burgeoning scientific 

community committed to the study of rare earths. It was now left to downstream commercial 
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producers to take advantage of the unique properties of rare earth elements – and they began to 

do so in the 1960s.  

The first to do so were petroleum refiners, who discovered early in the decade that the 

use of RE chlorides as a component of petroleum cracking catalysts vastly improved yields.  

They were then joined by color television manufacturers, who found that highly pure europium 

and yttrium compounds could be used in phosphors that created red colors of unsurpassed 

quality. The iron and steel industry came at the end of the 1960s, finding a variety of applications 

to improve the performance of metal alloys. RE permanent magnets, discussed above, were the 

lone exception to these major commercial discoveries of RE applications during the 1960s. This 

military-driven innovation had clear commercial “spin-off” potential from the start, but, at least 

in the United States, commercial producers were slow to exploit them (with significant long-term 

implications to which I will return).  

As the 1970s began, these burgeoning large-scale commercial uses, combined with 

numerous but smaller-scale military applications, added up to a bright future for the American 

RE supply chain. Reflecting the optimism of the time, the stockpiling of RE concentrates was 

discontinued and existing stocks declared redundant, to be sold off over the course of the decade. 

Such a move was endorsed in 1970 by a National Materials Advisory Board (NMAB) special 

panel commissioned to review market trends in rare earths specifically and composed of 

scientists, government officials and industry representatives.  But their endorsement came with 

two warnings.  First, they noted that new research: 

 

…may bring future demands for quantities of individual rare earth elements.  Such 

developments should be watched carefully and evaluated for their impact on the 
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rare earths as strategic materials. Careful monitoring of rare earth research and 

development programs, with a reliable feedback to supply and production 

programs, is needed to be sure that the nation's interests are well covered (National 

Research Council 1970, 2). 

 

In addition to “careful monitoring” to ensure a match between new developments and 

supply, they emphasized the “limited domestic reserves” of a group of “heavy” rare earths for 

which there were few applications at the time.  “Accordingly,” they argued, “the changes in use 

of these heavy rare earths should be watched with an eye to producing the required materials for 

critical applications, where necessary” (National Research Council 1970, 24). The NMAB 

proved remarkably prophetic. The future of the industry, as the next section will document in 

detail, did indeed lie in the exploitation of highly pure and highly valuable forms of individual 

rare earth elements, particularly those “heavy” rare earths that had limited domestic sources of 

supply. The need for careful monitoring to ensure “reliable feedback to supply and production 

programs” has also been confirmed, to say the least, by the future supply insecurities that have 

made the international RE supply chain famous in recent years.  

But as the next section will also show, a far more robust set of state activities across 

multiple policy domains – not just “careful monitoring” of upstream supplies – would be needed 

to sustain the long-term health of the American RE supply chain. Over the decades that followed, 

what happened instead was an American state approaching the limits of what its unique form of 

developmental militarism could accomplish in a globalizing world that included rising 

developmental states. 
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Decline: the limits of developmental militarism 

The decline of the American rare earth supply chain has been explained as a consequence 

of China’s rise, beginning during the 1980s, in upstream rare earth markets and the country’s 

subsequent successes in expanding domestic production capabilities in downstream technologies. 

There are some elements of truth to this explanation. But focusing on China’s disruption in the 

upstream and attempts to move up the value chain into more profitable production activities in 

the downstream ignores entirely two trends in the downstream uses of rare earths that were 

already evident as early as the 1970s—well before China played any significant role in rare earth 

markets.  

The first trend was technological. Just as the National Materials Advisory Board 

anticipated in 1970, demand and profits began to shift from high volume, low value, unseparated 

rare earth products (which had heretofore dominated the US industry) to low volume, high value, 

separated and highly pure products used in an expanding array of applications. This trend began 

to accelerate during the 1980s as consumption of individual REs doubled in 1984 alone, though 

still only accounting for 10% in terms of volume (Robjohns 1985). By 1988 that figure had leapt 

to 34% in terms of volume, and 81% in terms of value (Robjohns 1990). This balance would 

endure through the end of the century, with Roskill (1998) estimating in 1998 that high purity 

compounds still accounted for 30% of the market in terms of volume and 75% in terms of value.  

With respect to these high-value materials, the primary consumers were the consumer electronic, 

IT, and automobile industries. Their demand for RE-based phosphors, permanent magnets, 

catalytic converters, and advanced batteries represented the future of the rare earth supply chain. 

By 2004, phosphors were by far the most important demand sector for RE materials in terms of 

value at approximately 30% of the total market, followed by magnets, catalysts and alloys at 12-
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15% each (Spooner 2004). Yet the US consumes few REs in each of these market segments, with 

the limited exception of catalysts. Their individual histories will be the focus of much of 

remainder of the chapter.  

The second trend was increasingly acute competition from Japan and, beginning in the 

1980s, from the other developmental states of East Asia in the downstream industries that would 

provide the lion’s share of demand for high purity, low volume, and usually quite valuable 

individual rare earth elements. Japanese producers first began to assert themselves in all phases 

of the rare earth supply chain by the late 1960s as color television was targeted by the 

government as a “boom” item for its export-led growth strategies. It was soon followed by 

further successful incursions into markets for consumer electronics, automobiles, and IT. Over 

time, the center of gravity in international rare earth markets began to shift to East Asia, 

promoted by the activist government policies that the literature on developmental states has 

documented in detail. 

But the vagaries of technological change or the competitive challenges posed by 

increasingly acute international competition in general and Japanese developmentalism in 

particular should not obscure the no less significant role played by the American state’s domestic 

institutional arrangements and activities, which were, in fact, under considerable strain and 

undergoing reform starting with the 1970s. The general contours of these reforms (or lack 

thereof) of some of these institutional arrangements have been taken up in previous chapters; 

their direct effects on the rare earth supply chain will now be examined in the sections that 

follow. 

I begin with RE screen phosphors, the demand for which has been tied to the fate of color 

television industry and, beginning in the 1990s, markets for color computer monitors and flat 
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panel displays. I then turn to RE permanent magnets, which experienced two major technological 

breakthroughs. The first, as already noted, occurred in the 1960s and the second came in the 

early 1980s. Over the past half century, RE permanent magnets have come to be used in an 

expanding number of military, consumer electronic, automobile, and information technology 

applications. Finally, I analyze the development of the three-way catalytic converter in 

automobiles, which became widely produced in the early 1980s in the US and Japan and became 

adopted worldwide over the following decades.236 I conclude this section by turning briefly to 

trends in the upstream, the most outstanding feature of which was, as political and media 

accounts in recent years have rightly and repeatedly emphasized, the rise of China. 

 

Rare earth screen phosphors 

 RE phosphors first found use in the burgeoning color television industry in 1964, 

expanded into color cathode ray tube (CRT) computer monitors in the 1980s, and are still 

deployed in the ubiquitous flat panel displays we put in our homes, workplaces, transportation, 

and pockets. It began, as innovations usually do, with a technical constraint that held the color 

television technology back in the early 1960s: the red phosphors currently in use were not strong 

or vibrant enough to keep up with the strength of their blue and green counterparts. The latter 

colors therefore had to be intentionally deadened to maintain balance, resulting in pastel color 

pictures. The discovery in 1964 and subsequent development over the following decade of a 

series of red phosphors based on yttrium237 and europium provided the solution.  

                                                 
236 Advanced batteries, the last major technology to develop using RE materials, first found a market during the 

1990s in the consumer electronic and computer sectors, and, with the introduction of the Toyota Prius and other 

hybrid imitators, in the automotive industry. Production of Re-based batteries has been dominated by Japan and 

China and will therefore be analyzed in more detail in Chapter 6. 

 
237 Though technically not classified as a rare earth element, yttrium’s properties and occurrence with minerals 

bearing rare earth elements have caused it to be treated as one in practical terms.  
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An “yttrium boom” immediately followed, thanks in part to the previous upstream work 

that had been put in during the previous decade when yttrium had been of special interest to the 

NSS and had even been stockpiled for lack of demand. Color television manufacturers thus had 

immediate access to knowledge on the mines and technology needed to produce the highly pure 

quantities of yttrium and europium. Production to meet yttrium demand in 1965 was five times 

higher than the previous year and now accounted for 39% of all RE consumption in terms of 

value (U.S. Bureau of Mines 1966, 768). This placed phosphors ahead of the share held at the 

time by more established uses in metals and other alloys (20%) glass polishers (15-20%), and 

petroleum catalysts (5-10%). Anticipation of future demand and profits led to even further 

scaling up in production activities in the upstream over the next several years, with established 

producers Molycorp, Michigan Chemicals, and the American Potash and Chemical Corporation 

(which had acquired Lindsay Chemical) erecting new plants and expanding facilities as well as 

striking deals or making acquisitions for feedstock.  

 But the so-called boom did not last long, at least in the US. The reason was that domestic 

producers of new color television receivers (and the color cathode ray tubes that required RE 

phosphors) were not able to repeat the same product cycle dominance they enjoyed after bringing 

previous monchrome technology receivers to market. What had changed? Essentially, by the 

1960s American manufacturers were internationalizing production and licensing technology at 

greater speeds and intensity than ever before. Japan, meanwhile, was emerging as a significant 

competitive threat in domestic as well as international consumer electronic markets.238 With 

increasing competition at home and the closing of export market opportunities abroad, as early as 

                                                 
238 Millstein (1983, 117–19) notes that by the mid-1960s, European investments by U.S. firms had precluded Europe 

from becoming  an export market, while in Japan, RCA licensed its color television technology to Japanese firms as 

early as 1962, just as it was beginning its first mass production runs in the US. 
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1967 (just as new facilities producing yttrium and europium were coming online in the US) the 

television trade literature was already beginning to log complaints about overcapacity in 

television receiver production (Wooster 1986, 57). By 1970, overcapacity had grown into a 

chronic affliction, as Japanese importers now captured 17 percent of the U.S. color market. In 

just five years after the U.S. industry had moved into mass color television production Japanese 

importers had accomplished a level of import penetration that had taken 15 years for 

monochrome sets (Millstein 1983, 118).  

As firms in Japan started to eclipse the US during the 1970s in the production of color 

television receivers, production and consumption of yttrium and europium shifted to Japan. By 

1973, the yttrium boom had turned to bust and American Potash and Michigan Chemicals – two 

of the oldest processors in the industry – had ceased all rare earth production activities.239 Yet 

growth continued in Japan and by the end of the 1980s, with Japan claiming a commanding 45% 

of the global market for yttrium, with US manufacturers accounting for just 14%.240 Japan’s 

early dominance of advanced-matrix liquid crystal displays (LCDs)—controlling  at one point 

more than 90% of the world market (Borrus and Hart 1994, 39)—later ensured that Japanese 

demand for RE phosphors would continue. Screen phosphors remain one of the most valuable 

applications for RE materials. The failure of the US’s domestic commercial television industry to 

                                                 
239 American Potash had previously been merged with Kerr-Mcgee. The closure of both firms left only Molycorp 

and the Davison Chemical Division of W.R. Grace and Company as the only two volume rare earth processors in the 

United States. The Research Chemicals Division of the Nucor Corporation continued to produce high purity yttrium 

in small quantities. Rare Earth Information Center News, in a headline article, called the exit of Kerr-Mcgee nothing 

less than an “end of an era.” RIC News, Vol.9, No.1, 1974. 

 
240 RIC News, Vol.27, No.4, 1992. Unfortunately, annual US statistics on the number of CRTs manufactured or the 

quantities of yttrium and europium produced after 1978 are not consistently available.  yttrium was and is not only 

used in screen phosphors; other major uses include energy efficient lighting and lasers. However, screen phosphors 

were always the major end use driving Ytrrium production, accounting, for 62% of yttrium usage in 1994.  For 

example, according to Roskill (1994, 246) in 1993 it was estimated that “around 1,300t of rare earth oxides were 

consumed in phosphor applications (170t in North America, 325t in Europe, 350t in Japan, 300t in China and 155t in 

other countries." Cathode ray tubes were estimated to account for 62% of phosphor consumption, followed by 

lamps.  
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provide the consistent downstream demand needed to support the upstream links in the RE 

supply chain therefore requires further analysis. I will then turn to the failure during the 1990s to 

develop a flat panel display industry in the US. 

Several postmortems have been written about the death of the American color television 

industry (Millstein 1983; Wooster 1986; Prestowitz 1989, chap. 7; J. A. Hart 2004, chap. 3). All 

accounts agree upon the role played by certain missed opportunities on the part of American 

firms and the proclivity of American managers to resort to so-called “low road” labor 

outsourcing rather than technological upgrading during the 1970s. Japanese manufacturing 

prowess, collusion and cartel arrangements of dubious legality practiced by Japanese exporters 

(Yamamura and Vandenberg 1986) and, as discussed in the next chapter, the Japanese 

government’s effective deployment of government promotion and protection are other essential 

explanatory components. But for the purposes of this chapter and the interests of this dissertation 

more generally, what is of more interest is the fact that all studies agree on the specific, and 

usually negative, effects of US government activities and institutional arrangements across the 

domains of technology, trade, and investment policies.  

First, all accounts have noted the effects of a new incentive structure that was created in 

1963 with the introduction of sections 806.3 and 807 to the US tariff schedules (Wooster 1986, 

415; J. A. Hart 2004, 77; Millstein 1983, 114–15). Under these sections, firms were now only 

required to pay import duties on the value-added originating offshore, thus encouraging the 

establishment of assembly operations in countries that offered low labor costs and other forms of 

incentives. This change only reinforced the existing incentive to outsource created by the US 

corporate tax code—specifically, the Foreign Tax Credit and the Foreign Tax Deferral—which 

allowed firms to avoid double taxation and, in the case of the latter, avoid taxation indefinitely 
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by keeping profits permanently offshore and using transfer pricing to reduce official earnings 

(and tax bills) from economic activities that were taking place domestically. According to 

Millstein (1983, 116), these incentives, “in tandem with the economic development programs of 

certain less developed countries within the American sphere of strategic interest [i.e., East Asia] 

strongly favored foreign direct investment as a mode of industrial adjustment to import 

competition in the American market during the 1960s.” This set American television 

manufacturers on a “learning” curve where they became skilled at how best to exploit the cheap 

labor and incentives offered by countries abroad, rather than at investing in new process 

technologies that might have increased the productivity of comparatively high-priced labor 

inputs.  

Second, the institutional arrangements governing trade proved ineffective at creating 

conditions that would have promoted the transformation in domestic productive capabilities the 

color television industry required. Specifically, the quasi-judicial legal channels that directed 

firms to the International Tariff Commission (ITC)—both before and after 1974 reforms (when it 

was renamed the International Trade Commission)—proved to be especially unproductive. For 

example, when Zenith won an antidumping petition against Japan in 1971, the Treasury 

Department exploited its discretion to mandate compensatory fines by delaying a formal ruling 

until 1978 (Millstein, 125).241 Similarly, when the ITC recommended an immediate increase of 

tariffs of 25% on all color television receivers (to be gradually reduced over a 5-year period) the 

Carter Administration instead opted to reject the recommendation and negotiated a voluntary 

Orderly Market Agreement (OMA) with Japan (Wooster 423).242 In summing up the effect of the 

                                                 
241 Wooster (1986, 417–18) further notes that Zenith’s original dumping complaint was lodged in 1968.  

 
242 Lauded by the two firms that had most aggressively pursued a offshoring licensing and production strategy in the 

television industry—RCA and General Electric—the first OMA was an imperfect vehicle for bringing about a 
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US’s “fair trade” laws, Millstein and Wooster both concluded that complicated legal proceedings 

of long duration created uncertainty and inhibited domestic investment.243 Trade measures were 

essentially designed to ensure the profitability of American corporations but not establish a 

framework for the adjustment that might have helped reestablish the industry on a more 

competitive basis.244 Overall, US trade policy offered “little protection against an official sectoral 

policy in another nation designed to promote the international competitiveness of its domestic 

sector.” (Millstein 1983, 141). 

Third, for American television receiver producers and the consumer electronics industry 

more generally, the NSS’s technology and procurement policies appeared to have a neutral, if not 

detrimental impact. According to Wooster’s analysis (Wooster 1986, 432–34), there may have 

been a time when military sponsorship of television and radar technologies during World War II 

directly advanced the consumer radio and television industry. But this changed as the NSS set its 

sights on developing other corners of the ACE complex after the war, diverting talent and 

resources to focus on their unique problem sets and “market” demands. The negative relationship 

between military priorities and commercial capabilities has long been noted by scholars of 

                                                 
productive adjustment of the US’s domestic productive capabilities. It was carefully negotiated to ensure that their 

internationalized production strategies would not be swept up in the agreement, even after South Korea and Taiwan 

were later added to the agreement’s coverage. The inadequacy of such measures were made clear when, less than 

three months after it went into effect, Zenith—the  last major producer to embrace an internationalized production 

strategy—announced that it had decided to follow the example set by RCA and GE. A Television Digest headline 

summed up the message that US trade policy was sending and that Zenith finally received: “Go Multinational or 

Die” (Millstein 1983, 137).  

 
243 Wooster (1986, 426) argues that “...by offering few alternatives, trade policy implicitly encouraged firms to take 

advantage of the fair trade laws. The administration of these laws, moreover, was such that litigation dragged on for 

many years thus introducing another element of uncertainty into an already troubled industry. By exacerbating 

uncertainty trade policy could only have had a negative effect on investment and research and development.” 

 
244 The problem, according to both Millstein and Wooster, was the lack of a mechanism that would ensure that the 

profits be put to a use beyond maintaining profitability as US manufacturers outsourced or withdrew from the 

market altogether. Wooster (1986, 425) specifically notes that  "...in order to receive the protection of the quotas, 

U.S. firms were not required to take any positive actions to improve their competitive positions. They were 

requested to submit plans of their intended responses if relief were offered, but this request was almost entirely pro 

forma. Once relief was granted, the government had no authority to require firms to adhere to those plans.”  
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postwar technology policy, with the consumer electronics and machine tool industry being key 

casualties. In the case of the color television industry specifically, all accounts agree that the 

inability of manufacturers to apply new integrated circuits to their products and production 

processes accelerated their decline. Motorola, for instance, did develop the first all solid-state 

circuitry television prototype (replacing vacuum tube technologies entirely), but opted to exit the 

consumer electronic business for greener pastures in the ACE complex. The two leading 

American manufacturers—RCA and Zenith—did not offer all solid-state product lines until 

1973. This compared unfavorably with Japanese producers. After years of coordinated 

sponsorship, funding, and learning from Japan’s celebrated Ministry of International Trade and 

Industry (MITI), Hitachi commercialized the first solid-state television in 1969, and, by 1971, 

90% of all color televisions produced in Japan were solid state. 245 To be clear, the slow uptake 

of this technology on the part of American producers was no doubt overdetermined and it is all 

but impossible to isolate the impact of any single factor.246 But it is also undeniable, as Wooster 

(1986, 443) concludes, the “resources used adapting semiconductors for use in the space 

program and for weapons systems were simply unavailable for adapting them to television 

receivers the critical years of the late 1960s and early 1970s.”  

By the 1980s, twenty-one television receiver producers had exited the industry in the US, 

and those that remained had adopted essentially the same internationalized production and 

sourcing profile as the Japanese firms that had begun to invest in assembly operations in the 

United States (Yamamura and Vandenberg 1986, 258. 265). According to Millstein (1983, 107) 

                                                 
245 Millstein (1983, 118) notes that the shift to integrated circuitry also enabled Japanese firms to pioneer process 

innovations that maintained their competitive advantage even after they began sourcing mature components abroad. 

 
246 Various accounts have blamed the short-sightedness and risk aversion of American managers, a recognition that 

profits and less risk could be found in other, more protected markets, and a tiered industry structure that precluded 

all but a few firms from having the funds needed to make such a capital intensive, and risky conversion. 
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this meant in practice the US had “become little more than a site for the final assembly of 

television sets to be sold in the American market” thanks to its “heavy dependence on foreign 

television components.” Roskill (1984, 140) does note that as of 1983 RCA’s Picture Tube 

Division, Zenith Radio Corporation, GTE Sylvania, USR Optonix (purchased by Matsushita in 

1981) still continued to manufacture RE phosphors for their internal use. But global market share 

of RE phosphor production in the US continued to shrink rapidly after this date, as shown by the 

statistics already cited above. More significantly, Wooster (1986, 105) found, television receiver 

firms had “essentially abdicated technical leadership to Japanese firms” and were “now several 

steps behind in the development of improvements in television receivers, in improvements in 

production processes, and in the development of new television-related products.” 

Such a loss of leading-edge research programs and production know-how in the US goes 

a long way toward explaining why the opportunity presented by the growth of cutting edge flat 

panel display technologies in the late 1980s—which might have helped to put demand for 

valuable RE phosphors on a surer footing going into the 21st century—proved so fleeting. As 

already noted, Japanese firms had already built a commanding 90% dominance of the nascent 

LCD market by the early 1990s thanks to years of research and development investments and the 

exit or sale of sixteen American firms with flat panel operations over the previous decade. A 

“catch-up” strategy similar to the measures taken by other East Asian developmental states was 

thus required, as Borrus and Hart (1994, 51) observed at the time. Such a strategy would have 

needed to combine a Sematech-type consortium arrangement designed to nurture American firm 

capabilities along with, as Borrus and Hart put it, “carefully targeted policies toward foreign 

direct investment that encourage foreign producers to transplant the full gamut of their most 

advanced activities into the United States.” They noted that “As long as the activities are resident 
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in the U.S. economy and the domestic markets are open and competitive, foreign-ownership 

ought not to matter.”  

But the proposed flat panel consortium arrangement was initially slow to materialize, 

even as DARPA began to fund flat panel display technologies in 1989 on a small scale. The exit 

of so many American flat panel players, the public defenestration of Craig Fields from DARPA 

(in part due to his plans for such “dual-use” developmental projects) and the Bush 

Administration’s reining in of its own Commerce Secretary (Robert Mosbacher) were formidable 

obstacles to overcome. The incoming Clinton Administration, however, did create an opening for 

a new consortium modeled on Sematech, called the National Flat Panel Display Initiative 

(NFPDI) in 1994. Unlike previous DARPA programs which were designed to support R&D and 

develop the niche capabilities of small producers (oriented toward military customers), the 

NFPDI was specifically designed to establish the kind of large-volume manufacturing capability 

that at the time only existed in Japan and was beginning to develop in South Korea and Taiwan 

through government sponsorship. Ultimately, this ambitious NFPDI failed, undone by 

uncertainty in funding and the lack of an institutional framework to require the transfer of 

process technologies from foreign, mostly Japanese firms. After Republicans won control of 

Congress in 1994, significant cuts were made to the Technology Reinvestment Project, a key 

funding stream of the NFPDI. The architect of the program, Kennth Flamm, retreated from the 

partisan struggle by returning to the Brookings Institution. As Hart et al. (2000) concluded, “Any 

hope of subsidizing a high-volume flat-panel manufacturing plant in the United States died with 

the TRP cuts.”  

Once again, the outcomes of political struggles affecting the institutions governing 

technology policy, trade, and foreign investment directly limited future developmental 
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possibilities. The second most valuable downstream segment of the RE market to emerge since 

the 1970s—RE permanent magnets—reveals a similar story. 

 

Permanent Magnets 

The invention during the mid-1960s of a new permanent magnet alloy using the RE 

element samarium (and the non-RE metal cobalt) was one of the most significant triumphs of 

developmental militarism. The discovery of the magnet alloy (often referred to as SmCo magnets 

based on their key periodic elements) was mission-driven: the NSS had confronted in the 1960s a 

specific communications problem.247 Due to their strength and heat resistance, these new 

permanent magnets presented a novel opportunity to miniaturize and reengineer existing 

applications and develop new ones altogether. This began to happen by the end of the 1970s, as 

SmCo magnets began turning up in an expanding number of commercial applications, including 

stereo and video equipment, headphones, computer floppy disk drives and peripheral printers. 

Still greater potential was forecasted for the automotive industry, which was rife with heavy and 

cumbersome non-RE permanent magnets that were weighing down and bulking up car 

assemblies (Roskill 1980, 157).   

But by 1981, Japan had come to dominate the market for RE permanent magnets, 

capturing approximately 58% of worldwide sales in comparison to the US’s 20%.  Moreover, 

another trend had become unmistakable about the markets that US and Japan were serving. For 

the US, Microwave/Aerospace/Electronics accounted for 45% of RE magnet sales by end use, 

                                                 
247 Ferrite and Alnico magnets in traveling wave tubes used in microwave communications systems (such as radar, 

missile guidance, and telephone systems) were no longer able to meet military requirements. Magnets using 

platinum and cobalt had been developed for military purposes, but they were expensive. Thus, the high cost of 

platinum (at the time approximately $3,500 per kilogram) provided “great impetus to develop a new magnetic 

material which has a high enough coercivity to replace platinum-cobalt” (Harrold and Reid 1968, 234). For further 

details about the initial discovery see Becker (1970, 96). 
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compared with 10% in consumer applications (which included watches, audio, and video 

equipment). For Japan, meanwhile, consumer applications accounted for 65% of magnet sales, 

while only 5% fell in the Microwave/Aerospace category (Roskill 1984, 159). Not surprisingly, 

when industry sources in 1982 forecast increased production of RE magnets in the US over the 

next half decade, it was based “on the assumption of a continued high rate of military 

expenditure.” Civilian consumption, however, was deemed “more problematic”(Farr 1982).  

What explains these trends? First, the same incentive structures that encouraged offshore 

television production, as described in greater detail in the previous section, applied no less to 

permanent magnets. Besides eliminating the jobs of magnetic specialists and technicians 

employed by such manufacturing facilities, this had a negative effect on future R&D as 

magnetics research teams were dispersed and centers closed. For example, General Electric—

whose research lab collaborated with the Air Force in developing the SmCo magnet—chose to 

disperse their magnetics teams and sold their magnet manufacturing plant located in Edmore, 

Michigan to the Hitachi Group of Japan in 1973. According to a National Materials Advisory 

Board report (1985, v), as US firms stopped investing in magnetic research, “foreign nations, 

notably Japan, have invested in the research and development to further improve the 

performance of their materials.”248 

                                                 
248 The report conceded that although these tendencies “may optimize individual corporate profits, it may not be in 

the nation's best long-term interest,” since their continuation would remove the incentive for companies to invest in 

magnet research and leave them vulnerable in the long-term to vertically integrated component suppliers (National 

Research Council 1985, 2). Interestingly, the report blames the reluctance of firms to invest in magnetic technology 

not on trade and investment policies that had made such a strategy risky or likely to offer low rewards but on the 

"perception [my emphasis] on the part of American industry employing magnetic devices that the internal 

development of magnetic technology does not offer significant economic opportunities" (National Research Council 

1985, 8). Their proposed remedy therefore amounted to what would become a familiar refrain in the ensuing years 

of American technology policy consensus, forged at the expense of more developmental alternatives in other policy 

domains: more taxpayer dollars committed to federal funding for permanent magnet research and measures to 

improve linkages between basic and applied research. 
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Second, developmental militarism continued to dominate the development of new 

applications for RE permanent magnets. The same NMAB report also noted that the little magnet 

application development that did continue in the US, was “largely for defense and computer 

uses, and with support from DOD agencies or NASA.”  Japanese firms, meanwhile, focused on 

the development of cost-conscious, consumer-driven materials and therefore pioneered the 

commercialization and production of the second generation of SmCo magnets.  

Third, stability of supply for samarium and cobalt also discouraged the broader adoption 

of these magnets. According to a NASA-commissioned study, “automobile manufactures 

abandoned or postponed most of their plans for using REPMs...” due to uncertainties in the 

supply of cobalt (Karl J. Strnat 1983, 6–10). Even after the cobalt supply crisis was resolved, 

concerns in the upstream still persisted. Roskill reported that as of 1981 “the supply of samarium 

is a significant brake on development,” particularly in the automotive market (Farr 1982).249 But 

for the reasons specified in Chapter 3, the American state took no measures that might have 

assured potential downstream users of RE permanent magnets that they could expect reliable 

sources of supply. This probably inhibited the broader application of the technology on the part 

of US-based firms, especially when compared more active attempts on the part of the Japanese 

state to assure supply (detailed in Chapter 6).  

For these reasons, the commercial application and production of the first generation of 

RE permanent magnets lagged significantly in comparison with Japan. The development of the 

second generation of RE magnets—which used the RE neodymium along with iron and boron 

(NdFeB)—reveals a different story. In this case, the US’s inaction to address insecurities of 

supply in samarium, combined with new environmental regulations mandating greater fuel 

                                                 
249 Only after 1980 did upstream processors in the US began to supply samarium in larger quantities (Roskill 1980, 

71). 
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efficiency in the automobile industry acted as the key drivers of this innovation (Roskill 1980, 

157). This discovery was also supported by research undertaken by or funded by military 

laboratories.250 The final patents, after a protracted legal settlement, were awarded to General 

Motors and the Japanese firm Sumitomo Special Metals.   

NdFeB magnets rapidly found a diverse range of applications as components in consumer 

electronics, computers, and the automotive industry, and by 2001 they accounted for about $2.4 

billion of the $6 billion global permanent magnet market. Adoption of these new magnets was 

rapid not only because they were developed with commercial (not military) markets as their 

target, but also because Japanese firms had already pioneered the deployment of SmCo magnets 

in a variety of technologies, making substitution of the new magnets more seamless.  

Between 1985 and 1995, the US permanent magnet industry experienced a brief surge in 

productive investments, driven mainly by the IT and automotive sectors. To meet growing 

demand for magnetic materials, upstream producers also began to expand production in the US 

in anticipation of future demand.251 The dominant producer and one of the few companies in the 

world to hold a patent for one type of NdFeB magnets was Magnequench, a division established 

by General Motors in 1985 that opened a new, $70 million plant the following year. Other 

producers included IG Technologies of Indiana (which manufactured magnets under license 

                                                 
250 According to one history of the development of this new NdFeB magnetic material, researchers “used for their 

starting point the 1973 work of Arthur Clarke of the Naval Surface Weapons Center in White Oak, 

Maryland”(Robinson 1987, 20).   

 
251 MolyCorp's facilities in Pennsylvania began to produce the new neodymium alloys in 1986 (Roskill 1991, 136).  

In the same year, Mitsubishi Metals Corp together with Reactive Metals and Alloys Corp of the USA, formed a joint 

venture company, Neomet Corp, to produce neodymium-iron alloys for magnet production in West Pittsburg, 

Pennsylvania. In 1988, the French firm Rhone-Poulenc acquired the Research Chemicals Division of the Nucor 

Corporation for around $40 million. Nucor Corporation had the ability to produce samarium cobalt and neodymium-

rion -boron alloys for permanent magnets. At the time of the purchase Rhone-Poulenc did not have the facilities to 

manufacture rare earth alloys and metals; the acquisition allowed Rhone-Poulenc to expand its product range to 

include magnet alloys and high purity rare earth alloys, including yttrium (Roskill 1991, 84).  
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from GM and Sumitomo). In 1989, IG was taken over by a French firm, Aimants Ugimag, which 

immediately implemented a modernization program to upgrade new powder handling systems, 

processing equipment, and a new lab information management system that was completed in 

1991.252  

But the surge in American production of the new NdFeB permanent magnets proved to 

be short-lived. One critical problem was that magnet producers in the US during the 1990s found 

themselves positioned within a supply chain in which downstream markets and upstream 

materials supply were both shifting to East Asia. Downstream markets in the computer and 

computer peripherals sector continued during the late 1980s and 1990s to follow the same 

fundamental trend as the US television industry, whereby production was pulled to East Asia as a 

result of import surges promoted by developmental states, outward foreign direct investment and 

technology transfer, and the embrace of overseas outsourcing production strategies (Borrus 

1999). The automotive sector, where an embattled level of component production still remained 

on American shores, was slow to fully exploit NdFeB magnets during the 1990s, accounting for 

only 10% of the downstream market at the turn of the century. This would change after the 

introduction of NdFeB magnets in highly efficient hybrid motors. But before this occurred, US 

plants manufacturing NdFeB magnets and magnet materials were declining rapidly; production 

capability was completely lost by 2005. 

Why so rapid a decline in the case of NdFeB? In this case, the US’s permissive 

institutional arrangements governing IFDI played a direct role in accelerating the tempo of the 

shift to East Asia. As already noted, the acquisition of IG Technologies by a French firm in 1989 

                                                 
252 RIC News, Vol.27, No.2, 1992. The new company, Ugimag, specialized in producing sintered samarium-cobalt 

and neodymium-iron-boron magnets, particularly for the disk drive industry and for automotive and industrial 

applications. 
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appears to have had positive impact, enhancing production capacity and expanding access to 

overseas markets. The acquisition of GM’s Magnequench in 1995 proved to be a different story. 

The acquirers were two Chinese state-owned enterprises (one of which was a subsidiary of the 

Chinese Academy of Sciences) and led by an American private equity group (PR Newswire 

1995).253  CFIUS reviewed and approved the transaction with promises that Magnequench’s 

manufacturing plant, located in Anderson, IN, would be maintained for at least ten years.  

Following this purchase, the firm began building new plants in China while acquiring several 

other US magnet or magnet alloy makers, including GA Powders Inc., a spinoff from the Idaho 

National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory. Another acquisition target was Ugimag, 

which reportedly supplied at the time 80% of the magnets used in precision-guided smart bombs 

from its Valparaiso, Indiana plant (Schnitzler 2003). After these acquisitions and citing difficult 

market conditions, between 2001 and 2004, Magnequench International began closing all the 

US-based plants it had acquired and shifting all its research and development operations out of 

the country. In the press release announcing the closure of Anderson, Indiana production facility 

in 2004, Magnequench explained that “a series of unforeseen economic circumstances, including 

the collapse of the technology sector” was the reason for the closure.  

The only bastions of the US permanent magnet industry not to go offshore were those 

that directly served the military market, particularly a small and embattled number of SmCo 

                                                 
253 However, even prior to this acquisition, there were signs that GM was actively preparing to exit the magnet 

business. As early as December 1992, GM announced that they had ceased production of Magnequench powder in 

the USA as “part of a rationalistion of General Motors' activities; the company wishes to avoid excessive investment 

in research and development of anisotropic powder and in the construction of manufacturing plant.” They therefore 

began to search out a Japanese partner to produce Magnequench powder in Japan. Negotiations were reportedly 

unsuccessful because GM insisted on keeping the patent on Magnequench powder and on maintaining sales rights. 

RLJ December, 1992.  
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magnet makers.254 Edge Technologies Inc., located in Ames, Iowa, provides a revealing 

illustration of a firm that managed to endure. The product of sustained military development with 

national laboratory collaboration, it relied on regular procurement and research contracts, and, 

eventually expansion into commercial spin-offs. It began during the 1980s, when a rare earth 

alloy called Terfenol-D was jointly developed by Ames Laboratory and the Naval Surface 

Weapons Center. In 1987 Edge was established to commercialize the product.255  The alloy’s 

main application remains in sonar and acoustic technologies, but it is also used in 

micropositioners, pumps, valves, fuel injection systems, robotics, and power transmission.  Over 

the years it was awarded grants by the Defense Department, and the National Institute on 

Standards and Technology to reduce the cost of production.256  In 1998, Edge Technologies 

announced a 5-year expansion plan involving an investment of $15 million, reportedly to fill 

expanded demand from military sources.257 

But outside the military markets and sponsorship, the preceding analysis suggests that the 

US’s state institutional arrangements actively encouraged, and did nothing to discourage, the 

commercial permanent magnet industry’s migration to Asia. The purchase of Magnequench by a 

Chinese firm (not to mention the subsequent acquisition of a National Laboratory spin-off 

created to commercialize innovations publicly funded by American taxpayers) was one of the 

more direct and dramatic examples of how such arrangements helped to accelerate such a shift. 

                                                 
254 One of the remaining producers was the Electron Energy Corporation, whose business relied primarily on 

military sponsorship and contracting. DARPA sponsorship of the Electron Energy Corporation continued throughout 

the 1990s to develop new sintered high temperature rare earth pm materials developed by the University of Dayton 

Magnetics Laboratory, Dayton, Ohio. 

 
255 RIC News, Vol.22, No.3, 1992. 

 
256 RIC News, Vol.32, No.4, 1997. 

 
257 RIC News, Vol.33, No.1, 1998. 
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However, an account emphasizing only these moments of acquisition and eventual loss of 

productive capabilities would miss the more long-term trade and investment relationships that 

were developing between the US and the developmental states of East Asia over several decades. 

Indeed, the most relevant point made in the aforementioned press release announcing 

Magnequench’s closure was the fact that 90% of Magnequench’s customer base now resided in 

Asia and almost all of the raw materials for its products came from China. As the next chapter’s 

analysis of the rise of China’s RE supply chain shows in detail, the need to assure reliable access 

to RE elements was acute for several downstream component manufacturers, especially 

following the suspension of processing activities at Mountain Pass in 1998. Caught between 

upstream supply coming from China and downstream East Asian production networks, 

maintaining permanent magnet outpost in the US would have been difficult even had US IFDI 

policy taken steps to establish more affirmative productive requirements before approving 

Magnequench’s acquisition. 

 

Auto catalysts  

Throughout this chapter, I have emphasized how developmental militarism promoted the 

postwar American rare earth supply chain. Up through the 1960s, military sponsorship and 

missions appeared to have had a healthy, if indirect effect on the growth of downstream 

commercial markets. However, starting in the 1970s (and in the case of the color television 

industry, even before) the positive impact of militarism became less clear, and in the case of the 

US permanent magnet industry, appears to have been negative. The development of the catalytic 

converter, which harnessed the unique properties of RE elements to reduce the toxic emissions of 

auto exhausts, offers a case illustrating the potential of state activities designed to accomplish a 
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public mission removed from narrow military priorities. Indeed, beginning in the early 1970s, 

what eventually became one of the largest downstream uses (by volume) of rare earth elements 

in the United States originated from what Kim and Thurbon (2015) have recently labeled 

“developmental environmentalism.” Here, environmentalism, not militarism, provided the 

motivation for state intervention to promote the development and commercialization of the 

catalytic converter. This was accomplished through a set of activities known as “technology 

forcing,” which involves the state using regulations “that mandate firms to meet performance 

standards that go beyond the existing technical capabilities of the industry or to adopt specific 

technologies that have not been fully developed” (Lee et al. 2010, 249). In this case, the regulator 

was the Environmental Protection Agency, which had been delegated the responsibility of 

enacting a 90% reduction in automobile tailpipe emissions (specifically hydrocarbons, carbon 

monoxide, and nitrogen oxide) over a 4 to 5 year period, as mandated by the Clean Air Act of 

1970.258 

The EPA’s role in targeting catalytic converter technology for development and 

commercialization was more than simply playing the role of a regulatory monitor. According to 

Gerard and Lave (2005), the EPA drew not only on the expertise of its technical staff, but also on 

their own experiments and trials using prototypes to confirm that it was feasible to use the 

technology to meet the ambitious goals set by the Clean Air Act. Thus, they concluded that while 

Congress had set a performance standard with the passage of the Clean Air Act, what the EPA 

was actually doing – by virtue of its technical capacity – was pushing a de facto technology 

standard (Gerard and Lave 2005, 768).  

                                                 
258 The need to improve the fuel economy of automobiles also led to increase usage of rare earths in steel alloys 

(U.S. Bureau of Mines 1974, 1071). 
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The Clean Air Act regulations and the EPA’s technology forcing had immediate effects 

on RE research programs. Roskill (1973) found that “these regulations provoked considerable 

research into new catalysts” due to the ability of some rare earth elements to control nitrous 

oxide emissions. Indeed, Roskill even forecasted that if rare earths proved to be the best choice 

for the catalytic converter, it “would be the most significant development in rare-earth markets in 

this century—a high volume market with replacement requirements on a considerable 

scale.” Though somewhat hyperbolic, their prediction that an entirely new, high-volume 

downstream use for rare earth elements was possible began to become a reality by the early 

1980s with the introduction of the three-way catalyst.259 By 1989, with a worldwide market size 

of approximately 40 – 45 million units, the United States still accounted for half of the total 

market. And when the market for automotive catalysts in the United States began to stagnate by 

the beginning of the 1990s, Roskill  (1991, 175) correctly predicted that “the market should be 

enlivened by the latest clean air act...” Indeed, By 1995, automobile catalysts had become the 

largest market for rare earths in the US, accounting for 44% of total US consumption by volume 

(Satterthwaite 1997). A recent study of current trends in rare earth catalyst technologies has 

concluded that such environmental regulations were pivotal to explaining why the United States 

to this day remains a leader in both production and innovation (Fifarek 2007, 76).   

By creating the first market for catalytic converters, this gave American-based 

manufacturers a considerable lead over their counterparts in Europe, and, to a lesser extent, 

Japan (which enacted its own emissions regulations in 1979 in response to the American ones). 

But even though early American dominance in this market segment has been significant and 

                                                 
259 The three-way catalyst was in fact the second generation of the catalytic converter technology, which, unlike its 

predecessors, was capable of reducing nitrous oxides emissions.  
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enduring, it nevertheless translated into limited benefits to the American RE supply chain. 

Unlike other end uses—like permanent magnets—where upstream linkages had a gravitational 

impact on R&D activities, a similar relationship does not appear to hold for this technology 

(Fifarek, Veloso, and Davidson 2008; Fifarek and Veloso 2010). As one technology director of a 

RE catalyst firm in charge of catalytic converter development for automobile markets noted in an 

interview, “the geographic location of raw materials does not at all affect research and 

development.” Catalytic converter companies also sourced RE materials from the most 

competitive suppliers. When autocatalyst manufacturers responded to legislation mandating the 

inclusion in all new vehicles under the 1990 Clean Air Act, it produced a surge of imports of 

cerium compounds from China (Roskill 1998, 201). In short, the expansion of downstream 

production of catalytic converters in the US had no direct benefit on the upstream RE supply 

chain in the US. Finally, a final reason why catalytic converters has little overall pull on the 

geographic location of the RE supply chain is due to the fact that manufacturers have 

internationalized their production networks, locating facilities close to where their products will 

be consumed. Hence, catalytic converter production, while dominated by a handful of major 

producers, is scattered around the world. In the case of American manufacturers in Japan, South 

Korea, and China, joint ventures and licensing predominate—a stark contrast with manufacturers 

in Europe where wholly-owned subsidiaries in the catalytic converter industry are the norm. 

Though catalytic converters did little to significantly shift the RE supply chain’s center of 

gravity, its history provides a significant case of a state enclave outside the military 

establishment and informed by a very different organizational mission using the regulatory 

policy instruments at its disposal to push the technological frontier forward. Environmental 

regulations are often blamed for contributing to the decline of the RE sector, in part because they 
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made upstream miners less competitive in comparison to the mostly regulation-free Chinese RE 

sector. It has also been noted that mandates to remove lead from gasoline had destroyed one of 

the earliest markets for RE materials: petroleum cracking catalysts used in the petroleum refining 

process (Goldman 2014). Putting aside the health benefits of getting lead out of gasoline, such an 

argument also ignores the market creating moments that are brought about by regulations well-

implemented and nurtured by a state organization with a clear mission. Evans (1995, 78) 

captured the dynamic pushing the development of the catalytic converter best with his general 

observation that “rules can be spurs as well as reins” used for “promotion as well as policing.” 

The state’s ability to perform such a role, however, proved to be uneven, as shown by the failure 

to develop an advanced battery industry in the US.  

 

The disruption and decline of American upstream supply chain 

Developmental militarism laid the foundation for the upstream RE supply chain in the 

1950s by essentially eliminating the bottleneck that discouraged commercial firms from 

attempting to harness the unique properties of RE elements. Upstream production from this point 

forward was now determined by the future discovery of downstream uses. Previous sections have 

already noted how demand for yttrium in the color television industry produced a major boom in 

the late 1960s. Demand for samarium and neodymium in the permanent magnet industry led to a 

series of large-scale investments on the part of rare earth materials processors, not only in China, 

but also in Japan, Australia, and the United States in the 1980s. In the US, Molycorp began a 5-

year modernization and expansion program in 1987 that doubled or tripled the capacities of its 

plants in Louviers, CO, Washington, PA and Mountain Pass, CA at a cost of $20 million 

(Robjohns 1988).  The previous year, the French firm Rhone-Poulenc also completed expansions 
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to both its plants in the United States and France, and also began a joint venture to separate rare 

earths in Tokyo (Robjohns 1987).  Several Japanese firms made even more substantial 

investments.  

 But these were all dwarfed by the entry of Chinese producers in the upstream RE market 

beginning during the 1980s. Geologically blessed with the largest, most commercially 

exploitable deposits in the world, it was nonetheless not until the 1980s that China began to 

realize its developmental potential.  “The sleeping giant is awakening,” proclaimed Ames Lab’s 

Rare Earth Information Center, further noting in less colorful terms that “it is clear from what we 

see and hear that the Chinese will have a significant impact on the commercial, industrial, and 

technical aspects of rare earths in the 1980s…”260  What did this “impact” specifically entail?  

The next chapter will discuss this development in more detail, but it is possible to summarize its 

basic features. First, in the early 1980s, it meant increasing exports of rare earth concentrates and 

oxides, mainly to Japan.  By the end of the decade, it meant even more exports of higher-value 

separated oxides driven by growing demand, a loosening of lending and regulatory standards by 

the Chinese government that encouraged a burst of local entrepreneurship, and, over time, 

inward investment and technologies by foreign firms seeking to cut costs or to gain preferential 

access to certain rare earths found there in far more abundance. By 1988, official statistics 

claimed that China had officially surpassed the United States as the world’s number one 

producer of rare earth oxides. 

The consequence of all this investment was several years of oversupply. By 1993, annual 

global production of approximately 56,000 tons of RE materials was chasing a global demand of 

between 35,000 and 40,000 tons (Chegwidden 1993).  The ensuing shakeout was both brutal and 

                                                 
260 RIC News, Vol.17, No.2, 1982. 
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swift. As early as 1991, Molycorp, the owner of the US’s only working mine, was put up for sale 

by its parent company (there were no buyers). It then suspended processing operations in 1997 

following a wastewater leak and sold its last stocks of RE materials in 2001. There remained no 

processing capacity in the US, and Japanese firms consolidated around the strongest producers.  

As this process of closure and consolidation began during the 1990s, there is no evidence 

of any concrete state activities that responded to these trends. One of the defining features of the 

RE supply chain, at least until recently, has been its obscurity and REs were simply not on the 

radar of high-ranking government officials and congressmen until the late 2000s. The banal 

capacity to monitor, assemble, and analyze data relevant to this market was therefore critical 

during this period.  But for the reasons examined in more detail in Chapter 3, the state’s 

monitoring capacity did not grow to meet the challenge of ever greater international 

interdependence in raw materials over this period; instead, it diminished. And above all, what 

intelligence was being gathered by different corners of the state lacked a nodal organization that 

could have combined a strategic orientation with real policy instruments to implement them. This 

was the missing “mechanism” precluding a more active state role as the RE upstream supply 

chain began to rapidly deteriorate during the 1990s. 

 To be clear, the capacity to monitor was not entirely absent.  Indeed, much of the 

information cited in this chapter is a testament to the intelligence-gathering energies of the 

former US Bureau of Mines and the ad hoc expertise marshaled by the advisory boards, 

committees and panels of the National Research Council.  Since the 1950s, the Minerals 

Yearbook published by the Bureau of Mines has devoted an entire chapter (ranging from 10 to 25 

pages) to the government policies, worldwide reserves, key producers, markets, and 

technological trends that affected the rare earths sector.  However, although this valuable 
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resource was widely cited in the trade literature and journals, it also had key limitations.  For 

one, the career bureaucrats who were the authors of these chapters often had to plead ignorance 

to key production and consumption details due to the unwillingness of firms to reveal proprietary 

information.  For another, the quality of analysis from year to year was uneven (especially with 

regard to market forecasting).   

 The absence of a stronger state capacity to intervene in upstream supply chain trends 

probably accelerated its overall decline. But it is important not to overstate what even a capable 

nodal agency matched with strong monitoring capacity could have accomplished given what was 

happening in the downstream end of the RE supply chain. Without a more robust downstream 

manufacturing industry remaining in the US, there was no natural constituency—apart perhaps 

from military customers—to pressure the state to make more affirmative measures to assure 

security of upstream RE supplies, much less benefit from such a policy. American firms 

internationalized their supply chains and outsourced production to such an extent that they had 

very little incentive to take an active interest in the upstream supply, even if state monitoring 

capacity had improved and institutions were in place to take measure that would have maintained 

some upstream production capabilities. Moreover, even when American producers and 

processors of rare earth materials were still operating, American firms were also not especially 

loyal to them;  low prices in the short term was valued more than predictability of supply in the 

long term. Absent a mechanism that would have reined in the opportunistic reliance on Chinese 

upstream materials in the short-term in favor of more expensive but predictable supply sources in 

the long-term, individual firm-level strategies collectively accelerated the upstream supply 

chain’s decline in the US.261 

                                                 
261 Given that RE upstream materials constitute a small percentage of the cost of most finished products, such an 

opportunity for some collective action on the part of the downstream links in the supply chain was certainly present. 
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Conclusion 

I began this chapter with two objectives. The first was to better understand what the 

American state is and where it is going based on a long-term historical analysis of concrete state 

activities across policy domains. My second objective was to examine the developmental 

consequences of these interconnected state activities over time. Motivating this objective was the 

premise that the entangled history of the American state and the RE supply chain—a valuable 

object of analysis in its own right given recent political contention and policy initiatives 

ostensibly designed to spur its revival—also presented the opportunity to uncover and investigate 

in more concrete terms specific processes and relationships that could be generalized beyond it. 

To conclude this chapter, I summarize my detailed analysis of these concrete state activities with 

the help of the conceptual framework developed by Evans which divides state efforts to promote 

productive capabilities into specific roles.  

The chapter began by showing how the burgeoning NSS “midwifed” the RE supply chain 

in the US by combining multiple, concerted activities over several decades across policy 

domains. Midwifery, according to Evans (1995, 80), entails the promotion of new sectors by 

inducing “existing entrepreneurs to take on more challenging endeavors.”  Midwifery can 

involve a variety of techniques, and with respect to the infant RE supply chain, I showed how 

several organizations populating the postwar NSS funded basic as well as mission-oriented 

research and development, procured and stockpiled RE materials, constructed pilot plants, and 

cooperated with the Bureau of Mines and the US Geological Survey to expand and diversify 

existing upstream supplies. Midwifery under NSS sponsorship proved to be essential in nurturing 

the domestic RE supply chain through the 1960s and enabling its commercial take off. But in 
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subsequent years I found that the developmental militarism that motivated these state activities 

began to deliver diminishing returns. 

The problem lay in the fact that the NSS was an imperfect “husband” with respect to the 

commercial markets that came to dominate the RE supply chain in the decades that followed. 

Husbands, according to Evans’s framework, push firms and existing entrepreneurs to take on 

new technological challenges, apply more advanced products, or adapt to changing market 

trends. Their techniques are quite similar to midwifery and often involve “specific nudges” that 

go beyond “general support for research and development and investment in human capital.” 

Perhaps even more important than nudging firms to develop specific products, he noted, was the 

state’s role in “inculcating a general sense that investing in technological capacity and taking 

technological risks hold the promise of rewards, both in the form of state favor and in terms of 

market advantage.” Driven by military doctrine that held that maintaining technological 

supremacy was crucial to winning the Cold War, the NSS was a capable husband spurring 

innovation and transformation of productive capabilities in areas of direct military interest 

(Weiss 2014). New component technologies like the integrated circuited and the first generation 

of SmCo RE permanent magnets were both testaments to its prowess. But these innovations were 

not combined with husbandry activities specifically designed to promote their use by commercial 

producers. Japanese firms ultimately pioneered SmCo’s commercial application by developing 

and commercializing a new, more cost-effective, materials alloy. They were also the first to 

introduce color television product lines that fully leveraged the reliability and cost savings of 

integrated circuitry. In addition to ignoring commercial markets, the NSS also had the negative 

effect of diverting resources and talent away from the commercial sector.  
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There were, however, several attempts to engage in husbandry with the specific focus on 

commercial markets. This included one notable success: the commercialization of the automotive 

catalytic converter. Technology forcing regulation was matched with a nascent state agency (the 

EPA) imbued with both the capacity to select promising technologies ripe for commercialization 

as well as a strategic orientation outside of narrow military objectives. With the state’s prodding, 

this segment of the RE market in the US achieved a significant lead over competitors outside the 

US, and has been of enduring importance as a key downstream consumer of RE materials in the 

US to this day. However, the experience of the catalytic converter proved to be the exception, 

rather than the rule. Why? There were several reasons for this, but the meager gains achieved by 

the National Flat Panel Display Initiative and the Advanced Battery Consortium262 (another 

developmental project begun during the 1990s) provides supportive evidence that successful 

husbandry needs to be combined with a state being able to play the role of “custodian.” 

Custodians, for Evans, are essentially regulators that can take various measures in multiple 

policy domains to police and discipline behavior as well as promote productive capabilities. The 

American state as custodian was present and accounted for with the catalytic converter, 

implementing regulations and timelines requiring the development and adoption of a promising 

                                                 
262 The US Advanced Battery Consortium (USABC) was a state-sponsored consortium of the big three American 

automakers and several component suppliers that was formed in 1991 to develop battery technologies for hybrid and 

electric vehicles.  One of the technologies targeted was the Nickel-Metal Hydride battery which uses various rare 

earths and was later pioneered for use in the Toyota Prius Hybrid and Honda Insight.  The USABC was motivated in 

part by the need to catch-up with foreign competitors that were more advanced in their research on battery 

technologies, but also to comply with the California EPA’s 1990 mandates. Retrospective appraisals have noted 

several failures in the execution of the program (National Research Council 1998) , but what seems decisive was the 

success the automakers had, not so much in working with component suppliers in good faith to develop new 

batteries to comply with the mandate, but in lobbying to water down the mandate itself.  The enabling role that 

technology-forcing regulations played in making the United States an early adopter of the catalytic converter was in 

this way neutralized. Technology-forcing regulation did, however, act as a spur for development of battery 

technology in Japan, analyzed in more detail in the next chapter.    
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antipollution technology. For the ABC, such a custodian was absent, with the state acquiescing 

to diluted or delayed performance standards lobbied for by automakers.  

While I found an unreliable custodian in the domain of environmental regulation, the 

American state proved to be an especially incapable custodian in the domains of trade and 

investment. My analysis found several instances where the governance of trade and investment 

helped to accelerate the decline of the RE supply chain and even undermine the husbandry 

activities being practiced by other corners of the state. This was consistent with Evans’s finding 

that “protectionist greenhouses” that used the state’s regulatory powers to manage imports and 

foreign investment were essential—if not sufficient conditions—for successful midwifery and 

husbandry activities. A greenhouse is an apt metaphor with respect to trade and investment 

because in order to be successful, a greenhouse must not keep out or discriminate against 

everything—an all or nothing proposition often implied by “protectionist” labels. Greenhouses 

are at their best when they keep periodic storms and destructive pests at bay while allowing in 

nourishing sunlight. Trade, foreign investment, and technology transfer have the potential to be 

productive as well as destructive; effective greenhouses that promote domestic productive 

capabilities filter their flows and effectively turn them into sunlight.  

The precondition for the state’s ability to erect such greenhouses is the achievement of 

some developmental capacity with respect to trade and investment. But in the US, trade and 

investment policies have instead been motivated by the project of further opening markets to 

trade and investment and constraining the role of state power in this policy domain. State 

capacity has been built in the US mostly according to this logic. Jabs from protectionist lobbying 

and Cold War strategic calculations constituted significant deviations, but such deviations proved 

to be no less harmful to domestic productive capabilities. The result was no “greenhouse” or at 
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the very least, a broken one, which only became a major liability with the rise of the 

developmental states of East Asia. The interaction between the two—a broken or absent 

greenhouse and more capable developmental states—made it impossible for the US state to 

strategically manage import surges, discipline investment flows, or control the licensing and 

transfer of technology in ways that would minimize the deterioration of domestic productive 

capabilities in downstream RE markets.  

In the case of trade policy, certain corners of the state could be roused to limit imports by 

devaluing the currency (in the early 1970s and mid 1980s), extracting “Orderly Market 

Agreements” or awarding antidumping tariffs on an ad hoc and unpredictable basis. These were 

eagerly extracted by firms in the color television industry to reduce their risks and improve their 

profitability. But these were not matched with the prodding or discipline that would have 

required rationalization and upgrading of domestic productive capabilities as a condition for 

protection. Similarly, import surges of inexpensive rare earth materials from China in the 

upstream starting during the 1990s occasioned no official measures to ensure the maintenance of 

domestic productive capabilities or diversify supply.  

US governance of investment flows also proved to be detrimental to the RE supply 

chain’s health. There was no attempt on the part of the American state to discourage or discipline 

in certain ways the overseas outsourcing strategies on the part of American firms that did so 

much to undermine the vitality of the consumer electronics and eventually the information 

technology sector; indeed, the state’s tax and tariff policies actively encouraged them. 

Meanwhile, with respect to two downstream uses—RE screen phosphors and permanent 

magnets—the American state’s role as custodian of inward foreign direct investment proved to 

be especially unproductive. As I have shown, there were moments where a custodial role 
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designed to draw in foreign investment to improve productive capabilities would have been a 

boon to the state’s husbandry activities. Indeed, the architects of the NFPDI noted that it would 

be desirable to emulate the catch-up strategy of East Asian developmental states by drawing on 

the more advanced production capabilities of foreign firms. However, there was no politically 

acceptable mechanism to accomplish such a feat. On the other hand, I also showed that there 

were moments when restrictions on foreign investments (or at least more stringent conditions 

attached to them) would have clearly slowed the tempo of the RE supply chain’s decline in the 

downstream. The fate of the latest generation of RE permanent magnets revealed the weakness 

of the American state’s custodial powers, which extended even to commercial spin-offs 

originating from publicly-funded research at National Laboratories.263  

In sum, while the US state effectively performed the role of midwife in creating the rare 

earth supply chain under the aegis of the NSS, it revealed beginning during the 1970s and 

especially over the two decades that followed a crippling inability to perform the essential role of 

husband and custodian. This can be explained in part by the fact that the main political capacity 

to perform such a role lay within the NSS, whose objectives and requirements were becoming 

less and less compatible with commercial markets. But it was no less due to the fact that 

husbandry in the US, even when some capacity had been achieved to pursue developmental 

projects outside of the military, was not matched with the capacity to play the role of custodian 

with respect to trade and investment flows or the management of upstream supplies. As the next 

chapter will show, this compared unfavorably with the ability of the states of Japan and China to 

perform such roles.   

  

                                                 
263 CFIUS’s controversial approval of a participant in the SEMATECH consortium, as I examined in detail in 

Chapter 2, suggests that this was hardly an isolated incident.  
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CHAPTER SIX   

 

Breaking Formations and Breaking Chains: 

Japan and the Rise of the Chinese Rare Earth Supply Chain 
 

 

 

Introduction 

In Chapter 1, I quoted an observation made by Cumings (1984, 20) about a “paradox at 

the heart” of American hegemony in Northeast Asia since World War II. The reason for this 

paradox, he argued, was that the American empire had “outer limits sufficient to keep countries 

in the system but not sufficient to protect the home economy against destructive competition and 

not sufficient to maintain effective dependency relationships or a frozen hierarchy.” Under such 

a system, he concluded, “upward mobility” was permitted. The previous chapter examined a 

concrete case of what Cumings referred to as “destructive competition”: the decline of the 

American RE supply chain that began during the 1970s. This chapter focuses on what replaced it 

(or, in Cumings’s terms, cases of “upward mobility”) using the development of the Japanese and 

Chinese RE supply chains as a strategic vantage point for examining this process.  

This chapter has two overall objectives. The first is to extend my comparative-historical 

analysis to the developmental roles played by the Japanese and Chinese states. As in the previous 

chapter, I focus here on the interrelations between each state’s distinct mix of industrial, trade 

and technology policies and how these have evolved (or failed to evolve) over time in response 

to new technological and competitive challenges.  
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The second objective is to explain the global transformation of the RE supply chain—and 

specifically the decline of American productive capabilities—by systematically bringing Japan 

and China into the analysis. As I argued in Chapter 4, previous accounts have failed to examine 

systematically how Japan and the countries of East Asia began to break formation with the 

global RE supply chain previously dominated by the US. The goal is to trace key moments in 

this sector’s transformation to the presence or absence of specific state policies and specify how 

these created patterns of constraint and opportunity for firms operating in an increasingly 

competitive environment. As Evans has theorized, and the previous chapter empirically 

documented, the mix of roles required for the state to be an effective actor upgrading or simply 

maintaining domestic productive capabilities change over time as the challenges and tasks 

needed to accomplish these goals themselves evolve. 

This chapter is organized chronologically and divides the history of the rise of the RE 

supply chains of Japan and China into three periods. Each period was dominated by specific 

developmental challenges. For example, the developmental challenges that Japan faced between 

1965 and 1985 was midwifing new sources of downstream demand for RE materials in the 

consumer electronics industry and expanding the upstream frontier. For the period between 1985 

and 1995, the developmental challenge shifted to managing the internationalization of its RE 

supply chain and maintaining a diversity upstream supplies. The challenges faced by China were 

similarly varied over time, though they were often quite analogous to those which had 

confronted Japan previously. For example, during the period between 1995 and 2010, one of the 

developmental challenges faced by Chinese producers was to break free from the existing global 

division of labor and cultivate new sources of downstream demand. These challenges were thus 

quite similar to the challenges Japan faced during the 1965-1985 period.   
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My analysis focuses on how the combination of developmental roles adopted by the 

Japanese and Chinese states constrained and enabled the ability of domestic producers to respond 

to these sorts of challenges. But before proceeding with this analysis, I first summarize some of 

the key trends and challenges which defined each of these historical periods. This summary is 

designed to provide a preliminary guide through the complicated history covered in this chapter.  

Between 1965 and 1985, the Japanese consumer electronics and IT industries 

experienced explosive growth, thereby creating new demand for what had previously been a 

small Japanese RE industry. The Japanese state during these years was an adept custodian and 

husband, nurturing these sectors by constructing a protectionist greenhouse and prodding firms 

to apply RE component technologies to new applications. As Japanese demand flourished, 

however, supply constraints of RE minerals and processed materials began to act as an 

impediment on Japanese firms. Various attempts began to be made during the 1970s, with 

government support, to develop new sources and diversify supplies, culminating with the turn to 

China. In stark contrast with the experience of the Chinese RE supply chain over the next two 

decades, the export of RE materials was effectively managed by Chinese state trading agencies 

and even as export volumes grew, prices remained relatively stable up to the mid-1980s.    

Starting in the mid-1980s, however, high trade surpluses, new restrictions on government 

intervention, and the appreciation of the Japanese yen brought change across the entire Japanese 

RE supply chain, and indeed the Japanese economy as a whole. Over the next decade, the initial 

reaction of Japanese firms and the Japanese state (i.e., the Japanese developmental bureaucracy) 

was to follow a restructuring and outsourcing strategy still embedded within the overarching 

developmental logic that had spurred the Japanese “miracle” over the previous decades. The 

general pattern was that Japanese downstream and upstream manufacturers began the process of 
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selectively internationalizing their production networks according to a “flying geese” strategy 

whereby Japanese firms occupied the position of “lead goose.” State attempts to diversify 

upstream supplies failed, however, undone by the eagerness of Japanese and other foreign 

consumers to prey upon virtually unregulated Chinese exports. The key consequence of this was 

that China during these years displaced the US as the dominant producer of RE materials, and 

indeed began to imperil the very existence of non-Chinese RE sources of supply. Chinese state 

policies accelerated this process through trade measures designed to secure foreign exchange and 

decentralization policies designed to unleash local “entrepreneurial” forces. In practice, this 

meant the unrestrained mining and processing of RE materials and the collapse in prices for RE 

materials. Yet despite a boom in production, Chinese downstream demand and the upgrading of 

domestic productive capabilities still lagged, thereby setting the stage for a period of more overt 

developmental state policies and practices designed to cajole technology transfer and produce the 

most advanced RE-based technologies and components.  

Starting in the mid-1990s, Japanese dominance in the production of the downstream 

technologies began to erode. This was driven in part by competition from the maturing 

developmental states of East Asia. But China’s booming economy, matched with a state more 

intent on transforming and upgrading its own productive capabilities through developmental 

policies and practices reminiscent of those once practiced by Japan, was the more significant 

driver. As Japan and the rest of the world had become almost entirely reliant on Chinese 

upstream supplies, these links in the supply chain began to be targeted with various trade and 

investment policies designed to spur the process of relocation and technology transfer. Since 

Japanese firms had “chosen and focused” on maintaining dominance in specific niches in the RE 

supply chain far more so than firms anywhere else in the world, they thus became most 
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vulnerable to these efforts. Feeling a competitive squeeze on both fronts for over a decade, 

Japanese government and industry would feel a squeeze of an overtly political sort with China’s 

unofficial embargo of upstream supplies in 2010.  

The remainder of this chapter investigates each of these periods in more detail and 

concludes in the same fashion as Chapter 5: with an informed generalization comparing how 

each state has shaped the historic transformation of global RE supply chain through the use of 

Evans’s categories (custodian, midwife, husband, and demiurge) of developmental roles.  

 

1965-1985 Rise of the Japanese RE supply chain and the Chinese raw material periphery 

Prior to the 1960s, a Japanese rare earth industry did exist to support the production of 

arc carbons used in projection lighting (e.g., in movie projectors and search lights), cigarette 

lighter flints, and, starting in the 1950s, glass polishing materials. But the key turning point was 

the Japanese color television industry’s explosive growth between 1965 and 1970 when 

production reportedly grew from 97,000 units to 6,399,000 (Wooster 1986, 269). Televisions had 

been explicitly targeted by the state as an export “boom item” in the 1960s, and the consumer 

electronics industry as whole designated “strategic” since the late 1950s under the Temporary 

Measures Law for the Promotion of the Electronics Industry. They were thus the target of the 

technology, trade, investment, and industrial policies for which Japan’s developmental state 

earned its reputation.  

Since consumer electronics were the primary consumers of the two-leading edge 

downstream components using RE materials—RE screen phosphors and permanent magnets—

the Japanese RE sector as a whole was the beneficiary of the state’s developmentalism. As the 

previous chapter examined in detail, this boom in color television exports and rise of its 
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consumer electronics industry signaled that Japan was breaking free from the postwar pattern of 

being a technological follower of American-led product cycles and became a key player in 

shaping the development of the East Asian region in its own right. Indeed, by the end of this 

period Japan would join the US as the most significant consumer of RE materials and the 

dominant producer of these two most prized downstream component technologies. 

RE screen phosphors were the first, which developed because of the boom in color CRT 

tube production in the late 1960s. While the US color television industry faltered for the reasons 

examined in the previous chapter, Japanese firms by the mid-1980s consumed over half the 

western world’s supply of the two RE elements used in the making of screen phosphors 

(Robjohns 1987). RE permanent magnets were the second. Like RE screen phosphors, these 

depended on Japan’s booming consumer electronics industry. In the previous chapter, we saw 

how these samarium-cobalt (SmCo) permanent magnets had been developed in the US under the 

auspices of the American NSS during the 1960s. But Japanese firms were the first to produce 

them in large volumes and by 1983 Japan had become the largest producer of RE permanent 

magnets in the world (Roskill 1984). 

The remainder of this section is organized in three parts. First, I analyze the successes 

described above in further detail, focusing on how the Japanese state both protected and 

promoted the productive capabilities of the Japanese firms in the consumer electronics 

industry—the primary consumers of RE phosphors and permanent magnets. Second, I examine 

how the Japanese state supported the expansion of domestic RE processing capabilities with 

more mixed results. Finally, I investigate how Japanese government and industry responded to a 

new challenge created by their downstream successes: securing reliable access to crude or semi-
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processed RE materials. The solution was to develop new upstream supply sources in China to 

feed Japan’s ever-growing needs for RE materials during the first half of the 1980s.  

 

Supporting downstream demand 

Unlike in the United States, the production and use of Japanese RE screen phosphors and 

permanent magnets have endured as a leading source of demand for high-value rare earth 

materials well into the 21st century. The foundations for their long-term success were laid during 

these two decades and were closely tied to the rise of Japan’s consumer electronic industry. 

Various state policies and practices in several policy domains enabled the take-off of the 

Japanese consumer electronics industry, and, by extension, supported downstream demand for 

RE materials in Japan.264 State policies in multiple domains combined in ways that make precise 

measurement of their discrete effects difficult. However, considering the findings of the previous 

chapter, the Japanese state diverged significantly from the US pattern in how it governed foreign 

direct investment from leading manufacturers, promoted the adoption of new technologies in 

consumer electronic products, and incentivized innovations focused on consumer rather than 

military markets. This mixture of developmental roles, which combined policing with promotion, 

affected the development of the Japanese RE supply chain in profound ways.  

First, with respect to IFDI policy, the Japanese consumer electronics industry depended 

on what Mason (1992) refers to as Japan’s “screen door” foreign investment regime based on the 

Foreign Investment Law of 1950 and other measures. Under this regime, “the authorities 

                                                 
264 For example, color televisions were protected by tariff barriers that only gradually declined from 30% to 1% 

between 1965-1974 (Wooster 1986, 210). Sales in Japan, meanwhile, were insulated from imports by closed 

domestic distribution networks (Yamamura and Vandenberg 1986; C. Johnson 1982, 286). Japanese manufacturers 

could thus take advantage of a high-priced and protected home market to use as an export base. The structure of the 

Japanese color television industry, and indeed the consumer electronic industry as a whole, also gave Japanese firms 

another significant advantage over American competitors at the time(Wooster 1986, 145)  
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scrutinized all major FDI proposals through an intense, case-by-case screening procedure” which 

was “heavily influenced by domestic industry.” According to Mason, the primary goal of these  

procedures was “to separate technology and other assets from the direct control of their foreign 

owners, or, failing that, to insure that powerful domestic business groups directly profited from 

those foreign companies that were eventually permitted to invest” (Mason 1992, 5). Confronted 

by investment controls and stringent barriers, most U.S. firms wishing to participate in the 

Japanese postwar economy were left with only one “option”: to license technology to Japanese 

firms (Mason 1992, 151). This no doubt influenced RCA’s fateful decision to license its color 

television technology in 1962 just as they were beginning their mass production runs in the US 

(Millstein 1983, 117). Wooster (1986, 216) also notes that MITI played a key role in establishing 

the terms of licensing to ensure that all firms are charged a single royalty rate, thereby 

encouraging domestic competition. IFDI restrictions would remain an enduring feature of the 

Japanese political economy and a significant contrast with the US’s “open door.”265  

Second, MITI nurtured the rapid adaptation of new integrated circuit technologies to 

consumer electronic products. In conjunction with IFDI policies designed to promote technology 

transfer, MITI also coordinated and financed an R&D program with the specific aim of  

developing an all solid-state technology for application in monochrome and color television sets 

                                                 
265 Indeed, even as the so-called Japanese “screen door” began to be opened by piecemeal liberalization measures 

taken after Japan signed on to OECD Code of Liberalisation of Capital Movements in 1964, an “inner door” still 

remained in place over the next several decades. The latter, as Mason (1992, 5) describes it, entails “practices and 

arrangements originating directly in the Japanese private sector - some intentionally designed to discourage FDI, but 

others not so deliberately designed” that were implemented “in place of public laws and regulation.”  Johnson (1983 

278) concurs with this assessment, arguing that even public laws and regulations, especially during the early 

“liberalization” period, essentially amounted to “strictly pro forma acquiescence to international conventions.” He 

notes that “All proposed joint ventures or wholly owned subsidiaries remained subject to screening and approval by 

MITI under either the Foreign Exchange and Foreign Trade Control Law or the Foreign Capital Law if they 

involved the introduction of foreign technology into Japan.”  Indeed, among the many “omissions” affecting vital 

segments that were otherwise declared liberalized was the television industry, where it was stipulated that 

“foreigners could not produce color sets or use integrated circuits.”   
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(Wooster 1986, 282; Millstein 1983, 107).266 Because of the state’s success in these efforts, the 

adaptation of solid state circuitry to television receivers  became a key source of Japan’s 

competitive advantage with American firms because it cut costs, reduced the number of 

components needed for manufacture, and enhanced reliability. 

Third, state sponsorship of the consumer electronics industry and related mission-

oriented projects also supported key innovations in the RE permanent magnet technology 

originally pioneered by the US NSS. As noted in the previous chapter, US permanent magnet 

manufacturers were slow to realize the potential commercial opportunities of SmCo magnets due 

to outsourced overseas production or their focus on military markets. In their place, Japanese 

magnet makers, immersed in well-organized inter-firm production networks and with ready 

access to cheap credit funneled through state guidance, made the key investments in research and 

development during the 1970s that made it possible to take advantage of their unique properties 

in the various product lines that it had come to dominate in the 1980s. An unclassified report 

filed in 1981 on behalf of the US Army’s Electronics Technology and Devices Laboratory 

located in Monmouth, NJ, describes impressive equipment and personnel located at all the 

Japanese facilities visited (Rothwarf 1981). These were matched with mission-oriented 

developmental projects involving the Japan National Railway and major magnet producers 

(Toshiba, Hitachi, Mitsubishi, Matsushita) to produce a superconducting levitated trains 

(Rothwarf 1981, 22). These supports help to explain why two key breakthroughs in RE magnet 

materials occurred in Japan during these years. First, the TDK Corporation pioneered the 

                                                 
266  Sugata and Namekawa (1969), two scientists who participated in this project describes the state-coordinated 

effort as follows: “Since April, 1966, five major TV set makers, seven parts makers, four universities, and two 

institutes around Osaka have sponsored a committee to develop jointly a black and white and color receiver utilizing 

ICs [integrated circuits] for as many functions as possible. More ICs were employed in these prototype units than in 

any other TV receivers hitherto produced.” 
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development of a new alloy that substantially reduced the percentage of samarium needed in 

magnet alloys from 35% to 25% (Rothwarf 1981, 117–18). Second, and even more significantly, 

Sumitomo Special Metals discovered an entirely new magnetic material using neodymium and 

iron—two elements of far greater abundance than samarium and cobalt. Thanks to the discovery 

and the commercial application of these new permanent magnet alloys, as military planners in 

the US fretted over the health of American RE permanent magnet producers overly specialized in 

military applications, the Japanese permanent magnet industry experienced, on average, annual 

growth rates of over 30% between 1980 and 1988 (Robjohns 1989). 

 

Expanding upstream processing capabilities   

Unlike the US and China, Japan possesses no rare-earth bearing mineral ores. Securing 

reliable and diversified access to upstream rare earth materials and maintaining a domestic 

processing industry thus became the key objectives of government and industry in Japan during 

this period. As this section will examine in detail, major strides were made in expanding  

production by Japanese firms producing RE oxides and metals needed to make phosphors and 

permanent magnets. But the volume of processed materials now needed far exceeded the 

Japanese RE industry’s productive capacities and imports were required to make up the gap, 

sometimes significantly. Further upstream, limited sources of RE ores and concentrates were also 

a major concern. Both challenges would soon find their solution in the 1980s with the entry of 

China into the RE export markets, which will be examined in the next section. 

At the beginning of the color television boom, Japanese industry was almost entirely 

reliant on imported yttrium and europium oxides. This changed by the end of the decade, as 

production of yttrium oxide in Japan grew from 2 tons in 1967 to 15 by 1969, thereby dropping 
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the share of imported yttrium drastically from 90% to 35% (Roskill 1973, 75) (Roskill 1973 p 

75). Over this period, all imports of yttrium (and indeed all other RE oxides and metals) were 

subject to individual licensing control and incurred import duties of 10%. Ores and concentrates, 

which occupied a lower value-added niche in the supply chain, were imported duty free. This 

rapid increase in production can be explained by the demand provided by the color television 

industry and foreign licensing subject to the state screening policies described in the previous 

section. For example, the two largest producers, the Shin-Etsu Corporation and the Nippon 

Yttrium Corporation (a subsidiary of the Mitsui Mining and Smelting Company) both secured 

licenses for the processing of RE materials from various sources during these years.267  

 Beyond these measures, I uncovered no direct evidence of specific state guidance in the 

development of domestic Japanese production capacity for highly pure yttrium apart from one 

significant instance where it appears that MITI’s guidance was actively ignored. MITI was  

reportedly opposed to the way processing capacity had expanded during the late 1960s based on 

its judgement “that efforts should be concentrated on large-scale production at a single plant 

rather than dissipating efforts on two.”268 Roskill concluded in 1977 that MITI “was probably 

correct” given that Japanese firms had since experienced difficulties producing yttrium at the 

scale and cost currently required by color television manufacturers.269 This meant that the 

difference had to be made up by imports, particularly from Rhone Poulenc of France, whose 

                                                 
267 Nippon Yttrium produced yttrium using an extraction process licensed from the United Kingdom firm, Thorium 

Ltd. (Parker 1969, 957). while Shin-Etsu developed its own ion exchange and solvent extraction methods (Roskill 

1984). According to Spedding, however, Shin-Etsu also completed a plant using processes “similar to the one at the 

Ames Laboratory” during the yttrium boom, and reportedly “in the process of designing a large scale plant similar to 

Michigan Chemical's [an American firm].” RIC News, Vol.2, No.1, 1967. 

 
268 RLJ, June 1977. 

 
269 Ibid. 
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prices were far lower than Japanese producers.270 Japanese production of the samarium needed to 

supply domestic magnet makers also expanded by the 1980s (Shin-etsu Chemical, Sumitomo 

Metal, Japan Yttrium, and Santoku Metal Industries were the main suppliers), though here again 

production was not enough to meet current demand. Downstream consumers still had to rely 

heavily on foreign suppliers (Rothwarf 1981, 26; Roskill 1991, 371). 

Japanese processing capacity was only part of the problem; indeed, securing reliable 

supplies of the mineral ores and crude RE materials needed as feedstock became an even more 

pressing concern as Japanese demand grew during the 1970s. Materials from Brazil (Roskill 

1973, 39), India,271 the US,272 and the Soviet Union273 all proved problematic for reasons of price 

or reliability throughout this decade.  Roskill (1977, 103) described the general market dynamic 

that Japan confronted as follows: “As long as the number of companies processing rare-earths 

remains small and the sources of the ore restricted to a few supplies with a virtual monopoly 

situation in the USA, then the prices of rare earth ores, compounds and metal are likely to 

continue increasing as they have done over the past few years.”  

Essentially, Japan over these years had outgrown the existing global RE supply chain and 

had become uncomfortably reliant on the US for RE ores. But this situation did not last long. 

Indeed, by the next year Japanese government officials, manufacturers, and trading companies 

began to take decisive measures to develop new sources of rare earth ores in China that would 

forever transform the global RE supply chain—and Japan’s place within it.  

  

                                                 
270 By 1980, Rhone Poulenc was supplying 70% of Japan’s ytrrium oxide needs (Roskill 1980, 48). 

 
271 RLJ, November, 1979.  

 
272 RLJ, March, 1978. 

 
273 RLJ, December, 1979. 
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Developing new upstream sources 

The Chinese RE frontier was not, however, the first Japanese state-industry venture to 

develop alternative RE supply sources. The first foray was made by Mitsubishi Chemical 

Industries to develop an entirely independent supply of RE raw materials in Malaysia during the 

early 1970s (O’Driscoll 1988, 22). The main objective of this project, as well as another joint 

venture with a Norwegian firm, was to produce yttrium oxide to feed booming demand from the 

color television industry.274 These initiatives were consistent with the general strategy used by 

Japanese government and industry to develop and secure raw materials supplies at the time. 

According to an analysis commissioned by the US Department of Commerce, this strategy rested 

on three pillars: a preference for long-term arrangements and contracts for importing supplies 

(thereby avoiding spot market purchases), encouraging investments in diverse overseas sources, 

and taking a “soft” or low-profile approach to such investments (Economic Consulting Services 

1981).275 The “tools” of this soft approach, as described by a Japanese government official, was a 

“combination of financing resource development [but usually only at a level of between 10-30 

percent of the funds needed for a project] and long-term contracts” to prevent “substantial 

fluctuations in price” (Economic Consulting Services 1981, VI-21). 

The Japanese state’s role in facilitating this “soft” approach was multifaceted. While the 

Commerce study found that “there is no stated policy in Japan mandating the ‘soft approach,’” it 

nevertheless concluded that the “type and degree of Japanese private commitment on overseas 

resource ventures is almost certainly the subject of considerable administrative guidance” 

                                                 
274 RIC News, Vol.14, No.4, 1979. 

 
275 A copy of this study is on file at the Reagan Library: Folder Natural Resources, Strategic Minerals, Department 

of Commerce: Nonfuel Mineral Policies of Six Industrialized Countries, Final Report September 1981; Box 22; 

Danny J. Boggs Files; RNL.  
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(Economic Consulting Services 1981, VI-24). MITI, along with “various organs which supply 

funds,” were cited as the main providers of such guidance and could influence behavior “through 

the various discretionary support measures (e.g., loan guarantees, provision of long-term credits, 

etc.).” One of these organs was the Metal Mining Agency of Japan (MMAJ). Originally 

established in 1963 to provide assistance to the domestic mining industry, during the 1970s it 

increasingly began to focus its activities abroad by facilitating “technical cooperation with 

developing countries” and stimulating progress in new “exploration methods and other 

technological areas” (Economic Consulting Services 1981, VI-21).276  

The early Sino-Japanese relationship in the RE supply chain developed in a manner 

heavily mediated or assisted by their respective states, which included government to 

government negotiations, the dispersion of Japanese geologists and technical experts under the 

guidance of the MMAJ, and the forging of investment and trade agreements that safeguarded 

against the kinds of “substantial fluctuations in prices” that MITI sought to avoid. The 

relationship began with the signing of the Long-term Trade Agreement and the Japan-China 

Friendship Treaty in 1978. One of the centerpieces of these agreements was that China would 

export petroleum and coal to Japan, while Japan would export plant and technology to China 

(Kokubun 1986, 21). A surge of foreign plant contracts with China were signed between 1978 

and 1980, with Japan accounting for 59.1 percent of the overall total (West Germany accounted 

for 20 9 per cent, and the United States 5.0 percent).  

But despite these encouraging signs of cooperation, early forays made by Japanese RE 

producers were not initially positive. Most notably, a contract with the Mitsui Mining and 

                                                 
276 MITI established a lean stockpile program in 1982 that consisted of five rare metals (though not, at the time, 

REs).  Its major purpose, according to one MITI official, “is to keep our industries going in times of trouble from 

war and extended strikes”(Ries 1988). REs would later be added to this stockpile in the 1990s, an important 

development to which I will return. 
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Smelting Corporation to build two rare-earth plants in Baotou, Inner Mongolia was “suddenly 

and unilaterally pigeonholed” by the Chinese after two years of cooperation and joint 

development on the grounds that that they now “preferred a policy of self-development.277 

Japanese manufacturers had reportedly harbored “deep suspicions” about this ill-fated project 

even before it was cancelled; indeed, it is highly revealing that another joint venture involving 

Japanese and Chinese RE firms would not be established until 1996.278 Yet technical assistance 

from Japanese state sources continued. The following year, a team from the Metal Mining 

Agency visited China to work out a mining proposal and to negotiate the opening of a Beijing 

office (Suda 1981) and over the next two years MITI financed the analysis of 2,000 tons of 

Chinese rare earth ores with the goal of developing a new technique that could analyze rare earth 

ores in a faster and less costly fashion.279  

The main link tying the burgeoning China-Japan RE relationship in these early years was 

Chinese exports, beginning with small amounts of crude rare earth ores and concentrates and 

followed over time by higher value-added processed materials. RE exports from China during 

these years were controlled by two state trading agencies, the China National Non-ferrous Metals 

Import and Export Corporation (CNIEC) and China National Metals and Minerals Import and 

Export Corporation (Minmetals). Their objectives were to boost overall exports, maintain high 

prices, and increase the ratio of higher value-added fabricated materials in their RE export 

profile. In all three respects, there is ample evidence that they succeeded. To be sure, exports did 

                                                 
277 Mitsui’s experience was, in fact, part of a more general backlash in China at the time against the contracts that 

had been signed with foreign firms during these “feverish” years—the result of a complex power struggle involving 

factions of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) elite and the many organs of the state bureaucracy (Kokubun 1986). 

For more details about Mitsui’s project, see (U.S. Bureau of Mines 1980, 74; U.S. Bureau of Mines 1982, 703; 

Goldman 2014, 149)   

 
278 RLJ, February, 1996. 

 
279 RLJ, August 1983. 
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not boom during this period as they would after 1985. But growth was steady: by 1979, China 

had already displaced India as principal supplier of crude rare earths to Japan,280 and imports of 

Chinese rare-earth chlorides to Japan almost doubled to 2,035 tons in 1980 (an increase from the 

1,037 tons imported in 1979 (U.S. Bureau of Mines 1982, 703). Over the next three years 

between 1982 and 1985, Chinese mine production capacity rose from 6,000 t (REO) to over 

20,000 tons. Overall, exports of rare earths increased by a rate of approximately 50% per year 

since 1979, reaching 4,500 tons in 1985. By 1986, China had replaced France and the U.S. as the 

main source of raw materials to Japan (Robjohns 1986). 

Progress was slower for improving the quality of Chinese-processed materials. As of 

1982, even separated REs sold as “finished” materials were still being used as intermediate 

inputs by Japanese processors for further processing.281 Consistency in quality would remain a 

perennial problem throughout the decade. But there were also indicators of improvement, 

especially in the production and export of the highly valuable yttrium oxides used in color 

screens.282 Even more significantly, prices remained stable during this period. This was because 

prices for RE materials from China during these years were fixed by the Chinese state at 

international levels or, in some cases (e.g., materials in unusually short supply or connected to 

the electronics industries) at prices even higher than international prices.283 This began to change 

in the latter half of the 1980s, as new state policies described in the next section led to production 

booms and unprecedented declines in prices that would forever transform the global RE supply 

chain.   

                                                 
280 RLJ, July, 1980. 

 
281 RLJ, June, 1982. 
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1985-1995: Japan restructures and innovates; Chinese upstream production booms   

By the mid-1980s, the RE supply chains in Japan and China were both on the rise. But 

they also confronted several acute of challenges. For Japan, its superior export performance had 

led to the heightened trade frictions and the forced appreciation of the Japanese yen after the 

1985 Plaza Accord agreements. Intensified competition from other Asian countries (particularly 

the four “Asian Tigers” of South Korea, Taiwan, Singapore and Hong Kong, given a further 

competitiveness boost with the appreciating yen) added to these pressures on Japanese firms to 

disperse their production networks further beyond Japan’s borders. This constituted the first 

developmental challenge facing the Japanese RE supply chain: how to manage the opportunities 

and costs associated with internationalization while at the same time maintaining a leading 

position on the technological frontier? This section argues that the role of Japanese 

developmental state did not diminish so much as it constructively evolved in response to this first 

challenge. The second challenge was located further upstream: How to take advantage of the 

historic opportunity to import RE materials from China at once unfathomable prices and volumes 

while at the same time supporting productive capacities at home and maintaining diverse, non-

Chinese sources abroad? Here, the performance of the Japanese state was more mixed.   

The nascent Chinese RE supply chain, meanwhile, confronted two challenges of its own.  

First, Chinese government policies during the 1980s designed to boost exports (and foreign 

currency) unleashed a burst of entrepreneurialism at the local level by decentralizing control and 

incentivizing local officials and enterprises to develop. The boom in the production and export of 

upstream RE materials was a key result of this general policy (He 2014). And while official 

control of trade by state trading agencies and the striking of international agreements, most 
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notably between the Chinese State Planning Commission and Japan’s MITI in 1987 continued, 

the central state’s capacity to control production and trade at the mine and plant level became 

essentially nonexistent. Export surges flooded international markets and price drops became 

endemic during this period. Attempts to reign in destructive competition were mostly 

unsuccessful over this decade, and the failure to meet the challenge of governing upstream 

markets for RE materials in a way that would maximize their value would remain an enduring 

issue well into the 21st century.  

The second challenge was to upgrade domestic productive capabilities further 

downstream. A key pillar of this policy was to actively encourage foreign direct investment. FDI 

flows surged during the 1990s, particularly from Japan and the Asian “tigers.” Between 1990 and 

2004 they accounted for 71% percent of the stock of FDI flowing into China (Hung 2015). For 

its part, FDI from Japan peaked in 1995 as Japanese firms became increasingly reluctant to 

transfer or license their most advanced and profitable technologies. This posed certain limits on 

the developmental potential of China’s domestic RE supply chain. It also set the stage for a new, 

more complex era between 1995 and 2010 of cooperation, competition and conflict which will 

be examined in the final section of this chapter.    

 

Managing downstream restructuring and supporting new innovations 

Between 1985 and 1995, the RE supply chain in Japan began to transform in a manner 

consistent with the so-called “flying geese” strategy.284 This strategy entails Japanese firms 

                                                 
284 The “flying geese” concept has a long lineage, first coined by the economist Kaname Akamatsu during the 1930s 

when it was adapted to an imperialist logic to secure resources and industrial capability at the service of the imperial 

core and its warmaking potential (Cumings 1984). After World War II, the logic shifted to a more purely 

developmental one based on a “classic product-cycle industrialization pattern” reflecting the need on the part of 

Japanese firms to engage in constant industrial upgrading to maintain international competitiveness. For an analysis 

of how this development strategy was used over the past quarter century, see Hatch (2010).  
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maintaining a hierarchical and stable division of labor along the value chain by playing, 

naturally, the role of the “lead goose” specializing in the most technologically advanced products 

with the highest added value. The evolution of Japanese production networks after the period of 

“miraculous” growth has been extensively researched across several industries (Encarnation 

1999; Ernst 2001; Schaede and Grimes 2003; Lincoln and Gerlach 2004; Anchordoguy 2005; 

Steven Kent Vogel 2006; Hatch 2010). For the two most critical to the RE supply chain at the 

time—the consumer electronics and IT industries—Ernst (1994, 2000 p 80) found that heavy 

geographic concentration, closed, headquarters-centered governance structures, and asymmetric 

trade links with East Asia were the three most outstanding features of internationalization. These 

second and third features contrasted most with the behavior of American firms. The latter 

outsourced more control and more production and promoted more imports into the US “home” 

economy than exports out of it. Japanese production networks internationalized more selectively 

and strategically (Steven Kent Vogel 2006, 142–43). Moreover, Vogel (2006, 19) also found that 

Japanese firms, at least during this period,  “remained loyal to their Japanese suppliers for critical 

components” by either purchasing only the most standard parts from local suppliers or helping to 

facilitate their relocation in tandem (See also Lincoln and Gerlach 2004, 334–35).  

In what ways did the Japanese state encourage, inhibit or otherwise shape the speed and 

scope of the internationalization process? Schaede and Grimes (2003) forcefully argue that 

specific enclaves of the Japanese state in cooperation with Japanese firms continued during this 

period to actively “manage the effects of globalization with policies that [were] proactive and 

occasionally aggressive.” This they called “permeable insulation,” with the “insulation” resulting 

from measures to protect domestic interests in various ways and the “permeability” resulting 

from the state allowing “those sectors in need of more freedom in corporate strategy to break free 
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from the fetters of domestic protection” (Schaede and Grimes 2003, xi). How could the state 

exert influence on these strategies?285  

One key area where the state attempted to manage internationalization was in the domain 

of outward foreign direct investment policy. Solis (2003) found that during these years “the 

Japanese government used preferential FDI credit to serve its own industrial policy goals: to 

secure the supply of key raw materials for the Japanese market, and to facilitate industrial 

restructuring by shifting abroad industries with eroding comparative advantage.” For example, 

Japan’s Export Import Bank (JEXIM), which had long extended tend loans to the producers of 

chemicals, iron and steel, and nonferrous metals, now began extending higher levels of support 

to manufacturers in the consumer electronics and automotive industries.286 Their goal, according  

to Solis, was not “to transfer whole manufacturing sectors abroad [as American firms were doing 

at this time], but rather to relocate overseas the uncompetitive segments of the industry, while 

maintaining research-and-development and high value-added activities in Japan” (Solis 2003, 

108). 

Hatch (2010, 99) also found that Japanese bureaucrats during the 1990s began 

“expanding and deepening linkages” in the Asian region, which added up to “a forceful but 

largely behind-the-scenes effort “to achieve an alignment of diverse interests and to form a 

consensus, or at least an appearance of it, among the region’s countries with respect to intra-

                                                 
285 Given that the focus of this chapter is on the state’s performance of developmental roles (or lack thereof), not the 

origins of the policies upon which they are based, I leave aside the long-standing debate among specialists of Japan 

over extent to which the latter is driven by relatively autonomous state officials, Japanese capitalists, or the result of 

a more complicated process of consensus building.   

 
286 JEXIM extended 68% of its loans to the producers of chemicals, iron and steel, and nonferrous metals between 

1971 and 1984; over the period between 1985 and 1995, the share extended to electronics and automobiles increased 

from 2 percent and 12 percent, respectively, to 22 percent for each. In terms of overall cases, Solis also found that 

“in the second half of the 1980s, industrial investment cases totaled 2,388, far surpassing the previous cumulative 

postwar record of 1,691 FDI projects (Solis 2003, 106).  
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regional and global economic issues.” He specifically highlights MITI’s role in “creating new 

industrial federations that functioned as the regional equivalent of trade associations” as well as 

efforts to coordinate development plans on a regionwide basis.” As we shall see below, MITI 

was centrally involved in attempts to broker deals with Chinese authorities setting the terms in 

the production of RE resources in exchange for the transfer of Japanese technical assistance and 

technological transfer. But Hatch also acknowledged that for the very reason that state guidance 

took place behind the scenes, (e.g., “in the form of a simple phone call to advise a firm about a 

particular regulation or a lunch meeting to discuss future investments in an industry”) evidence 

of the impact or scale of these activities “is extremely difficult to quantify” (Hatch 2010, 114).  

Hatch’s observation applies no less to the difficulties of precisely identifying how the 

Japanese state influenced the restructuring process followed by the producers of RE screen 

phosphors and permanent magnets. Yet it is suggestive that in both cases firms quite faithfully 

followed the Japanese state’s developmental goals during this period. Indeed, RE phosphors used 

in CRTs and flat screens provides a paradigmatic example of this general restructuring strategy 

in which high-value added activities were retained, lower-value added activities were 

regionalized, and high-value inputs exported to overseas assemblers. To be sure, growth in the 

consumption of RE screen phosphors began to slow after 1985 due to a stronger yen and 

increases CRT production in South and East Asia (particularly in South Korea and China). Yet 

Japanese CRT production still did not peak until 1995.287 Even then, the quantitative declines 

experienced in the years that followed were more than compensated by Japan’s dominant 

position in high-end computer monitors and large CRTs as well as in the leading-edge 

application it had pioneered: flat panel displays (discussed in more detail below). It is for these 

                                                 
287 RLJ, February, 1999. 
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reasons that by the mid-1990s, Japanese domestic consumption and exports of RE phosphors 

remained high even as producers began to face stronger competition from South Korean and 

Chinese materials.288 In short, the “flying geese” had stayed in formation.  

So did the permanent magnet producers. Magnet restructuring in Japan, mostly occurred 

outside the valuable RE permanent magnet market segment during these years.289 RE permanent 

magnets, meanwhile, continued to experience rapid growth in Japan. The most advanced 

generation, NdFeB magnets, first discovered in 1983, only began to penetrate commercial 

markets in 1986 when Japanese production was approximately 50 tons (Robjohns 1989). They 

then began to be adapted for use primarily in the consumer electronic and IT industries in 

applications where resistance to high temperatures were not a requirement (e.g., compact disc 

drives, cassette player motors, and office peripheral equipment). Starting in 1987, NdFeB magnet 

production grew by 66% per year, rising from 100 tons to over 4,000 tons by 1997.290 By 1990, 

Japanese manufacturers were the dominant producers of both types of NdFeB magnets covered 

by Sumitomo and GM patents (the latter’s Magnequench subsidiary licensed bonded NdFeB 

production to Japanese firms) (Roskill 1991). It was not until the late 1990s and 2000s that the 

Japanese magnet makers would begin to restructure, an important development in the growing 

conflict between Japan and China to which I will return.  

By only gradually internationalizing, Japanese firms were thus well-positioned to 

dominate future adaptations of RE phosphors for use in flat panel, liquid-crystal display (LCD) 

screens. One of the key reasons why production of the latter was so strong in Japan and not in the 

                                                 
288 RLJ, April 1995. 

 
289 RLJ, January, 1999. 

 
290 RLJ, May 1998. 
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US was due to the fact that the profits gained through the sale of television and semiconductor 

devices had been re-invested in future LCD development. By 1991, Roskill found that “most 

research into LCDs takes place in Japan rather than the USA, and the majority of patents 

regarding production are possessed by Japan.”291 Japanese producers of LCD screens thus held a 

near monopoly for most of the 1990s. As the National Flat Panel Display Initiative failed in the 

US for the reasons examined in the previous chapter, Japanese dominance only began to 

diminish at the end of the decade when confronted by the more effective South Korean and 

Taiwanese developmental states.  

These years also saw the commercialization of a significant new application for RE 

materials: Nickel-Metal Hydride (NiMH) batteries using mixtures of rare earths (called 

mischmetal). Here again, the state’s sustained sponsorship of research and development, as well 

as its nurturing of downstream electronics and IT industries (Anchordoguy 1989) were critical. 

According to Sakai et al (1999, 762), the lead scientists involved in the development of this 

technology, “R&D on metal hydrides [had] been conducted mainly under ‘Sun-shine project’ 

sponsored by MITI,” which had been started just after the oil crisis in 1974. Government support 

continued through the 1980s and, by the end of the decade, was rewarded when Japanese firms 

were the first to commercialize this new battery technology. In 1989, Matsushita Denchi Kogyo 

(Matsushita Batteries Industries) announced plans to be the first to put NiMH batteries in laptops 

and videotape recorders as power supplies.292 Not far behind were Sanyo, Toshiba and other 

Japanese firms who also began marketing NiMH batteries in the early 1990s.293  

                                                 
291 RLJ, February, 1991. 

 
292 RLJ, February, 1989. A license from the American firm Energy Conversion Devices, another pioneer in NiMH 

battery technology, was also secured by Matsushita.  

 
293 RLJ, July 1991.  
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New state environmental regulations further spurred the adoption of this new battery 

technology. NiMH batteries had superior properties compared with the previous generation of 

nickel-cadmium batteries, but were more expensive. In a pattern consistent with the findings of 

the previous chapter, by instituting strong new regulations calling for the disposal of the latter, 

the market for NiMH expanded rapidly (Sakai, Uehara, and Ishikawa 1999). Production grew by 

80% from 31 million units in 1992 to 56 million units in 1993 as NiMH batteries began to be 

used as the power source in small electronic equipment such as laptop computers, camcorders, 

mobile phones, LCD TVs and portable music players (Roskill 1994). By the end of the 1990s, 

advanced batteries joined RE screen phosphors, permanent magnets, and autocatalysts as the 

leading consumers of RE materials.  

In sum, by the mid-1990s, Japanese firms had succeeded in restructuring their operations 

across Asia in such a way that downstream demand for RE materials still continued to grow. 

This, combined with the development of a new battery alloy using RE materials—used first by 

the consumer electronic and IT industries and later by automobile manufacturers—enabled  

Japanese firms to maintain their position as the leading consumer of RE materials for these 

applications. Their continued focus on maintaining high production levels at the technological 

frontier and investing in R&D—from LCD screens for RE phosphors to advanced RE permanent 

magnets and batteries for the automobile industry—showed that even during Japan’s “lost 

decade,” the downstream links of the RE industry were far from losing their way.  

Further upstream, however, there were signs that Japanese RE industry had perhaps gone 

astray, leaving behind the developmental principles discussed in the previous section that 

favored stable prices and diversified suppliers. The simple reason was that China during this 

period had not only become Japan’s primary supplier of upstream materials but also the 
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dominant supplier to the entire world. The next section turns to the issue of the role that Japanese 

government and industry played in accelerating this process, and how they attempted to mitigate 

its negative effects. 

 

Japan and the upstream RE supply chain: successes and failures 

For the remainder of the 1980s, official Japanese government cooperation to assist in the 

development of RE sources in China continued very much as it had in the previous period 

(Mining Journal 1986). This relationship was further deepened by the signing of new agreement 

in 1988 between Japan’s MITI and China’s state planning commission. Its key provisions were 

that China was to receive advanced technology and machinery from Japan to update their 

mining, extraction, and processing of rare earths, while Japan was to receive a steady and 

continuous supplies of REs from China.294 The agreement also stipulated that three Chinese state 

agencies were to be the officially sanctioned entities for the export of rare earths. But Chinese 

authorities also warned that “if Japan dealt with any other corporations and encountered 

difficulties over non-delivery,” they “would not be able to accept responsibility.”295 Given 

plummeting prices for previously dear RE materials, Japanese firms were more than willing to 

accept the risk, despite the fact that delays in shipping and quality control remained perennial 

issues in the China RE trade.  

Japanese government and industry accelerated China’s entry into global RE supply 

chains in two ways. First, by transferring technology along the lines stipulated in the agreement 

above (though apparently this did not include higher value-added processing technologies). 
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Second, and perhaps most significantly, by providing China with its main export market. Indeed, 

Japanese consumers would become the key players in the export boom, accounting for 80% of 

Chinese exports in 1990 (Robjohns 1991). Processors like Mitsui purchased huge lots of crude 

RE concentrates on long-term contracts, particularly to secure regular access to the valuable 

ionic ore concentrates rich with the most desirable RE elements. Further feeding the boom in 

demand coming from Japan was a massive expansion in RE Japanese processing capacity (later 

thrown into crisis during the recession in the early 1990s).  

For Japanese consumers of RE materials, the benefits of Chinese REs were clear: ever 

cheaper RE materials from China were a boost to their profitability and a boon to new 

technological development since REs had grown more abundant. On the other hand, unleashing 

the Chinese RE bonanza (especially by circumventing official sales channels) constituted in 

many ways a betrayal of long-standing principals of raw material procurement emphasizing 

stable prices and diversity of supply sources.  Indeed, there were ample signs that Japan’s and the 

rest of the world’s embrace of China was threatening the very viability of non-Chinese sources 

of RE materials. This was also apparent further downstream, as Japanese processors began to 

experience pressures from Chinese exporters, even in the more valuable market segments where 

they had long been dominant.  

Of course, upstream processors also benefited, at least for a time, from the availability of 

cheap feedstock from China. But following the burst of a misguided investment bubble in 

processing capacity in the early 1990s and the broader recession that followed, demand (and 

prices) fell precipitously. Drastic restructuring of processing capacity ensued. Yet here again, we 

find a significant contrast with the experience of the American RE supply chain, which would 

experience drastic declines as firms reduced production or exited the industry altogether. The 
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retreat of Japanese upstream RE producers, was slower, more deliberate, and selective for two 

main reasons. First, following the recommendation of the Japanese Mining Industry board in 

1994,  rare earths were added to the list of metals in Japan's stockpile program (Satterthwaite 

1995). This provided a buffer not only for when supplies were tight but also for when demand 

would slack (the stockpile being a destination for the unloading of excess capacity). Second, 

those processors that remained were still “a leading force in rare earth research and 

development” and could thus afford to allow less highly processed products move to China and 

South-East Asia and still focus on more valuable segments for which Japanese industry was still 

providing strong demand. Similar levels of demand of course did not exist in the US at this 

time.296   

More problematic was the issue of maintaining alternative sources of REs outside of 

China. The economics of RE production had changed drastically with the rise of China as an 

export giant, leaving increasingly narrow scope for non-Chinese suppliers. The announcement 

that Molycorp was being put up for sale in 1991 caused alarm, and Japanese processing 

companies reportedly entertained the idea of acquiring it in the early 1990s.297 For their part, 

MITI and upstream Japanese mining and processing firms did still try to develop non-Chinese 

sources during the 1990s. But these ventures, in Malawi, Outer Mongolia, the newly independent 

countries of Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan bore little fruit or were on a small scale.298 There were 

also more significant attempts to develop monazite mines in Australia (Robjohns and Kendall 

1992). But Australia’s environmental authorities, reluctant to participate in upstream processing 
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297 Roskill (1994) reported that "Japanese rare earth processing companies have paid particular attention to the 

pattern of rare earth supply from North America since Unocal announced their intention to sell Molycorp Inc in 

1991” and that “several Japanese companies were interested in bidding for Molycorp…” 

 
298 For further details on these cases, see Robjohns (1990), Roskill (1991), and RLJ, July, 1994.  
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activities that would require the handling and disposal of radioactive materials, ultimately put an 

end to such plans. Here was a clear case where environmental regulations did indeed inhibit the 

growth of non-Chinese sources of REs.  

 As the 20th century was drawing to a close, the global RE supply chain was thus entering 

a new era where the upstream was becoming less diverse and more concentrated in China. One 

of the main casualties, as noted in the previous chapter, was Molycorp, which would eventually 

cease all extraction and processing activities in the US in the late 1990s.  Having described how 

Japanese government and industry helped to facilitate China’s take off as the world’s dominant 

producer of REs, I now turn to the no less significant effects of Chinese state policies and 

practices.  

 

Destabilizing and de-diversifying supply: China’s destructive take-off 

In 1993, Pierre Falconnet of Rhone Poulenc (the major French producer of RE materials) 

observed that the rare earth industry had recently entered “a world of rapid change” (Falconnet 

1993). Change was partly due to the fact that new applications and new demands for RE 

materials had been multiplying rapidly in recent years. But the main source of change was not in 

the downstream sources of demand but in the upstream sources of supply. Indeed, not since the 

discovery and exploitation of Mountain Pass in southern California had there been such a 

fundamental shift in the global RE supply chain. China had of course already begun to export RE 

materials during the early 1980s, but 1985 was a key turning point as prices dropped and 

volumes surged for both crude RE ores as well as higher value-added separated REs.  In the case 

of the elements used in RE phosphors and magnets, the drop was especially steep: 72% for  

yttrium and samarium and  65% for europium (Falconnet 1993, 115). In terms of overall volume, 
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Chinese production increased by 28% per year between 1985 and 1992, with an increasing share 

consisting of separated RE materials (Falconnet 1993, 114). The years between 1988 and 1992 

saw the most significant jump of the latter, with Chinese production of separated REs rising by 

280% from 770 tons to 2,930 tons (Roskill 1994, 199).  

Behind this boom in production was a similar boom in the number of Chinese RE 

producers all chasing demand for samarium, neodymium and yttrium (mainly from Japan). 

Tempted by the high prices, Roskill reported that between 1985 and 1988 over 150 new factories 

were established to produce RE products and between 1986 and 1987 alone, the number of RE 

alloy manufacturers increased from 10 to 50. By 1991, there were reportedly “more than 300 

inexperienced new rare earth producing companies in production” (Roskill 1994). Part of the 

reason why there was such a boom in exports, as Falconnet (1993, 116) colorfully put it, was 

because “an army of foreign traders fighting each other without any financial risk and unable to 

give customers the necessary technical assistance” had descended upon a “a plethoric number of 

producers wrestling to export within “an inappropriate sales network.”  

But the main enabler of the boom was of course the historic reforms underway in the 

Chinese political economy. The previous section noted how up to 1985, RE prices remained 

relatively stable as production grew and Chinese authorities began to emphasize production of 

higher value-added separated RE oxides and metals. This changed as a result of several new 

policies being implemented.  One obvious spur to the production and export of Chinese RE 

materials was the implementation of export tax rebates in 1985, which reflected the Chinese 

state’s overall policy of using raw material exports as a way to accumulate foreign currency (He 

2014, 242). Even more significant, the central statet gave greater scope to “entrepreneurial” 

production activities led by local party cadres (Shirk 1993; Oi 1999; Huang 2008). Officially, RE 
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exports still needed to be licensed, and licenses were managed at this time by three state-owned 

corporations and their subsidiaries: CNIEC, Minmetals, and the Ministry of Metallurgical 

Industry. But as of 1991, Roskill (1991, 81) reported that “in practice, however, rare earths have 

been exported by companies other than the three corporations…and price controls have been 

circumvented.” Moreover, price wars between these official entities also led to “large lots of 

mixed rare earth concentrates and compounds being dumped on the international market at low 

prices.” 

 He (2015) provides a concise summary of the incentive and opportunity structures 

driving the boom in the number of factories and alloy manufacturers at the local level. First, the 

central state’s emphasis on fast growth and exports linked the promotion of local party cadres to 

their ability to meet high growth targets. He further notes that because “rare earth deposits are 

mostly located in backward regions with few other resource advantages…rare earth projects 

usually became the foremost options for local cadres.” Adding to the attractiveness of RE 

exploitation in the southern regions was the fact that the rich ionic clay deposits located there 

were relatively simple to mine while at the same time being blessed with some of the highest 

concentrations of valuable “heavy” RE materials, including yttrium, samarium, dysprosium, and 

neodymium. Political decentralization further empowered local cadres. They held the rights to 

sell land and license mining and processing projects and “were able to ignore central government 

policies if they did not provide instant benefit to local growth” (He 2014, 241). 

The first joint venture in China to refine REs, that involved a foreign firm—the 

Canadian-Pacific Rare Earths & Metals Corp. (Can-Pac)—provides a good example of how 

official policies were actually implemented at the local level. O'Driscoll (1988, 42) reported that 

the venture used “Chinese proprietary technology for rare earth processing” and “administrative 
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and engineering staff contributed by the Ganzhou Corporation.” The latter, along with the five 

mines feeding the plant, came “under the direct supervision and administration of the Gannan 

district government.” But O’Driscoll’s key finding about the joint venture was that it “has 

complete control over the export and marketing of rare earth products from the plant, which 

conflicts with the wishes and recent measures introduced by the Chinese government.” 

By the early 1990s, it had become obvious to Chinese authorities that the withdrawal of 

state control had unleashed destructive competitive forces upon the upstream RE supply chain. In  

1994, some attempts to form a cartel that would adopt uniform prices were reportedly made so as 

to “bring an end to their price war and stop the undercutting which has made rare earths 

production barely profitable” (Satterthwaite 1994). Some order was at least restored after 

Chinese producers began to change their sales strategies. They had previously simply increased 

production levels each year in response to declining prices; now they reportedly began to 

produce only enough rare earths to meet orders (Satterthwaite 1995). But government efforts to 

restore some degree of regulation and control of the industry proved to be a decade-long process. 

Indeed, it would not be until the early 2000s that relatively mild regulations began to show real 

effects, and not until 2009 when a more effective “regulatory storm” began to descend across the 

industry (He 2015).  

Success in developing higher value-added links further downstream in the RE supply 

chain also proved elusive up to the mid-1990s. There were some successes. China began the 

period mostly exporting crude yttrium concentrates and ended it by taking on more valuable 

processing steps thanks to the transfer of production technologies from Japan. Where once CRT 

production required the importation of high-value, high-purity Yttrium oxides manufactured in 
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Japan, producers began to source locally after the technology was transferred to China.299 A 

similar situation was occurring further downstream with RE permanent magnet production. By 

the mid-1990s, Roskill reported that there were 200 plants making NdFeB permanent magnets in 

China. But these producers were small (with an average production of about 8 tons per year) and 

their productivity and batch sizes were low. But they did have readily available raw materials, 

skilled technical teams, inexpensive labor, and, perhaps most significantly, no requirement to pay 

royalties on foreign patents these were unprotected in China for most of these years.300 A 

foundation was thus laid for a more impressive take off during the late 1990s, with the state 

playing an active role.  

Such growing activism on the part of the Chinese state would be one of the defining 

features of the next period, as the latter attempted to address disappointing downstream 

productive capabilities amidst an upstream boom and surges of FDI. The developmental 

ambitions of Chinese state elites and capitalists were growing, and they began to adopt many 

familiar strategies out of the old developmental state playbook (So 2009). Collisions with their 

increasingly embattled Japanese counterparts thus became more frequent. A new, more complex 

era of competition, cooperation and conflict was emerging between the two countries, one that 

would eventually culminate in crisis in 2010.     

 

1995-2010: Old and new developmental states across the RE supply chain 

                                                 
299 Included among them was a Beijing-Matsushita joint venture to produce cathode ray tubes in 1989 (using a rare 

earth phosphor technology that was transferred by Kasei Optonics), and Toshiba, which began production of 

television phosphors in Xianyang and Beijing in 1990 (Roskill 1998). 

 
300 Sumitomo Special Metals was granted a Chinese patent for production of NdFeB magnets in China in 1993.RLJ, 

December, 1993.  
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 By the mid-1990s, production and consumption across the global RE supply chain had 

begun to shift decisively toward Asia. The supply chain’s evolution now became dominated by 

three regional trends that had already begun to develop during the mid-1980s. All three trends 

posed a challenge to Japan’s existing productive capabilities, which had up to these years 

remained essentially intact. The first trend was the continued restructuring of Japanese 

productive activities and the eventual breakdown of the “flying geese” internationalization 

pattern. The second and related trend was the maturation of the developmental states of East Asia 

to the point where they began to break formation and threaten Japan’s position in leading 

segments of the consumer electronics, IT, and automotive industries. The third was the 

emergence of China as the dominant producer of upstream RE materials and, increasingly, of 

more valuable downstream links in the RE supply chain.   

 The challenge for Chinese authorities during these years was to not only “re-regulate” the 

upstream supply of RE materials, as He (2014) aptly put it, but also gradually use control of 

upstream sources of supply as leverage to break down technological barriers to entry and further 

promote domestic consumption of RE materials for the advanced technologies that had thus far 

been so elusive. In fact,  the state did succeed in taking some proactive measures to meet these 

challenges and there were a number of indicators that the state was leaving behind its period of  

what Breslin (1996) has  described as “dysfunctional development.” Essentially, it was now 

beginning to perform developmental roles more consistent with those of other East Asian 

developmental states. 

The late 1990s were also a period of major political reforms in Japan. Already in decline 

during the early 1990s, the Japanese developmental state bureaucracy continued to lose its 

power. Schaede (2012, 176) found that the informal decision-making that had prevailed between 
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MITI during the previous period was now being overturned, leaving ministries with “open and 

transparent regulatory decision-making powers.” The key processes of decision-making were 

now being shifted to companies and their shareholders. During these years, members of the re-

named Ministry of the Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) started to lament that “It is no 

longer fun to be a METI official.”301 And as the state’s role diminished, laws and regulations 

affecting corporate governance and ownership (Schaede 2012, 174), and accounting practices 

(Lincoln and Gerlach 2004, 327) both acted as “a major spur” in the shift away from stable 

cross-shareholding and toward increasing ownership by foreign and institutional investors. Since 

foreign investors turned their shares over more frequently than domestic institutional investors 

did, this, according to Lincoln and Gerlach (2004, 323) had the effect of “ratcheting up the 

pressure on companies to improve earnings and share price.”  

The new business catchphrase at the turn of the century was now “choose and focus” 

(sentaku to shuchu), which Schaede (2008; 2012, 168) describes as “a focus on the core business 

and the shedding of all activities that are not profitable or not central to the company’s revised 

corporate strategy.” This meant that “companies needed to retrench, slim down, exit non-

profitable businesses, spin off unrelated businesses, and lay off excess workers.” In practice, 

Japanese firms were becoming similar in many ways to their US counterparts since this also 

meant outsourcing uncompetitive links in the production process, severing longstanding ties with 

supplier networks, and demanding profitability with shorter time horizons—with equally 

negative effects on domestic productive capabilities. Indeed, as shown below, a clear 

consequence of the “choose and focus” corporate strategy was the gradual deterioration of the 

                                                 
301 Apparently, the officials clustered around the prime minister’s office were starting to have more fun. Schaede 

found that “In addition to a streamlining of ministries to reduce the size of government and clarify responsibilities, 

this reform concentrated decision-making power in the Prime Minister’s Office.” 
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Japanese upstream supply chain. Another was abandoning high-volume, low profit production 

activities further downstream in favor of dominating highly profitable niches in the value chain.  

Such a pattern of response was not, however, universally embraced. For example, some 

downstream manufacturers like Toyota swam against these currents by continuing to maintain 

closely-held supplier relationships and by also taking long-term measures to secure upstream 

supplies once it had become a significant consumer of RE permanent magnets and batteries. 

Indeed, Toyota’s different—and comparatively more effective approach—reinforces the need to 

examine carefully the fates of each downstream technologies.  

 Overall, the period beginning in the 1990s was defined by significant change in the 

sources of downstream demand for Japan and China as well as brewing conflicts over upstream 

supplies. The remainder of this section examines each of these aspects in turn, starting with the 

three RE component technologies that have been the focus of this chapter.  

 

RE screen phosphors 

RE screen phosphors in many ways typified the preceding description of the evolution of 

the Japanese political economy over this period. Here, change manifested itself in the form of 

two dominant trends. First, upstream production in Japan of the yttrium oxide used in the making 

of RE phosphors (which as of 1998 accounted for 50% of the market by value and 7% by 

volume) became increasingly replaced by imports from China. A symbolic moment illustrating 

this trend was the exit in 1998 of Nippon Yttrium, which had been established during the first 

boom in demand for color television in the 1960s. Confronted by low prices for yttrium oxides as 

well as diminishing overall demand as Japanese end-users opted to also import RE phosphors 

altogether, Nippon Yttrium sold their yttrium oxide production facilities to JAMR of Jiangsu 
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Province in China (a subsidiary of the AMR group) and transferred all its production equipment 

and technology.302 

Nippon’s move was consistent with the views held by some consumers of yttrium at that 

time that “it is unnecessary for Japanese companies to act as intermediary processors for 

products which can be produced in China” and should be “concentrating on the production of 

value-added products.”303 By the following year, the China Rare Earth Information Centre 

reported that 70% of world demand for high purity yttrium and europium was being supplied by 

China (Roskill 1998). In terms of the actual production of RE phosphors, the next link in the 

supply chain, China also superseded Japan as the largest producer in the 2000s. Here again, 

Japanese firms had ceded the production of lower-value, large volume phosphors to China and 

have since focused on being leaders in “the development and production of new types of 

phosphors.” In this strategy, they have appeared to be successful, as Wubbeke (2015, 37) found 

that as of 2014 “China still remained dependent on re-imports of Japanese high-quality 

phosphors.” 

The second, and much more visible and reported trend was occurring among the 

downstream consumers of RE phosphors that put them to use in the production of CRTs, 

computer monitors, and LCD screens. While CRT production in Japan had peaked in 1995 and 

would experience a gradual exit (unit production would not even be surpassed by flat panels until 

2005) the flat panel industry did not follow the same pattern.304 After the mid-1990s, Japanese 

firms began to progressively lose market share to South Korean and Taiwanese producers.  The 
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descent was rapid and according to Mathews (2005) followed a cyclical pattern (which he called 

the “crystal cycle”) where high-speed growth and new entrants would lead to excess capacity, 

overproduction, and downturns, during which times new entrants would boldly make 

investments in capacity even at a time of depressed prices. Japanese firms held a near monopoly 

position for most of the 1990s before dropping to a still-leading position with 50 percent market 

share in 2000. Over the course of the next decade, Japanese share dropped by 86 percent, to 16 

percent in 2005 and 7 per cent in 2008. Over this same period, the combined market share for 

South Korea and Taiwan climbed to 90 per cent by 2009 (Hu 2012). In both cases, Japan’s 

“rapid decline” was the result of the determined efforts of South Korean and Taiwanese 

government and industry to capture “a significant share of the profits from innovations that 

might otherwise have accrued to Japanese firms” (Hu 2012, 543; Linden et al. 1998, 20, 29).  

To be sure, Japanese firms continued to be significant patent holders securing profits 

from licensing activities, investing in new innovations, and producing capital goods, key 

components and materials. But the rapidity and scale of the overall decline in the industry is not 

something that members of what remains of Japan’s developmental bureaucracy have welcomed. 

Indeed, Vogel (2013) found in interviews conducted during this period, that “Japanese officials 

are acutely aware that Japanese industry has lost ground to South Korea,” and quoted one METI 

official as lamenting the fact that “while we were talking about leaving things to the private 

sector, South Korea passed right by us with a state-led model.”  

Since the late 2000s, China has also begun to participate in the “crystal cycle.” Long 

importers but not producers of LCD panels, this technology thus became the target of the state’s 

new emphasis on “indigenous innovation” beginning in 2006. Actual implementation of this 

policy, however, only began to occur after 2009 in the wake of the global financial crisis when 
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the LCD industry was included within the seven strategic emerging industries (SEIs) designated 

in 2010 for central government support(Yang 2014).305 Since then, import tariffs on large size 

LCD panels have been raised from 3% to 5%, and two competing strategies have begun to be 

followed (Yang 2014, 3). One is “to foster technological innovation in the export-oriented 

production networks of TNCs, which have relocated their production activities but with limited 

engagements in research and development (R&D) in China” while the other “is to develop 

indigenous innovation through technological upgrading of domestic firms.” To take one case of 

the latter, China Star Optoelectronics Technology (CSOT) has begun collaborating with a variety 

of foreign firms. With respect to the former strategy, Hu (2014, 86) reports that South Korean 

and Taiwanese display makers have “adopted new tactics” and made “certain concessions in 

order to win the nod from the Beijing government, including plans of forming partnerships by 

accepting investments from Chinese companies and even exchanging share stakes with Chinese 

suppliers of electrical appliances.”  In an in-depth study of Shenzen, Yang (2014, 5)  has also 

noted that the local government authorities “have changed from learning from Hong Kong, 

which lacks deliberate industrial policies and innovation strategies to South Korea, which has 

developed selected strategic industries and industrial policies.”  

 

RE Permanent Magnets 

The production and consumption of RE permanent magnets in Japan and China 

experienced similar trends during this period. The first has been China displacing Japan as the 

leading producer of RE permanent magnets in terms of volume, with Japan remaining the 

world’s second largest producer by specializing in the production of high-value magnets and 
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investing in advanced research in new materials. Perhaps the most significant segment where 

Japanese dominance has endured is in the production of sintered NdFeB magnets that have been 

adapted for use in electric motors. The second trend in the magnet industry has been an 

increasing reliance on China for upstream supplies of magnetic raw materials. Following the 

same path as RE phosphor makers importing yttrium oxide, in the late 1990s magnet makers 

began importing more neodymium metal instead of importing RE oxides and fluorides (which 

are used as feedstock for making neodymium metal).306 The interaction between these two 

trends—the continued dominance of Japanese firms in the production of the most advanced 

magnets and the latter’s growing reliance on China for upstream supplies—capture the essential 

dynamic of competition and conflict that has typified the permanent magnet industry since the 

mid-1990s. 

As the leading producer and supplier of RE alloy powder used for the production of 

NdFeB bonded magnets, Japan was the source of 80% of demand for these materials at the turn 

of the century.307 It was at this time that Roskill reported that “Chinese producers are thought to 

feel that Japanese interests are reluctant to transfer new magnet production technology.” Indeed, 

informed industry sources concluded that the technological gap between Japan and China had 

widened  in recent years.308 Because firms in China had come to dominate upstream supplies of 

powders for bonded magnets, and because the latter are suitable for high volume production in 

computer hard drives and consumer electronics, Japanese firms made the strategic decision to 

offshore production around this time. By 2003, shipments of bonded magnets dropped from a 
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peak level of 1,270 tons in 1999 to an estimated 525 tons in 2003.”309 That same year, Roskill 

reported that “every Japanese producer of bonded magnets has strengthened their overseas 

production facilities in China and South-East Asian countries” and were now “concentrating on 

higher-value specialised products for use in motors, electric cars and wind power 

generation...”310 By 2005, overseas production by Japanese firms of bonded magnets accounted 

for 74% of their total output.311 

As bonded magnets continued the offshoring trend, Japanese domestic production 

became centered on “sintered” RE magnets with the most advanced properties. The automobile 

and renewable energy industries increasingly use these.  The key development explaining 

Japanese dominance of these new segments of the RE permanent industry was the successful 

application of RE permanent magnets for use in electric motors. This allowed Japan to be the 

first country to produce a vehicle with an alternative powertrain (the hybrid design utilized by 

the Toyota Prius). 

The importance of strategic decisions made by Toyota and Honda to select RE permanent 

magnets for use in motors (and NiMH batteries as power supply, examined later in this section) 

should not be minimized. However it is also clear that state policies also played a critical role in 

accelerating the direction and pace of development in two major respects. First, market-creating 

environmental regulations, specifically California's zero emissions target established in 1990, 

acted as a key spur for commercialization. While research and commercialization of electric 

vehicles had languished since the 1970s, this “California push” led the major Japanese 
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automobile manufacturers to enter the race to develop battery powered vehicles more seriously 

than before (Aahman 2006; Patchell 1999, 100, 103). Second, MITI and its subsidiaries played a 

key role in steadily funding money for research and development and coordinating R&D 

consortia. The key effect of MITI’s activities was to help create a “knowledge base and 

accumulated experience in the field of electric traction” that could be used by makers of hybrid-

electric vehicles (HEVs). Although MITI had actually targeted Battery-Powered Electric 

Vehicles (BPEVs) and not HEVS, Ahman (2006, 441) nevertheless affirmed that “the basic 

technologies (the PM motor, control techniques and partly the NiMH battery) later utilised in 

HEVs were first developed for BPEVs.” 

According to interviews conducted by Hatakeyama (2015, 53–54) with officials from the 

Japan Oil, Gas, and Metals National Corporation (JOGMEC), Hitachi Metals, Shin-Etsu 

Chemical and TDK have become the dominant suppliers of such magnets. Japanese automobile 

manufacturers buy only from these three firms and collaborates with them to make magnets 

customized to their motor specifications and reduce costs. It is no accident that we find these 

kinds of relationships in the Japanese automobile industry, where the same kind of 

subcontracting relationships that made Japan’s keiretsu famous have endured more so than in 

other industries. Okuda Hiroshi, chairman of Toyota, declared in 2004 that close relations with 

subcontractors, especially those producing high-tech parts, meant life or death for his company 

and “We have to hold on [to them] tightly” (Hatch 2010, 233). 312 
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Japan’s “hold” on the production of the most valuable RE permanent magnets has mostly 

endured. But it has also become increasingly embattled as the cost of upstream materials from 

China began to increase and as ensuring reliable access to them became more difficult. China, 

meanwhile was steadily becoming the world’s largest RE magnet producer during these years. In 

1998, worldwide production of NdFEB magnets totaled 10,090 tons, with Japan holding a 41% 

market share in terms of volume compared to China’s 38%. But in terms of value, Japan held a 

commanding 58% to China’s 16%. Over the next five years, the situation began to reverse. By 

2006, Japan's share of the world market fell from 47% to 19% in terms of volume and from 60% 

to 34% in terms of value.313  

How was growth achieved so rapidly in China? Recall that production in China at the 

start of the 1990s consisted of large numbers of small-scale producers making the latest 

generation of NdFeB magnets without licenses from the two patent holders: Sumitomo for 

sintered NdFeB magnets and GM for bonded NdFeB magnets. Not having a license meant that 

these magnets could not be legally exported to countries where the patents were enforced. This 

changed, however, as Chinese producers during the 1990s began a concerted and highly effective 

effort to move up the value chain by acquiring technology through licensing, engaging in foreign 

acquisitions, and using access to upstream supplies as leverage. This shift was best symbolized 

by the most significant foreign acquisition to ever take place in the magnet industry: the purchase 

in 1995 of the Magnequench division of General Motors by a Chinese consortium. 

Magnequench, as described in the previous chapter, was the world’s sole producer of the NdFeB 

powders and license holder of all manufacturers of bonded permanent magnets that use this 
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material. The consortium consisted of San Huan New Materials Group (a subsidiary of the China 

Sciences Group Corporation, the latter of which is a spin-off from the Chinese Academy of 

Sciences), the China National Nonferrous Metals Import and Export Corporation (CNIEC, an 

industrial and trading subsidiary of the China National Nonferrous Metals Industry Corporation, 

one of the state-owned corporations that issued export licenses for RE materials), and the Sextant 

Group (an American private equity firm) (PR Newswire 1995). The membership of this 

consortium thus symbolized in many ways the shift that was taking place away from the 

“entrepreneurial capitalism” of the 1980s and toward the “state capitalism” of the 1990s (Huang 

2008; Hung 2015). The sale culminated in the closure of all US production facilities (described 

in Chapter 5) and the opening of a new plant located close to the source of neodymium raw 

materials in Tianjin, China in 2000.   

  

RE Batteries 

 The previous section examined how, by the mid-1990s, Japanese battery makers had 

become the world’s only producers of RE nickel-metal hydride (NiMH) rechargeable batteries. 

These were rapidly replacing nickel-cadmium batteries as the batteries of choice in a variety of 

consumer electronics, power tools, mobile telephones, and most significantly, in laptop 

computers. However, it was also during this period that a revolutionary new application of 

NiMH batteries as power sources in hybrid vehicles was developed through a partnership 

between Matsushita—the first and largest producer of NiMH batteries—and Toyota, which had 

bet on the success of hybrid vehicles. This proved to be a key turning point in the future of this 

application of RE materials, and one that is again worth examining in more detail.  
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 The adaptation of NiMH batteries for use in the automotive industry, along with the 

adaptation of RE permanent magnets for electric motors, were two major breakthroughs that 

could be traced back to the so-called “California push” of new regulations combined with 

sustained research support from government sources that escalated during the 1990s. But the 

most proximate cause of eventual commercialization in 1997 was the pioneering decision made 

by Toyota to develop NiMH batteries—not the lithium-ion batteries favored by MITI’s “New 

Sunshine” project—for its own use through a strategic partnership with the largest and most 

experienced NiMH battery maker at the time.  

What, then, was the role of the Japanese state, if any, in helping to develop this 

significant use of RE batteries? One interpretation could be that the targets set by MITI and their 

collaborators were over-ambitious and “picked the wrong winner” by overlooking the medium-

term market potential and proven track record of NiMH batteries. A strong case could also be 

made that it was a foreign government (i.e., the US) that was most influential. Indeed, Pohl and 

Yarime (2012) have argued, based on extensive interview data, that it was California regulations 

and the targeting of hybrids by the Clinton Administration’s Partnership for a New Generation of 

Vehicles, launched in 1993, that exerted the most pressure for automobile and battery makers to 

husband their resources to develop new hybrid vehicles.314   

But minimizing the role of the Japanese state (most accounts acknowledge some indirect 

role) would be misleading for two reasons. First, by the mid-1990s, Japanese battery 

manufacturers had already begun to reap the benefits of previous decades of investment and 

government sponsorship of batteries to be used in the industries that Japan had come to dominate 
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through the strong use of industrial, trade, investment and technology policies. Now that NiMH 

batteries had achieved the status as a relatively mature technology, it would seem appropriate to 

focus government support on the less-advanced lithium ion batteries as MITI did in their battery 

program. Second, dismissing the state’s role also overlooks the valuable knowledge that was 

generated and exchanged among the government-sponsored research group about the near-term 

prospects for lithium-ion batteries.  Indeed, Pohl and Yarime (2012, 1439) found that “there was 

significant reuse of the knowledge developed in the BEV [Battery Electric Vehicle] projects, 

which in the case of Toyota and Honda was facilitated by a consequent strategy to develop all 

new core technologies in-house except for the tractionary batteries.”  

  Toyota thus relied on the strong Japanese expertise in battery production that had been 

developing through intense internal competition since the early 1990s (at this time, there were 

reportedly eight companies actively vying for market share). This contrasted with the 

participants in the US’s PNGV and Advanced Battery Consortium (ABC), which had little 

experience with volume battery production in the US that could be adapted to more demanding 

automobile applications. Toyota, meanwhile was able to immediately partner with Matsushita 

(the first and most dominant producer of NiMH batteries) and Panasonic and establish the 

Panasonic EV Energy joint venture in 1997. The venture also benefited from its first mover 

status because all other Japanese auto makers (and Ford) that planned to develop hybrid vehicles 

committed to buying from the Matsushita-Toyota venture (Patchell 1999, 104)(Patchell 104). 

After the Prius was introduced and proven as a viable market segment (in part as a result of 

preferential subsidies and policies being extended to buyers of Hybrid by the Japanese and 

American governments (Pohl and Yarime 2012, 1440)(Pohl 2014 p 1440), Honda then began in 

2001 to develop its own battery technology with Sanyo—Japan’s (and the world’s) second 
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largest NiMH producer at the time.315 Japanese dominance in the production of NiMH batteries 

for automobiles thus remains intact to this day. 

Meanwhile, as demand for the large NiMH batteries used in hybrid automobiles began to 

take off starting with the late 1990s, Japanese production of smaller batteries used in other 

applications began a gradual decline. This was driven in part by their replacement with new 

lithium-ion batteries (where Japanese battery manufacturers were also industry leaders) more 

suitable for many consumer electronic and computer applications. But it was also due to the fact 

that Japanese firms had selectively internationalized NiMH battery production and had 

consolidated around the two strongest producers, Matsushita and Sanyo.316 Matsushita first 

began increasing its overseas production of nickel-cadmium batteries in 1995 before establishing 

its first production base for rechargeable NiMH batteries in China in 2001.317 But even here, they 

only produced the previous generation NiCD (used in electric tools) and NiMH batteries used in 

computers and phones.318 Sanyo Electric also established a joint venture in China to manufacture 

NiMH batteries, but like Matsushita focused mainly on producing to feed the booming demand 

for cell phone batteries. As a result of offshoring the most high volume, low value batteries, 

Japan began to experience a major fall in production in the early 2000s, dropping in the first half 

of 2001 by 46% year on year in terms of volume, and 40% in terms of value.319  The descent 
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continued over the next several years in terms of unit production, but as Roskill noted in 2005, 

this decline was offset by the fact that the volume of battery raw materials consumed actually 

increased because of strong demand for the large and expensive batteries used in electric cycles 

and hybrid electric vehicles.320 

The next upstream link in the production of NiMH batteries—the production of battery 

alloys using RE-based mischmetal—followed a similar offshoring trend. For most of the 1990s, 

Japanese battery alloy makers held a near-monopoly, but were mostly dependent on Chinese 

mischmetal from the very beginning of NiMH production.321 The Japanese market for hydrogen 

adsorption alloys had risen from below 10 tons per year in 1989 to 4,500 tons in 1998. Two years 

prior, Japanese alloy producers claimed that they were “likely” to begin relocating alloy 

production in China because of their domestic resources of raw materials, and because they were 

planning to increasingly concentrate on the production of specialty battery materials in 

Japan.322  But Chinese consumption of mischmetal for the production of RE batteries still lagged 

considerably behind Japan as of 1998.323 This only began to change in the early 2000s when 

Japanese firms began transfer technologies to China in order to secure a stable and inexpensive 

means of procuring raw materials.324 By 2004, China eclipsed Japan as the largest producer of 

nickel-metal hydride battery alloys in terms of volume (Spooner 2004). Japanese production of 
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hydrogen storage alloys meanwhile remained steady for the remainder of the decade, sustained 

by the growing demand for NiMH batteries in hybrid vehicles.325  

In sum, the international production of NiMH batteries thus followed what by now should 

be a familiar pattern: as NiMH batteries began to be phased out in some cases by the newest 

generation of Lithium-ion batteries and as competitors making lower-value added units grew, 

production was increasingly offshored outside of Japan, mainly to China. Upstream trends were 

similar; where once firms in Japan dominated the production of battery alloys by importing 

mischmetal raw materials almost exclusively supplied by Chinese producers, by the early 2000s 

alloy production began to be relocated to China with only the most advanced alloy production 

processes remaining in Japan. The overall effect was that Japanese firms were occupying 

valuable, but increasingly smaller niches in the production of RE components and becoming 

increasingly reliant on upstream supplies of RE materials. This would prove to be a major 

liability as the Chinese state began to take more effective measures to re-regulate the export of 

RE materials, the focus of the next section. 

 

Re-regulating Chinese upstream supplies 

All standard accounts of modern Chinese history have highlighted Deng Xiaoping’s 

“Southern Tour” as a significant symbolic moment that gave a much needed vote of confidence 

in the export-oriented firms located in China’s special economic zones at a time when 

enthusiasm for the market liberalization agenda was flagging. Similarly, Deng’s observation in 

1992 that “There is oil in the Middle East, there is rare earth in China” has been quoted in 

virtually all accounts of the Chinese RE supply chain. Many accounts have deployed Deng’s 
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words superficially in order to make clear that Chinese government authorities have long 

recognized the strategic value of rare earth resources. But unpacking the statement further offers 

a useful starting point for understanding the trajectory that the re-regulation of upstream supplies 

took over this period.  

On the one hand, comparisons with the Middle East, where oil production and exports 

had been brought under state control and prices managed through cartelization, provides an apt 

description of what Chinese central authorities attempted to accomplish in the aftermath in the 

boom and production and bust in prices that had previously occurred. Indeed, since the mid-

1990s there has been a continuous series of regulations and policy changes on the part of the 

Chinese central state to try to restore some degree of order to upstream sources of RE supplies 

and contend with extreme overcapacity in terms of extraction and processing capabilities. In this 

effort, the performance has been decidedly mixed.  

But on the other hand, the comparison also misleads because, unlike the oil kingdoms of 

the Middle East that have historically displayed limited interest in harnessing their resource 

endowments in the service of developmental projects, the transformation and upgrading of 

domestic productive capabilities has become since the 1990s an overriding goal of the Chinese 

state. For the RE supply chain, this encompassed not only the production of RE technologies that 

this and the previous chapters examined in detail, but also upstream processing activities as well. 

Indeed, the Mining Annual Review noted at the beginning of this period that “the Chinese 

Government is reported to have become wary that large rare earth processing companies from 

other countries are developing higher value-added products outside China and encouraging a 

technology barrier to be set up between themselves and the Chinese processors, with whom they 

are increasingly competing” (Satterthwaite 1996) . By the mid-2000s various trade measures 
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eventually succeeded in “bringing down the barrier” as most of world’s non-Chinese processing 

capacity relocated to China. This included Japanese processors, as examined in detail above.  

Further downstream the accomplishments were again mixed. Wubbeke (2015, 23) has 

gathered data showing broad success: total Chinese consumption of REs was about 7,000 tons in 

1990, but increased to more than 19,000 tons in 2000 and to 85,000 tons in 2013. With respect to 

the category of “new materials” (which for Wubbeke included permanent magnets, phosphors, 

high-quality polishing, catalytic converters, and hydrogen storage) the share of demand in China 

rose from 1 percent in 1990 to 24 percent in 2000 and reached 63 percent in 2013. But as we 

found with respect to the production of advanced RE screen phosphors, permanent magnets, and 

batteries, Japanese firms had succeeded in carving out a commanding niche in the RE supply 

chain and have shown little interest in unsettling the prevailing international division of labor. 

This conflict—where the policies of the Chinese developmental state sought to pressure further 

transfer of production and technology and thereby directly challenge the vestiges of Japanese 

developmentalism that still lives on in certain government ministries and producer groups—

provides the essential political-economic aspect of the unofficial embargo of 2010.  

In the remainder of this section, I first examine Chinese efforts to re-regulate the 

upstream RE supply chain. This involved reining in domestic RE extraction and controlling 

exports through the use of trade policies almost certainly designed to increase the share of 

production and consumption taking place within China’s borders. He (2014) provides the 

essential survey of official government policies and practices over this period and I will not 

attempt an exhaustive accounting of them here. Instead, and in keeping with the focus of this 

chapter, I will pay special attention to the measures that appeared to have the greatest impact on 

China’s main challenge: producing a shift further down the supply chain’s global division of 
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labor.  I then conclude with the quite revealing response of the Japanese state to these efforts 

during the period which preceded the unofficial embargo in 2010. 

 Attempts by central state authorities control the extraction of RE ores and the fabrication 

of RE materials have been mostly unsuccessful and overcapacity continues to plague the 

industry. The following sample of initiatives drawn from Mining Annual Review gives a basic 

survey of the variety of failed measures: the State Rare Earth Office (SREO under the State 

Development Plan Commission attempted to coordinate production through “mandatory” plans 

whose targets were flagrantly exceeded (Satterthwaite 1999); the Chinese Chamber of Importers 

and Exporters of Minerals and Chemical Products and major rare-earth exporters tried to 

establish a price floor that was consistently undersold  (Tse 1999); the Ministry of  Land and 

Resources suspended mining permits that were reinstated or ignored (Tse 2000); finally, regional 

industry groups (North and South) were established to try to rein in the so-called “three chaos” of 

mining, separation and exports (Spooner 2004). But the “chaos” still reigned because these 

measures did little to undo the basic incentive structures at the local level that had been created 

during the late 1980s. Foreign consumers also had little incentive to change the status quo. An 

excerpt from a story appearing in the New Materials Press in 1997 is worth quoting at length, 

partly because it spoke to behavior of foreign purchasers at the time, and partly because it proved 

to be so prophetic: 

 

Japanese purchasers traditionally emphasized the importance of a stable supply of 

rare earths and contracted to purchase certain quantities of rare earths each year. 

Recently, however, lower prices have been the priority for Japanese producers. 

They have intensified competition between Chinese plants, pushing prices down 
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further. In spring 1998, Japanese producers of rare earth magnetic alloys visited 

30 companies throughout China and concluded contracts for 300t neodymium, 

only to cancel these contracts in mid-1998, which resulted in a sharp fall in 

prices...If Japan continues to prioritise short-term profit in its trade with China, 

the Chinese rare earth industry will retaliate sooner or later.”326  

 

Whether “retaliation” or not, the Chinese central state authorities achieved the most 

success, beginning only gradually in the 2000s, in their attempts to manage the “third chaos”: 

exports. The introduction of the quota system in 2000 began to achieve some modest success by 

the following year, as the reported volume of Chinese RE exports fell but the average value of 

exports had increased.327 The cancellation in 2004 of the export tax rebates that had been in place 

for all RE exports since 1985 proved to be even more significant. The VAT rebate, however, was 

selectively reduced for the less valuable RE oxides (from 15% to 5%) while for the most 

valuable RE metals, the rebate only dropped from 15% to 13%.328 This discoursed the export of 

lower value-added materials. By the following year, the Chinese government removed tax rebate 

on all exports of RE metals, oxides, and cholorides with the official reason that they were 

designed to reduce energy consumption and environmental damage as well as to conserve 

valuable resources. As a result, prices of magnetic raw materials rose dramatically for foreign 

consumers, though Roskill reported that the tax rebates on the exports of value-added products 

using RE materials, like NdFEB magnets, had not been removed. It was at this time that 
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Japanese industry sources first raised concerns “that in order to increase their market share for 

value-added products, Chinese producers will sell raw materials and intermediate products at 

higher prices, while supplying downstream rare earth products at low prices.”329 

An even stronger effect was achieved when not only all export tax rebates were 

withdrawn, but an export tax was introduced by the end of 2006 on crude RE materials (ores, 

chlorides, oxides and compounds). Roskill reported that “Japanese consumer expect the export 

tax to be extended to rare earth metals in early 2007” which indeed it was in June, 2007 from 0 

to 10%.330  The application of the export taxes marked a significant turning point, for it meant 

that the price differential between raw materials procured within China were far cheaper than 

those procured officially across its borders. Indeed, Roskill noted that “these measures, in 

addition to the tightening of environmental regulations on mining operations and the reduction of 

mining licenses, have led to fears over a shortage of rare earth raw materials in the future.” 

Further adding to the squeeze, the volume of licensed exports also began to be reduced steadily 

beginning in 2005.331  The cost of acquiring an export licenses was then tripled in 2007 to 

encourage shipments of higher-value products.332 

In noting the effectiveness of these various trade measures, it is important not to overstate 

the ability of the Chinese state to re-regulate the extraction of RE minerals in China. As 

Wübbecke (2015, 23) notes, while officially sanctioned extraction was finally brought down in a 

dramatic fashion after 2007, illegal mining persisted. As of 2012, it was estimated that miners 

extracted about 40,000 tons illegally, which was more than half the official extraction figure of 
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76,000 tons! The rich deposits in Jiangxi and Guangzhou still remained a particular problem, for 

reasons discussed earlier in this chapter. Along with illegal mining, Chinese authorities have 

contended with the problem of smuggling just as its export policies were becoming more 

stringent. For 2006,Wübbeke (2015, 24)  estimated that  smuggling amounted to 26,700 tons, 

which was one third of official exports. Roskill also estimated that Japanese imports of RE raw 

materials from China had exceeded licensed volumes over a three-year period, with 24,115 tons 

being imported in 2004 (against only 8,311 licensed tons), 27,017 imported in 2005 (against 

10,887) and 45,000 imported in 2006 (against 35,757 licensed).333  

Nevertheless, as reliance on China continued to grow and as indicators that at least some 

official policies would lead to price increase and restricted access to upstream supplies, there 

began to be in the early 2000s some attempts on the part of Japanese consumers “to diversify 

their import sources.”334 But such attempts proved unsuccessful because, as Roskill reported at 

the time, “it is too expensive for individual companies to develop new sources of rare earths 

outside China.” The investment needed in infrastructure and in measures to safely dispose 

unwanted by-products represented a significant share of the cost. Some attempts at government 

coordination to overcome this problem reportedly took place during these years as METI began 

investigating “the possibility of the industry as a whole developing resources in Canada, 

Vietnam, the FSU (former Soviet Union) and Australia.”335 But the only concrete steps taken in 

this direction during these years were small in scale and did not result in bringing new supply 

sources on stream.   

                                                 
333 RLJ, July, 2007. 

 
334 RLJ, May, 2003. 

 
335 RLJ, November, 2006. 
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Instead, by the mid-2000s, the major element of Japanese strategy to secure upstream 

supplies now appeared to be through the World Trade Organization's Dispute Settlement System. 

This was in fact part of a more general embrace of using such mechanisms as both a “sword and 

shield” for Japanese industry, as Pekkanen (2000) has documented in more detail. With respect 

to RE materials specifically, Wikileaks disclosures of confidential US State Department Cables 

make it possible to get some glimpse of the Japanese government's response to increasingly 

insecure upstream supplies. In a confidential cable dispatched by the American embassy in 

Tokyo describing a March 9, 2007 meeting between Assistant United States Trade 

Representative Tim Stratford and officials from METI, the latter reported that “the GOJ 

[Government of Japan] is increasingly concerned about export controls China is applying to non-

ferrous metals.”336 They further noted that “China controls 93 percent of the world's rare earths 

used in such things as mobile phones, PCs, and defense items” and that when Japanese officials 

expressed concerns about decreasing exports, “China has declined to discuss the matter.” Now 

they sought cooperation with the US because according to the METI officials, “China's policies 

were not WTO/GATT consistent.” Stratford replied that the United States shares this concern 

and would welcome any information, data or legal analysis Japan has” and that “on a broader 

level, the United States and Japan need to identify more common interests and areas of 

cooperation.” In response, the Japanese Director General reportedly agreed, adding that “that 

perhaps it would soon be Japan's turn to play a leading role in bringing a WTO case against 

China.” As it happened, the US still took “the lead role” in launching the WTO trade complaint 

when President Obama made the Rose Garden announcement that appeared at the beginning of 

                                                 
336 Cable, “METI Remains Cautious Toward U.S. Approach on China”; 16 March, 2016; 07TOKYO1184_a; Public 

Library of US Diplomacy; https://wikileaks.org/plusd/cables/07TOKYO1184_a.html. 
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Chapter 5—bringing the comparative-historical analysis presented in these two chapters full 

circle.   

 

Conclusion 

Having now examined in this chapter the historical trajectory of the RE supply chain in 

Japan and China since the 1960s in greater detail, it is now possible to construct more informed 

generalizations about how the Japanese and Chinese states have determined its course over time. 

Just as in the previous chapter, I again draw on the conceptual framework developed by Evans 

that divides how states promote and protect their domestic productive capabilities into four 

general roles: custodian, midwife, husband and demiurge.  

In the previous chapter, I argued that the organs of the US’s burgeoning National 

Security State had successfully midwifed the American RE supply chain by funding basic as well 

as mission-oriented research and development, procuring and stockpiling RE materials, 

constructing pilot plants, and cooperating with the Bureau of Mines and the US Geological 

Survey to expand and diversify existing upstream supplies. I found that the motivation behind 

these activities was not developmentalism for the sake of promoting and upgrading domestic 

productive capabilities but developmental militarism which hewed fairly closely to the NSS’s 

demands for RE materials. The American downstream RE supply chain’s commercial take off 

during the 1960s, while building off of the foundations laid during the 1940s and 1950s, 

nevertheless occurred without state sponsorship. 

As I showed in the first section of this chapter, the Japanese state’s role and objectives in 

midwifing the Japanese RE supply chain’s take off in the 1960s were very different. Indeed not 

militarism, but developmentalism—being practiced by a state that has since become the 
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paradigmatic “developmental state”—was what motivated state activities during the 1960s. 

Japan’s consumer electronics and IT industries—the sources of downstream demand for the most 

significant new RE technologies to emerge in the decade that followed—were nurtured by the 

very kinds of “protectionist greenhouses” that Evans found to be essential in successful cases of 

midwifery. The Japanese state had succeeded in erecting such a greenhouse through its skillful 

performance as custodian governing trade and investment flows across borders and maintaining 

structured competition within them. The state also showed itself to be a capable husband, 

prodding Japanese television producers to rapidly adapt integrated circuits to their CRT product 

lines, extending preferential access of cheap credit to encourage investment, and coordinating 

developmental projects. Such state support were crucial reasons why Japan had come to 

dominate not only the production of RE magnets that had originally been developed under the 

auspices of the American NSS, but also discover revolutionary new magnetic materials.   

Further upstream, the Japanese state played a similar custodial role in nurturing the 

development of an upstream processing industry through the use of licensing controls and import 

duties on the flows of RE materials. MITI’s influence here was of course not absolute, as it was 

also found that the decision not to establish one large RE producer on the model of Molycorp 

was made by Japanese firms against MITI’s advice. Self-sufficiency in the production of RE 

oxides and metals was never achieved, but enough domestic capacity had developed to enable 

Japanese firms to exert leverage on foreign suppliers and use domestic productive capabilities as 

a base that could be expanded as alternative sources of raw materials began to be sought in 

earnest by the late 1970s. It is here, in the procurement of RE raw materials—that government-

government negotiation began setting the terms of the opening of the great Chinese RE frontier, 

with the Metal Mining Agency serving a supporting role in conducting surveys and dispatching 
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technicians to support indigenous Chinese efforts to improve domestic productive capabilities in 

the extraction and beneficiation of ores.  

By the mid-1980s, Japan’s developmental state had in some ways become a victim of its 

own success, amassing massive trade surpluses and provoking countermeasures from its trade 

partners. A period of managed internationalization began, with the state’s role appearing to 

diminish overall but nevertheless performing significant custodial roles with respect to foreign 

investment and environmental regulations. Through the extensions of loans and subsidies of 

various kinds, the state helped to facilitate the restructuring of the consumer electronics and IT 

industries that Japanese firms had come to dominate while at the same engaging in key 

husbandry activities that eventually led to the commercialization of the last new RE technology 

to become a major source of downstream demand: the nickel-metal-hydride (NiMH) battery. 

Further upstream, however, there were clear indicators that the Japanese state—either willingly 

or acquiescing to the preferences of downstream Japanese consumers—abandoned its traditional 

stance of using administrative guidance and other support mechanisms to maintain stable prices 

and diverse upstream supply sources in the procurement of raw materials. The Japanese-

supported boom in Chinese production and continued exploitation of its resources in a catch-as-

catch can manner by foreign consumers rendered non-Chinese sources of supply economically 

unviable despite some efforts to develop the latter with state support.  

The Japanese state’s husbandry activities in the development of RE permanent magnets 

and batteries for use in hybrid vehicles represents the most outstanding roles performed by the 

Japanese state in the 1990s. But my findings for this period are consistent with descriptions in 

the general literature positing a decline in the power and efficacy of the old Japanese 

developmental state and corresponding autonomy exercised by Japanese firms. For the three 
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technologies examined in this chapter, these firms continued to invest in future-oriented  research 

and development and continued to uphold at least some commitment to maintaining domestic 

productive capabilities, albeit in increasingly limited product niches. This in many ways set them 

apart from American firms at this time. But as was shown with the experience of flat panel 

displays, such a corporate strategy remains vulnerable to rising developmental states constantly 

trying to nip at the heals of the technological leader. The most striking change was further 

upstream, as the dominant response337 of the Japanese state to China’s attempt to construct a 

protectionist greenhouse around its valuable RE materials was not to engage in projects to 

develop and, most importantly, sustain, alternative sources of supply but to try to smash the 

greenhouse down through the WTO process.  

Turning now to China, the 1980s began with its central state, not surprisingly, performing 

several key roles that would shape the subsequent development of its RE supply chain. First, 

China’s state-owned enterprises constituted an obvious example of the state playing the role of 

demiurge, which in Evans’ framework entails the state taking active ownership and control in the 

production process.338 But this was also matched with a strong custodial role in the governance 

of trade and investment flows, the success of which was readily apparent as it managed to 

maintain high prices and make some gains in increasing the share of materials that were 

fabricated in China. Further downstream, however, the state’s policies of promoting “indigenous 

development”—to construct a greenhouse that resisted the kinds of large-scale foreign 

                                                 
337 There has also been state support for process innovations that would cut down on the use of RE materials in 

certain applications, as well as expanded recycling efforts. Most of these occurred after 2010 and are thus not 

examined in detail here.  

 
338 As Evans (1996: 83) noted, “Extractive industries are the locus classicus of the state as demiurge.” 
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investments that would typify the 1990s, obviously decelerated the pace of downstream 

consumption.  

Thus, in its early years, China served as Japan’s raw material periphery. To be sure, real 

progress in building a scientific research community centered on the study of rare earths had 

been made over the previous decades; but there nevertheless remained for much of the 1980s no 

mass domestic Chinese consumers of higher-value added RE materials. A revealing illustration 

of the state of the Sino-Japanese relationship up to mid-1980s was in the production and 

consumption of yttrium, whose primary use was as screen phosphors for color televisions. China 

first began exporting crude yttrium concentrates in the early 1980s for further processing in 

Japan, and only gradually began to produce the more valuable, highly pure yttrium oxides. But 

even as the quality of Chinese materials began to match those achieved by Japanese firms by the 

middle of the decade, China still did not consume much of what it produced. Indeed, Mining 

Annual Review reported in 1986 that although China was a major producer and exporter of rare-

earths, its consumption of yttrium was only 4% that of Japan. This situation applied to other rare 

earth materials as well. 339   

By the mid-1980s, the state’s role as demiurge did not so much change as much as it was 

multiplied by decentralization, as a multitude of “mini developmental states” at the provincial 

level began extracting and processing RE materials to feed growing demand in export markets. 

This may not have been a problem had the state managed to sustain its role as a custodian of 

export flows. But it did not and indeed exacerbated the trend by enacting export tax rebates that 

would remain in place for over two decades. The result was the beginning of the Chinese 

upstream supply chain taking on the features that it holds to this day: severe overcapacity, 

                                                 
339 Chinese consumption in metallurgical uses was 15% of that in the U.S, while the amount used in glass and 

ceramics was only 5% of Japan (Chin 1986) 
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minimal control over the extraction and production of upstream materials, and catastrophic 

environmental degradation.  

It is worth pausing here to emphasize that my findings on the development of the RE 

supply chain in China during this period, conflict with some of the stronger claims made by 

Huang (2008)  in his influential book. Drawing a hard distinction between the “entrepreneurial 

decade” of the 1980s and the “Great Reversal” toward more government intervention in the 

1990s, Huang (2008, 30) argues that “in regions and periods when Chinese economic growth has 

faltered and/or Chinese economic growth has failed to improve the welfare of the average 

Chinese, it has been the result of governmental interventions, illiberal financial policies and 

practices, and property rights insecurity.” In fact, the destructive development of the upstream 

supply chain in China, which not only depressed prices and began the destruction of the local 

environment, was the result of the government’s failure to intervene more directly and it was the 

uncontrolled incentives created by the “entrepreneurial” half-decade that was to blame. 

Similarly, I also found that further downstream, the Chinese state’s role as custodian was 

missing, as for most of the 1990s Chinese consumption remained locked in the production of 

high volume, low value, and low profits links in the downstream RE supply chain.  

This was consistent with Evans’s finding that “protectionist greenhouses” that used the 

state’s regulatory powers to manage imports and foreign investment were essential—if not 

sufficient conditions—for successful midwifery and husbandry activities. Starting in the late 

1990s, attempts were made to erect such a greenhouse in the upstream. However, these efforts 

only really proved successful at the border and only after the mid-2000s. Inside the greenhouse, 

China’s central state capacity to control extraction and production proved minimal as multiple 

gardeners interested only in tending their plots resisted consolidation and control. Quite literally, 
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they refused to give up their shovels or pull up their plants, which had long since begun to look 

more like pernicious weeds depleting a unique and valuable resource. From the outside, 

however, the greenhouse appeared to increasingly have the desired effects on firms not otherwise 

inclined to invest in China and transfer prized technologies. This was despite the rampant 

smuggling that continued to undermine the greenhouses’s developmental effects. But as the state 

began to seal up more cracks in the walls, it eventually became necessary for consumer firms and 

countries to resort to an outside force—the WTO—to assist in bringing the house down and 

leave it up to the Chinese state to pursue the transformation of domestic productive capabilities 

by other means.   
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CONCLUSION 

 

 

 

This dissertation set out to accomplish two main objectives. The first was to show that 

developmentalism has been a neglected influence on the politics of state building in the United 

States over the past half century and to recover two lost episodes of what I call developmental 

politics. The second was to show that the broader implications of the American state’s pattern of 

developmental capacity and incapacity—themselves consequences of prior state building 

struggles—have yet to be fully explored. In another sense, this dissertation has also been about 

discovering possibilities and limits. The key questions in Part I concerned where, when, and how 

developmental state building became possible in the US and what sorts of limits 

developmentalists encountered when they sought to expand the state’s developmental capacities. 

The key question in Part II concerned the limits imposed by the American state’s uneven 

developmental capacities on what it could do to promote or otherwise maintain domestic 

productive capabilities under the conditions of globalizing capitalism. In this concluding chapter, 

I revisit these questions in light of this dissertation’s findings, identify promising avenues for 

further research, and discuss how this dissertation’s conclusions offer insight on the prospects for 

the US’s actually existing developmental state in the aftermath of the presidential election of 

2016.   
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Part I: Developmental politics and state building 

In Chapter 1, I argued that developmental politics center on state-building problems that, 

unlike fiscal policy or the provision of social assistance, are not generally of “high” political 

salience. Instead, developmental politics originate from less politically salient issues, such as 

whether or not to establish a development bank, defense procurement and stockpiling policies, 

the regulation of multinational corporations, or the arcane institutional arrangement governing 

tariffs and trade. For this type of politics, I theorized that political parties and social movements 

are less pivotal in determining outcomes, voters remain generally uninterested or ill-informed 

about the stakes in the conflict, and the most relevant debates and compromises are less public 

and often shielded outright from public view.  

My analyses of the state-building conflicts over IFDI and strategic materials were 

consistent with Culpepper’s (2011) research on issues of similarly low political salience. Like 

Culpepper, I found that expertise and lobbying capacity were the key power resources in such 

conflicts and that the most decisive decisions emerged out of what he refers to as “ongoing 

exchanges among interest group representatives and representatives of the state.” In such 

exchanges, Culpepper has argued, organized business groups possessed a strong structural 

advantage due to the expertise and lobbying capacity they can muster in the pursuit of their 

goals. However, their expertise can also be challenged by knowledgeable state officials or other 

well-informed social actors (e.g., the media or social movement organizations), and their 

lobbying influence can be offset when issues achieve heightened political salience and the glare 

of public scrutiny.  

This description is a useful starting point for the analysis of developmental politics, but 

my findings suggest that further insights are also possible. To be sure, the contingent nature of 
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developmental politics—a point which I emphasized in Chapter 1 and supported in detail in 

Chapters 2 and 3—presents a challenge to generalization. The multiple steps taken in the 

political process, the sometimes unpredictable stances taken by individuals and groups at certain 

junctures in the debate, and the variation over time in political and economic conditions—even  

in the case of a single issue area—all call for an analytical strategy that identifies conditions of 

possibility and constraint at specific historical moments and then reconstructs the processes as 

they occurred. Nevertheless, my analysis also identified two general patterns. First, the 

emergence of institutional “reservoirs” of knowledge and expertise within the state broadened 

the conditions of possibility for developmental state building; such reservoirs were the key 

enablers of developmental politics in both cases. Second, the opposition that developmentalists 

faced varied in each policy domain, and these constraints appeared to be related to the types of 

powers that reformers sought to institutionalize within the state.   

 

Institutional “reservoirs” and possibilities for developmental state building 

The theoretical starting point for this finding was the well-established  historical 

institutionalist idea that states are not only targets of struggle, but also active sites of struggle 

that “…influence the formation of groups and the political capacities, ideas, and demands of 

various sectors of society” (Skocpol 1985, 21)  As I found in both cases, individuals and groups 

emerging from state organizations with interest or experience in engaging in developmental 

activities became the key drivers of developmental politics. State enclaves had nurtured 

developmental logics and understandings; their activities and missions had formed “institutional 

reservoirs” of capacity and learning and platforms for advocacy to expand organizational 

missions or to “colonize” new policy areas (Schneiberg 2007, 21). They thus were able to 
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challenge the expertise and lobbying capacities of “organized business” as well as the elected 

officials, political appointees, and state technocrats who also resisted any significant change to 

the status quo.  

My historical approach to developmental state-building, examining each policy domain 

over time as opposed to at a single juncture, made it possible to identify when and where new 

institutional reservoirs of knowledge and expertise began to expand the possibilities for change. 

Timing was highly significant. For IFDI policy during the 1970s, the failure of reformers in 

Congress to present a clear alternative to the status quo of a liberal, “open” IFDI policy (there 

were no developmentalists at the time) made it possible for neoliberals and their allies in the 

Ford administration to deflect calls for change by establishing a weak organization like CFIUS. 

Similarly, reformers during the 1970s did try to expand the state’s capacity to manage strategic 

minerals and materials problems very much in the spirit of the Paley Commission’s 

recommendations from the 1950s. But they suffered from a lack of clarity and developmental 

focus that set back the state-building process for half a decade.  

Expressions of a clear developmental alternative—and more serious possibilities of 

reform—emerged only after reservoirs located within different sites of the state brought new 

knowledge and expertise into the political arena. The precise location of these reservoirs differed 

in the two issue areas examined in this dissertation. In the case of IFDI policy, they grew out of 

enclaves within the Commerce and Defense Departments; in materials policy, they emerged 

from the GAO and networks of geologists, materials scientists, public policy officials, and 

lobbying groups that had been patiently nurtured by congressional sponsorship over a decade. 

Thus, when the political salience of IFDI or materials policy was heightened enough for 

members of congress and the committees that support them to revisit these issues during the 
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1980s, there were deep reservoirs of developmental knowledge and expertise available to be 

drawn upon in the fight against the political preferences of powerful political appointees, 

mobilized business groups, and  entrenched bureaucracies. When the IFDI reform movement was 

at its apogee in the late 1980s, developmentalists had allies within the state bureaucracy 

(including powerful militarists), receptive congressmen in relatively influential Senate and 

House committees, and occasional support from academia and organized labor. 

Developmentalists in the strategic materials policy domain had a similar array of supporters, 

including certain segments of organized business. This took them quite far, but as the history 

recounted in Chapters 2 and 3 found, it was ultimately not enough, to displace the neoliberal 

status quo that had been institutionalized since the last decade. I revisit the reasons for their 

failure in the next section. 

These findings suggest two implications for further research. First, with respect to the 

analysis of additional cases of developmental politics, attentiveness to the institutional and social 

foundations of developmental ideas—their relative strength and coherence, the level of prestige 

that they bring to the debate, and how these change over time—is a necessary step for 

establishing the possibilities for future reform. During the 1970s, the prospects for 

developmentalism were obviously constrained by a lack of reservoirs of knowledge and expertise 

in both cases. Moreover, the outcomes of the political conflicts of the 1970s left behind no new 

foundation from which to build one. The “permissive screening mechanism” called for by 

Kissinger failed to be established; the coordinating mechanism called for by the NSC-CIEP 

study group was preempted by the failed National Commission on Supplies and Shortages. 

Institutional reservoirs thus had to be developed from alternative sites in the state and did not 

have the benefit of “learning by doing.”  
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Science and Technology policy was different in this respect: by the 1970s and 1980s 

decades of developmentalism had already been practiced by enclaves of the state (e.g., NASA’s 

predecessor organization, the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, DARPA). These 

had not only provided object lessons of developmentalism in practice, but also nurtured 

individuals and groups convinced of their efficacy and boasting specialized knowledge that could 

be drawn upon in the political arena. In sum, variations in the “level,” “quality,” and “maturity”  

of developmental knowledge and expertise associated with any issue area expand or contract the 

conditions of possibility for developmental state building  

The second, broader, implication concerns the organizational forms and institutional 

arrangements that organize knowledge and expertise, specifically how they evolve over time, 

and how they affect policymaking and state-building processes.  As Campbell and Pedersen 

(2014; 2015, 4) have argued, research on the role of ideas in these processes has neglected to 

consider how a “knowledge regime”—constituted by “policy research organizations inside and 

outside the state”—evolve over time and "generates, modifies, and otherwise shapes these 

ideas.” In the dissertation, my focus rested mainly on the institutional and social sources of 

developmental ideas and the political conflicts and processes by which ideas became 

institutionalized within the state over time, but not the evolution of the “knowledge regime” 

itself.  

Indeed, it is apparent in the government documents, committee hearings, and reports I 

analyzed that the institutional machinery generating knowledge and ideas (i.e. the knowledge 

regime) was undergoing significant change. In the case of IFDI policy, for example, what began 

as a regime largely monopolized by state organizations and supplemented by lobbyists and 

academics on an ad hoc basis had been transformed by the 1980s with the appearance of think 
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tanks (especially the Peterson Institute for International Economics), leading-edge business 

groups, and a small number of legal specialists. After the reforms of the 1980s, the dominant 

ideas and expertise in this policy domain began to originate from new professional societies 

associated with the legal profession and government officials (almost all the product of formal 

legal training) cycling through CFIUS’s revolving door.  As I noted in Chapter 2, one of the most 

outstanding features of the legislative reforms of 2007 was the narrow  range of ideas being 

presented and making their way into the policy process. The neoliberal-militarist compromise 

struck two decades prior now had a multitude of defenders, embedded in new policy and 

professional networks the compromise helped create. 

Analyzing the evolution of the IFDI “knowledge regime” or those of other issue areas – 

by, for example, conducting a longitudinal analysis of the institutional origins of individuals 

invited to testify at committee hearings since the 1970s – would be an important next step to 

understanding how hegemonic ideas like neoliberalism have become so entrenched. As Centeno 

and Cohen (2012, 328, 332) have argued, the dominance of neoliberal idea within expert 

communities and government circles “makes it difficult to begin imagining alternatives” and 

thereby inhibits possibilities for change—even during periods of heightened political salience 

more prone to radical breaks with previous institutional arrangements.  

 

The limits on developmental state building 

In the Introduction, I framed the puzzle which I take up in Part I of the dissertation by 

borrowing Block’s metaphor of an American state playing host to militarist caterpillars, and, in 

far fewer numbers, beautiful developmental butterflies. I argued that regardless of whether it 

takes the form of butterflies or caterpillars, it was significant that developmentalism in the US 
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has been clustered around the domain of science and technology policy. In other words, this is 

where “developmental” instititutional arrangements had been allowed to flourish within the 

American state. The puzzle, then, was why: Why have developmental institutional arrangements 

been confined to the domain of science and technology?  

As I noted in Chapter 2, Block has argued that the strength of “market fundamentalism” 

in the US has thrust the American “developmental network state” into the shadows of political 

life and imposed various constraints upon its developmental efficacy. Weiss, for her part, has 

endorsed Friedberg’s theory that “antistatism” in the US has historically placed real checks on 

state-building. My analysis of the failure to establish developmental institutional arrangements in 

the domain of strategic materials policy found the strongest support for the ideological limits that 

Block and Weiss have emphasized.  However, with respect to state building in the IFDI policy 

domain, I found that the influence of ideology was less direct in determining the outcome, and 

that a united front of organized class segments and state elites determined to resist any major 

deviation from a liberal, “open door” IFDI policy was the key source of restraint.  

What explains this pattern?  My findings suggest that the variation in the resistance 

encountered was due to the goals of developmentalists, which were not the same in each case. 

Each goal made politically salient different tensions that have perennially existed in the relations 

between capitalism and democracy and between markets and democratic politics. Such tensions 

have included distributional tensions over the extent to which markets or politics should 

determine “who gets what” as well as tensions having to do with power and control, such as how 

and to what extent public authorities should intervene or influence the allocation and production 

decisions of the owners of capital.  
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The second tension, governing the boundaries between public authority and the privileges 

of capital owners to invest in, transfer technology from, or sell their business however and 

wherever they see fit was most salient to IFDI politics starting from the early 1970s. Here, the 

problem was how state power might be mobilized to discipline capital. This power dynamic was 

less salient in the materials policy domain; distributional tensions—e.g., over who would bear 

the costs or mitigate the risks associated with supply insecurity or the development of new and 

unproven materials—were more relevant. The state-building problem was essentially how to 

serve capital, to make it possible to aggregate and transform the interests of firms in sectors 

whose common fate depended on the coordination, cooperation, and support that only the state 

could provide at that historical juncture. To repeat an earlier point, the stakes attached to 

struggles over the question of how best to “serve capital” are hardly insignificant. As Weiss 

(1998, 80) rightly observes, “there are many ways of ‘serving’ capital and they are by no means 

equal in their economic and social consequences.  Some promote productive capital very well; 

others rather poorly.” Minerals and materials policy, and the “whirl of one-night stands” and 

special interest lobbying that had so long typified the form of political “services’ extended to this 

sector, was a case of the latter. This is precisely what developmentalists set out to change.  

These findings suggest two hypotheses about the prospects for success or failure of 

would-be developmental state builders which could applied to the analysis of other policy 

domains. First, in cases where core class privileges are at stake and where the goal of 

developmentalists is to install institutional arrangements that would enable the state to discipline 

capital, the stances taken by, and the relative strength of, mobilized classes and their allies and 

opponents within the state with whom their interests are vested will determine outcomes. 

Without a countervailing power—whether constituted by mobilized working classes, or by state 
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elites clustered within the military or foreign policy establishment—strong enough to counter 

mobilized capitalists defending their privileges, the possibilities for developmental state building 

are limited without the consent of these groups. As I found in my historical analysis of IFDI 

policy, when developmentalists tried during the 1980s to meddle with core relations between 

capitalism, the state, and democracy—the  relations that Alford and Friedland (1985) have called 

the “home domain” of the class perspective—organized business mobilized with notable unity 

and cohesion, acting as more than just another interest group. Indeed, in these cases, categorizing 

“business” as just another set of organized interest groups (as pluralists often do) therefore does 

not fully capture the political mobilization—or the stakes—involved in the conflict.  

To be sure, there are many issue areas where the pluralist perspective is appropriate and 

where “business” is organized more in the form of sectoral pressure groups that mobilize and act 

with little evidence of broader class cohesion. Indeed, strategic minerals and materials policy 

was such an issue area. These cases call for a second hypothesis: when developmentalists 

attempt to build new institutional arrangements that would make it possible to serve diverse 

interests with the goal of promoting or protecting domestic productive capabilities, bureaucratic 

politics and ideological resistance present the more significant barriers to success.  

In Chapter 3, I found that the failure to institute a new and durable coordinating 

mechanism cannot be traced to mobilized capitalists acting with high levels of class cohesion; in 

fact, some of the very same business groups that opposed expanding the state’s capacity in the 

IFDI policy domain were in favor of a stronger coordination of strategic materials policy in the 

Executive. Resistance, instead, came from the latter: from the ideologues in the Reagan 

administration who had just been swept into power. The contingent stance taken by the military 

establishment at that time—which was not to expend any political capital or resources to support 
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the setting up of a new coordinating mechanism—meant that there was no pushback against the 

hostility coming from the appointees in the Interior Department and the Office of Management 

and Budget. Instead of implementing the legislation that that was the culmination of years of 

patient consensus-building, Reagan officials killed it. 

Analysis of additional cases of developmental politics would place these hypotheses on 

firmer ground and no doubt yield further insights on the determinants of success or failure. One 

promising case would be  the specific political settlements that allowed developmentalism to 

expand in the domain of science and technology policy since the 1980s. Based on this 

dissertation’s findings, I expect that such an analysis would show that “success” was due not 

only to the ideological consensus that had historically been forged (D. M. Hart 1998)  in support 

of state promotion of science and technology or the fact that militarists saw state intervention as 

essential for remaining at the cutting edge of the technological frontier. Success was also due to 

the type of state intervention being contemplated in this policy domain: how to serve certain 

segments of capital—e.g., through direct research funding, subsidies, cost-plus contracting, and 

procurement policies—in ways that did little to disturb claims of ownership, control, or even 

expectations of future profits. Indeed, the terms of the 1980s-era legislation that reformed how 

publicly funded and coordinated research could be transferred and commercially exploited were 

especially favorable to the interests of private corporations and investors. As critics (Block 2008, 

195–96; Mazzucato 2016, 152–53) of these institutional arrangements have noted, these political 

choices have institutionalized aggressive ownership claims that actually often inhibit the speed of 

future innovation. They have also limited the state’s ability to reap any direct financial returns 

from the projects that it has helped fund or initiate.  
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This and other cases of developmental politics await further study. Part I of this 

dissertation has offered a model for how to theorize and investigate empirically how the state’s 

developmental capacities have expanded (or been restrained) in the past as well as assess 

prospects for the future. And as Part II of this dissertation found, the outcomes of these 

statebuilding struggles have real consequences for the long-term health of domestic productive 

capabilities.    

 

Part II: American developmentalism in practice  

Part II of the dissertation turned to the question  of how the US’s pattern of 

developmental capacity and incapacity has actually worked in practice, using the global RE 

supply chain since World War II as a strategic vantage point. I have already summarized many 

of the specific findings in Chapters 5 and 6.  Here, I focus on two broader conclusions. The first 

concerns how specific institutional arrangements accelerated processes of decline in a way that 

left limited opportunities to produce the most advanced downstream technologies using RE 

materials. The second concerns what the RE supply chain’s turbulent history suggests about the 

reasons for the more general decline of American productive capabilities since the 1970s. 

 

The decline of the American RE supply chain and prospects for the future 

Developmental policies guided by the US’s National Security State—what I referred to as 

“developmental militarism”—were pivotal in enabling the supply chain’s rise in the decades 

after World War II. Developmental militarism in these early years not only entailed long-term 

funding for basic and mission-oriented research and development but also support for 

discovering and developing new sources of supply in the upstream and providing essential 
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demand in the downstream through procurement and stockpiling policies. This was enough to 

“midwife” the American RE-supply chain in the decades after World War II and made possible 

the commercial application of RE’s by oil refiners, color television manufacturers, and metal 

alloy producers. Developmental militarism also pioneered the use of RE’s in permanent magnets, 

a breakthrough that ultimately transformed the consumer electronic, automotive, and information 

technology industries.  

However, after the 1970s the military’s influence on the development of the RE supply 

began to be less significant, and was in some ways even harmful. It diverted scarce resources and 

talent away from commercial markets and, since military uses and requirements did not easily 

spill over to consumer markets, the military was an imperfect husband for developing new 

commercial applications. Permanent magnet technology was a case in point: Japanese firms 

pioneered the commercial application of RE magnets. The only  example of the American state 

being able to combine multiple developmental roles to develop and commercialize a new 

technology—the three-way catalytic converter—was not due to developmental militarism, but 

thanks to the activities of the Environmental Protection Agency and environmental regulation.   

But the limited efficacy of developmental militarism, at least as practiced after the 1970s, 

was only part of the reason why the RE supply chain in the US began its long decline. Though 

the fate of the upstream links and downstream technologies analyzed in chapter 5 each revealed a 

slightly different story, they all illustrated Pisano and Shih’s (2012, 100) general observation that 

“manufacturing capabilities are hard to acquire and easy to destroy” and that, once lost, the 

possibilities for future innovation and production are often lost with them. One of the reasons 

they were lost entirely was not so much due to the penetration of imports into the domestic 

market or the fact that firms based in the US embraced offshoring and technology transfer, but 
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the speed in which these changes happened. This is where political choices and the exercise of 

state power had the potential to play a pivotal role, as Polanyi noted in The Great 

Transformation: 

 

The rate of change is often of no less importance than the direction of the change 

itself; but while the latter frequently does not depend upon our volition, it is the rate 

at which we allow change to take place which well may depend upon us. A belief 

in spontaneous progress must make us blind to the role of government in economic 

life. This role consists often in altering the rate of change, speeding it up or slowing 

it down as the case may be; if we believe that rate to be unalterable-or even worse, 

if we deem it a sacrilege to interfere with it—then, of course, no room is left for 

intervention. (Polanyi 2001, 39) 

 

In all three countries, policymakers found ample room for state intervention to speed up 

the rate of the RE supply chain’s domestic development. Most notably, technology-forcing 

environmental regulations played an especially constructive role in speeding up the development 

and application of new technologies like the catalytic converter, NdFeB permanent magnets, and 

NiMH batteries using RE materials. This has not stopped most accounts from blaming 

“excessive” environmental regulations for the decline of the American RE supply chain. Instead, 

my findings suggest that what made the decline of the American RE supply chain distinctive, and 

where it compared most unfavorably with Japan, was how American institutional arrangements 

governed trade, investment, and technology transfer. These arrangements made it a “sacrilege,” 

or at any rate, nearly impossible, to constructively interfere to slow down, much less reverse, 
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processes of decline that were accelerated by the rise of the developmental states of East Asia. 

Processes that could have taken decades to unfold often did so in a matter of years, beginning 

with the loss of the consumer electronics industry during the 1970s and early 1980s and 

extending to information technology during the late 1980s and 1990s. The US state had failed to 

perform the role of custodian to govern flows of trade, investment, or technology, and in this key 

respect it differed decisively from Japan. As chapter 6 examined in detail, Japanese producers 

during the 1980s began to experience similar competitive pressures across all the links of its own 

RE supply chain. But the state enacted policies that had the effect of essentially slowing down 

the process of decline, making it possible for Japanese firms to make a selective exit from certain 

market segments while retaining a focus on the most advanced—and profitable—to build upon 

and upgrade for the future.  

One implication of this analysis is that recent American policy initiatives ostensibly 

designed to spur a domestic revival of the RE supply chain and support the domestic 

manufacture of technologies using RE materials are thus misguided and unlikely to succeed 

absent real changes in the state’s capacity at home or its structural relationships abroad. Indeed, 

the results of policy measures already taken since 2010 have already begun to support this 

conclusion, notwithstanding recent declarations of “success” in “beating” the Chinese monopoly 

of upstream RE materials by substituting other materials, or developing alternative upstream 

sources of supply sources. Skeptics of such declarations need only point to a few facts: the 

continued absence of downstream manufacturing capabilities in the US, the still-missing 

upstream supply chain, and the dim prospects for building one now that the World Trade 

Organization has effectively unleashed Chinese RE materials on global markets. The bankruptcy 

of Molycorp—the owner of the US’s largest RE deposit—revealed the fragility of even 
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established players given the scale of Chinese productive capacity. This point was no doubt well 

understood by speculators who knew when to jump at just the right time.  

Funding for a Critical Materials Institute at Ames Laboratory was no doubt a worthy use 

of public funds and will likely bear some fruit in the future. But my analysis suggests that such 

measures taken in isolation are unlikely to reverse the steep declines experienced over several 

decades across the entire American-based rare earth supply chain, nor the staggering loss of all 

the expertise and talent that once supported it. This is a view also shared by Karl Gschneidner, 

whose professional career as an Ames Lab rare earth specialist has spanned the sector’s rise and 

decline. He has called for “vigorous action to re-establish mid-supply chain and OEM industries 

which can effectively compete on a global scale” (Gschneidner Jr. 2011, 36). But such “vigorous 

action” would, of course, require the American state to engage in the very kinds of 

developmental activities for which there is neither the political will nor the institutional 

capacities sustain them.    

 

The decline of domestic productive capabilities and disconnects between innovation and 

production 

Recent research on the state of American manufacturing has confirmed that the 

experience of the RE supply chain is far from unique. A multiyear analysis conducted by an MIT 

working group has found that "Across the entire industrial landscape there are now gaping holes 

and missing pieces. It’s not just that factories stand empty and crumbling; it’s that critical 

strengths and capabilities that once served to bring new enterprises to life have disappeared” 

(Berger 2013, 4). Pisano and Shih (2009; 2012; 2012) have similarly argued that there has been 

widespread “erosion” of the American “industrial commons,” which they define as consisting of 
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“webs of technological know-how, operational capabilities, and specialized skills that are 

embedded in the workforce, competitors, suppliers, customers, cooperative R&D ventures, and 

universities and often support multiple industrial sectors” (G. Pisano and Shih 2012). This 

erosion extends to so-called “advanced technology products” as classified by the US Census 

Bureau (the very downstream technologies using RE materials that were analyzed in depth) that 

have been experiencing trade deficits since 2002 (Smil 2013, 180). The disconnect between the 

US’s “innovation engine” and domestic manufacturing production has also been a widely cited 

trend (Breznitz and Cowhey 2012; Breznitz and Zysman 2013; Weiss 2014; Lazonick 2014).  

 Berger and her collaborators (2013), have argued that declines can be traced back to 

“globalization” (particularly in the form of imports from China and the tendency of American 

firms to locate production offshore) as well as changes at the firm level which have led to a focus 

on keeping only core competencies (which often do not involve much production within the 

firm) and the  elevation of share-holder value as the firm’s primary purpose.  Weiss and 

Lazonick have also explained the disconnect between the US’s innovative and manufacturing 

capacities, as well as the general trend to offshore manufacturing on a kind of “financialism” that 

has been on the rise since the 1980s. Weiss defines financialism as  “not just the preponderant 

power of the financial sector in the political economy, but also the broad institutionalization of 

its value set throughout the industrial system, encapsulated in the primacy of shareholder value 

and the preference for financial investments over productive assets” (see also Lazonick 2013; 

Lazonick 2014).  

Pisano and Shih (2012), as noted in Chapter 4, have cited three “forces” that combined to 

bring about the decline of the American manufacturing commons based on their analysis of the 

semiconductor industry: "active government policies in regions such as Asia (and a lack of 
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policies in the United States)”; changed technological circumstances that made outsourcing and 

disintegrated supply chains more feasible; and private companies' strategies (e.g., maximizing 

shareholder value). They characterize American policy as failing “to keep up” with the new 

reality that "fast-growing overseas markets are enticing American companies to move operations 

outside of the United States.”  They rightly note that bailouts of automakers and "orderly market 

agreements" to restrict imports were merely reactive, and lacked "proactive, coherent thinking.” 

But they take for granted the fact that “with fewer restrictions on the flow of capital and goods, it 

has never been easier for companies to locate their operations wherever they think they can profit 

from the market dynamics” and that this is “enticing American companies to move operations 

outside the United States.” Foreclosing the possibility that there might be alternatives to the 

current world of “fewer restrictions on the flows of capital and goods,” they therefore call for a 

manufacturing strategy that would entail pouring additional resources to fund, mobilize, and 

coordinate collaborative research programs and invest in “broad technological capacities” and 

“human capital.” 

My findings in Part II of this dissertation do not so much refute these explanations as 

suggest that they are incomplete. The embrace of “financialism” within the “industrial system” 

during the 1980s occurred after over a decade of political conflicts over whether and how to 

change the state’s institutional arrangements governing, trade, investment, and technology flows. 

The outcomes of these conflicts created structures of opportunity and constraint that made the 

embrace of “financialism”—rather than long-term, patient investments or commitments to 

domestic manufacturing—the alternative that offered the most reward and lowest risk. As I 

found with respect to the evolution of the RE supply chain beginning during the 1970s, the 

failure of the state to perform the key roles of custodian and husband served to encourage 
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domestic producers, as the cover of one trade publication blared at the time, to “Go Multinational 

or Die.” In fact, firms did both, which over time shifted the supply chain to states that more 

effectively performed such roles, i.e., Japan and the rising developmental states of East Asia.  

My findings also suggest the need to pay closer attention to the historic stances taken by 

the American military establishment. Weiss does do this, but ultimately concludes that 

“financialism, not militarism or the national security state” has been the reason why supply 

chains have internationalized at the expense of domestic production and why there exists a 

disconnect between the US’s “innovation engine” and manufacturing. My conclusions in Parts I 

and II of the dissertation are more critical. Apart from the well-established tendency of foreign 

policy elites and military planners to use access to American markets and technology in 

negotiations over geopolitical matters,340 the more notable and unexpected finding to come out of 

Part I of this dissertation was the failure of the military establishment to take stands at certain 

junctures that might have either expanded the state’s developmental capacities in new policy 

domains, or, in more fundamental terms, have made it clear that it was the military’s position 

that preparedness was directly tied to the health of domestic productive capabilities. Such 

developmental militarists did of course exist and did take stands at key moments, as shown by 

figures like Robert Costello and Craig Fields. But a more detailed history of their defeat and how 

the military establishment came to terms with the transition from a world of “markets within 

                                                 
340 Just some examples have included the infamous Japanese textile agreements that were struck by the Nixon 

administration to achieve military objectives in Okinawa, the refusal to implement unfair trade laws (antidumping) 

over plywood from Finland due to the desire to disentangle Finland from the Soviet bloc (Eckes 1995, 268); and, 

more significantly, the Carter administration’s reluctance to do the same against European steel producers because, 

as Stein (2010) recounts, “the United States needed European cooperation on Afghanistan and Iran...” 
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states” to “states within markets” during the 1980s represents an important area for future 

research.341  

        The upshot is that much as the military services have become increasingly disconnected 

from the citizenry by having their own volunteer force, by nurturing their own “welfare state” 

(Mittelstadt 2015) and by having their budgets and programs shielded from public scrutiny, so 

too have they become increasingly disconnected from the health of the domestic economy. This 

even extends to the domain of science and technology, where, we are told, there has been a crisis 

in the production of so-called “STEM” workers for some time. As one contributor 

to International Security helpfully reminded military planners that might fret about decaying 

education at home, as long as the US continues to import scientists and engineers from abroad, 

especially from developing countries like India, the US can be a big "beneficiary" of 

globalization and not have to worry about its own increasingly poor educational outcomes.  He 

thus concludes, that "the weakness of its own K-12 science preparation system will not have to 

undermine U.S. science hegemony overall”  (Paarlberg 2004, 145).  

There is of course nothing inevitable about American militarism taking this form. As I 

found in my analysis of the conflicts over the governance of IFDI and strategic materials policy, 

the very definition of what is on the “national security” agenda—and the means with which to 

achieve it—is the outcome of specific political choices made and battles fought. Indeed, just as 

there are many ways of “serving capital,” so too are there many ways of “serving the military.” 

Some ways, as has historically been the case in the domain of science and technology policy, can 

push the technological frontier forward and lead to massive investments in research and training. 

                                                 
341 The military establishment has of course been recognized as a potentially powerful enabler of developmental 

state building in other contexts, notably Japan (Samuels 1994), Taiwan (Wade 1990), South Korea (Woo-Cumings 

2005; Thurbon 2016) and Israel (Breznitz 2007).  
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Other ways of “serving,” such as reflexively embracing internationalized supply chains and 

leaving broad discretion to contractors in their sourcing of key upstream materials and 

components may reduce costs, but do little to bolster domestic production and might indeed be 

seen as jeopardizing long-term security interests.   

The broader conclusion suggested by this is that neither the American military nor other 

corners of the American state have institutionalized structures that would ensure that the interests 

of the most powerful American firms and the great holders of wealth would be bound to the 

overall health of the productive capabilities of the American economy. The result has not only 

been a “fractured” elite incapable of collective action to solve major social problems as Mizruchi 

(2013) has argued, but an elite composed of large and powerful segments that are either 

unconcerned by or actively supportive of the erosion of the “industrial commons.” Marxists have 

perhaps most colorfully captured this general logic of global capitalism under a neoliberal policy 

regime: Harvey (2005, 84) refers to a cutting of the  “umbilical cord that tied together state and 

nation,” while Dumenil and Levy (2011, 27) speak of  “a divorce between the upper classes and 

the domestic economy of their own country.” Anderson (2013, 111), referring to the United 

States specifically, describes “a drifting apart” between “the universal and the particular—the 

general interests of capital secured by the national supremacy of the United States.” With foreign 

competition, trade deficits and the borrowing needed to cover them steadily mounting, Anderson 

concludes that “a liberal international order with the United States at its head risks becoming 

something else, less congenial to the Land of the Free.”  

 

Conclusion 
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Can this drifting apart be reversed? There was some cautious optimism that the election 

of Barack Obama in 2008 might represent such a “turning point” (Block 2011a, 14). In the 

aftermath of the financial crisis of 2008, such optimism was not without cause; the passage of the 

American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009—which allocated tens of billions of dollars 

to the Department of Energy for the development of alternative energy technologies, extended 

loan guarantees, and started a new DOE program modeled after DARPA —provided an early 

indicator of a move in that direction. But as the history covered in this dissertation has shown, 

valuable investments in the development and commercialization of new technologies must also 

be matched with a more comprehensive set of supportive policies across policy domains in order 

to be most effective at transforming domestic productive capabilities. Such supportive policies 

were not implemented for two reasons, and neither can be laid at the feet of Republicans in 

Congress determined to resist the Obama administration’s agenda at every turn. 

First, there is little evidence that the Obama administration personnel in charge of 

domestic and foreign economic policy had such an agenda in the first place. Indeed, drawn 

mostly from the Democratic Party’s neoliberal wing (with many holdovers from the Clinton 

White House), they sought not to reform the status quo but to sustain or deepen it in the policy 

domains that could have made a difference (e.g., trade, investment, procurement, technology 

transfer). Second, the legacies of a half-century of failed and mostly forgotten state-building 

efforts, two cases of which have been examined in this dissertation, meant that past state 

incapacities continued to limit future possibilities during Obama’s terms of office. Whatever 

developmental reservoirs might have existed in the past had since been destroyed or rechanneled 

into the more acceptable domains of “science and innovation” and “national security” policy. 

The partisans and fellow travelers of the “neoliberal revolution” (Streeck 2014) had done their 
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job, leaving the American state without the capacity to serve, much less discipline, capitalists in 

ways that might reverse the decline of domestic productive capabilities.  

This left a well-meaning but diminished President Obama with little to do beyond 

affirming his rhetorical commitment to American manufacturing, proclaiming “Sputnik 

moments” in State of the Union addresses, and jawboning members of the US Chamber of 

Commerce to “ask yourselves what you can do to hire more American workers, what you can do 

to support the American economy and invest in this nation.” In the latter case, President Obama 

defined the problem as a voluntaristic one of “mutual responsibilities” and “social compacts”:  

  

“…if we as a nation are going to invest in innovation, that innovation should lead 

to new jobs and manufacturing on our shores.  The end result of tax breaks and 

investments can’t simply be that new breakthroughs and technologies are 

discovered here in America, but then the manufacturing takes place overseas.  That, 

too, breaks the social compact.  It makes people feel as if the game is fixed and 

they’re not benefiting from the extraordinary discoveries that take place here.” 

(Obama 2011) 

 

With the election of Donald Trump in November 2016, the mild economic nationalism 

expressed by President Obama—typified by vague appeals to social compacts destined to be 

broken for lack of the institutions and political will to uphold them—has of course given way to 

a very different variety.  Trump has vowed to “put America first” and has said that 

“Americanism, not globalism” would be his administration’s “credo.” But those tempted to 

celebrate President-elect Trump’s seeming political will to threaten corporations deemed to have 
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under-invested in jobs and manufacturing in the US should harbor no illusions. Trump’s 

economic nationalism is decidedly not an example of the constructive economic nationalism that 

Chalmers Johnson found animating the spirit of the Japanese developmental state that presided 

over decades of “miraculous” growth (C. Johnson 1982, 28). No, Trump’s economic nationalism 

belongs with the family of politicized versions that Harry Johnson, the University of Chicago 

economist, typically found in one-party regimes; here, economic policy is directed “toward the 

production of psychic income in the form of nationalistic satisfaction at the expense of material 

income” (H. G. Johnson 1965, 183). The minimal concessions extracted from, and favors 

bestowed upon, the Carrier Corporation—a favorite target of Trump’s jawboning on the 

campaign trail—serves as an early indicator of what Trump’s economic nationalism will mean in 

practice (Schwartz 2016).   

The drifting apart that Anderson described and Obama complained about to the Chamber 

of Commerce will not be reversed by threats made over social media or a flurry of episodic 

“deal-making.” It will be reversed—if at all—only by the patient and determined building of new 

institutional capacities within the state. All signs indicate that Trump, and the prospective 

members of his administration are not, and will not be, institution builders. Indeed, Trump’s 

nominee for Secretary of Energy—that state enclave that engendered so much optimism during 

Obama’s first term—is on record as calling for the whole department to be abolished (Jopson 

2016). The pessimistic conclusion to be drawn from both these early Trump-era developments 

and this dissertation’s findings is that the US’s actually existing “developmental state” will 

continue to be ill-equipped for the challenge of sustaining and upgrading the country’s 

productive capabilities, at least under the current conditions of globalizing capitalism.  
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